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Reply to Attn of: 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Headquarters 
Washington, DC 20546-0001 

Office of Communication 
Headquarters FOIA Office 

FOIA: 14-HQ-F-00652 

July 23, 2014 

Thank you for your Freedom oflnformation Act (FOIA) request dated June 15, 2014, and 
received in our office June 27, 2014. Your request was for: 

a copy of each response to a Question for the Record (QFR) provided to 
Congress by NASA. (By responses to QFRs, I mean the responses to formal 
questions posed in association with testimony before a Congressional 
Committee.) These records are most likely maintained in the Office of 
Congressional Affairs, Office of Legislative Affairs, Office of Intergovernmental 
Affairs, or equivalent, or in the executive secretariat. 

You may limit this request to records created since January 1, 2009. If this 
request will. require extensive searches, please contact me so we can discuss 
narrowing of the request. If this will produce voluminous records, please limit the 
request to records created since January 1, 2012. 

The NASA Headquarters program office (s) conducted a search for Agency records using 
the above listing as its search criteria. We are releasing in full 27 documents consisting 
of 403 pages of responsive documents for your request. 

Fees for processing this request is $30.00 and is being charged in accordance with 14 
CFR § 1206.700(i)(2). 



Please contact me at hq-foia@nasa.gov or (202) 358-2462 for further assistance. 

Sincer~ly, ('·, 
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Questions for Mr. Rick Howard 
December 6, 2011 Hearing on 
The Next Great Observatory: 

Assessing the James Webb Space Telescope 

From Chairman Ralph Hall 

1. Despite the tough fiscal environment, NASA received the fi.~11 amount 
requested for JWST in FY 2012 as budgeted in the re-plan. However, we 
cannot be certain that future Congress's will appropriate the amount 
requested in the out-year budgets. What impact would reduced funding have 
on your ability to launch JWST in October 2018 as planned? 

Response: Stability of the funding profile is a critical factor in determining the 
success of the new cost and schedule baseline for JWST. Any reduction in future 
years' appropriaticms will directly increase the risk of completing the development of 
JWST within the cost and schedule established in the new baseline. Adjustments to 
the funding profile from year to year or reductions in funding will nullify the Joint 
Cost and Schedule Confidence Level (JCL) assessment that was done on the new 
baseline and assessed by both NASA and the independent Standing Review Board. 
These assessments were used as the basis of the Agency position that the new 
baseline is robust and has a high level of confidence. NASA ability to keep the total 
formulation and development cost capped at $8.0B as directed by Congress would 
have to be reexamined. 

2. During the hearing mention was made of a number of missions that have 
been impacted substantially by JWST. Mention was made of missions like 
TPF, SIM, IXO, LISA, and WFIRST, though others were also named, 
particularly in the planetary arena. Please comment on the impact, if any, 
that JWST had on the progress on such major NASA science missions. 

Response: NASA Astrophysics investments are informed by the National Academy 
of Science's decadal survey reports. The 200 I report Astronomy and Astrophysics 
for the New Millennium, recommended JWST as its top priority space-based major 
initiative. Historically, NASA has developed its 'flagship missions' serially. Hubble 
was the first, followed by the Chandra X-ray Observatory, and later the Spitzer 
Space Telescope. The NASA Astrophysics budget has never accommodated 
simultaneous development of flagship class missions. This is done to maintain the 
community recommended balance between large and small missions in development, 
missions in operation, and research and analysis funding. All of the other missions 
mentioned in your question are flagship class observatories, which would have 
compromised the recommended balance in funding the Astrophysics program. In the 
most recent decadal survey report, New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and 
Astrophysics, the astronomical community selected WFIRST as the highest priority 
space-based large-scale activity after JWST. Other missions were ranked third or 
lower in priority for investment, and in some cases (SIM, TPF, other planet finder 
missions) dropped completely from mission development recommendations. For 
example, ESA terminated their participation in LISA and IXO following the low 
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rankings of those missions in the 2010 decadal survey. Thus, of the Astrophysics 
missions mentioned above, only WFIRST was directly affected by the expected 
JWST cost growth and schedule delay in the FY 2012 President's Budget Request, 
which was released in February 2011 (before the development of the new JWST 
baseline). Given current fiscal constraints, NASA cannot undertake development of 
WFIRST until development of JWST is complete. NASA is continuing initial 
planning efforts to further define WFIRST concepts and science goals. For 
example, NASA has undertaken a science definition study of WFIRST that will be 
completed by the end of this year. 

T 



From Representative Lamar Smith 

1. NASA recently announced that the Kepler Space Telescope has discovered 
an Earth-like planet 600 light years away whose size and distance from its 
own star put it in the "habitable zone" to support life. The Hubble Space 
Telescope has made countless discoveries over the past two decades. 

a. What kinds of scientific revelations might we anticipate with the 
James Webb Space Telescope, compared to those from Kepler and 
Hubble? Would you recommend maintaining operations of the 
Kepler and Hubble Space Telescopes even if funds from those 
missions are needed to be used to keep JWST on track? 

Response: Prior to the launch of Hubble no one knew all the amazing discoveries it 
would ultimately make. Similarly, JWST's discovery potential is even greater than 
Hubble's. Like Hubble, JWST will be a general observer facility with observations 
selected through competitive peer-review. Therefore, we cannot predict exactly 
what discoveries JWST will make. However, the JWST design has been guided by 
four scientifically compelling themes: detection and characterization of the first stars 
and galaxies to form after the Big Bang, the build up and evolution of galaxies across 
cosmic time, the birth of stars and planetary systems in our Galaxy, and the study of 
our solar system and of exoplanets. In each of these areas JWST' s unmatched 
combination of wavelength coverage (near to mid-infrared), collecting aperture 
(6.5m diameter), and sensitivity will permit scientists to see things invisible or 
undetectable with any existing or planned facility - even Hubble. The Kepler 
mission is very different from both Hubble and JWST because it stares at one point 
in the sky and makes extremely accurate measurements of the brightness variations 
of sources in its field of view. These brightness variations tell us about planets 
orbiting stars and about how stars themselves vary in brightness with time. While 
each contributes valuable science, Hubble, Kepler and JWST perform 
complementary, non-overlapping missions. 

The longevity of NASA Astrophysics missions is determined both by the 
performance of the hardware over time, but also through a peer-review competition 
with other missions which have met their primary science goals. Every two years 
NASA conducts a Senior Review of its operating missions in their extended 
operations phase. The most scientifically useful missions are recommended for 
extension. Those missions whose scientific return is no longer deemed as 
compelling receive reduced or no additional funding for extended operations. Thus 
the decision to extend missions is based upon scientific importance rather than 
merely the "gap-filling" aspect. Kepler's prime mission is scheduled for completion 
in November 2012, and continued operation is dependent on results of the 
Astrophysics Senior Review of operating missions to be held this year. Then Kepler, 
Hubble and all other Astrophysics operating missions will be reviewed in order to 
determine whether the continued science return is worth the investment in the 
context of the entire Astrophysics portfolio. 

b. Could you comment on the role of JWST in maintaining and 
expanding U.S. global leadership in astronomy and astrophysics? 
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Response: JWST will be the largest and most technologically complex scientific 
satellite ever developed. Because of its unprecedented collecting area and cutting 
edge technology science instruments, JWST will enable science investigations that 
probe fundamental questions about the origins of stars and galaxies and begin the 
detailed study of exoplanet atmospheres searching for signatures of life. As Dr. 
Roger Blandford noted in his testimony to the Committee, JWST is a cornerstone of 
the 2010 National Research Council decadal survey in Astrophysics. The survey 
assumed a fully functioning JWST. No other nation could lead the development of a 
space-based observatory of the complexity and scale of JWST. It will keep NASA 
and the US on the forefront of space-based astronomy and astrophysics. The new 
technologies developed for JWST including deployable cryogenic mirrors, 
microshutter devices, and ultra high sensitivity near and mid infrared detectors 
demonstrate U.S. leadership in this area. When these technologies are assembled 
into JWST they will create an observatory with sensitivity 100 times greater than that 
of Hubble. 

As an additional example of U.S. leadership fostered by investments in JWST, ESA 
and NASA has agreed to discuss US participation in its Euclid mission in the area of 
detectors. The detector electronics ESA is considering are derived from those 
developed for JWST. Thus NASA and the US astronomy community would gain a 
"seat at the table" with ESA's Euclid science team by virtue of JWST derived 
technology. 

Clearly, Hubble and other Great Observatories have been a huge success and 
cemented the US leadership role for space astrophysics. JWST will continue that 
success and position US industry and academia well for the next advances that will 
follow. 

c. How do the Hubble, Kepler and Webb Space Telescopes compare to 
the capabilities of the European Space Agency's Herschel telescope? 

Response: The European Space Agency's (ESA) Herschel Telescope is a 3.5m 
diameter telescope that operates between the wavelengths 55 to 672 microns (the 
mid-to-far infrared) and, because it uses stored cryogens, has a roughly three-year 
lifetime. The angular resolution is at best comparable to ground-based telescopes 
because of the longer wavelengths and relatively small mirror diameter (for those 
wavelengths). Herschel will make important advances, but in areas that are distinct 
from those that JWST is optimized for such as very high angular resolution near 
infrared observations of faint sources. JWST works from ~0.6 to 28.5 microns (near 
infrared to mid infrared) and will return images as sharp as those returned today by 
Hubble. As stated above, Kepler is designed to stare at one specific region of space 
over its primary mission lifetime, whereas Hubble, Webb, and Herschel are designed 
to point at many different areas and objects of interest over their lifetimes. Hubble is 
optimized to observe in the visible and ultraviolet portions of the spectrum. Each of 
these facilities possesses unique strengths that permit different astronomical 
phenomena to be studied. They are truly complementary rather than competitive. 

d. What are other nations doing in astronomy and astrophysics that 
could jeopardize America's leadership in the field? 
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Response: NASA and other space faring nations routinely work collaboratively on 
missions taking advantage of the capabilities of each organization to improve the 
science return from most of our missions. Indeed, approximately 85 percent of 
recent NASA astrophysics missions involved partnerships with other countries. 
NASA has for years led the world in the development of astrophysics missions in 
terms of capability. ESA and others are developing increasingly more sophisticated 
systems that are approaching and in some cases exceeding US capabilities. 
However, JWST represents an unmatched leap in science capabilities because of its 
revolutionary technological advances in large deployable mirrors and cryogenic 
operations. 

ESA is moving ahead with its Euclid dark energy mission, and NASA (consistent 
with the recommendation of a recent NRC report) is considering participation at a 
modest level in that mission. Japan has an active interest in space-based X-ray 
astronomy, and NASA has long partnered with them in their program. Currently, 
NASA is developing an instrument to fly on Japan's Astro-H mission in 2014. Both 
ESA and JAXA have plans for more complex and larger missions in their plans as 
well. 

Other nations have recognized the often broadly applicable technology developed in 
support of astronomy missions. As they strengthen their investments in those areas 
(detector development, large mirror construction) they will catch the United States if 
we do not similarly maintain our investments in leading edge science and 
technology. Moreover, the world's best and brightest scientists and engineers watch 
and follow where the most exciting new work is being done. To ensure that we 
capture those exceptional individuals it is critical that the US be the place where 
cutting edge work is being performed. 

2. Last July, NASA's associate administrator Ed Weiler, who was in charge of 
NASA's science mission budget of almost $SB annually, called the Obama 
Administration's flat budget for the James Webb Space Telescope a "road to 
nowhere" in a press interview. Soon thereafter, Dr. Weiler tendered his 
resignation, after 33 years of service to NASA. 

a. What are your thoughts of how the Obama Administration handled 
the budget challenges for the James Webb Space Telescope over the 
past 3 years? 

Response: The Administration has been supportive of JWST. It allowed NASA's 
process of review and establishment of a new cost and schedule baseline to run its 
course, then worked closely with NASA to find a solution for funding the new 
baseline within NASA's top-line budget. The FY 2013 budget request fully supports 
that new baseline. 

b. Why did the annual funding for the JWST drop during the Obama 
Administration compared to how much was being spent on the JWST 
only a few years ago? Shouldn't the funding profile for the Webb 
telescope have been increasing as the project was ramping up? (FYI: 
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$438M was spent in FY 2010 for JWST, but only $354.6M was 
requested in FY 2011) 

Response: The Administration's FY 2011 budget request for JWST was $444.8M, 
up from the $385M that was projected for FY 2011 in the FY 2010 budget request. 
At that time (February 2010), NASA was still working to the old baseline schedule 
that assumed a 2014 launch and its associated budget profile. The flat-line budget 
was a placeholder for the out-years in the FY 2012 budget request pending the re
plan activity. At that time (February 2011), NASA was undertaking a re-plan of the 
JWST program. 

c. Did this flat-line budget from the Obama Administration cause delays 
to the program? If so, how much delay? 

Response: The flat-line budget in the FY 2012 budget request was a placeholder 
while the new cost and schedule baseline was being developed. The FY 2011 and 
FY 2012 President's Budget Request funding levels were the only initial constraints 
in developing the new baseline. The resulting baseline, which included adequate 
schedule reserves, supported an October 2018 LRD but had an unrealistic funding 
profile from FY 2012 to FY 2013. The final baseline· approved by NASA in 
September 2011 included adjustments to the FY 2011 and FY 2012 funding that 
were above the President's budget for those years in order to provide a more 
executable profile and work plan. To support the October 2018 launch date and the 
budget profile established in the new baseline, the Administration added $44M in FY 
2011. These additional funds, along with those provided in 2012, allowed NASA to 
accelerate work, retiring risk and saving resources, and to maintain the cost and 
schedule confidence level of the new baseline. 

d. Did the House Appropriations Committee provide an adequate wake
up call for the Obama Administration and Congress that the budget 
challenge facing the James Webb Space Telescope required fixing? 

Response: The Administration had already begun a re-plan of JWST in response to 
the budget challenges associated with the project. House Appropriations Committee 
actions regarding the FY 2012 budget lent an additional sense of urgency. 
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From Representative Larry Bucshon 

1. We heard testimony indicating that the James Webb Space Telescope is both 
grossly over budget and significantly past deadline. Further all of the 
panelists noted varying degrees of program mismanagement that have 
resulted in these expenditures and delays. Therefore, I'd like to ask that you 
supply my office, and this committee with a detailed receipt of how last 
year's budget was spent. I would like that budget to include detailed 
explanations of what work was completed and its cost, the cost of the 
components, labor, materials and how each directly builds toward the hopeful 
end result of an operational telescope. 

Response: The Independent Comprehensive Review Panel report noted the excellent 
technical progress of the project to-date, but identified several management 
problems, which have been fully acknowledged and corrected by NASA. Once these 
corrective measures were put into place early in 2011, the new JWST Program 
Director worked with the JWST Project Office at the Goddard Space Flight Center 
and with the prime contractor to identify a set of technical milestones to be 
accomplished in FY 2011. This served to assure that good progress would be made 
toward launch while the new baseline cost and schedule was being formulated and 
reviewed. That list of milestones is shown in the chart below. 

:Milestone 
' 

JWST FY 2011 Milestones 

. ~;~·~~~t·· -~ .. 
! 

• J 

1~··;'tt, · ·· iship M'i<l-i~&;~1n;;;~;;<M!Ri)Fi;;rpJ;;"""'-··t~~~;;;fu'ii'Y"c~~;1';t'~<l-~i724·"'·"'--=~ .. , ... ""h·"=~·~· 
i Electronics to ESA (Rutherford Appleton Lab.) Ball's j 
rlight Actuator Drive Unit Software Test Review jSuccessfully Completed - 1/20 
,' l 

!f eb '11 .. , in~ii~er Near~Infrared Spectr~graph flight spare ~uccessfully Completed~ 1/29 
i detector to GSFC 

Mar '11 

Apr '11 

Pathfinder Primary Mirror Backplane Support Structure 
i delivered to Northrop-Grumman Aerospace Sys. 
.Establish No-Earlier-Than Launch Readiness Date 

(LRD) as part of rep Ian 

' 
Establish Work Breakdown Structure for new GSFC 
' respm1s,ibJliti.es .. 
Complete flight ISIM Remote Services Unit Thermal 
l Vacuum testing 
Deliver Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS) test unit 
; electronics to ISIM Integration & Test (l&T) Complete 
2018 LRD budget details 

.Pathfinder Primary Mirror Segment Assemblies 

. complete 
Deliver ISIM Command & Data Handling test unit to 
. ISIMI&T 

i 
rathfinder delivered to NGAS on 3/25 

~ased on current funding constraints a NET LRD of 
l Oct 2018 established, FY 2011 and FY 2012 schedule 
! does not preclude an earlier date if deemed possible 
l in the future - Completed 2/25 
]successfully Completed - 2/28 
' 
' ' ., , ,. . , f uccessfully Completed - 2/19 

'successfully Completed - 2/24 

Preliminary Budget was presented to Program Office 
~d Center Management on 4/7 
Successfully Completed - 4/25 

Successfully Completed - 4/22 

Complete 2018 LRD project lead Joint cost & schedule Initial JCL run completed-4/28 
· Confidence Limit (JCL) 

May "11 Start flight FGS environmental testing (instrument Successfully Completed· 514 
·level) 
Complete Spacecraft Secondary Mirror Segment Cone Successfully completed - 4/20 

Structure internal Design Review 3/4 

1 
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.Jun'll :Complete Common Command & Telemetry System 
\ Build 2.3 
jStart ISIM level I&T 

'"1-·· - , .. '·--·---- ................. , .......... ·-·---' 
Successfully completed - 4/13 

I 
uccessfully Completed - 6/24 Began the ISIM 
Flight I&T with the integration of the Spacecraft 
Simulator 2A (SCSIM-2A) into the Flight Electrical 
Environment. _________ .,., _____ ,.~-·~---S-~·--• 
uccessfully completed - 7 /22 
uccessfully completed - 7 /28 

As shown in the chart, all but one of these milestones were accomplished. The cost 
of these and related activities in FY 2011 is shown in the table below. 

JWST FY 2011 Expenditures 
Actual Obs. 

FYll FY11 

Labor Bi Related Expenses 21,050 20,800 

JWST Program Office 1,300 700 
Project Support & MPS 

,. 
8,192 6,700 

Observatory Systems Engineering 10,734 7,200 

Safety & Mission Assurance 
,. 

4,624 3,700 
Sdence&SWG 1,915 1,700 

ISIM 
,. 

80,903 78,800 

Observatory 273,394 277,SOO 
OTE 8,673 5,800 

Launch Vehicle Accommodations 65 
Ground Segment 37,244 41,300 
Systems Integration & Test 

,. 
11,049 7,900 

OTE/ISIM (OTIS) Integration & Test 
,. 

14,200 18,300 

Contingency 3,414 

I Sub-Total JWST 476,756 
, 

470,400 

JSC Chamber A Mods 38,500 38,500 

lrotalJWST 
, 

515,256 508,900 

The following chart displays the cost breakdown for the entire amount invested in 
JWST from its inception through the end of FY 2011. 
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Cost Breakdown By Element Through FY 2011 ($3.5B total) 

Northrop-Grumman 
401;:, spe:it 

Misc. Observatory ~pport 
156~~~ $P0ilt 

.. fI~~~~~'~ystem 
~ ISi~ ~~d Science Instrument!> 
~iR.·.,.<.,l;t"'.lT 

llD i~;~;~;~~~fV Oe11eh)pm!lnt 

.. ~~~;~~~;;,~orking Group 

Miscellaneous 
$O%sperit 

- ~i~!l<Service Labor 
-~6 .... pent 

I& T test chamber 
70%sp<;t\t 

~ M~~I cryocooler 
<I~ 6S.ospent 

Mirrors (Ball Aerospace) 
79% SI.lent 

...,.. System Level l&T 
liiifilill 15%~pent 

Finally, the following chart displays a percentage breakout by cost of major activities 
of the work yet to be completed on JWST, from FY 2012 through launch and 
commissioning (i.e., up to the beginning of science operations). 

Work-to-Go (FY 2012 through launch and commissioning) 

Backplane, Sunshield. Spacecraft (603) 
Ground System (76%) 
ISIM (223) 

e System Level I& T (853) 
e Labor & Related Expenses (47%) 

Proj. Support (50%) 
fb Optical Telescope Element (21 %) 

JSC Chamber A modifications (30%) 
JPL Cryocooler (35%) 

9 Science & SWG (67%) 

Relative Proportion of Project Funding to Go Percentage Work to Go by Project Element 
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From Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson 

1. The Joint Explanatory Statement of the FY 2012 Commerce, Justice, Science, 
and Related Agencies Appropriations Conference Committee recently urged 
NASA to look at lessons learned from reviews of the challenges of prior 
flagship projects; identify those lessons that address universal management 
issues; and implement those lessons in flagship projects across the 
Directorate. How do you plan to undertake the conferees' direction? 

Response: NASA is examining its performance on flagship science missions and has 
already begun changing its processes to better manage technical, cost, and schedule 
risk. Flagship missions provide significant science return, but cost and schedule 
management of them has been problematic due to the variety of factors that affect 
them during their development life cycle. By definition, flagship missions are first
of-a-kind missions that are extending the state of the art in science and technology. 
In all cases investments are made in the critical enabling technologies to assure that 
the mission objectives can be achieved. However difficulties still arise as the 
development progresses because of the complexity of these missions. As an 
example, the requirement for JWST to operate at cryogenic temperatures meant that 
many of the traditional manufacturing process and procedures for large space 
telescopes were inadequate for this temperature regime. NASA and its partners took 
the leadership in developing these tests and procedures for various elements of the 
observatory including the composite structures, mirrors, and science instruments. 
Also flagship missions tend to have longer development times that make them more 
susceptible to economic changes and leadership changes that can result in challenges 
for the project. The complexity, uniqueness, and longer development times of 
flagship missions complicates our ability to establish cost and schedule baselines 
early in the development cycle. Clearly the results from these missions have proven 
to be of great value to our nation and the world. As examples consider the long and 
enormously high scientific productivity of Hubble, Cassini, and other large missions. 
Their challenging nature is evident as well. In many cases, as with the Mars Science 
Laboratory, the challenges are technical in nature (for example, in defining optimal 
heat shield materials, design and manufacturability of wheel actuators, and avionics 
development). 

The steps NASA has taken and is taking to address lessons learned in flagship 
mission development are summarized here and, for JWST, are detailed in the 
answers to the questions that follow: 

o Establishment of joint cost and schedule confidence level (JCL)-based 
life cycle cost budgeting that improve the understanding of the 
complexities and risks associated with a development result in more 
accurate estimates of cost and schedule as evidenced by the recent 
performance of Juno; 

o Requirement that projects implement Earned Value Management (EVM) 
systems to weigh technical progress against expenditure of funds on a 
monthly basis provide early indicators of issues; 

o Extended duration Phase B definition and preliminary design to allow for 
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technology maturation and· through system engineering to better 
characterize the risks to be retired during development and identify 
unique integration and test needs; 

o Use of a formal acquisition strategy process before and during Phase A to 
define program management structure and Center and contractor roles in 
a way that best fit the project under consideration; 

o Strong independent reviews at key points in the development to verify 
that the project is making progress per its plan and to offer additional 
insights based on the independent review teams experience; and, 

o Regular reviews with senior NASA management to assure that project 
concerns are addressed quickly to avoid cost and schedule implications. 

Flagship missions enable a broad variety of scientific investigations by carrying 
large, multi-purpose capabilities like JWST or large numbers of instruments like 
MSL or Cassini, and are therefore the most scientifically powerful missions NASA 
undertakes. They accomplish science objectives that no other approach can meet. 
They also develop technologies that smaller, competed missions can use in the 
future. As they are by nature one-of-a-kind, they present unique challenges for cost 
estimation and control. NASA has learned much from those it has developed as well 
as from JWST now underway, and we are committed to implementing those lessons 
learned on current and future missions. 

2. The report of the Independent Comprehensive Review Panel (ICRP) makes 
repeated references to the lack of a cost and programmatic analysis capability 
at NASA Headquarters as a contributing factor in the JWST budget and 
schedule problems. For example, the ICRP states "The flaw in the Project 
Budget should have been revealed as part of the Confirmation process. The 
fact that it was not reflects the lack of an effective cost and programmatic 
analysis capability at HQ [headquarters]. This too requires immediate 
corrective action." According to the ICRP report, NASA has not had this 
capability for over a decade. 

a. What has NASA done to act on this recommendation and what, if 
any, additional plans does NASA have regarding its cost and 
programmatic analysis capability? 

Response: NASA agreed with the ICRP recommendation regarding cost and 
programmatic analysis capability. NASA has enhanced its programmatic analysis in 
the new Office of Evaluation, Office of the Chief Engineer (OCE), and the Office of 
the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO). These offices perform independent analyses 
and assessments that are reported to NASA senior leaders and program management 
experts in a monthly Baseline Performance Review and during Key Decision Point 
reviews. NASA has implemented a cost and schedule database that records key 
project parameters, such as independent cost estimates and key schedule milestones 
so analysts may readily analyze and compare ongoing project performance to prior 
estimates and commitments. Variance analyses are provided to enable managers to 
identify issues and take action to mitigate their consequences . 
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b. What has changed in how projects get confirmed at NASA to avoid 
repeating what happened with JWST? 

Response': NASA began to change its policies regarding cost and schedule analysis 
and assessments made as part of the confirmation process and establishment of a 
baseline for a mission. The changes mentioned above have been implemented with 
success on recent projects such as Juno and GRAIL. However, NASA continues to 
evaluate its performance to improve its program and project management processes 
to assure that confirmation of a project is justified through analysis. The Policy for 
NASA Acquisition (NPR 1000.5A) states programs and projects are to be baselined 
or rebaselined and budgeted based on a joint cost and schedule probabilistic analysis 
developed by the program or project in accordance with the following: 

o Programs are to be baselined or rebaselined and budgeted at a joint cost and 
schedule confidence level of 70 percent or the level approved by the decision 
authority of the responsible Agency-level management council. For a 70 
percent joint cost and schedule confidence level, this is the point on the joint 
cost and schedule probability distribution where there is a 70 percent 
probability that the project will be completed at or lower than the estimated 
amount and at or before the projected schedule. The basis for a confidence 
level less than 70 percent is to be formally documented. 

o Projects are to be baselined or rebaselined and budgeted at a joint cost and 
schedule confidence level consistent with the program's confidence level. 

o Joint cost and schedule confidence levels are to be developed and maintained 
for the life cycle cost (at the approved confidence level) and schedule 
associated with the initial lifecycle baselines (e.g., for space flight programs 
and projects baselines established at KDP-1 for entry into the development 
phase of a multi-project program, or KDP-C for a single project). 

o A Joint Cost and Schedule Confidence Level is a quantitative probability 
statement about the ability of a project to meet its cost and schedule targets. 
Simply put, a JCL is the probability that the cost will be less or equal to the 
targeted cost AND that the schedule will be equal or less than the targeted 
schedule date. The process of developing a JCL requires that the project 
combine their cost, schedule and risk into a complete quantitative picture that 
helps the decision makers understand the project's prospects for success in 
achieving their cost and schedule goals. The technique identifies the project
specific risks and allows decision makers to better understand those risks and 
the context for establishing the project's phased funding requirements. 

In addition, the NASA Procedural Requirement for Program and Project 
Management (NPR 7120.5) is being revised to better identify work that is to be 
completed during Phase B and more rigorously evaluating whether that work has 
been satisfactorily completed prior to approving the project for implementation. By 
better understanding the requirements and the risks associated with projects, the 
resources and schedule needed to implement the projects can be more reliably sized. 
Confirmation of significant NASA projects now requires rigorous analyses be 
performed to confirm that the cost and schedule estimations have incorporated 
thorough risk assessments. NASA now requires that these analyses of a project's 
joint confidence levels (cost and schedule) be independently reviewed prior to 
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confinnation and the results of the review are assessed during the confirmation. 
NASA has established that some projects, like JWST, should be planned with high 
confidence levels. 

Consistent with these policies and procedures, the revised plan for JWST was 
approved with a joint confidence level of 66 percent (following Agency policy as 
described above) and a cost confidence significantly higher than the 80 percent 
recommended by the ICRP (cost confidence levels refer only to the cost portion of 
the estimate and are independent of the schedule). The cost profile and October 
2018 launch readiness date were found to be a sound plan by Goddard center 
management, the Science Mission Directorate, the independent Standing Review 
Board and senior management at NASA Headquarters. 

3. The ICRP report raised a number of concerns about the oversight and 
governance of the JWST project within NASA. Is there an independent body 
that reviews the progress on JWST, and if so have they reviewed NASA's 
new plan and cost estimate? 

Response: Yes, there is a Standing Review Board (SRB) for JWST that was 
involved in the review of the new baseline including the risks and risk matrix used to 
generate the JCL and the results of the JCL. The SRB presented their assessment of 
the new baseline including the results of the JCL to NASA management as part of 
the Agency's review of the new baseline. The SRB continues to review the technical 
and programmatic progress and issues of the program. 

a. What was their response to the plan and did they issue any findings 
and recommendations for NASA on the new plan? 

The Standing Review Board issued three findings and one recommendation. The 
Board found that the project technical baseline reflected that JWST was at the CDR 
phase of development with some exceptions. They found that NASA had taken 
positive agency, program, and project-level management steps to reduce program 
risk. No recommendations accompanied these two findings. The Board found that 
the replan initially presented to them as constrained by the FY 2011 and FY 2012 
funding guidelines was seriously flawed and recommended increasing FY 2011-2012 
funding, by applying no less than 30 percent reserves throughout the program to 
account for unknown risk, and reducing the FY 2013 funding peak by shifting 
critical efforts into FY 2012 and adjusting the out-year funding profile accordingly. 
The final plan was reviewed by a sub set of the SRB and agreed that it addressed the 
SRB concerns. 

b. How has NASA responded to those findings and recommendations? 

Response: NASA responded to this finding by revising the baseline to provide 
additional resources in FY 2011 and FY 2012 (including rephasing work content 
from FY 2013 into FY 2012 which reduced the FY 2013 funding requirement) and 
adding additional unallocated future expenditures (UFE) in FY 2014 and out. The 
SRB reviewed this revised baseline and determined that this was a positive step 
towards successful planning and implementation of JWST. The rephasing of work 
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along with the additional UFE in the new baseline resulted in a cost confidence level 
that is significantly higher than the 80 percent recommended by the ICRP. That 
revised budget profile became part of the new (current) cost and schedule baseline. 
UFE allocation is phased throughout the project lifecycle to enable management of 
risks and uncertainties associated with each lifecycle phase. NASA distinguishes 
UFE funds managed by the project and UFE funds managed by the program 
responsible for the project. The UFE managed by the project is needed to cover risks 
and uncertainties that could be reasonably viewed as under the project's control. The 
UFE managed by the program is needed to address risks and uncertainties that are 
beyond the projects control i.e. partner's schedule delays or growth in launch vehicle 
costs. 

4. The ICRP noted that the JWST science team had not played a significant role 
in providing inputs to difficult trade-offs regarding JWST's scientific 
performance and recommended that their role be strengthened. Please 
describe what changes have been made to increase the science team's role. 

Response: As we reported in our response to the ICRP recommendations, NASA 
has added a Deputy Senior Project Scientist/Technical position to the project science 
team. This individual is responsible for day-to-day interactions with senior project 
management on all aspects of the mission; scientific, technical, budgetary, and 
schedule. This individual also regularly meets with other members of the project 
science team to ensure rapid and substantive communication between the science and 
cost/schedule/risk worlds. This new position assists the Senior Project Scientist to 
better integrate the science activities with the hardware development activities to 
enable closer coordination and understanding of technical drivers to science 
performance so fully informed decisions can be made. 

In addition, the Senior Project Scientist at Goddard Space Flight Center now reports 
directly to the Center Director, and project scientists make monthly technical reports 
within the project. The science team members work closely with their managerial 
and engineering counterparts in all areas of the international JWST Project to find 
technical solutions that ensure that the agreed scientific performance requirements 
are met. 

5. We often hear about the importance of having challenging space projects to 
sustain the skilled workforce in this nation. What, in your view does JWST 
mean for our workforce and for those young people who will become our 
workforce in the future? 

Response: JWST is the next-generation astrophysics mission, more powerful than 
any science mission humans have launched into space. JWST represents a 
substantial advance in technology and observing capability. JWST will change the 
way future space telescopes are built and tested because: it represents the first 
instance of a telescope whose mirror diameter is larger than the launch vehicles 
fairing and because of its size it cannot be tested as a unit in one test chamber, it 
therefore represents the first mission that relies on a complex multi-stage integration 
and test program combined with sophisticated computer modeling to verify 
observatory performance before launch. Both of these features, rocket fairing 



limitations, and vacuum test chamber sizes were fundamental limitations on 
telescopes before. JWST developed technology along with new processes and 
procedures to break those limitations and free future scientist and engineers to think 
about space observatories in a new way. Young scientists and engineers will be able 
to build on that to develop even more powerful science instruments over the next few 
decades. Students will be inspired by JWST science results to themselves study 
science and engineering (as today's early career workforce was inspired by Hubble). 
They will carry on that legacy of discovery into the middle of this century and . 
beyond. 

6. The ICRP recommended that for JWST, a conservative cost and schedule 
confidence level of 80 percent, rather than the NASA policy of 70 percent, 
should be followed. Does NASA have guidelines for determining whether a 
mission should be budgeted at a 70 or 80 percent-integrated cost and 
schedule confidence level? If so, what are those guidelines? 

Response: Yes. NPR 7120.5 has been revised to direct that managers shall plan and 
budget programs and projects based on a 70 percent joint cost and schedule 
confidence level (JCL) or as approved by the Associate Administrator. Any joint 
confidence level approved by the Decision Authority at less than 70 percent must be 
justified and documented (as was done in the case of JWST). NASA carefully 
considers risks and external and independent advice when deciding the confidence 
level and may increase the level to a level, such as 80 percent, when appropriate. 
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From Representative Jerry Costello 

1. What mechanisms has NASA put in place to ensure that the JWST program 
remains on track for launch in 2018, and what information will Congress 
need to be able to verify that those milestones are being achieved? 

Response: NASA has implemented all the recommendations of the Independent 
Comprehensive Review Panel report, as we described to the Congress in our report 
submitted on April 21, 2011. These include: restructuring of JWST program 
management at NASA Headquarters and establishment of a JWST Executive 
Committee of senior government and contractor executives that meets quarterly; 
establishment of a strong system engineering capability on the government side with 
close collaboration with the prime contractor; and establishment of a cost and 
schedule baseline with adequate reserves in each year of development and account of 
liens and threats; strong independent reviews at key points in the development to 
verify that the project is making progress per its plan and to offer additional insights 
based on the independent review teams experience; and, regular reviews with senior 
NASA management to assure that project concerns are addressed quickly to avoid 
cost and schedule implications. The JWST Program Office at Headquarters and the 
Project Office at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center closely tracked progress on an 
identified set of program milestones for 2011 and all but one was completed. The 
same is being done now for 2012, and the list of FY 2012 milestones is shown in the 
table below. 

JWST Planned FY 2012 Milestones 
Month Milestone Comments 

Oct '11 Bl!gin com;truction of 140,00!1-lb robotic: facillty to build ngmented main Al<s!mlbly began 10/4 
mirror at GSFC 

~fov '11 Complete electronics simulator modet fat" lntegr.ited Scien«1 Instrument Completed 11/1 S 
Module ("!SIM") 

Deliver tools for software development environment .and verlftcation Completed 10/27 

D« '11 ln:;tall Helium shroud floor at Johnson Space Center thermal VX'dUm chamba Completed lO /26 
("JSCTVC"l 

Detemilne root cause of NIRSpec optical bench flaw Completed 12/15 

/an '12 Conduct Critical Design Revle\Vfor Spaceerafl:-to-Optlc:d Telescope Ele1M11t CompMed l l./ 15 
vfbratfon isolation system 

Finish building Center of C=tm"e Optkal Assembly ("COCOA") for tmi.'l.g Completed l/13 
primary mirror in fSC TVC 

Review preliminary requirements for ground sn-ucture fur sp.acec:r.dl; Compl,,;terl 12/ l 
equipment panels 

Complete Aft Optic System Integration and Jllgnment Completed 12/2 
Update Program Plan and Program Commitment Agreeme1itto reilectrepbn Completed 1/28 

fe!> '12 Complr..e assembly and initial testing of ma[n 01[1Tors at Mashall Space F'.iglit Completed 12/ 19 
Center 

ln$tall Helium shroud walls at JSC 1liC 

Complete assessment of System Engineering Team thennal margins 
Deliver !SIM computer it 2 to !SIM integration and te5ting 
Complete analysis of JSC TVC telescopi! testing t'quipment planz 

.,.. 
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Apr '12 Receive Flight Mid-infrared ln!truntent (MIR!) from Europe. first of the 
wleseope's four sci1tnee instruments 

Complete Critlc.11 Design Rtview for Sunshleld Support Structure 
Complete all composite parts foT mechanism that lifts tele~pe away from 

spacecraft: after launch (Deployable Tower A.ssembl.v) 

May'12 Finish testing the COCOA 
Measure Sunshleld template layer 5 shape to confirm itls :accur.tq 
Conduct budget.ary and schedule review of initiill program and project 

perfonnance since completing the 2011 repfan 

Jun '12 Complete modiftcation.s ofJSC TVC 
Complete Critical Design Review for telescope-ground communir.ations system 
Complete dHigns for structure.s that will hold telescope inside JSC lVC 
Complete Preliminary Design Review for equipment that tests Sunshield 

deployment 

Jul '12 Reach agreement with Program Office on FY13 spending plan 
Deliver Flight Fine Guidance SeWIOr 
Dellver fltght softwat"e to lSIM Integration and Testing ("JSIM I & T1 
Complete Solar array Preliminary Design Audit 
Deliver MIRI Cryo Cooler •eold Head Asffll\bly" (critical component of MIRI 

cooling) to ISIM l&T 

Complete fabrication of end fitting for Second2ry MilTor Support Structure 

Aug '12 Order remaining JSC thermal ncuum ch:amber vibration isolators 

Sep '12 Dtoliver NIRC:im, the second of the telescope's four science instruments 
Deliver tel~cope .simulator tor ISlM I&T 
Start testing of cryogenic camer.i ~stem, used (or subsequent JSC I & T 
Complete center section of Backplane Support Struriure for IJlllin mirror 
Deliver NIRSpec. the third oithe telescope':i four science instruments 

Blue indicates milestones completed ahead of schedule. 

Flight CHA ta be delivered in fune 
2013. No imp.Kt. work: arO<Jnd 
in place. 

Delivery dale moved to 2/13. No 
impact to, work around in place. 

Finally, the following chart displays a percentage breakout by cost of major activities 
of the work yet to be completed on JWST, from FY 2012 through launch and 
commissioning (i.e., up to the beginning of science operations). 

Work-to-Go (FY 2012 through launch and commissioning) 

Backplane, Sunshield, Spacecraft (60%) 
t~ Ground System (76%) 

ISIM (22%) 
e System Level l&T (85%) 
e Labor & Related Expenses (47%) 

Proj. Support (50%) 
8 Optical Telescope Element (21 %) 

JSC Chamber A modifications (30%) 
JPL Cryocooler (35%) 

9 Science & SWG (67%) 

Relative Proportion of Project Funding to Go 
Element 

Percentage Work to Go by Project 

NASA will keep the Congress informed of progress on these milestones and work to 
go. 

.,.. 



2. You have indicated that one of your concerns with the replan's launch date of 
2018 is the need for the JWST team to remain focused and motivated to keep 
the momentum of this year. What is your plan for ensuring that the team 
stays focused and motivated? 

Response: One of the key means to keep the JWST Team focused and motivated is 
good internal communication. The Project Office meets with the senior staff weekly 
and with the entire project staff monthly to ensure all information about the project 
(whether good or bad) is made available. Secondly, the team is very aware of the 
importance of JWST to not only NASA, but to the Nation and understands the 
importance of their individual contributions. The budget and stability of the budget 
provided for JWST makes this new mission baseline executable and allows the 
project to "do what we say we are going to do." Success in meeting commitments is 
very positive feedback to a team and keeps it focused on the future. Finally, the 
delivery of hardware is always a large motivator and builds excitement. During the 
past year, hardware has begun to arrive at the Integration and Test Facility at 
NASA/GSFC. During the coming year, science instruments will be delivered and 
the build up and testing of the instrument module will begin. In addition, many of 
our contractors now have various components of flight hardware at their facilities 
(e.g., completion of all telescope mirrors). The entire project is transitioning into the 
Integration and Test Phase. This is a time of great excitement and keeps everyone 
focused and motivated. 

3. The ICRP report noted that "A decision on system engineering is a decision 
on accountability. In a project of this complexity and visibility, it is 
appropriate for the Government to be accountable. It is crucial, however, 
that the transfer of responsibility be executed properly." 

a. What has been the impact of moving systems engineering 
accountability from Northrop Grumman to NASA? How did that 
transfer go? 

Response: The primary impact of the transition of systems engineering is a more 
streamlined team in which management of systems interfaces is better aligned with 
responsibilities. This reduces inefficiencies and risks associated with cross
organizational boundaries. It also reduces the time to make decisions to address 
system optimization as opposed to segment and element optimization. 

The government has responsibility for providing the Launch Vehicle, the Ground 
Segment, and the Integrated Science Instrument Module. It also has responsibility 
for the Johnson Space Center and Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) test facilities 
both of which play significant roles in the system level test and verification 
programs. Decisions involving allocations and interfaces between these segments 
and the prime contractor provided portions of the observatory have been areas of 
particular complexity. Negotiations of these interfaces had to cross-corporate and 
multi-national boundaries. Issues regarding ITAR, and corporate intellectual 
property were often obstacles that prolonged these efforts. Having GSFC lead the 
system engineering team responsible for these negotiations improves efficiency as 
well as minimizes the risks the dropout of critical information introduced by these 
boundaries. 

T 
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Overall the transfer of the responsibility of the leadership of system engineering 
from the prime contractor to GSFC has gone well. There were no significant 
personnel or organizational issues. Soon after this transfer benefits of the new 
organization began to be realized. The prime contractor system engineers began to 
surface and address technical problems, which had long been suspected by the GSFC 
technical team. The new organization fostered an environment where identifying 
and addressing technical problems as part of an open, non-organization-centric team 
was encouraged. Had these problems lingered, the costs of fixing them could have 
been much higher. The current thermal margin recovery efforts as well as the 
successful efforts to fix the Star Tracker Assembly mount roll stability are prime 
examples of this. 

b. Has this transition process been examined given its importance to the 
program? If so, by whom and what were the findings? 

Response: The JWST Standing Review Board (SRB) examined the transition of 
system engineering leadership. Key members of the SRB were present and audited 
various working meetings that occurred as part of this transition process, among 
them the working meeting at the JWST Partners Workshop in Houston TX in 
January 2011. Formal presentations of the transition were made to the SRB during 
their review of JWST that occurred on March 31, 2011 and May 10, 2011 at the 
GSFC. The SRB reported their findings to the NASA Science Mission Directorate 
on June 16, 2011. Finding #3 of their report cited the reassigning of responsibility 
and accountability for JWST Systems Engineering and Integration to the Goddard 
JWST Project to improve team communications and focus as a strength. The chart 
below is an excerpt from that presentation. 

• 
SRB Finding #3-Strength 

. JWST Program/Project Management 
~~m~~~m~----------------------------------

NASA has taken positive Agency, Program and Project level management steps to 
reduce program risk. 

• Elevated JWST Program and Project management responsibillty within NASA to 
improve management visibility and priority. 

• Strengthened monthly project management reviews with NGAS and established 
formal quarterly NASA executive management reviews which should minimize 
surprises. 

• Reassigned responsibility and accountability for JWST Systems Engineering and 
Integration to the Goddard JWST Project to improve team communications and 
focus. 

• Provided 13 months of funded schedule reserve including providing NGAS 10% 
cost reserve. 

.... 



Chairman Ralph M. Hall 

March 7, 2012 Hearing 
on 

An overview of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Budgetfor Fiscal Year 2012 

1. In July or August NASA's commercial crew program [known as the 
Commercial Crew Integrated Capability i.e. CCiCap] plans to give $300 to $500M 
to multiple companies using Space Act Agreements instead of more typical 
government contracts. According to NASA's Office of General Counsel, Space 
Act Agreements do not permit NASA to impose design or safety requirements 
on the contractors. 

a. How can we be assured that NASA is developing safe systems if it is 
prohibited from levying any requirements, or demanding performance tests 
from the companies? 

ANSWER: In order to ensure safety is not compromised for the Commercial Crew Program, 
NASA plans to transition to a Federal Acquisition Regulation (F AR)-based contract for 
certification of commercial systems prior to flying crew on these systems. NASA intends to 
structure the certification phase following the Commercial Crew Integrated Capability (CCiCap) 
effort to permit the Agency to fully evaluate the proposed systems and accommodate any 
necessary redesign to ensure compliance with NASA safety, performance, and mission success 
requirements. The provider(s) awarded a certification contract will not only be required to meet 
the NASA requirements in order to fly NASA personnel, but they will also have to show 
verified compliance of how the design and hardware will meet these requirements. Thus, there 
will be no reduction in the safety expectations or requirements as a result of this change in 
acquisition strategy. 

NASA believes that it is implementing the best strategy for commercial crew that will maximize 
the taxpayer investment without compromising safety by using Space Act Agreements (SAA) in 
this next phase. First, NASA has released the baseline set of safety, performance, and mission 
success requirements to all of industry. NASA also has made these requirements available to all 
providers as reference under the CCiCap effort. Although compliance with these requirements 
is optional for industry under a funded SAA, NASA anticipates that providers will use the 
NASA requirements to inform their development activities, thereby reducing the technical risk 
associated with the lack of NASA oversight under an SAA Second, because NASA plans to 
have two to three companies involved in the next phase of SAAs, we believe the competitive 
environment provides strong incentive for the companies to align with NASA's certification 
requirements in order to remain competitive in the future certification and services phases. 

Third, NASA included an "Overall Safety Goal" in the CCiCap Announcement for Proposals 
(see page 3 of the Announcement) which states: 



"Successful commercial human space flight demands the highest commitment to 
safety; therefore NASA has the goal of fostering a safety culture in the 
commercial space flight industry that ultimately will minimize the risks 
associated with human space flight to LEO. NASA's goal is for Participants to 
demonstrate safety processes that include strong inline checks and balances, 
healthy tension between responsible organizations, value-added independent 
assessments and appropriate data archival, which will increase Government 
confidence in the Participant's approach to safety." 

As a result, NASA will have full insight into the providers' approach to safety during CCiCap as 
the providers meet their milestones associated with the CCiCap agreements. 

b. What recourse does the government have if these companies fail to perform or 
go out of business? 

ANSWER: Under the CCiCap Space Act Agreements (SAAs), NASA is entitled to terminate 
an SAA if a provider misses a milestone and NASA determines that additional efforts are not in 
the best interests of the parties. NASA would consult with the provider prior to exercising this 
termination. IfNASA terminates an agreement for the partner's failure to perform, NASA is 
entitled to exercise Government purpose rights in any technical data or inventions developed 
under the agreement. This allows NASA to use the data or inventions to continue the activity by 
or for the Government. Competition and having multiple providers is important in this overall 
strategy. If one company is unsuccessful, we can terminate and continue work with the others 
and still achieve our goals. In the unlikely event that all parties fail, then NASA could continue 
to purchase Soyuz seats for crew transportation and rescue purposes, as the Agency will have 
been doing for several years, assuming appropriate INKSNA relief and pending sufficient 
contracting lead time. 

c. What, if anything, will NASA own after making these expenditures? 

ANSWER: A principal goal of CCiCap is to "seek and encourage the fullest commercial use of 
space," a stated purpose of NASA under the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (the 
"Space Act"), as amended. In order to foster such commercial use, participants in CCiCap retain 
maximum Intellectual Property (IP) rights permitted by law. 

NASA does not obtain rights to use our partner's proprietary data unless special circumstances 
arise, such as termination of the SAA for the partner's default or our partner's failure to make 
commercial use of the technology developed under the SAA NASA retains "government 
purpose" rights in reported inventions owned by the Participant as required under the Space Act. 
NASA has agreed not to exercise its "government purpose" rights for five years after the end of 
the SAA NASA's ability to exercise its government purpose rights in inventions is accelerated 
in the event of the participant's default. This means that the data and inventions can be used by 
or on behalf of NASA in future development efforts. 

NASA has determined that title to all tangible property acquired by the participant under the 
CCiCap Agreement will remain with the participant(s). Unlike a procurement contract, the 



purpose of a funded Space Act Agreement is not to obtain property for NASA Instead, it is to 
stimulate the Commercial Partner's efforts. However, NASA reserves the right to acquire any 
tangible personal property acquired or developed under the SAA from the SAA partner, taking 
into account the amount NASA has already contributed under the Agreement. The specific 
terms applicable to data, inventions and personal property can be found in the model SAA 
attached to the CCiCap Announcement: http://prod.nais.nasa.gov/cgi-
bin/eps/sol.cgi ?acqid= 149848. 

2. NASA officials have asserted that if the FY2013 request of $830M for commercial 
crew is not fully funded for each of the next five years, the program's ability to 
begin routine flights in 2017 will be jeopardized, possibly for several years. Given 
the current fiscal environment, NASA may find it advantageous to, reduce the 
number of contracts down to one or two firms. This would allow the agency to use a 
standard acquisition contract that would permit them to put safety requirements in 
place, and allow the agency to implement stricter insight/oversight. Why not down
select now and put one or two companies under contract, and avoid the uncertainties 
and possible wasted investment of carrying unsuccessful bidders through the 
upcoming phase? 

ANSWER: NASA believes that having multiple companies competing against each other at 
this stage of the Commercial Crew Program will result in lower overall costs for the 
Government and will help enable voluntary adherence to safety requirements. In a traditional 
program with a single prime contractor from the start using a cost-plus contract, the NASA-Air 
Force Cost Model (NAFCOM) cost estimates are approximately $8-1 IB for the development of 
an ISS crew transportation capability. Using the current, innovative approach of competing 
Space Act Agreements will result in multiple awards to industry with fixed Government costs. 
NASA estimates being able to cut the development costs substantially and to deliver an ISS 
capability for around $5B. Maintaining competition is a key factor in achieving these savings. 

While the Agency has not established a specific number of awardees for the next phase of the 
Commercial Crew Program, referred to as CCiCap, NASA is planning to have fewer funded 
companies in CCiCap than are currently participating in CCDev2. There are 7 partners in 
CCDev2 ( 4 funded and 3 unfunded partners). NASA would like to maintain as much 
competition as it can for as long as possible. 

Removing competition by developing a single system from various companies' system elements 
would eliminate most of the commercial aspects of the program. With only one provider from 
which NASA could purchase services, there would be little incentive for the companies to 
expand their commercial market base by selling services to any other customers or to maintain 
reasonable prices. There would also be no incentive for the companies to share in the 
development costs. Having industry share in the cost of development and selling seats to other 
customers in addition to NASA will likely decrease NASA's costs for crew transportation 
services in both the short and long-term. 

3. Now that the life of the International Space Station has been extended to 2020, does 
NASA anticipate negotiating new barter arrangements with our international 



partners to extend their cargo service agreements? 

ANSWER: Yes, NASA is conducting barter discussions with our international partners to 
enable the continuing offset of their respective ISS common system operations cost 
obligations through 2020. 

a. How do NASA and the international partners plan to supply and maintain the 
ISS? 

ANSWER: The ISS Partnership continues to employ the successful mixed fleet strategy to 
supply and maintain the ISS. This fleet includes proven transportation vehicles from Russia, 
Europe and Japan, as well as services that will be provided by Orbital Sciences Corporation 
(OSC) and Space Exploration Technologies (SpaceX) under the Commercial Resupply Services 
contracts. These U.S. commercial vehicles are scheduled to be demonstrated this year. 

b. How many total future cargo flights have the Europeans and Japanese 
committed to? 

ANSWER: In payment of their ISS Common System Operations Costs obligations 
through 2015, the European Space Agency (ESA) committed to provide five Automated 
Transfer Vehicle (ATV) flights through 2014 and the Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA) committed to seven H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) flights through 2016. 
To date, three ATVs have been provided (including ATV-3 currently on orbit) and two 
HTVs have been provided (HTV-3 is scheduled for launch on July 21, 2012). 

c. What is NASA's plan to supply and maintain the ISS if the commercial 
providers continue to experience delays, or are unavailable or out of 
business? 

ANSWER: There is sufficient margin in logistics, consumables and systems spares through 
early 2013, to protect ISS operations for a delay in the start of commercial cargo delivery. 
Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) flights will augment existing resupply capability needed 
to support the crew on-orbit. Those needs continue to be met through the ESA-provided ATV, 
the Roscosmos-provided Progress and Soyuz, and JAXA-provided HTV vehicles now that the 
Space Shuttle has been retired. The U.S. commercial providers are in the process of bringing 
their vehicles on-line to provide the needed resupply capability. Recognizing the challenges of 
initial flights and bringing a new vehicle into operations, NASA and its international ISS 
partners previously delivered additional supplies to accommodate potential slips to the CRS 
schedule. The commercial strategy does not rely on a single flight or provider. On May 22, 
2012, SpaceX launched its second COTS demonstration flight, and three days later, the Dragon 
spacecraft was berthed to the ISS. The mission, which accomplished the remaining COTS 
demonstration goals for Space X, was brought to a successful conclusion on May 31, with the 
deorbiting and splashdown of the Dragon capsule. 

4. The FAA is responsible for licensing commercial launches. Yet, the recently 
passed FAA reauthorization prohibits the FAA from regulating "the design or 



operation of a launch vehicle to protect the health and safety of crew and space 
flight participants," until at least October 1, 2015. 

a. Which agency is responsible for regulating the safety of the astronaut crews? 

ANSWER: Although it is not a regulatory Federal Agency, NASA is responsible for ensuring 
the safety of NASA crews/workforce and assets during NASA or NASA-sponsored space 
operations. In addition, NASA retains responsibility for public safety during launch and reentry 
operations if those operations are not FAA-licensed. In support of those responsibilities, NASA 
is currently developing the certification requirements and program processes for commercial 
transportation of NASA crews to the ISS. 

At some time in the future, both NASA and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) envision 
a scenario where the FAA licenses commercial human spaceflights provided by a robust 
industry, from which NASA and the private sector can purchase transportation services. The 
FAA has already developed processes and procedures for licensing and regulating commercial 
space activities to protect the safety of the public. Additional regulations for the protection of 
crew safety are in development, pending Congressional authority for the FAA to propose crew 
and spaceflight participant safety regulations. 

b. Which agency is responsible for regulating the safety of astronauts on 
commercial sub-orbital flights funded by NASA? Could you please describe 
how you are working with the FAA to ensure their ability to verify a vehicle is 
safe? 

ANSWER: NASA is currently only funding research payloads using suborbital providers. 
Flying astronauts is not part of the current programming for suborbital flights funded by NASA 

NASA has agreements with seven different suborbital flight providers to allow for purchase of 
flight services for research and development payloads. Of these providers, only two are flown 
by pilots and constructed to carry passengers (Virgin Galactic and XCor Aerospace). At this 
time, NASA has no plans to use commercial suborbital flight providers to fly astronauts, civil 
servants or NASA-funded researchers. 

Like all developmental and experimental aircraft, the flight providers are putting their vehicles 
through a rigorous testing profile with continuous improvements until they are capable of 
achieving the desired altitude and vehicle performance outcomes. 

NASA requires the suborbital providers under contract to obtain approval from the FAA or other 
governing authority for the flight activity. Launch vehicles that fall under jurisdiction of FAA 
Office of Commercial Space Transportation are normally required to be licensed. NASA 
collaborates with the FAA in payload reviews and flight scheduling, but the licensing process 
remains between the flight provider and the FAA In addition, NASA and the FAA remain in 
regular communications about the progress of the flight providers. 

5. For NASA's first manned mission beyond low Earth orbit, agency officials have 



stated that lunar fly-bys, asteroid missions, and missions to a LaGrange Point are 
under consideration. What steps is NASA taking to develop a habitation module 
and/or a service module to sustain the crew on a long-duration mission? What is 
the next hardware development that NASA is planning beyond SLS and MPCV? 

ANSWER: The Deep Space Habitation project was started in the Advanced Exploration 
Systems (AES) Program in FY 2012. This project is developing system requirements and 
concepts for habitats, and demonstrating habitat mockups in ground-based tests. In parallel, the 
AES Program, in partnership with the Game Changing Development (GCD) program under 
Space Technology, is developing technologies for highly-reliable, next generation life support 
systems, radiation monitoring and protection, advanced space power systems, fire safety, 
logistics reduction, and autonomous mission operations that will be incorporated into a habitat 
mockup around 2015 for integrated testing. The AES Program is also pursuing a commercial 
partnership to demonstrate an inflatable module on the ISS. ISS is being used to look at life 
support systems as well as many components of the new systems. 

• What international contributions are assumed for long-duration missions? 

ANSWER: NASA has continued to build and strengthen international partnerships to meet the 
greater challenges of human exploration including future long duration missions. In addition to 
the on-going research being conducted on the International Space Station (ISS), partnership 
discussions are underway to explore how the ISS can be most effectively used as a test-bed for 
long duration missions. In parallel, the International Space Exploration Coordination Group 
(ISECG) space agencies are coordinating an international effort to define technically feasible, 
programmatically implementable, and sustainable exploration pathways beyond low-Earth orbit 
(LEO). As a result, significant progress has been made and there is now a consensus among 
NASA and the participating ISECG agencies that the next steps for human exploration is 
sending humans sustainably beyond LEO to destinations in cis-lunar space, such as near-Earth 
asteroids, the Moon, the moons of Mars, and eventually Mars. Specific international 
cooperation with NASA in its beyond-LEO exploration architecture will be defined as NASA's 
human space exploration strategic planning and analysis advance, and specific near-term 
opportunities for international contributions to the SLS and Orion MPCV, as well as technology 
demonstrations and robotic missions will be explored as these programs develop. 

6. The current budget request indicates that Mars exploration is not a priority 
for this Administration despite the stated goals of a human mission to Mars 
in the 2030s. 

• Without robotic precursor missions that include sample return, is Mars really 
a planned destination? Does NASA anticipate omitting a sample return 
mission prior to putting astronauts on the surface of Mars or one of its moons? 

ANSWER: While the current fiscal climate required us to make tough choices, it also presented 
an opportunity to reformulate a Mars program optimized to further the nation's and NASA's 
goals in scientific discovery, human space exploration, and technological innovation. Within 
constrained budgets, coordinating these activities makes sense. These goals include the return of 
samples from the Martian surface, and the enabling of human expeditions to Mars in the 2030s. 



NASA is working on a new architecture for Mars exploration aimed at both of these goals, 
beginning with definition of a mission concept to take advantage of the favorable 2018 or 2020 
launch windows within available resources. 

7. Some of NASA's most productive and exciting science missions have been 
flagships, examples being Hubble Space Telescope, Cassini mission to Saturn, 
Galileo mission to Jupiter, and the Mars Science Laboratory. Why has NASA 
chosen to abandon this highly successful class of missions? The normal 
development cycle for a flagship mission often takes a decade or more. When does 
NASA plan to begin planning and formulation of a future flagship mission? 

ANSWER: NASA has not abandoned this class of mission, as evidenced by our continuing 
development of the James Webb Space Telescope. NASA plans a balance among missions 
driven by science objectives. Flagship missions provide the capability to answer the most 
challenging science questions and serve to advance research by the largest fraction of the 
scientific community. Moderate and small missions address unique, exploratory science 
questions, often through Principal Investigator-led missions that enhance the experience of 
the science community in space mission design and implementation. Discoveries from 
some of these smaller missions will likely inform and shape future large flagship missions. 
Currently, budgetary resources do not afford the pursuit of more than one flagship-scale 
science mission at a time in a balanced science program. Thus, NASA's budget request for 
FY 2013 does not initiate any new flagship-class mission. A future determination to 
initiate a flagship-class mission will be driven by science and exploration objectives and 
resource availability. 



Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson 

March 7, 2012 Hearing 
on 

An Overview of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Budgetfor Fiscal Year 2013 

1. In all prior communication, including your message accompanying the budget 
justification, NASA has defined its agency priorities as (1) SLS and MPCV for 
exploration, (2) enhancement of the ISS supported by a robust commercial crew 
and cargo program, and (3) JWST. Yet, in your written testimony, you now add a 
fourth priority, space technology. Please explain why you have redefined NASA's 
priorities. 

ANSWER: Space Technology is and has been a priority for NASA, as evidenced by the 
initiation of the separate Space Technology program in 2011 and our request for increased Space 
Technology funding in 2012 and 2013 .. Space Technology is not an end, in and of itself; 
however it is absolutely critical element of NASA's strategy for achieving the Agency's 
scientific and exploration goals. Space Technology can also result in benefits to other 
government and commercial space programs and to life on Earth. The underlying importance of 
Space Technology, as reflected NASA's budget request has not changed. As the President said 
when laying out the Administration's broader exploration goals for deep space exploration: 

"At the same time, after decades of neglect, we will increase investment -- right away -- in other 
groundbreaking technologies that will allow astronauts to reach space sooner and more often, to 
travel farther and faster for less cost, and to live and work in space for longer periods of time 
more safely." 

NASA has remained consistently committed to this vision. 

2. Given the slips in the schedules for both commercial cargo and commercial crew 
operational capabilities and the recent difficulties with the Russian Soyuz vehicles, 
why is the Administration unwilling to request funding and support for developing 
the capability for the · MPCV and SLS to serve as backup transportation to low 
Earth orbit, as NASA was directed to do by law? Does NASA consider the risk of 
commercial services being unavailable by 2017 to be low? How much additional 
funding would be required, and what is the basis for that estimate? 

ANSWER: NASA believes that commercial crew transportation systems could be available to 
provide services to the Agency and other customers by the middle part of the decade. Given 
reasonable funding levels, NASA is planning for commercial crew capability to be in place in 
2017; but these plans will not preclude earlier availability of services. 

NASA plans to rely on U.S. commercial providers for the delivery of cargo and crew to ISS. 
The Orion MPCV and SLS could be used as a back-up system for transportation to and from the 



ISS, but this would be a very inefficient use of vehicles that are being designed and developed 
for deep-space missions. 

The 2017 date of the uncrewed SLS/MPCV test mission is driven primarily by technical 
development schedules, not funding, and NASA is working to develop these vehicles as rapidly 
as possible, in part through the use of existing contracts. NASA is currently conducting an 
integrated technical, schedule, and cost review, which will be completed late this summer. The 
results of this review will help NASA assess whether it might be possible to accelerate the 
crewed SLS/Orion MPCV test mission, currently scheduled for 2021. 

SLS/MPCV Orion is uniquely designed for deep space travel and will be extremely costly to use 
for low Earth orbit activities. The Commercial Crew Program is the best way to develop crew 
transportation to the ISS. 

3. Congress has established the policy that the U.S. will support ISS utilization and 
operations through at least 2020. 

a. What is NASA doing to prepare for a decision on whether to support the 
ISS beyond 2020? 

ANSWER: The lifetime extension data that NASA and the ISS Partnership have reviewed to 
date indicates that extension to 2028 is technically feasible. The analysis and certification, once 
completed, will determine the ISS structural hardware's ability to operate safely through 2028. 

In addition, current spares procurements and planned procurements assume ISS life at least 
through 2020. The date for determining which spares are required to support beyond 2020 is 
reassessed each year assuming the updated Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) numbers. 
Based on past performance, many of the spares procurements should support ISS beyond 2020, 
but if specific additional spares are required to extend ISS beyond 2020, the procurements 
should be on contract by 2017. 

b. When does that decision need to be made? 

ANSWER: The decision to extend ISS Operations beyond 2020 will need to be made well 
before 2020 to enable a smooth continuation of the program. If the ISS is going to be extended, 
NASA would prefer to have procurements in place by the end of FY 2017 for crew seats, 
logistics vehicles, consumables, and possibly some spare components. An early decision point 
also attracts and better supports ISS research and utilization customers that will be planning to 
wind down their efforts in preparation ofISS deorbit in 2020. 

4. You indicate that NASA will be requesting modification to its waiver of the Iran, 
North Korea, Syria, Nonproliferation Act (INKSNA) which lapses in July 2016. 
What time period for the waiver will you be requesting? When can Congress 
expect to receive the request? 



ANSWER: Some modification of the Iran, North Korea, Syria Non-proliferation Act 
(INKSNA) provisions will likely be required for the continued operation ofISS and other 
space programs after 2016. The Administration plans to propose appropriate provisions and 
looks forward to working with the Congress on their enactment. 

5. As you mentioned in your prepared statement, NASA will no longer participate with 
the European Space Agency in previously agreed to collaborative Mars missions in 
2016 and 2018 and is initiating an analysis of how it can implement an integrated 
strategy for long-term human and robotic exploration of Mars. 

a. How is NASA addressing the loss of U.S. leadership and critical capability in 
landing and operating spacecraft on the surface of Mars, a technical skill that 
no other nation currently possesses? 

ANSWER: NASA is working to reformulate a Mars program optimized to further the nation's 
and NASA's goals in scientific discovery, human space exploration, and technological 
innovation. These goals include the return of samples from the Martian surface, and the enabling 
of human expeditions to Mars in the 2030s. NASA is working on a new architecture for Mars 
exploration aimed at these goals, including the definition of a mission concept to take advantage 
of the favorable 2018 or 2020 launch windows within available resources. We plan to have this 
initial architecture ready this summer. Landing large masses on the Martian surface remains a 
necessary part of any strategy for Mars exploration. Therefore, while a loss of some skilled 
personnel after the landing of MSL is likely, NASA will work to retain critical skills and 
capabilities sufficient to enable the necessary surge in our entry, descent, and landing capacity 
prior to the next landed mission to Mars, thus retaining our leadership in the exploration of the 
Red Planet. 

b. How do you propose to deal with the perception by the international space 
community that the U.S. is an unreliable partner, thus damaging future 
opportunities for international collaborations? 

ANSWER: NASA has a long history of very successful cooperation with nations around the 
world, and a part of that history has from time to time included some decisions by NASA and 
some by our international partners to re-phase or redesign or even terminate planned cooperative 
activities. Our partners are very aware that in all instances our cooperation is based on the 
availability of appropriated funds, just as we are aware that their participation has similar 
funding constraints. Consistent with the National Space Policy and the Space Act, NASA will 
continue to pursue international cooperation in support of its activities and mutual 
objectives. Currently, NASA has over 500 active agreements with over 100 countries and 
anticipates that international cooperation will remain a cornerstone of all of its future activities. 

6. Has NASA identified the specific path forward for its human exploration program, 
including intermediate objectives, destinations, and options for human exploration 
that maximize the productive use of MPCV and SLS as soon they become available, 
and if not, what is preventing you from doing so? 



ANSWER: NASA's ultimate destination for human exploration is Mars. Consistent with 
policy and law, NASA is planning an asteroid mission as the first part of a capability driven 
approach to explore multiple deep space destinations. Mission analysis and international 
discussions supporting these efforts are ongoing. NASA will ramp up our capabilities to reach -
and operate at -- a series of increasingly demanding targets, while advancing our technological 
capabilities with each step forward. This will include early test and demonstration activities in 
cis-lunar space as called for in the NASA Authorization Act of 2010. Along these lines, we will 
fully tap the potential of the ISS. We will also conduct a series of test and demonstration 
flights. For example, we plan test flights of an uncrewed Orion spacecraft in 2014 and of the 
SLS in 2017, followed by a crewed mission in 2021 as part of developing the foundation for our 
longer journeys. NASA's Orion and SLS will enable the Agency to send astronauts beyond 
LEO for the first time since 1972 and will provide the nation a capability and architecture 
designed to also allow flexibility, partnering and technological on-ramps. This approach 
provides a path for a sustainable program to extend human presence into the solar system. 



Congressman Dana Rohrabacher 

March 7, 2012 Hearing 
on 

An Overview of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Budget for Fiscal Year 2013 

1. NASA has $229.3M requested for the ISS Research line item. Parts of these funds 
are used for Multi-user System Support (MUSS). MUSS provides strategic, 
tactical, and operational support to all the NASA sponsored payloads and non
NASA sponsored payloads, including five international partner research payloads. 
This includes maintenance and operation of the ISS research infrastructure, 
including research integration, payload engineering, integration, and operations; 
payload systems support etc. 

• What percentage of the ISS Research request for FY 2013 will be spent for 
Multi-User System Support, and what percentage will be spent for pure grant 
opportunities? 

ANSWER: The budget for Multi-User System Support (MUSS) in FY 2013 is $154M, or 67 
percent of the total ISS Research budget of $229M. The Non-Profit Organization (NPO) budget 
is $15M, or 7 percent of the total ISS Research budget. The biological and physical research 
budget is $60.3M, or 26 percent of the ISS Research budget (approximately $15M is directly 
awarded for grants). However, the remaining funds also support grants through hardware 
development and other activities required by grantees to conduct their research on ISS. 

• What else does "ISS Research" encompass? 

ANSWER: ISS Research is primarily broken into the three major categories listed above: 
MUSS, NPO, and biological and physical research. 

• What percentage of the ISS research capability is NASA utilizing? What 
percentage remains unused? 

ANSWER: At the rack level, 78 percent of the ISS research locations contain a payload rack 
(18.25 racks of the 23.25 rack capacity, not including 0.75 rack used for systems). NASA 
research outfitting of rack-level facilities is complete, with other rack space being used for 
payload stowage. 

At the sub rack level, averaged across the capacity of each rack, the overall sub-rack volume 
utilization is 72.5 percent (as of the end of FY 2012). This includes several different types of 
racks. Some racks are fully occupied with equipment for the science objectives. Such 
equipment may be in either continuous or occasional use due to the nature of the science 
supported. Some racks that can support multiple runs of experiments for a discipline could 



support more throughput than is currently being done. Some multipurpose EXPRESS racks are 
only partially occupied with scientific experiments, providing capacity for future users. For 
EXPRESS racks alone, the occupancy at the end of FY 2012 will be 62 percent. 

Resources for using the pressurized volume support the current throughput with the ability to 
support growth in future up mass and down mass. Crew time is currently 100 percent 
subscribed. 

NASA has rights to 15 external payload sites. Currently, 6 sites are occupied, with 1 additional 
payload to be added on the next HTV flight. The occupancy for external sites at the end of FY 
2012 will be 47 percent. 

• Why is the MUSS function included in the ISS research funding line, rather than 
in ISS operations? 

ANSWER: MUSS is basically the Operations and Maintenance (O&M) function related to 
research on ISS. While it is currently booked under ISS Research, it could alternatively be 
reported as part of ISS Systems Operations and Maintenance, since it is O&M work. It is being 
reported in ISS Research because historically it has been reported as part ofISS Research. 

2. NASA is requesting funds to restart Plutonium-238 production to power deep space 
missions, but there is no corresponding request at the Department of Energy, 
which would need to produce the Pu-238. 

• Is Plutonium-238 production restarting? 

ANSWER: DoE has started the project definition phase of the Pu-238 restart effort. This 
assessment is necessary to understand how facilities can be used to begin the production of Pu-
238. We expect that the study will be complete by the end of calendar year 2013. At the end of 
project definition phase, we will have a better estimate of the schedule and cost to re-establish 
Pu-238 production. 

• Is NASA expecting to cover all of the relevant costs moving forward? 

ANSWER: NASA is funding all the costs of conducting the current project definition phase 
assessment (i.e., through FY 2013). How to apportion costs between the agencies will be the 
subject of future discussions between DOE and NASA and will inform future budget requests. 



Congressman Randy Neugebauer 

March 7, 2012 Hearing 
on 

An Overview of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Budget for Fiscal Year 2013 

1. Administrator Bolden, in recent years NASA has experienced numerous issues of 
cost overruns and missed deadlines. As you well know, the United States' $15 
trillion debt necessitates major cuts in spending and tighter budgets. As a result, 
accurate cost projections and strict adherence to timelines are crucial to keeping 
spending under control and ensuring that important projects are able to continue 
receiving funds each year. What assurance can you provide in the current 
timelines and budgets for Commercial Crew, SLS, MPCV, and the James Webb 
Space telescope? What makes current projections more reliable than previous 
ones and what is NASA doing to ensure that programs come in under cost and 
before the projected timelines? 

ANSWER: NASA recognizes the critical importance of improving cost and schedule 
performance of our one-of-a-kind Research and Development projects. 

In cost management as in technical challenges, we learn from our successes and failures and 
adjust to improve our performance. In recent years, NASA has implemented a series of new 
policies and approaches for improving cost performance. These include: 

• Establishment of Key Decision Points which serve as formal gateway review through 
which missions must pass to proceed to the next stage; 

• Establishment of Life Cycle Cost targets based on probabilistic independent cost 
estimates; 

• Establishment of Joint Confidence Levels to determine those targets based on integrated 
cost and schedule analyses 

• Monitoring of cost and schedule performance with independent assessments of Earned 
Value (work accomplished compared to resources expended). 

These changes are benefiting projects currently in development, and projects initiated after 
these measures were put in place will benefit the most. Cost performance for recent missions 
has improved. In 2011, we launched Juno, a planetary science mission to Jupiter. This billion
dollar mission launched on time and within budget. GRAIL, a twin-spacecraft, half-billion 
dollar mission to study the moon, completed its development at seven percent under the 
Agency's cost estimate. 

The Orion MPCV and SLS programs are developing detailed estimates this year as part of the 
Agency's budget development process. However, NASA is developing this capability under a 
flat-line budget as reflected in the President's Request. These estimates will build upon the 
initial cost estimates the programs developed last summer in support of the announced 



Exploration architecture. As part of this process, an external party conducted an Independent 
Cost Assessment that was used to help inform and reinforce NASA's budget planning 
estimates. Both of these programs are using heritage systems to minimize development risk, 
holding a tight requirements focus, and being implemented in a scaled, evolvable manner with 
a test and flight cadence to drive results. All of these factors have been cited in independent 
and DOD reports on improvement areas. We have also established an independent "best 
practices" and assessment group to look at all of NASA's projects and programs. 

The FY 2013 budget request for Science includes $627.6M for the James Webb Telescope 
(JWST). The scientific successor to the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and the Spitzer Space 
Telescope, JWST will be used by international teams of astronomers to conduct imaging and 
spectroscopic observations. The Observatory will be located in an orbit near the second Sun
Earth Lagrange point (L2), approximately I .SM km from Earth. The telescope and instruments 
will be operated at a temperature of 40 degrees above absolute zero (40 Kelvin) shielded from 
the heat of the Sun by a large sunshield, to enable the Observatory to achieve unprecedented 
sensitivity over its entire wavelength range. Over the past year, NASA has engaged in a 
thorough review of JWST, made important adjustments to management, and put the project on 
a sound financial footing. Since we completed this new plan, the project has met 19 of 20 FY 
2011 top-level milestones (with one deferred without impact), and has met 19of21FY2012 
milestones through May on or ahead of schedule (the two missed milestones were completed in 
May without impact. All 18 JWST primary mirror segments have been completed and tested. 
The first of the four flight instruments was delivered to GSFC on May 29, 2012. NASA 
expects to take delivery of the remaining three JWST instruments in FY 2012-2013. In FY 
2013, NASA will begin sunshield fabrication and continue I&T of the Integrated Science 
Instrument Module and development of the ground segment. NASA is confident that the FY 
2013 request supports a 2018 launch of JWST. 

2. How much money did NASA spend specifically on NextGen research and 
development in FY 2011, what are the estimates for FY 2012, and what does the 
Administration expect to spend in FY 2013? Please detail the operational 
partnership and cost sharing between NASA, the FAA, and any other agencies 
involved in the development of the NextGen system. How effective has this 
partnership been, and excluding funding levels what are the potential barriers or 
delays in deploying the system from NASA's perspective? 

ANSWER: All four of NASA Aeronautics' research programs contribute directly or 
indirectly to the achievement ofNextGen. Airspace Systems Program (ASP) research 
investments in air traffic management-related concepts and technologies and the 
Integrated Systems Research Program (ISRP) contributions to advancing technologies 
needed to support unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) routine access to the National 
Airspace System (NAS) most directly advance NextGen goals. In FY 2011, $96.6M of 
the Aeronautics budget contributed directly to the advancement of N extGen in this 
fashion. In FY 2012, this figure has risen to $122.7M and is projected to be $123.7M in 
FY 2013 based on the FY 2013 President's Budget. Other NASA research focused on 
improving the safety of air transportation and enabling new aircraft technologies which 



improve efficiency, expand mobility choices and reduce the environmental impacts of 
aviation indirectly contribute to NextGen. Total direct and indirect contributions for each 
of those fiscal years are $355.7M for FY 2011, $417.SM for FY 2012, and $420. lM for 
FY 2013. 

NASA coordinates closely with the FAA, other Federal agencies and the aerospace 
industry in planning and executing research to achieve both the near-term improvements 
in air travel and the longer-term NextGen vision. In addition to working closely with the 
FAA as a member agency of the Joint Planning and Development Office ( JPDO ), NASA 
and the FAA created research transition teams (R TTs) in order to accelerate progress for 
N extGen advancements in critical areas and effectively transition advanced capabilities to 
the FAA for certification and implementation. Under RTTs, NASA and FAA develop 
joint research plans and fund their respective portions of the planned research according to 
the nature of the research and their relative capabilities. To a limited extent, the FAA 
provides funding to NASA to perform specific studies or simulations through 
reimbursable agreements. A recent GAO report (Dl 1604) identified RTTs as a federal 
best practice for interagency collaboration. 

This model for cross-agency collaboration and cost sharing has been very effective, 
resulting in several recent demonstrations of advanced technology benefits. One such 
RTT example is NASA's Efficient Descent Advisor (EDA) technology, which will save 
fuel by enabling more efficient arrivals into congested airports. EDA was developed and 
field tested through a three-year collaborative effort between NASA, FAA, Boeing, 
MITRE, Sensis/SAAB, United Airlines and Continental Airlines under a NASA-FAA 
RTT, and then transferred to the FAA on November 30, 2011, for certification and 
integration into mid-term (2014-2018) NextGen operations. NASA estimates $300M in 
fuel savings per year during descents if EDA is implemented fleet-wide at the nation's 
busiest airports. For this particular effort, the NASA/FAA procurement cost investments 
were split on a roughly 75/25 basis, not including labor, indirect costs and other in-kind 
contributions. 

NASA transferred the research results from another RTT to the FAA in August 2011 
regarding tools and methods for in-flight "flow-based trajectory management" in the 
N extGen. Joint work continues under two other R TTs, and NASA and the FAA are now 
building on the R TT model to enhance planning and cooperation in other research areas. 
Also in 2011, NASA, the FAA, and other federal agencies developed a joint research, 
technology, and demonstration roadmap for enabling UAS access to the NAS, and 
strengthened coordination on U AS operational issues through the U AS Executive 
Committee (EX COM) that is composed of senior executives from DoD, FAA, DHS, and 
NASA. 

There are a myriad of other coordination activities between NASA and other federal 
departments and agencies for research directly and indirectly related to N extGen 
improvements across the entire NASA portfolio. For example, NASA is coordinating 
with the DoD on aircraft engine improvements through participation on the Steering 



Committee for the DoD' s Versatile Advanced Affordable Turbine Engine (V AA TE) 
program, and with the FAA in an advisory capacity for the Continuous Lower Energy, 
Emissions, and Noise (CLEEN) program. NASA research partnerships and coordination 
also extend to topics such as rotorcraft, subsonic fixed wing aircraft, alternative fuels, 
aviation safety technologies, and environmentally responsible aviation. 

Advances in technologies that address NextGen operational improvements are critical, but 
several obstacles remain to deployment of broad system-wide improvements. One such area is 
in the verification and validation (V & V) of complex flight systems. Current techniques for 
certifying complex systems are inadequate to provide verification and validation of highly 
automated, non-deterministic software systems, which are expected to be a major component of 
NextGen. The V&V of complex flight systems was identified as a critical gap to realize 
NextGen vision by the JPDO, and NASA started its investment for about $20M per year in FY 
2011 to address this gap in close coordination with FAA, industry, and academia. Another area 
that presents a critical gap is the ability to demonstrate system-wide operational concepts. The 
interoperability of individual technology applications in the NAS cannot be effectively tested or 
evaluated in anything but the actual NAS, which cannot be readily conducted for safety concerns 
and other operational issues. Sophisticated system-wide NAS/NextGen simulators need to be 
developed to enable NextGen technologies to be safely and effectively evaluated for operational 
benefit and performance. 



Congressman Jerry Costello 

March 7, 2012 Hearing 
on 

An Overview of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Budget for Fiscal Year 2013 

1. In response to my question regarding the Administration's primary 
objective of the Commercial Space Program, you responded that you 
agreed with the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel's (ASAP) assessment that 
a "sea change" had occurred. You also remarked that the FY 2012 budget 
level meant that "by default the Congress and the Administration have agreed 
that we are going to develop a commercial capability for the benefit of the 
American economy, and it will serve other purposes, but it may not make it in 
time to serve the International Space Station". 

a. Has the White House agreed to the change in the primary objective of 
the commercial crew program to being one of developing a commercial 
capability for the benefit of the American economy? Are you seeking 
an explicit agreement by Congress to the change in objective as part of 
this year's budget process? 

ANSWER: The objective of the Commercial Crew Program is to facilitate the 
development of a U.S. commercial human space transportation capability with the goal 
of achieving safe, reliable, and cost effective access to and from low-Earth orbit (LEO) 
and the International Space Station (ISS). 

This basic objective has remained unchanged since the program was unveiled in the 
spring of 2010. NASA plans to use commercial capabilities to provide services to ISS 
once those capabilities have been certified to meet NASA requirements. NASA's 
strategy is to use Federal-Acquisition-Regulation-(FAR)-based contracts for certification 
activities. FAR-based contracts will enable NASA to "certify" commercial crew 
transportation systems for use by NASA for crew transportation and rescue services. 
Through this process, NASA will ensure that all the necessary NASA safety and 
performance requirements are met. 

b. How are you addressing the programmatic risk, which you acknowledged 
at the hearing, that under the Space Act Agreement approach, you cannot 
guarantee "a commercial capability in time to support the International 
Space Station. " 

ANSWER: The programmatic risk of not being able to guarantee a commercial 
capability in time to support the ISS is not increased because of the use of SAAs. NASA 
believes the risk could actually decrease because the commercial providers are 
responsible for determining the best approach to the design and development of their 
commercial systems which may permit the providers to maintain a rapid pace of 
technical development. 

The risk in developing a commercial system in time to support the ISS is driven 
primarily by available budgets. NASA's original request for the Commercial Crew 
Program was: 



($in millions) 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
FY 2011 BUDGET REQUEST 500 1,400 1,400 1,300 1,200 

With the FY 2011 budget request, NASA estimated that a commercial crew capability 
could be in place by 2015. However, the amount available under the FY 2011 
appropriation was $312M ($188M less than requested). Thus, NASA reduced its 
expected progress and initiated CCDev Round 2, which only matured elements of the 
systems instead of overall integrated crew transportation systems. The combined impact 
of the lower than expected budget and having to focus on elements of the system instead 
of an integrated system was that it delayed the expected operational date of commercial 
crew to 2016. 

The amount appropriated in FY 2012 was $406M ($444M less than the newly requested 
amount of $850M). This resulted in a further slippage of the NASA's expected 
operational date to 2017, assuming funding at the level proposed in the President's FY 
2013 request and reasonable technical progress on the part of the commercial providers 
(many of the potential providers have said that they believe they can service the ISS 
before 2017). 

NASA is planning for commercial crew capability to be in place in 2017; but the 
Agency's plans will not preclude earlier availability of services. If funding levels are 
further reduced or if significant technical difficulties are experienced by the commercial 
providers, then the ability of commercial crew providers to be able to service the ISS by 
2020 may be jeopardized. 

2. What critical measures need to be taken to preserve a crewed SLS/Orion 
flight in 2021 or earlier? What would it take to accelerate the timetable for 
that crewed flight? 

ANSWER: While adequate funding is critical, the 2017 date of the uncrewed 
SLS/Orion MPCV test mission is driven primarily by technical development schedules, 
not funding, and NASA is working to develop these vehicles as rapidly as possible, in 
part through the use of existing contracts. NASA is currently conducting an integrated 
technical, schedule, and cost review, which will be completed late this summer. The 
results of this review will help NASA assess the degree to which it might be possible to 
accelerate the crewed SLS/Orion MPCV test mission, currently scheduled for 2021, 
which is primarily driven by budget availability. 

3. You indicate in your statement that you expect Orbital to complete its 
demonstration flight of their cargo vehicle to the Station by this summer. 
Orbital has qualified its ability to do so by saying that this would require the 
upcoming tie-down engine test and Antares maiden flight to proceed without 
any glitches. In light of Orbital's own caveats, please explain the basis for 
your prediction of "summer". 

ANSWER: Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC) reported to NASA that, pending the 
successful completion a hot fire engine test on the pad and the maiden test flight of the 
Antares, the demonstration flight to the ISS is currently planned to be conducted by the 
end of September 2012. NASA recognizes that further delays are likely due to 
challenges in completing the new commercial launch complex at Wallops Island, 



currently the pacing item, and engineering issues that may be discovered during the 
upcoming test firing and flight. OSC is required to cover any additional costs due to the 
delays since NASA makes payments only upon the successful completion of 
milestones. NASA is closely monitoring OSC's progress and is offering technical 
assistance to help expedite completion of the Commercial Orbital Transportation 
Services (COTS) demonstrations flights. 

4. I understand that the schedule for contracted-for commercial cargo 
flights has slipped significantly, with the first CRS flight now scheduled 
for launch no sooner than later this year. 

a. What is the production status of the hardware needed for CRS flights? 

ANSWER: Below is the Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) production status for 
the first two cargo resupply missions for Space Exploration Technologies (SpaceX) and 
OSC. 

SpaceX-1 Production Status 
Falcon 9-4 launch vehicle - The interstage and first stage are complete and at the 
Cape. The second stage has been manufactured and is in Texas for hot fire testing. The 
Merlin Vacuum engine (MVAC) skirt production is scheduled for completion in June. 

Dragon 3 - All Draco thrusters are complete and installed. Berthing Mechanism is 
installed and checked out. 

SpaceX-2 Production Status 
Falcon 9-5 launch vehicle - First stage engine section assembly complete. All nine 
engines installed. MV AC skirt complete. 

Dragon 4 - Pressure system capsule built and leak checks completed. 

Orbital-I Production Status 
Antares launch vehicle -First stage core delivered to Wallops Flight Facility 
(WFF). First stage engines at Stennis Space Center awaiting hot fire. Upper stack 
avionics cylinder, motor cone, payload cone, and interstage have completed testing. The 
Castor 30B is in final assembly. 

Cygnus - Pressurized cargo module is complete. Service module completed thermal 
vacuum testing. 

Orbital-2 Production Status 
Antares launch vehicle - First stage core delivered to WFF. Upper stack cylinder and 
payload cone in manufacturing, with scheduled delivery in July. 

Cygnus - The service module propulsion system completed. Service module open panel 
testing starting. Pressurized cargo module in final assembly. 

b. Will each company be able to fulfill the CRS flight rates originally 
planned for 2013? If not, what flight rates do you expect will be achieved 
in 2012 and 2013? 



ANSWER: Both SpaceX and OSC are making significant progress in preparing 
for the upcoming demonstration missions to ISS as well as preparing for the first 
CRS missions. Although the original missions planned for 2013 have slipped 
somewhat, NASA is confident that the providers will be executing cargo delivery 
missions to the ISS in the 2012 and 2013 timeframe. 

Both SpaceX and Orbital are currently preparing the hardware and mission 
products necessary to execute the near term CRS flights while they are focused 
on successfully and safely executing the demonstration flights. Once the COTS 
demonstration flights are flown successfully, NASA expects that the CRS 
providers will be able to provide one cargo resupply mission in FY 2012 and up 
to four in FY 2013. 

c. Will Space X and Orbital be ready to resupply the ISS once they have 
demonstrated their capabilities in the upcoming demonstration flights? 

ANSWER: NASA expects that each of the CRS providers will be able to settle 
into a steady production and mission flow once the capability to deliver cargo to 
the ISS has been demonstrated successfully. NASA is working with both SpaceX 
and OSC in preparation for the upcoming demonstration flights including demonstrating 
simulated delivery of cargo to ISS. NASA is currently working with SpaceX to support 
the first five CRS flights and the Agency is working with OSC to support the first four 
CRS flights. NASA has identified the cargo manifest for the near term CRS missions 
and is working with the CRS providers to integrate the cargo into the Dragon and 
Cygnus vehicles. 

d. What is NASA's contingency plan if any of these CRS flights are further 
delayed? 

ANSWER: There is sufficient margin in logistics, consumables and systems spares 
through early 2013 to protect ISS operations for a delay in the start of commercial cargo 
delivery. On May 22, 2012, SpaceX launched its second COTS demonstration flight, 
and three days later, the Dragon spacecraft was berthed to the ISS. The mission, which 
accomplished the remaining COTS demonstration goals for Space X, was brought to a 
successful conclusion on May 31, with the deorbiting and splashdown of the Dragon 
capsule. The second mission also demonstrated launch, orbit and successful recovery of 
a simplified Dragon spacecraft. Commercial Resupply Services (CRS) flights will 
augment existing resupply capability needed to support the crew on-orbit. Those needs 
continue to be met through the ESA-provided Automated Transfer Vehicle (ATV), the 
Roscosmos-provided Progress and Soyuz, and JAXA-provided H-11 Transfer Vehicle 
(HTV) vehicles now that the Space Shuttle has been retired. The U.S. commercial 
providers are in the process of bringing their vehicles on-line to provide the needed 
resupply capability. Recognizing the challenges of initial flights and bringing a new 
vehicle into operations, NASA and its international ISS partners previously delivered 
additional supplies to accommodate any potential slips to the CRS schedule. The 
commercial strategy does not rely on a single flight or provider. In addition to SpaceX, 
OSC has one demonstration flight and one CRS flight scheduled in 2012. 

5. Have the Research Transition Team (RTTs) been successful in ensuring 
that research and development needed for NextGen implementation is 
identified, conducted, and effectively transitioned from NASA to FAA? 



ANSWER: Close coordination with its partners in other Government agencies is 
critically important for NASA Aeronautics. To enable greater and more timely support 
for the implementation ofNextGen, NASA's Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate 
(ARMD) has formed Research Transition Teams (RTTs) with the FAA and Joint 
Planning and Development Office (JPDO) to identify the right technologies to develop 
and conduct well coordinated research including joint field trials to ensure relevancy and 
accelerate acceptance of new air traffic management tools and technologies. Initially, 
four RTTs were formed in 2008 for the technology areas where NASA and FAA jointly 
determined the close collaboration was essential. It is well recognized that the RTT 
construct has been vital to a success in accelerating transition of NASA developed 
technologies to FAA enabling FAA' s much speedier evaluation and implementation. 
The four RTTs are described below including several examples of NASA technologies 
that have been recently transitioned or are about to be. 

Under the Efficient Flow Into Congested Airspace (EFICA) RTT, NASA is creating new 
ways to tackle inefficient operations in congested airspace near terminal areas by 
improving legacy air traffic control procedures that limit the number of incoming aircraft 
an airport can handle. During a three-year collaborative effort with the FAA, Boeing, 
MITRE, Sensis/SAAB, United Airlines, and Continental Airlines, NASA developed and 
field tested a new capability called Efficient Descent Advisor (EDA) that gives air traffic 
controllers the ability to better manage incoming traffic in the most fuel efficient manner 
while ensuring that each aircraft meets its scheduled time for arrival, while avoiding 
flight path conflicts between aircraft. EDA helps to determine the best time and place to 
begin a plane's descent so that the plane can make a smooth gliding descent with the 
engines idling all the way down, saving fuel and making less noise as planes fly over 
neighborhoods. 

The EDA technology was transferred to the FAA on November 30, 2011. The FAA Air 
Traffic Organization will evaluate the technology and determine the appropriate 
allocation of EDA functionality to systems and software builds for implementation in the 
mid-term (2014-2018) NextGen operations. If widely used across the country, the EDA 
tool has demonstrated the potential to reduce local noise and emissions, reduce flight 
time and save $300M per year in wasted jet fuel. Test results also showed significant 
reductions in controller workload, helping to maintain aviation's current outstanding 
safety record. 

Under the Flow-Based Trajectory Management (FBTM) RTT, NASA and FAA 
researchers conducted work in tools and methods for in-flight "flow-based trajectory 
management" in NextGen. The FBTM is a set of new software tools and procedures that 
help air traffic controllers identify and deal with potential traffic issues that might occur 
in the upcoming 20 to 60 minutes of flight, such as congestion or bad weather. FBTM 
tools provide practical guidance for modifying flight paths, or trajectories, of one or 
more aircraft in the face of changing conditions. The concept ofFBTM evolved through 
a series of studies that culminated in 2011 demonstrating an effective method for 
successful management of future aircraft operations at levels 30 percent greater than 
today. FBTM can also be integrated effectively into today's operations without 
additional controller resources. NASA transferred FBTM research results to the FAA in 
July 2011, where the technology will receive additional testing and evaluation. The FAA 
will use FBTM results to help develop and deploy traffic management and controller 
tools to be used in NextGen in the near future. The results support 10 out of 50 
Operation Improvements as described in the FAA's NextGen Implementation Plan. 



Under the Integrated Arrival/Departure/Surface (IADS) RTT, NASA is collaborating 
with the FAA to explore how to use NASA's Precision Departure Release Capability 
(PDRC) to improve the coupling of advanced airspace and surface traffic tools. PDRC 
allows precision scheduling of departing aircraft to allow for smooth integration into 
available slots in the high-altitude overhead streams. The FAA plans to incorporate 
PDRC in Traffic Flow Data Manager (TFDM) Concept Demonstration #2, which 
begins in October 2012. NASA will continue to work with the FAA TFDM team to 
support maturation of the PDRC technology for successful transition over the next 
year. 

Under the Dynamic Airspace Concepts (DAC) RTT, NASA and FAA researchers are 
collaborating on far-term NextGen concepts for demand-capacity management. Under 
this RTT, NASA researchers have delivered results on the Corridors In The Sky 
concept to the FAA to help narrow the scope of needed research for far-term concepts 
on airspace management. This and other concepts for dynamic airspace allocation and 
structuring are at a lower level of maturity, and hence will require longer collaborative 
research efforts with the FAA before technology transition is feasible. 

6. You propose to restructure high-speed flight in the Aeronautics Research 
Mission Directorate. Although you are tr an sf erring hypersonics work 
pertaining to entry, descent and landing to the Space Technology office, you 
propose to eliminate research into air breathing propulsion systems. 

• Since NASA's time horizon runs well into the next two or three 
decades, are we mortgaging our future by ignoring this possible 
flight regime for civilian flight? 

• What is the Administration's policy with regards to the hypersonics 
research needs of DOD? Instead of leveraging NASA's expertise and 
facilities, will DOD need to conduct a separate program? Have you 
discussed this matter with DOD and what are DOD's plans? 

ANSWER: Hypersonic air-breathing technologies require significant further 
development and testing before they can eventually be utilized for civilian applications 
such as transportation or space access. The early steps in hypersonics technology 
development will be military applications. Therefore, NASA Aeronautics is focusing its 
remaining hypersonic research on efforts that directly support the DoD. Flight 
experience gained by the DoD will be leveraged by NASA and will be critical for 
advancing this field for civilian applications. Specifically, NASA is reducing funding for 
hypersonics research related to air-breathing systems, including propulsion technologies 
and structurally integrated thermal protection systems. We are, however, maintaining 
some critical national capabilities related to scramjet propulsion and core competencies 
to provide support for both Agency and DoD missions. NASA's Space Technology 
Program will assume responsibility for the fundamental research associated with Entry, 
Descent, and Landing (EDL ). NASA Aeronautics' hypersonic investment will support 
the NASA Langley Research Center's 8-ft High Temperature Tunnel because it is a key 
facility for the DoD's hypersonic programs. 

NASA is also actively working with the DoD to minimize the impact of these decisions 
on their missions. NASA has already met with senior DoD officials who agree that the 
NASA investment does align with the highest hypersonic priorities in the DoD. NASA 



is aware of the DoD plans to expand research in hypersonic flight systems and is 
continuing to discuss options to optimize this collaboration. In the same way that NASA 
supported the development of the USAF X-51 system, we expect DoD collaboration and 
coordination to continue. 

In the meantime, NASA ARMD is focusing its resources on other civil aviation 
transportation priorities. These include a number of future vehicle types including 
advanced rotorcraft, civil transports and even supersonic airplanes. 



Congresswoman Donna Edwards 

March 7, 2012 Hearing 
on 

An Overview of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Budget for Fiscal Year 2013 

1. When NASA first contracted for cargo resupply services for the International 
Space Station, initial service flights were anticipated to begin in 2010. At present, 
the two companies involved are between 20-34 months behind schedule in carrying 
out the COTS cargo demonstration flights, a necessary precursor to providing 
actual services. 

a. Since the COTS program also was carried out under Space Act Agreements, 
what do these delays to commercial cargo demonstration flights say about 
likelihood of the private sector's meeting NASA's 2017 schedule for 
operational commercial crew flights? 

ANSWER: The schedule delays experienced by our partners over the life of the Commercial 
Orbital Transportation Services (COTS) program are indicative of the challenges associated with 
developing and flying new, highly complex launch vehicles and spaceflight systems. The 
magnitude of the delays is also not outside NASA's experience on previous developmental 
efforts. 

NASA is working with both COTS partners to facilitate their development activities and 
overcome schedule issues. However, safe and successful spaceflight is the primary objective, 
not schedule. 

Similarly, the goal of the Commercial Crew Program is also safe and successful spaceflight. 
Variations from the pre-negotiated milestone dates will be addressed immediately by the 
Commercial Crew Program Office, along with discussions or documentation to ensure a 
complete understanding of the reasons for any changes. In some cases, this could result in the 
planned date of a milestone being changed. With the overall goal of success firmly in mind, the 
Program Office will work with commercial partners when the results of the partners' efforts to 
accurately predict the progress of an aggressive and years-long development activity need to be 
adjusted. 

In addition, most of the current commercial providers have indicated that they believe they can 
be ready prior to 2017. However, NASA's assessment has led to a more conservative estimate 
of 2017, including predicted budget authority, although earlier delivery of services will not be 
precluded. 

b. In establishing 2017 as the new date of when operational commercial crew 
services will be available, has NASA incorporated all acquisition-related steps 
that need to be followed by the government in the development and 



procurement of such services? For example, does the timeline account for 
activities such as solicitation preparation and release; contract competition, 
award, negotiation, potential protest resolution; and certification for operations 
involving U.S. astronauts before commencing commercial crew transport 
services to the International Space Station in 2017? Please provide the steps 
included in the timeline and estimated time required for the completion of each 
step. 

ANSWER: NASA has incorporated all the necessary acquisition-related steps that need to 
be followed in order to establish a planned operational date of 2017 for commercial crew 
services. The steps and timeline are shown in the graphic below, assuming adequate 
budgets and technical progress on the part of the commercial partners. Details in this 
strategy are being further refined. 

Commercial Crew Program Strategy !Ii ~-:." 
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b. Does the schedule estimate i n c 1 u d e any contingency margin for 
unanticipated delays, given the COTS cargo demonstration program 
participants have experienced delays to date of between 20 and 34 months? If 
so, how much margin has been included, and if not, why not? 

ANSWER: NASA believes it has included margin for longer than anticipated development 
schedules. As mentioned above, most of the current commercial providers have indicated that 
they believe they can be ready prior to 2017. However, NASA's assessment has led to a more 
conservative estimate of 2017. Given that there are multiple systems in development and 
each one has its own development schedule, there is not a specific quantitative amount of 
margin that has been applied to the above schedule. The schedule above reflects NASA's 



current, best assessment of when commercial crew services missions will be accomplished, 
assuming adequate budgets and technical progress on the part of the commercial partners. 

2. The Administration appears to insist on a level of rigor in establishing the potential 
cost of SLS that is not expected for the commercial crew program. Why does the 
Administration continue to request significantly more funding than authorized for 
commercial crew without requiring a comparable level of rigor in cost assessment? 
What would you estimate the confidence level of your cost estimate for the 
commercial crew program, to be, and on what do you base that confidence level? 

ANSWER: During the FY 2013 budget development process, NASA strove to strike the 
right balance between all our human spaceflight capabilities. As the primary means of 
U.S. access to the ISS, NASA wanted to take all steps necessary to provide assured crew 
access to the ISS and to eliminate our sole reliance on foreign systems. 

NASA does not have a "confidence level" associated with the Commercial Crew Program, 
as the budget was not and cannot be developed with a traditional confidence level. 
Confidence levels are obtained when using a parametric cost estimating tool that leverages 
multiple, historical data points for costs for comparable hardware elements. Given that 
NASA does not have multiple, historical data points to compare (the nearest analogy to a 
commercial crew system is NASA's Gemini program), traditional cost estimating tools are 
not appropriate. In addition, NASA is using a unique and innovative acquisition strategy, 
which we believe, will produce a crew transportation system for significantly lower costs 
than predicted using traditional models. NASA's understanding of the cost will be 
improved after seeing the bids from the potential providers, performing analysis on their 
cost estimates and developing estimates for the cost of certification. 

2. NASA justifies its last minute switch to using Space Act Agreements instead of 
FAR-based contracts in part on the need to accommodate multiple partners. 

a. For the purposes of the commercial crew program, what is your definition of 
multiple"? 

ANSWER: NASA believes that having multiple companies competing against each other at 
this stage of the Commercial Crew Program will result in lower overall costs for the 
Government. In a traditional program with a single prime contractor from the start using a cost
plus contract, the NASA-Air Force Cost Model (NAFCOM) cost estimates are approximately 
$8-11 billion for the development of an ISS crew transportation capability. Using the current, 
innovative approach with fixed Government costs, investment from industry, and maintaining 
competition - NASA estimates being able to cut the development costs substantially and deliver 
an ISS capability for around $5 billion. Maintaining competition is a key factor in achieving 
these savings. 

NASA plans to have two to three companies involved in the next phase of SAAs, we believe the 
competitive environment provides strong incentive for the companies to align with NASA's 



certification requirements in order to remain competitive in the future certification and services 
phases. 

b. What funding level is needed to accommodate multiple partners through 
design and development of commercial crew systems that is, having them 
ready for certification? Please provide the basis for that estimate. 

ANSWER: NASA believes the President's FY 2013 Budget Request is needed to 
accommodate multiple partners through design and development of commercial crew 
systems. The Agency has not specified an exact number of partners for the next phase of 
the program; however, NASA plans to make multiple awards, depending on the quality, 
number, and overall portfolio benefits of the proposals received. 

For the purposes of developing the budget request, NASA estimated a range of potential CCiCap 
awards from $300-SOOM per partner. It is assumed this range will support a portfolio of 
multiple partners. However, the actual proposals and resulting negotiations will determine how 
many partners may be accommodated. There are multiple ways NASA could fund the awards 
by using part or all of FY 2013 and FY 2014 appropriations. 

4. Why has NASA now decided not to have an independent cost and schedule 
estimate performed for the commercial crew program, despite last fall's statements 
that one would be done? 

ANSWER: The Commercial Crew Program continues to refine its cost estimates for the 
development effort. Since the Agency decided to implement the next phase of the program 
under Space Act Agreements (SAAs) instead of contracts, the cost modeling and cost estimates 
are being reworked. Under a SAA, the partner is paid pre-negotiated fixed amounts upon 
successful completion of milestones, not based on costs incurred. The CCiCap Announcement 
for Proposals asks the bidders to estimate their total cost to reach a state of a demonstrated crew 
flight. As a part of the solicitation effort for CCiCap, NASA will perform independent reviews 
of bidders' costs and schedules for validity and comprehension to support the CCiCap 
evaluation. 

Once the CCiCap awards are made, during the summer of 2012, NASA will further refine its 
total cost estimates for development, including the value of performance milestones under 
CCiCap, and the NASA Certification effort required to complete design and development and 
finally readiness for services. This effort will be done in the FY 2013 timeframe and at that 
point, NASA intends to employ an independent cost and schedule estimate. At that time, NASA 
should have the detailed data necessary for a valid independent cost estimate to be 
accomplished. The independent review will be incorporated into the Agency's plans prior to 
any award for a certification contract for commercial crew systems. 



Congressman Brad Miller 

March 7, 2012 Hearing 
on 

An Overview of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Budget for Fiscal Year 2013 

1. Administrator Bolden, NASA Policy Directive 1050.1!, which deals with the use of 
Space Act Agreements, states the following: 

"Funded Agreements may be used only when the Agency's objective cannot 
be accomplished through the use of a procurement contract, grant, or 
cooperative agreement." 

NASA has decided to use Space Act Agreements in the next round of Commercial 
Crew acquisition. This decision was a reversal from an earlier decision to use 
regular FAR- based contracts for this round of Commercial Crew acquisition. 

Can you explain why the decision was made to switch from a FAR based 
procurement to a Space Act Agreement-based procurement, and does that 
rationale comport with NASA's own policy directives on the use of such 
agreements? 

ANSWER: The FY 2012 Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act provided 
NASA with $406M for the Commercial Crew Program, which was less than half of the 
President's Budget Request and may have required NASA to award a single contract for the 
previously planned Integrated Design Contract (IDC) phase. The Conference Report 
accompanying the FY 2012 Appropriations Act stated, "NASA is directed to work expeditiously 
to alter its management and acquisition strategy for the program as necessary to make the best 
use of available resources and to define the most cost effective path to the achievement of a 
commercial crew capability." 

Upon performing a reassessment as directed, NASA determined that the most cost effective 
path to the achievement of a commercial crew capability in light of the $406M appropriation in 
FY 2012, and the uncertainty associated with the FY 2013 budget levels, was to alter the 
Commercial Crew Program acquisition strategy. Rather than moving forward with awarding a 
single firm-fixed price contract for IDC, which would remove future competition for follow-on 
Certification phase of the program, NASA will continue to support the design and development 
of commercial crew transportation through the use of multiple funded Space Act Agreements 
(SAAs). NASA will shift the formal design acceptance and certification planning acceptance to 
the follow-on Certification Phase. Utilizing SAAs for the next phase provides tangible benefits 
in terms of cost and schedule flexibility in comparison to FAR-based contracts. SAAs are also 



expected to provide more flexibility to deal with possible variations in funding levels without 
the need for potentially protracted and inefficient contract renegotiations. NASA believes this 
change is consistent with all applicable laws and policy directives. 
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• NASA is exploring innovative solutions that can provide collaborative web 
services to NASA scientists and engineers. 

2. IT Security funding is often bundled with mission funding, which you have limited 
visibility into. Can you provide a better estimate of what NASA spends protecting its 
systems overall? 

Answer: 5.7 percent ($82.2M) of the Agency's $1.4B IT Budget (NASA FY 2013 
President' s budget submission) is allotted for IT Security. The CIO directly controls 
$15M of that $82.2M. 

Agency 
Budget 

Agency IT 
Budget 

IT Security 
Budget 

IT Security 
Budget as a o/o 
of the Agency 
IT Budget 

NASA IT and IT Security Funding ($M)* 

18,724.3 18,448.0 17,770.0 

2,070.0 1,686.9 1,442.1 

72.5 88.7 86.2 

3.5% 5.2% 5.9% 

17,711.4 

1,440.2 

82.2 

5.7% 

*Comparative estimate of OMB Congressional and Annual OMB Exhibit 53 submissions 

3. Given your limited insight into the Mission Directorates, how do you currently work 
with them to ensure that adequate security measures are undertaken to safeguard their 
networks and protect mission operations? 

Answer: The OCIO has requested participation from the Mission Directorates in 
NASA's IT Security Advisory Board, where Agency information security professionals 
collaborate on solving the IT Security issues across the enterprise. Each Mission 
Directorate manages risk within their operational boundary. To improve the collective 
effort to mitigate risk across the enterprise, the OCIO is working with the Mission 
Directorates; to ensure that NASA's enterprise IT Security tools are deployed to monitor 
Internet-connected devices. 

The OCIO publishes well defined polices, standards, and procedures requiring all IT 
assets meet specific security principles. The OCIO also publishes several baselines and 
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The future plans for the SOC include improved efficiency through a proactive 
engagement strategy to better prevent, protect against, and predict attacks by: 

Developing a working partnership with Agency IT service providers to 
proactively block or re-direct hostile .......... ...,.,."' 
Improving the collection and analysis of data from external sources. 
Improving threat data delivery to Agency stakeholders. 
Expanding network monitoring to include the Mission Network. 
Instituting a means to research, develop and deploy a distributed intelligence 
framework. 
Enhancing SOC capabilities by continuously evolving services to improve 
defense of the infrastructure. 

6. What is the greater threat to NASA information security - outside network 
penetrations, or internal leaks and spillage? 

Answer: The greater threat to NASA is from external penetrations. 

a. Does your current budget similarly prioritize these threats? 

Answer: The current budget sets network boundary protection and network monitoring 
as a priority. 

7. Based on the observed intrusions, can you identify the motivations 
NASA systems -theft, espionage, sabotage, and vandalism? 

a. How do these types rank? 

attacking 

Answer: From the perspective of the unr1act to the Agency, NASA would rank the 
intrusions in the following order: 

1) Espionage 
2) Theft 
3) Vandalism 
4) Sabotage 

Espionage is considered to be NASA information that is obtained via overt, 
covert, or clandestine activity with intent, or reason to believe, that the 
information will be used to the injury the United States, or to the advantage of a 
foreign nation. 

• Theft is considered to be an unlawfal taking (as.by embezzlement or burglary) of 
NASA property or information. 
Vandalism is considered to be a willful or malicious destruction or defacement of 
property, including NASA websites. . 

• is considered an act with intent to injure, interfere with, or obstruct the 
mission of NASA by willfully injuring or destroying, or attempting to injure or 
destroy, any NASA mission or materiel, premises, utilities, including human, or 
information resources. 



8. are you in assessing compliance 
within Mission FISMA reporting 
unc1en1taIJLQ the posture at the Mission 

The OCIO has limited to ,.,.,..,,.,.,,...,,. "'""""''
1
"'' solutions across 

Mission includes limited visibility into ...,..,., •. u,2;'.llr"'1"'1"'n baselines 
across a systems, many of which 
specifically configured for Mission req1uirements. 

i. .. ,.,..,.,,, .. ..,,t0 s€msm,,e information is stored 'air gapped' network 
the OCIO does not access to 

environments in order to assess .,...,.u ..... ,J, ...... ,.,..,. 

uses a set of automated tools to Information 
"' ....... LA .... f'l"'A"'a''' ..... Act report. The use tools assists the 

"'""''"'"1'"" p;osture of the Mission Directorates. 

9. With government-wide of'i"t,...,..,. ll1t1orn1at1tonto the "Cloud," how 
ensure that information "'"""11"""'n - particularly when it is ex1r:ier1entcir1g 
so many challenges already? 

To ensure the security 
understood, a new 
will to providers by through 
the Risk and Authorization Management Program (Fed.RAMP), a government-

program that provides a standardized to assessment, 
authorization, and continuous cloud products and services. 
the team were members of the Cloud Working Group 

on Security Control approach.) The team 
a process to which security controls are 

.... ,.,.,.,,, ..... ,,. .. and controls will remain the res:po1ns110111J:} 
team will subsequently execute the to authorize new Cloud· 

..... ,,,,,..,,, ..... .., for use by NASA. be 
Cloud provider's C!Prv1t'1"<:! 1r1t.c>-r-tl:lc•i:> 

processes and mc::cnarutsn:Ls 

The based upon current resources to out 18 open 
IG recommendations is June 



11. Shortly after the hearing, press reports indicated Administrator Bolden circulated 
a memo outlining steps to address security weaknesses. Please provide a copy of 
that memo to the committee. 

Answer: A copy of the memo is attached 

12. After the hearing, Administrator Bolden appeared before another Committee and 
addressed many of the issues brought to light at our hearing. Specifically, 
Administrator Bolden indicated that the theft of a laptop containing algorithms used 
to command and control the International Space Station never put the orbiting 
laboratory at risk because "[t]hey would still have to get through another set of 
firewalls at the Johnson Space Center because everything that goes to the 
International Space Station, as it did with the shuttle, is encrypted prior to 
transmission ... " During our hearing, the NASA IG stated: 

"In FY 2011, NASA reported it was the victim of 47 advanced 
persistent threats {APT) attacks, 13 of which successfully 
compromised Agency computers. In one of the successful attacks, 
intruders stole user credentials for more than 150 NASA employees 
- credentials that could have been used to gain unauthorized access 
to NASA systems. Our ongoing investigation of another such attack 
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) involving Chinese-based 
Internet protocol (JP) addresses has confirmed that the intruders 
gained fall access to key JP L systems and sensitive user accounts. 
With fall system access the intruders could: (1) modifY, copy, or 
delete sensitive files; (2) add, modifY, or delete user accounts for 
mission-critical JPL systems; (3) upload hacking tools to steal user 
credentials and compromise other NASA systems; and ( 4) modifY 
system logs to conceal their actions. In other words, the attackers 
had full functional control over these networks. " 

The IG also stated, "Moreover, even after NASA fixes the vulnerability that permitted the 
[ATP] attack to succeed, the attacker may covertly maintain a foothold inside NASA's 
system for future exploits. 11 

I hope that NASA did not dismiss the risk simply because ISS control algorithms are 
encrypted and transmitted by a NASA center. I understand that JPL is not a NASA center 
(and presents unique IT security challenges itself), but the JPL intrusion demonstrates 
that NASA facilities are not immune to attack. Similarly, the U.S. China Economic and 
Security Review Commission recently noted in its annual report to Congress, the Terra 
and Landsat-7 satellites "have each experienced at least two separate instances 
interference apparently consistent with cyber activities against their command and control 
systems. 11 Although the Commission did not attribute this interference to any specific 
actor, it does demonstrate that encrypted transmissions do not guarantee the safety of 
command and systems. 



While it is reassuring that 
in understanding what lead 

the ISS was never at am interested 

a. Please 
unencrypted 

that demonstrates that the March 1 an 
which resulted the loss of the algorithms 

used to command the International Space was never a risk to 
.. u ..... a..,, ...... operations or safety. 

Answer: The Johnson Space Center Directorate (MOD) 
performed a file contents of the stolen laptop and were 
two of interest: 

Copies of displays on Space Station's Computer System (PCS). 
are more than just a but in an Extensible ............ ,,,., ... .,. 

Language (XML) format that is readable and readable, 
independent of computer platform (windows or UNIX). 
comparison the latest versions of Microsoft Word use a version 

displays were on the laptop as needed task assignments. These displays 
on a laptop are displays and cannot telemetry from 
the ISS and/or to the 
Although not actual software, the Software Specifications 
~~u .. .,,n, ... u,..,. and Control Software was another document found on stolen laptop. 
This document contains on the software and is used to understand how 
the interfaces with on the ISS. 

Next, the MOD evaluated 
concluded the following: 

to the International 

• The stolen laptop was a purpose, office laptop 
email, reviewing documents, and managing task ass1gnme:nts 
a specialized laptop to mission operations. 

to the loss and 

for reading 
The laptop was not 

Although the laptop had software specifications, it not .... .., .......... u software 
code that could be used to control the ISS. 
By systems do not permit commanding to a any 

device (laptop, desktop, digital assistant (PDA), etc.) that is not 
located inside the firewall at Johnson Center 

(JSC) or a small NASA locations that connect directly to 
mission Local Area Network (LAN). 

• Even with the correct connection, several 
different network security systems are required. 
Under no circumstance is a · 001me:cte:a ..... u..-., .. - ... 

or 



unvUJLUUVU<OU Space Station was not at risk was 
by Directorate with concurrence from Human ..... ,.,...,,,..., ...... "'" ... 
and Operations Mission Directorate not by CIO. 

identified what specific data was lost and iaent111e<1 
as to the Mission Operations Directorate (MOD) an 

assessment regarding the risk to the resulting from the 
exposure of this information. It was that technical information contained 

laptop posed no risk of sabotage, terrorism, hacking or by 
to any person, vehicle, or company. 

a. 

Answer: to the distinct dltter1enc;e rn~l UJ .. PTI 

the Human Exploration and Operations Mission uurectorate 
(SMD), in addition to the type of data data related to 

was not consulted in determining the risk to 

Were the Terra and Landsat satellites ever at risk? 

to _,,.,.,U.ULA"H 

·~~,. .. ·~~··--· communications. None was suc:cei~snu. 
but a command-link intrusion attempt over radio 
Command and were consulted, and found no 

infrastructure being used in the command-link intrusion atu~m1:>ts. 

NASA provides support to the (USGS) for the Landsat-
7 responsible for the Landsat-7 spacecraft and ""'"'V'-'JLa•11.Ai 

13. At the hearing, you indicated that 
security of their operations. Who is responsible 

Agency IT security ........ ~...,.,_ 
to evaluate threats .to the Mission 

Answer: The CIO is responsible for NASA and Federal 
.,..., ............... _, program requirements across the enterprise in advising 

"'""''V'"'J'"'"",.i r(~sp1::ms1bJJl1tle:s. The OCIO provides goiver:nartce, 

....... ,,.,,,,,...,.l.L uu·ec1:or~ttes are responsible for the "'"''" ... '"""""''vu. 
orc1ce1am·es. processes, and guidelines as they apply to gmre11nnient-WJ 
NASA policy. In to ensure an enterprise wide approach to evaluating 1" ....... ~"'1""' 

risks, OCIO Management Framework (RMF) which 



14. On March a NASA computer containing ..... i,,., ....... 
Identifiable ........... .., ..... ,, .......... ,.., ... (PII) was stolen from ~ 

NPR 1382.1 states that "[a]ny on mobile computers/devices at a ,.,....,.,, ...... u ......... ,,., 

encrypted by users Entrust or native in Microsoft and Apple operating 
or other NASA CID-approved It also states that 11 [w]hen 

mobile storage users shall label the at a with 
'NASA Privacy Protect Accordingly."' Further, 1 states that 
"Employees shall only remove PII from or download and store 

conditions in NPR 1600. l" 

NPR 1600.1 states that "Laptop computers and 
be stored and protected to T\.,.,,.""''"ff 

disclosure. Storage and "'"'""'"'1 

unauthorized access and un:autn01:1zf:a 
acc:ore11am~e with NPR 2810 .1. 11 

that portable and removable 
encryption solutions which are compliant with 

........ ..KL<, ... ., and NIST guidance, and are accordance with 
nre:me:nts regarding the protection information. 2810.1 

states that " [ t ]he NASA user shall loss by sec1um:Lg 
protecting media under their control, and the information contained 
devices, through use encryption, access and/or sanitation." 

a. the laptop in question encrypted? 

Answer: No, laptop in question was not encrypted. 

Did encryption satisfy the NPR 2810.l and NPR 1382.1? 

Answer: No, question was not encrypted, and the:retore did not satisfy the 
requirements in NPR 2810.1 and 

c. laptop appropriately labeled as outli.ned 1382.1? 

No, the laptop 

d. Was the laptop in question removed from conditions 
NPR 1, NPR 1600.1, NPR 2810.1? 

Answer: No. Although an Entrust PKI account, 
ability to ,.....,,,,....,,,..,. was not used to protect the stored on the 
laptop. 

The OCIO has a plan to llH.f.IL\.iU.l\.i.l.U a 11.cua-,-,. (DAR) solution to protect the entire 
hard a 



Additionally, the stolen laptop was not stored and protected as 
employee left the laptop an -u·~.,u . ., ..... car parked in the driveway 

e. you, the Center or the Assistant Administrator of the 'LJ..U ..... ,.., 

Protective res10011tsm1e for ensuring the implementation of media protection 

Answer: OCIO and work together to establish the 
implementation of media protection Information 

Answer: The NASA CJO is tasked responsibility of protecting, '-"'"''"'.U"" 

PH and other information in collaboration with all 



Message Crom the Administrator 

The Importance of Securing XAS.A Laptops, iPadsr and Smart Phones 

By now, many of you have either read or heard about the most recent IG report on alleged 
deficiencies in how we handle and control IT portable devices issued. to our NASA 
employees. I take ths. iss;,1s ;::f lT se .. c.urit~' -:ar:· se.ri i:iHly - both for our equipment and the 
inform~tion ~tore.d on it. h~fr,~m.arion. $S.Curity L)~aintains the integrity ofour programs, 
sn:i '.!.ltimate.1 ~ · ke..a.ps cm· mi.ss1 01ns :ui.d p~cp1s 51 rus, 

The, ua.tnri' ;:fliASA work makes laptops and. other portable IT devices importantto our 
program delivery. Many employees use these devices outside the standard office 
environment during travel and when routine ''mrk occurs outsid.e of an office. Therefore, 
the risk level is increased, and our need to protect the equipment, and the information 
stored on that equipment is even more elevated than ever before. 

We have made significant pr ogress to better prote'Ct the agency's IT systems and are in the 
process of implementing the recommendations made by the NASA Inspector General in 
this area. 

V/ c1H e. the. ·-~_,s:r to replace lost or stolen IT devices is a concern, the real damage is d.one 
thro:·ugh the h;s of NASA program information, including personal and other sensitive 
ir.fot·mati::m. Losses such as these have the potential to harm ~·s credibility, can 
dhninish the. public trust, and have adverse effed s on our ability to deliver and manage 
i:1g;i.~1;.:~y pt·o~·Ems .. 

B'nf::'t'm ati .-n se:curity is not the sole re5ponsibility of a few individuals or offices at NASA; it 
is critical that every member of the NASA team take appropriate steps to keep s-ensiti ve 
information safe and protect equipment fr.om theft. 

rm asking every NASA employee today to review the IT policies set forth by th.e Chief 
Information Officer, identify areas that require improvement in accordance with those 
policies, and work with your supervisor and IT team to remedy the situation so that the 
equipment and information you .are using meets the prescribed requirements for security. 
As a best practice for protecting and safeguarding laptops and other portable IT devices 
and sensitive data they may contain, I ask that you review and follow the below policies 
and directives: 

• NPD 4200.tB, :Equipment Management 
http·!/nodis3.gsfc.nasa.soy 'disp1ayDir.cfin?t=-NPD&c=42QO&s=lB 

• NPR 2810.tA, Security oflnformation Technology 
http: :'.tnodis3.gsfc.nasa.govldisp1ayDir.cfm?t=:NPR&e=2810&s=1A 

• :•UD L600.55, Sensitive But Unclassified Information (SBU) 
http://nodis3.gsfc.nasa.gov/OPD Docs..':-.ilD 1600 55 .pdf 



' 

Policies are just a guideline is essential that each of us not familiarizes 
,...,,. • .,.,,,"""" 111.ith rele'l1ant IT policies, but them our daily 
pra.ctice - tc' make them an integral part and personal discipline, 

.:...s a t·an1in der i equipment losses must be reported to 
Center Hotlhi.a at 1-877-627-2732 or via email at ~~~~t! 
occurrence. 

If yoi.t hE:.~ls any qusetiotts ::?r 
. infot·matfon t•tficer IT ,,.,..~,,. .• 1 .. k· 

The !'il~ office has set up a mailbox at &1~~Hmllttl£tmtnidLmi!i!..SQ.l: 
C\Bll sand spe.dfic questions, suggestions or rec~o11:J.men1ilat1or1s 
continue to information security. 

Thank you for all day to help us achieve 



2. 

The Honorable Frank R. Wolf 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 
IHI.,., ..... ,.,, ... on FY 2013 NASA Budget 

is a new, C>iUC ... U'"'L 8 1U1i~i:U,JU;;Jl 
previously under development. a 

detailed mission concepts will be completed and 
when the preliminary 

to the Congress for review. 

directed the Asimc:1ate 
(SMD) to lead Mars ., ... ...,,"'L"'"'H ... ,.,. ... v .... .-u ........ .,u 

,...,.,,..,..,. ..... ..,. Administrator for Human Exploration 
Chief Technologist, the Chief'-'""'"" ..... ,,,., •. 

""".,"u"·"""'·'..., a Mars Program Planning Group (MPPG), to options for a program-
architecture of Mars that is consistent with 

"""u.u.u.J•i:; h'um;ans to Mars the decade of the_._._.~ ....... ,,.,, ..... ,...,."'"""' 
Decadal Survey for l"1anetarv ::science. 

the President's FY 2013 budget request. 
investigations options in detail 
pay-off mission(s) for launch as 8 
decision-making orc1ce1ss 
Mars Exploration communicate with customers, 
partners to ensure a collaborative and responsive set 

development of 2014 LJ'-''"''"'""L subm15;smn. 

The MPPG will provide June, and August. These 
reports will provide above) decision-making opportunities to 
steer the in investigation and architecture options, and the 

assoc1:ate:a budget development. NASA will use this information to 
that will be able to brief the 

on progress periodically through the summer, 
i-i~, .. ,..w on proposed mission architecture 

2014 budget request in 

manages its programs based on sc11ent1t1c 
indicated, however, that the new Mars u.u,,.., ....... .u 

sc11em~e and human exploration Once you 
sc1enc~e program, are you compromising 

process? How do you balance 
purely science-based ......... ~.,, .. ,,..,.,, 

oni'·snn prioritization 
uas11-expJlonu1cm program against other 

.. ,..,,..,u.,,u 1<.ese:arc:n Council's (NRC) Decadal 
science program and human exploration program can both benefit 

crafted intra-agency it Reconnaissance 
Orbiter as a good recent We using the LRO experience to help 
guide development Additionally, the Mars Laboratory's 

rover a contribution from the Human ._,..,.1.1 .. vu ... ,,v .... 



nre:cto,ratc~rne Radiation Detector (RAD) 
,,,.,,.,,nu applicable to UULJ••£1.l• safety on the Martian 

the Planetary Decadal Survey also 
fundamental to a """'"' .. "'' 
example of how this can work is by the Human Exploration and 

,. .. ,,.,..'t"'''""''t"' of an optical communications technology experiment package to fly 
Atmosphere and Dust 1-'"'"iL.,.c..•n.,a...,,,u J..J . .1\.1 .. w..,A 

.... ....,,,i ... u in late calendar year 

3. a new $1 OM line in Planetary ...,.., • ..,.u .... -···~··--

4. 

~n·n~·~··~., . The purpose of this money is to develop instruments relevant to 
u ..... , ....... exploration and to analyze data strategic knowledge in 
support of human place to fund such an 
initiative? How much development can really 
accomplished with $1 OM? 

Answer: Joint Robotics Precursor Activities are SMD 
($10M annually) the Missions Directorate ($20M 
annually). By developing an set JRP A will leverage mission 
opportunities, data, and of both the exploration and science communities to help 
nrf'•T'l!'llrf' for future human to Asteroids the Moon, and 
ultimately Planetary Division is the 

exploration experience and it is 
portion of this joint program. 

In general, with $30M in total ...... ,,....,,,. ........ u.uu•.c;, 

include: 
Robotic Precursor Activities 

• of instruments for to destinations relevant 
to exploration beyond LEO to 0 ""1'"'"""" neeoeo m.nJm1auon; 
Research and to knowledge i~ support of human 
spaceflight development; 

• Conduct and hold joint workshops to 
community participation; and, 

• Laying the precursor missions. 

enacted funding and to 
Why do you feel that a 

:MPCV and both to last year's 
Independent numbers for year 
for activities is appropriate? 

'nno-rPC!C! appropriated $1.943B for 
ICA profile when adjusted to 

co:ngr·ess appropriated $ l .200B for Orion 

current 
prioritizes _,..,_&&• 

to include civil service labor. 

was built on the NASA. ~u~m."m.,nzat10n 
a sustainable long-term program. 



It is important that 
and schedule planning. 

5. At would on 
ascent abort test in 2016 and an 

NASA is on track to achieve the Orion 
1 n'l'~•0 .. 0•1'~r1 SLS-Orion MPCV test flight in 2017. Other ....... ,...,... .. .,......, rrlllestones 

2014 budget formulation process. 

6. Could up your or are 
manufacturing capacity, that constrain your ability to meet 
earlier than currently .., ..... ., ............ 

of these flights is constrained by i<.u.<•u ..... ~

logistical factors, such as 
test milestones any 

acc~el(~ra1te these planned milestones, though it could provide 1n~1·P:Jl<:i.P:t .,,,,..,.,,..111 

7. While MPCV 
proposal, costs for exploration-related ground ""'""1""''"'"" 

ground systems behind schedule relative to the 
capsule? 

is a element supporting the Orion 
MPCV costs are down significantly from what 
planned in the Constellation program by more than The ground 
systems development in support of exploration the 
U££ ............... , ''"· .... "'''""-"'l..LH.LK capability to support the planned flight test 

are not at the point where they are ready to enter 
under Ground Systems effort have 

available to support SLS and 



8. NASA exp1ects to have a baseline 

9. 

that point, will 
are more 

Answer: While NASA's outyear .,. ...... ,,.,...,. 
year, SLS and the Orion 
(PDR) KDP-C FY 

IS 

""'""'"'""''"'"" needed to enable Orion to 
cornp(Jne:nts if and when they become necessary 

approximately 2 years. Does this strategy present a that Orion 
statutory role as backup access to the Station in a timely u"'"'""''""'"'" 

of the uncrewed test is nr1'""'n 

not be accelerated to a great extent with mcreasea 
ant'•f'1'nOtlO>C that commercial crew transportation services to 

available in 2017. this is not the case, and if Russian Soyuz 
NASA potentially move the 2021 of the test 
funding, fulfilling the oacK-utn 
would be a highly inefficient use 

10. assessment the lack of a defined mission 
NASA to build flexibilities into the SLS design so that it will able to acc:orrum>aate 
any that is eventually selected. Does this imply that setting a ""'"'"'u·•"' ..... ""•vu 
for SLS would allow you to drop um1ecess:ary 
costs? 

Answer: that we are too 
being designed into the are those fundamental ca11a1J11IU1es 

multiple potential missions based upon an evolvable de!ngin. '-''"'"'"-•"" 
....... ., .• E;U on a single near-term destination could make it to 
.... ...,..,,"',.,,, .. to reach other destinations such as Mars. 

11. CCiCap to a traditional contract for 
ULA'"""''"' .. and service phases of the commercial crew program. 

provide difficult, especially if competitors have to to meet contract 
requirements. What risk budget and 
schedule? 

HL"'"""'"'F> the transition plan between CCiCAP and the 
.... ,_,,,. .... ..,a phase a high priority. team has been established 

should start to see the initial results of their efforts 
allow to mitigate much of the 

is not to occur more In addition, 
.., • ..,..., .. ,,., the baseline set of safety, performance, and mission success requirements 

"""'...r"'1·
1
""' to all of industry. Although compliance these 



is optional for industry under a funded SAA, NASA anticipates that providers use the 
NASA requirements to inform their development activities thereby reducing the technical 
risk of future redesign. 

12. Will we be relieved of the cost of purchasing seats as soon as the first commercial 
crew capability enters in to service, or do you expect to pay for some overlap of services? If 
you believe some overlap might be desirable, how long would we be paying for both Russian 
and commercial services simultaneously? 

Answer: NASA currently plans to discontinue purchasing Soyuz transportation services once 
the first commercial crew capability enters service. 

13. Some people are concerned that the Russians will raise their per-seat prices at exorbitant 
rates due to the absence of viable current alternatives. kind of leverage does NASA 
have in negotiations for additional seats to keep prices check? 

Answer: The current Russian contract extends into 2016, and NASA anticipates that 
U.S. commercial crew providers will be able to provide services in 2017. It is important to 
note that the International Partners are dependent on NASA for the operations and 
maintenance of the ISS; the interdependence of the Partners helps keep costs for services 
reasonable. It is also important to remember that the International Partners have been reliant 
on the Russians for crew transportation for most of the program and for crew rescue for the 
life of the ISS Program. 

China 

What is your assessment of the likelihood that the Chinese government will achieve the goals 
(especially relating to human spaceflight) laid out in its most recent 5-year plan for space 
activities? 

Answer: Consistent with restrictions codified in Section 539 of the FY 2012 Consolidated 
and Further Continuing Appropriations Act (P.L. 112-55), NASA has no ongoing or planned 
bilateral activities with China or Chinese-owned companies and as such it difficult to 
comment on the likelihood of China achieving goals laid out in its most recent 5-year 
plan. Additionally, although I have reviewed the plan, China does not publicly release 
information regarding its space budget or its policymaking process. Nonetheless, based 
wholly on China's record over the past few years of achieving its publicly stated space-
related objectives, the most recent plan for space activities appears to be a credible 
guide to the nation's space priorities and ambitions. Accordingly, it is reasonable to expect 
that China may achieve many of the objectives (especially those relating to human 
spaceflight) laid out in its current plan. 

15. If the Chinese were to successfully achieve the goals of that plan, how would the quality and 
quantity of their achievements compare to what NASA expects to do over that same 
period? What will be our relative positions in terms of space leadership at the end of those 
years? 

Answer: noted above, it is difficult to compare China's proposed space program 
objectives with NASA's likely accomplishments over the next 5 years. The current 
development of China's emerging space program appears to mirror the progress made 



IllW:"KOO by 
orbiting 

constellation and perhaps even landing a robotic 
of technological sophistication behind that of 

"""""''""a,.,t- as a mature 
more across a om1am~r 

space exploration and science activities that currently include dozens of complex active 
planned human and robotic missions throughout the solar system. 

FY 
human spaceflight, exploration, science, and aeronautics programs to maintain their pre-
eminent status at the top of global science, engineering, and technology. International 

continue its in showcasing 
international human microgravity-based to 

""U.~JU.U'UU,A"'.:> to 
same Q('t'n111·1p~ 

China for the very first time. In parallel, NASA will continue to focus its efforts on the 
development of the next generation of heavy-lift launch vehicle and a multipurpose crew 
v ..... u, • ..., ..... for use beyond planned upcoming will expand our 

16. Recently some of your International Station partners expressed an interest in ge1mn.g 
China to join the program. Do you that the Europeans, the Japanese and your 

mt1ernan1oruu ..,..,.'l"h'l, .... ., will to continue China 

Answer: (ISS) some 
cooperation currently underway with China unrelated to the While some partners have 
publicly expressed a desire to expand cooperation with China to perhaps include the ISS 
program, no partner has proposed to the partnership any specific initiatives on that 
would call for Chinese involvement of any kind. 

China only certain cet11tilca1Jorts 
is bound by same a 

intent to in bilateral negotiations with China later this spring. have any 
expectation that you will submit certifications to in a bilateral activity with China this 

bilateral 



ISS Research 

18. When do you expect CASIS will award its first grants for research in the National Lab 
portion of the ISS? How quickly do you think CASIS can achieve full utilization of the 
National Lab? 

Answer: CASIS planned to release its first research solicitation by the end of calendar 
year 2012. First grant awards could reasonably be expected in the first half of 2013. CASIS 
has a challenging research development plan. It aims to stimulate research sponsored by 
non-Government funding sources, in addition to other Federal agencies. If this 
will establish a foundation the development of microgravity applications in low-Earth 
orbit. However, it should be expected to require several years to build a network of 
researchers and investors. 

19. What are your expectations for how CASIS will balance research activity on behalf 
profit enterprises, academia and other Federal agencies in the National Lab portion of the 
ISS? 

Answer: CASIS has proposed to use an economic to establish priorities for 
research. In its successful proposal to the cooperative agreement notice, CASIS indicated 
that it could apply its valuation methods to Federally sponsored research by establishing an 
economic value for the consequences of individual research projects. Merits of the science 
will be considered along with other factors in the evaluation process. NASA will be working 
with CASIS to assess the results its valuation methods, to ensure that the priorities that are 
produced are reasonable, and provide a sensible balance between the participating 
communities. 

Cost Control 

20. Year after year, GAO continues to identify the same problems with NASA's management of 
large projects. Specifically, GAO cites NASA's continued approval of projects that don't 
meet sufficient technical maturity standards and for which design requirements have not been 
locked down. What is NASA doing to address these findings, and why hasn't more progress 
been made? 

Answer: For more than a decade, NASA has instituted through Agency policy a widely 
practiced systems engineering and project management process that requires rigorous 
knowledge~based design reviews that feed information to NASA's decision makers. This 
systematic approach is based on meeting industry-standard Technology Readiness 
extensive analysis and where possible relevant testing. In recent years, NASA has 
emphasized adequate formulation allowing additional engineering analysis and testing to 
reduce risk and provide for establishment of more realistic commitment baselines (cost, 
schedule and technical). This shift has yielded greater programmatic success that we expect 
to continue. JUNO and GRAIL are two recent projects that were delivered in accordance 
with NASA's commitments. LDCM is also on track to deliver within NASA's 
commitment. These projects demonstrate positive results from NASA's continuous 
improvement efforts. 

Although NASA questioned the robustness of using percent drawing release as an effective 
sole indicator for design maturity as recommended by GAO, NASA concurred with GAO's 



GAO to establish a more consistent approach to 
assess stability maturity. NASA is implementing a multi-step process to establish 
consistent leading indicators. First, to address the immediate NASA "'"''-'U'"'"''"'" 
interim directive to systems engineering and re<11urr·em1en1ts ... ,,...,,,.u 
March 

entrance and success ,.,. ..... ,,,. ... ,,,, 
revision to NPR will be completed within a year. is 

the process of identifying a more comprehensive set of common leading indicators. 
leading indicators were identified and substantiated sources including: (1) a 
set identified by and 

are aD1:>roor1ate 
intends to mission unique indicators 

documentation. Applicability to individual missions will be determined early in formulation 
tra1::Ke:a as appropriate throughout life 

.. ""'"""'•during last year's Glory launch and the retirement of the 
a launch vehicle in 

Until the XL's problems are solved or a new vehicle is certified, is 
u ................. to number of Delta II's remaining in stock. Do you confident that you 
will have another certified option available by the time need is 
number of options available in the affecting the of your medium 
missions? 

NASA/Launch Program (LSP) is actively working with industry to 
a certification plan the next generation of medium-class launch 

The total future cost impact of any new or is not known. 
However, has to realign funding to .,.,.,. . ....,..,..,,.....,"'1 

associated with In FY 
SMAP (to launch in 

OC0-2 (to launch in the second half CY 2014). NASA consm€::rea 
.,..,., ... u.,L"" viable launch vehicles that were compatible with missions and 

likely to reply to the currently open solicitation. 
Proposals specifically including launch 

2012. 

L~ ........... u vehicles with some c011servatt1Sltn 
evaluation of received proposals will ue1ceunu1e 
required. 



Launch vehicle costs have been rising across 
uncertainty in both the civil and military launch ,......., ... 1r,.·t"' 

......... u._,,..,L of factors, including 
to 

c011truln costs over the launch prices contained 

In March 2011, NASA signed a me1mm·anamm 
and National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) to in order to 

.:.ta.•-'•~, predictable Launch Vehicle (EEL V) rate and 
concerns base capabilities and costs. In October 2011, NASA, 

Force and the NRO also signed a coordinated certifying new entrant 
launch including EEL V -class on terms contained within the 
NLS II reductions resulting from the buy 

....,.,.,,.,u .. on the NLS II contract as to 
containing commercial costs will competition among the commercial 
providers. The coordinated strategy for certification of new 
Air and NRO will allow 
vehicles thus facilitating increased cornpc;;tition 

on II contract. 

recent GAO study recommended 
power and reduce unnecessary ... ,.u.u"'"" .. 

Do you that joint negotiations would 
or DOD? so, why isn't this option being more 

but was instead to 
·and NASA 

the government's buying power are competitive 
for all government customers ... " The GAO report aPJlearea 
to be primarily on Expendable Launch Vehicle (EEL V) "'''"'1~ ........ 

launch systems. 

Coordination (DoD' s) and 
of the Atlas and Delta IV launch vehicles is key so 

into account during procurements. 
is not as as the DoD's. For msran.ce, 

to up to four intermediate-class sc11mt:mc "'"''"''""""' 
on an EEL V; competitive process, budget uncertainty and 

it to commit to a number of EEL Vs 
will continue to work with our and the NRO to keep DoD 

informed of our launch service acquisition can factor that information into 
1, Air Force and NRO of 
'-'"'l"'"'H''"'"vn"' Launch Vehicles (EEL Vs) that what had 

orc•ce~ss of coordination between the NASA Launch 
and NRO. And, in October l, 

.,..,,,A...,, • ..,._,.,,..,...,. <:11'¥<IT<>nru for certifying new entrant 
launch vehicle 

pro,ces:s. and if those identified needs includes 
uuJ•"-•'"""" with the Air Force and the NRO 

the U.S. government's buying power. 



strategy place, are EEL V price due to contract 
terms with ULA, NASA could also benefit from those reduced prices. 



Honorable John Culberson 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 
Hearing on FY 2013 NASA Budget w""'"""""'" 

u,...... ..... " testimony you discuss the 
review of NASA's Draft was released 

on February I. This report identifies sixteen top-priority technologies necessary for 
uu''"''"J'H"'' which also could benefit American aerospace industries 

,.,. .... ..,,.......... You said that "this NRC assessment will 
priorities in the years to come." 

One of the technologies the NRC emphasizes is 
(TMS), which it deemed "mission critical all human and robotic missions that 

or " However, recent actions by their 
NRC's recommendations regaramg 

On February 24, nearly a month ago, 30 
to you, for this decision. To 
answer. explain how this decision to the 
risks to safety or to the 
analysis supports this decision. 

consolidated one "''""!'<"'" 

recommended building a new arc 
decision was made to consolidate and exoana 
Center (ARC). 

an 
arc no 

well how the cost-benefit 

With the prospect of long-term budget construction of a new field 
arc jet complex, costing $200-SOOM, maintaining both existing arc jet 
... v ... u . ..,,,..,"''"'"' at JSC is not fiscally possible. A to the OCE 

prcipo:sea an alternative, a (RWO) approach. 
The RWO is a modular approach continuous tes1:mu; va1-rauJ . .LJ.L.Y 



at an operating site, while allowing incremental mcioerru:zat:Lon 
""".'"'"""' complex and essential infrastructure elements at "'""''""""''""' 01:01e1ct pJiasc:s. 

was selected as the consolidation site because ARC has the current 
infrastructure and growth potential to support NASA's arc 
the future. Significant infrastructure is p1anne:a 

the Agency's long-term of consolidation of 
arc jet capabilities. The Arc Jet Study concluded that aUjlITTientn1g 

existing infrastructure at is to as it 
refurbishing and repairing the arc 
.., .. ..,, ................ y at JSC to an equivalent level would require ""'IJ'""'"'UA.J:'-

concluded it would not be technically reasonable at 
neaters water vacuum and power supply 

be equivalent to building a new facility. 

NASA understands the risks of relying upon a single arc facility, and has chosen 
mo1ctu:Lar/rr,1u .. Av•- facility, where several test stations can 
acc:ommc1aa1te various configurations of testing. Instead a 

single test station, as now to meet current 
consolidated to out modular test 
stations quicker response to changing test requirement. set up achieves a 

not currently available at either site. 

agency technical 
an JSC complex. The JSC 

---·----J re11ocamon schedule will accommodate the completion of current 
and then activate capability at test Once the 

capability is established at to move JSC to mothball 
status. to the JSC facility in FY 2017. 



years. 

it 

3. 

a. 



a. areas 

5. 



Answer: NASA agrees that it is important that the U.S. expedite the development 
of U.S. commercial crew capabilities to eliminate the sole-source dependency on 



Russia. The President's 
U.S. companies to crew trmn<.'!nnrt~~t1r1n 

pm·cmtsutg -·~""'~services from Russia. 
development of U.S. commercial crew 
order to the Agency's reliance on international crew transportation.,,, .. ,.,,.,.,, .. , 

9. How will more frequent and affordable access to ...... ,,u ....... ., and 
researchers allow better u11.11zJm(J1n Space Station (ISS), a $100B 
asset? 

The ISS, is estimated to 1. 7B (in direct 
2011, will '"'"'"''""1 

.. -r access to enable 
retirement of the Space Shuttle, up1na:>s and to 

research (experiments, supplies, and soecin1en:s) 
More frequent access to will an rate of research ext>erimems to 

performed and biological specimens to be returned to the 
working toward the goal of maximizing utilization Cargo vehicles will ensure 
that the laboratory facilities will be samples (and that 

changed out); that Station research and operational equipment can 
that NASA and its Partners will able to res1mn.1v 



Responses to written questions submitted by ;;se1lat<•r Pryor resulting from the 
hearing at which Dr. Peck testified. 

s budget request EPSCoR barely keeps the doors more troubling is 
request for only the Space program. 

attended a in this room on the 

6, 2012, 

Just last month both Dr. 
program. Several years program. I am that the ... ., .... ..,u ..... 
government is in the wrong direction resr>ect to funding EPSCoR. 

• Is Education Program committed to ~-,·~~·'E> 
What does the Congress to do to make 

as NASA? 

Program? 
federal research 

The FY 2013 notional out-year budgets FY 2017, 
request $33M for the Aerospace (ARCD) program, which 
'-'VA .• ,,...,!.,;) of the National Space Grant Program Grant) and the 
Experimental to Stimulate Competitive (EPSCoR). Office of Education 
nrl"'•T\t'l<:!PC! to allocate·33 its funding in support of these programs. 

program strengthens the research ..., ......... ..,. .... u ..... ,., 

prepare 

Mission Directorates and 
sc11entmc and innovation 

HV'""""" the Office funding is limited funds, remains 
committed to advancing quality unique capabilities, and to 

..,,. ... ,..,.uJ'"" our contributions with and other the STEM challenges 
align the activities conducted by with 

identified five-year plan issued and 
Committee on STEM Education and with NASA Strategic The Agency 

coordinate the activities NASA's Office Mission Directorates, 
Office of the Chief Technologist, Centers, to ensure that the activities are 
synergistic the programs proposed to this account. 
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8. Commercial Market Potential: Please details regarding who, other than the 
US or other government, can be expected to buy crew launch capacity from the 
commercial carriers you are currently paying to design commercial human crew 
launch capacity? Is this market big enough for multiple commercial crew 
companies? Please provide specific projections justifying your and a 
detailed basis for those ..,.,~._. .... ~ .. ,.,. 

ANSWER: On April 2011, NASA submitted to "Commercial Market 
Crew and Systems Pursuant to Section 403 of the NASA 

Authorization of 201 0 111-267)". the 
crew and ranging from to "'"'""'"''." 

development to national time, the commercial markets identified in 
report hold the strong promise more more flights, and 
potentially lower to the U.S. Government. 

9. Prioritization of funding: noted previously, NASA's proposed 2013 budget 
includes a significant reduction in vehicle development funding for the combined 
Orion/MPCV and Space Launch System, while also proposing a $423 million 
increase in funding for commercial crew development, well above the amount 
authorized for FY 2013. Both programs have been given equal priority in the 
agreements between Congress and the Administration reached last year. Please 
explain this decision to decrease Orion/MPCV and SLS vehicle development to 
levels even below what had been presented for the Independent Cost Assessment 
conducted mid-year in 2011, coupled with the dramatic requested increase in 
funding for the commercial crew program. 

ANSWER: see and Orion MPCV. 
During FY 2013 budget strove to the right 
balance among all our human spaceflight capabilities. $830 million 
for the Crew was to be the amount 

reliable, cost crew transportation capability by 
As the primary means to U.S. access to the all 

to provide crew access to and to 
on foreign systems. 

~::.!!.!:.!!::;;.~::.::..;~:::.!.!,_..!.!;!~~~~.:.!!.=.::.:::a.z..:. NASA's budget documents indicate that in the 
transition from the Space Act agreement phase to a certification phase for Commercial 

development, NASA win have to "accommodate redesign as necessary to ensure 
compliance with agency requirements". 

10. What is NASA doing to minimize the potential for having to significantly redesign 
commercial partners' crew systems to ensure they meet agency requirements? Does 
NASA an estimate as to how much it might cost to ensure compliance? Do the 
savings presented by using a space agreement outweigh the lack of insight and 
oversight provided by a space act agreement? 
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Answer 3: NASA's original request for the Commercial Crew Program was: 

($ in millions) 
FY 2011 BUDGET 

With this budget, NASA estimated that a commercial crew capability could be in place by 2015. 
However, the amount appropriated in 2011 was $312 million ($188 million less than requested) 

· and NASA was precluded from initiating a "new start." Thus, NASA adjusted its strategy and 
initiated CCDev Round 2 which focused on maturing elements of the systems instead of overall 
integrated crew transportation systems. The combined impact of the lower than expected budget 
and shifting to focus on elements of the system instead of an integrated system was that it 
delayed NASA's estimated expected operational date of commercial crew to 2016. 

The amount appropriated in 2012 was $406M ($444M less than the newly requested amount of 
$850M). This resulted in a further slippage of NASA's expected operational date to 2017. The 
requested funding levels in the President's FY 2013 request of $830M will support the expected 
operational date of 2017 for regaining U.S. human spaceflight launch and return capability to and 
from LEO . 

. NASA is planning for commercial crew capability to be in place in 2017; but the Agency's plans 
will not preclude earlier availability of services. Many of the potential commercial providers 
have stated they can have services available earlier. 

Question 4: The Commercial Crew program is designed to achieve, at a lower cost, an 
accelerated human spaceflight capability to the International Space Station. How is maintain a 
competition important to the long term sustainability, cost and success of the program? Does 
NASA intend to maintain at least two or more competitors in order to drive innovation and · 
provide best value to the taxpayer throughout both the development and procurement stages, as it 
did with the Commercial Orbital Transportation Services (COTS) and Commercial Resupply 
Services (CRS) program? · 

Answer 4: NASA believes that having multiple companies competing against each other 
at this stage of the Commercial Crew Program will result in lower overall costs for the 
Government. In a traditional program with a single prime contractor from the start using a cost
plus contract, the NASA-Air Force Cost Model (NAFCOM) cost estimates are approximately 
$8-1 lB for the development of an ISS crew transportation capability. Using the current, 
innovative approach of competing Space Act Agreements will result in multiple awards to 
industry with fixed Government costs. NASA estimates being able to cut the development costs 
substantially and deliver an ISS capability for around $5B. Maintaining competition is a key 
factor in achieving these savings. 

While the Agency has not established a specific number of awardees for the next phase of the 
Commercial Crew Program, referred to as Commercial Crew Integrated Capability (CCiCAP), 
NASA plans to have fewer companies in CCiCAP than are currently in CCDev2. ·There are 
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Question 10: With the assembly of the International Space Station completed, NASA can 
now focus on utilizing the laboratory to continue scientific research. How much funding will go 
towards life and physical research in the coming fiscal years? How does NASA intend to 
implement the recommendations of the National Academies' Decadal Survey? 

· Answer 10: Please see below table showing life and physical sciences research funding 
in the FY 2013 budget request. The Decadal Survey provided NASA with over 60 "highest 
priority" research recommendations, and eight potential prioritization criteria. All of NASA's 
current ISS research portfolio is within the highest priority recommendations of the Decadal 
Survey. The NASA Office of the Chief Scientist is coordinating a NASA response .to the 
Decadal Survey that will describe a strategy for implementing the priorities within the context of 
schedule and budget constraints. Within the limits of NASA's budget constraints, we will 
closely consider the recommendatio~s of the Decadal Survey in decisions on investments in new 
research facilities and capabilities for the ISS, in a research program that balances the pursuit of 
significant new scientific discoveries and the construction of a foundation of knowledge that 
supports future human exploration missions . 

. Human Exploration and Operations 

FY 2013 Budget 

Space Life and Physical Sciences Research and Applications Division (SLPSRA) 

NOTIONAL 
FY FY FY FY FY f! 

2012 2013 ~ 2015 2016 2017 

Total SLPSRA Budget (in $M) 231.0 240.0 236.S 237.8 240.4 240.1 

ExQloration AQQrDQriation 157.7 164.7 164.7 164.7 164.7 164.7 
Human Research Program . 157.7 164.7 164.7 164.7 164.7 164.7 

SQace 0Qerations 
AQQroQriation 73.3 75.3 71.8 ill 75.7 75.4 

Biological & Physical 
Research 58.3 60.3 56.8 58.1 60.7 60.4 
Non-Profit Organization 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15,0 

*Note the Multi-User System Support (MUSS) budget, including National 
Laboratory 

Enabling, is managed by the ISS Program and therefore is not included in the 
above data. 
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educators with NASA-themed experiences that build critical instructional STEM skills, and 
better enable them to motivate students in STEM. NASA activities and experiences spark interest 
in STEM and expose students to new career paths. Educators, both in schools, and in museums, 
science.centers, and in community-based education organizations, will enhance their teaching 
practices with NASA-themed materials, experiences, and teaching strategies. NASA will engage 
learners of all ages through its missions, engineering challenges, and scientific discoveries. 

Question 4, for Mr. Bolden: 

With the retirement of the Space Shuttle, NASA currently relies on Russia to provide access to 
the International Space Station. The NASA budget request for the Commercial Crew program 
designed to replace this capability is below the FY 2012 request and the authorization level. 

a. Will this funding level delay our nation's ability to service the ISS with American launch 
vehicles? · 

Answer: NASA's original request for the Commercial Crew Program was: 

I ($ in millions) 2011 l 2012 I 2013 2014 l 2015 l1 

I FY 2011 BUDGET 500 l 1,400 I 1,400 1,300 I 1,200 I 

With this budget, NASA estimated that a commercial crew capability could be in place by 2015. 
However, the amount appropriated in 2011 was $3 l 2M ($ l 88M less than requested). Thus, 
NASA reduced its expected progress and initiated CCDev Round 2 which only matured elements 
of the systems instead of overall integrated crew transportation systems. The combined impact 
of the lower than expected budget and having to focus on elements of the system instead of an 
integrated system was that it delayed NASA's expected operational date of commercial crew to 
2016. 

The amount appropriated in 2012 was $406M ($444M less than the newly requested amount of 
$850M). This resulted in a further slippage of NASA's expected operational date to 2017, given 
the requested funding levels in the President's FY 2013 request and reasonable technical 
progress on the part of the commercial providers. 

NASA is planning for commercial crew capability to be in place in 2017; but, the Agency's 
plans will not preclude earlier availability of services. Many of the potential commercial 
providers have stated they could provide services earlier than 2017. 

b. How much does NASA expect to ultimately pay Russia to fly astronauts to low Earth orbit 
before we achieve a new commercial crew capability? 

Answer: In March 2011, NASA signed the most recent modification to the current International 
Space Station (ISS) contract with the Russian Federal Space Agency for crew transportation, 
rescue and related services from 2014 through June 2016. The firm-fixed price modification, 
valued at $753M, covers comprehensive Soyuz support, including all necessary training and 



crew rescue 



oceans. 





I lnfonnation on the measurements these missions make and the research and app•llcilllons that they enable is available at: 

hfil1.J/nasascience.nasa.gov/earth-science/missions/ 
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survey (HysplRI), to better understand the effects of (blown) dust on snow melt rates. As an 
example, various observations were combined in 2010 that allowed 
particular water districts in Colorado that blown dust would significant 
allowing them to the (eventual) water capture of this precious resource. 
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1. 

ANSWER: NASA's highest priorities for utilizing the 
•u~..,u .. w. ... vu'""' ,.., ... .,,,..~ .... ,.,.. ... "".,..T"' so that all International ........ -,. .... .,. .-.1..11.J\.;1.:;i:;u 

,,.,,,, .. ,, ... ,, ..... 0 resiearc~h that benefits humanity, (2) 
driven research and spacecraft technology. and (3) 
applied research that demonstrates the u"(l'"'w."'cu 
benefits of orbital space stations. 

highlights the partnership's ,,... .. ,,.,rn"., .. , 
in the areas of human health, "'""''"' ... ""'"'i" ... and global education. 

research encompasses 
risks with future human 

tec.hm)lo1g;' development UH-''""'"''.u ... 

to enhanced communications, 
life support, power and UU.IUU•.CUV.U• 

technologies. Finally, as a 
Laboratory provides space-based opportunities for advancing the nation's 
basic and and to other U.S. gm1en:un1ent 

b. How is NASA managing 
those objectives? 

constraints and resources to meet 

ANSWER: NASA integrates the utilization across the 
partnership and works with stakeholders, including National 
users, to ensure priorities are within 
available resources. Even with six crewmembers auL•""'-' 

availability is a constraint on research. NASA and 
decrease the amount required to conduct ext>er1me:nts 
crewtime more the autonomy of the ex1per1men1:s, 

..,.,. .. .., ....... I". ground-based scientists to ..,v11uu.1'-'L n::searc:h through 
improved downlinks and uplinks with J::S1c>me:ct1cal r<::seaLrch on human 
health and performance in majority of the available crew 
not only because it is research on the but also 

U'iL•UH~UJ.! .... aJ. research, the crew is both the 
i,..,..,..,,..,jlu agreements with our 



c. 

2. 



ANSWER: to reduce program risk, NASA has budgeted 
crew seats using the current Soyuz contract as a 
continues to a lot of uncertainty the ultimate commercial crew 
cost is the stages of development and there are a wide 

of potential providers with different aPJ:1ro1:1enc~s 
budgeting for commercial crew seats commercial crew 
delayed to address the uncertainty in costs. 
Commercial Resupply Services contract was as a 
cargo transportation in FY 2016 and beyond. 

3. a Research Plan for the ISS that identified 
anticipated timeframe required from the to address 

and validate countermeasures. 
a. What is the status of identified in that 2007 plan? 

Have you updated it? 

uu1n..,A .. ..,A'""'"" the ISS flight studies identified 
significant progress understanding and nu1t1e;~ltlllll!: 

associated human space flight. in the 
following areas: 1). understanding how to manage space-induced bone and muscle 

by new protocols and pharmaceutical and nutritional 
countermeasures; 2) behavioral and sleep 
disruptions and monitoring demonstrating 
exploration capability including in-flight fluids 
management of crewmember orthostatic 5) new ISS 
biomedical capabilities including second-generation ultrasound for medical 

system, the jointly developed 
atrophy and exercise system, and Portable 
and 6) identified a significant health 
(VIIP) that has been already 1""'"'1"1"\'\1'!:1T•"n 

the 2007 Human Research Plan, HRP has completed arid started 
flight experiments: 

• ISS Urine Monitoring System (UMS) 
• ISS Ultrasound 2 to..,.,...,.,,,,,,,,.,,,. n:1gn-re:so11llmm biomedical images 
• of Commercial Compression to ......... ,,..,,T J::"1ost··-:Sl'.l1ac€m1.gm 
• Orthostatic 1ntc::He1·an<~e 
• Sleep~ W ak:e Actigraphy and Exposure During Spaceflight 
• Behavioral Issues Associated Long Duration Space Expeditions: 

and of Astronaut Journals 
• Spinal Elongation and Its Effects on Seated Height in a Microgravity 



Surface, Water, and Air Biocharacterization-A ..;o...,rr,L1tJnenens1 
cte:rizi:aticm of Microorganisms and 

Cerebrovascular Control on from ISS (NASA 
CSA) 

Exploration Missions 

Duration 
Spaceflight: 

• Bisphosphonates as a 

Contributing to Changes in Post~Flight Functional 

• An Integrated ... ,._..,,,,_.,.,...,.,,~.., 
of an 

Station 
• 

Aerobic 

""'v"' ... ' .LUM ..... v Can Predict and Protect .0..1",·UJ.u,, .. .....,..uau.i;:;"'"' in Bone 
......... ,. ...... ,vu. ...... u During Spaceflight and 

FY 2011, 
ext>enme:nts to optimize exercise, nutrition and 

an additional 
Results are 

to publish. 

other hwnan health areas to exploration missions nJ3<>JTn
1 

more productive. NASA two of these 
studies and new stu<lles 

NASA is continually updating both ISS flight 
to ISS experiment throughput and maximize crew n<>T1'1"'""'1'1nrt 

biomedical The HRP strategic plans associated 
with area are contained in (IRP). 
IRP is available via the Hwnan .._.._..,,,..,a.i. 



b. Do you have similar and timelines for tet::lll1lOl<»JtV 
development and scientific why not? 

ANSWER: NASA's HRP maintains a comprehensive called 
Integrated Research which includes both flight and ground 

experiments The IRP is Human Research 
Roadmap The Integrated 
Research Plan lays out community the progression 
of research and technology tasks intended to questions that 
must to quantify the risks or develop mitigation the 

as they relates to the mission campaign plans. The 
HRP research on either v ..... ,a...,.-:,..., 

--~~ ... em1rrcmrr1ents to conduct 

4. I understand that NASA is encouraging prospective r"""'""01•" 

the Station to develop that can be 
and do not require crew intervention participation. Since 
researchers are likely to be more knowledgeable in their own 
on automated support technology, what is NASA doing to assist in 
transferring its knowledge of automated support to the 
research community? 

ANSWER: Extensive automation of flight ext)erime:nts 
complex designs and more expensive experiment systems. To 
has NASA-built experiment 

the ISS National of 
the payload development who plan to research 
will need to evolve to build more complex NASA and the 
National Laboratory organization, the Center 

.av1mcemem of in are holding information exchange 
.................... 1 resources and establish will enable 

,,.v .. "''"'1 "'"' available at 
field centers. 

5. GAO reported that NASA had not attempted to develop 
techniques or to conduct x-ray or sonographic inspection of 
the doing so would be impractical, or both. Can 
you elaborate on the size of those and what makes 
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1. 

a. 



a. 

c. 

CASIS. 

e. 

is 



f. 



At our year each department has been asked about the impact of the ou<Jlget 
sequestration might be. As NASA's budget already has a cut as part 2013 budget 

reduce:d to needed to ................. .,.,,, .. 

Answer. not initiated planning for seci1uesrnltlom 
and the Administration will enact balanced ..... LL"'L'" """"'1'""'+"'""'' L .. ,.,.~., ...... ~ .. ·u 

r1-11n1on":.1'uw1 will important 
and NASA cannot speculate at this time the 

Question. If sequestration reductions to programs at 
rationale be for applying funding reductions to Will reduce 
project by the and decision to spare some 

a &...,.,, ..... A,~ ft~ClUCtllJll'( 

Answer. 

the job, or continue paying the Russians for seats. 

aes:1gns. so 
WQuld only develop the capability " .. .in '°u·'-'·"·"'" .. are unable to perform that 
function" Authorization 

or even 
Orion to 



to crews to 

required ~ ........... u.., .... "'"'""'"F.'"" 
for ISS mission would be 

schedule is critical. 

~uuL~MLwcvuiS we 
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Answer. The Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) calls for a cleanup to "background." 
Per AOC Section 2.1, " [t]hat is, at the completion of the cleanup, no contaminants shall remain 
in the soil above local background levels, with [certain specific exemptions] . ~· 

Federal law required cleanup of sites contaminated any hazardous materials. NASA entered into 
the AOC as part of an out of court settlement with the Department of Toxic Substance Control 
(DTSC). Under the terms of the AOC, compliance-with the AOC "shall constitute NASA's full 
and complete compliance with all applicable provisions of Chapters 6.5 and 6.8 of Division 20 of 
the California Health and Safety Code (the California Hazardous Waste Control Law, Sections 
25100 et seq. of that Code, and the California Hazardous Substances Account Act, Sections 
25300 et seq. of that Code), including specifically, but not limited to, California Senate Bill 990 
(Stats. 2007, c. 729), which has been codified as Section 25359.20 of the California Health and 
Safety Code, but only with respect to the application of these provisions to radiologic or 
chemical contamination of soil at the Site or any contiguous radiologic or chemical 
contamination of soil emanating from within Area II and the portion of Area I owned by NASA, 
within or without the SSFL boundaries, identified by DTSC as part of the investigation of 
chemical contaminants." 

The AOC also requires NASA in Section 4.2.3 that ''NASA shall conduct all activities under this 
Order in a way that will promptly comply with the requirements of NEPA." 

Question. How does this level of cleanup compare to cleanup levels at other sites that · 
NASA is involved in? 

Answer: The final cleanup levels (what is meant by background for the proposed action) 
have not been specifically established by the State. In order to conduct the required NEPA 
evaluation of the proposed AOC cleanup and reasonable alternatives, NASA has developed 
estimates based on the background levels determined in 2005 along with the latest laboratory 
reporting limits used by the State. The chart below summarizes the proposed AOC cleanup and 
three other standard land use scenarios under other cleanup programs. 

Proposed 
Action Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 
(AOC {Residential) Ondustrial) (Recreational) 

Cleanup) 

Removal 
502,000 182,000 92,000 58,000 

Volume(cy) 
Estimated 

$210M $80M $40M $25M 
Cost 
Truckloads 

26,421 9,579 4,842 3,052 
Required 

Duration 100 36 18 12 



(months) 
assuming 12 
trucks per day 

Question. If the cleanup is not required by law, and it differs from cleanups at other sites, 
why is NASA making this commitment? 

Answer. NASA entered into the AOC as part of an out of court settlement with DTSC. 
Cleanup of contaminated sites with hazardous materials is required under federal law, 
specifically the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation Liability Act ("CERCLA"). NASA's cleanup actions 
are completed under these authorities or under State authorized RCRA or CERCLA programs. 

Question. Under the AOC how many cubic yards of soil will need to be removed? 

Answer. The final cleanup levels have not been specifically established by the State. 
However, based on engineering estimates to meet levels required by Section 2.1 of the AOC 
limits and assuming excavation and offsite disposal, the current estimate would be approximately 
502,000 cubic yards. This estimate is based on background levels determined in 2005 and 
current laboratory reporting limits. 

Question. What is NASA' s cost estimate for complying with the AOC? How much more 
will the Santa Susana AOC cleanup cost compared to what it costs NASA to do the cleanup it 
does at other sites? 

I 

Answer. The final cleanup levels (what is meant by background for the proposed action) 
have not been specifically established by the State. In order to conduct the required NEPA 
evaluation of the proposed AOC cleanup and reasonable alternatives, NASA has developed 
estimates based on the background levels determined in 2005 along with the latest laboratory 
reporting limits used by the .State. The chart below summarizes the proposed AOC cleanup and 
three other standard land use scenarios under other cleanup programs. 

Proposed 
Action Alternati\·e 1 Alternatl\'e 2 Alternative 3 
(AOC (Residential) (Industrial) (Recreational) 

Cleanup) 

Removal 
502,000 182,000 92,000 58,000 

Volume(cy) 
Estimated 

$210M $SOM $40M $25M 
Cost 
Truckloads 

26,421 9,579 4,842 3,052 
Required 
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Question. Does cleanup under the AOC need to comply with the National Environment 
Policy Act (NEPA)? 

NEPA is a requirement (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) and, as such, is 
reflected as a requirement of the AOC. Under the terms of the AOC: "4.2. 3. NASA shall conduct 
all activities under this Order in a way that will promptly comply with the requirements of 
NEPA". 

Question. Will compliance with NEPA require consideration all land use and cleanup 
alternatives? 

Answer. Section 4.2.3 of the AOC requires that "NASA conduct all activities under 
this Order in a way that will promptly comply with the requirements of NEPA." NASA is 
obligated to all reasonable alternatives or a range of reasonable alternatives in enough · 
detail so that the public can compare and contrast the environmental effects of the various 
alternatives. NASA is currently conducting an environmental of the impacts of.the AOC 
~d will consider land use and cleanup alternatives consistent with NEPA' s statutory and 
regulatory obligations. 



PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW IN PREPARING AND EDITING HEARING 
TRANSCRIPTS AND SUBMITTED QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD 

Because of time constraints placed on the Senate Appropriations Committee in 
processing hearings, the Committee requests you to observe the following instructions when 
preparing hearing transcripts. 

GENERAL 

One copy of the transcript (the original will be sent to you as soon as possible after 
each hearing. This original copy is to be returned to the Committee Editorial and Printing 
Office (Room SD-126) by the due date posted on the transcript (usually 3 weeks). The 
returned transcript should include all inserts and responses to any questions asked during 
the hearing which required further explanation. 

PLEASE E-MAIL ALL WITNESSES' STATEMENTS AND ANY INSERTS TO: 
Reginald Stewart@appro.sen ate.gov 

ORTO 
Print-ed@appro.senate .gov 

INCLUDE IN THE E-MAIL THE AGENCY SUBMITTING THE DATAAND THE 
DATE OF THE HEARING. 

If there should be an insert or explanation which requires a longer time to prepare 
than the due date given on the transcript, indicate what insert or question is missing when 
returning the transcript. This privilege should not be abused. It is extremely important that 
the transcript be returned to the Committee by the date specified. 

Responses to questions for the record submitted to the agency at the close of the 
hearing should be returned to the Committee (with one photocopied set) within 3 weeks of 
receipt. 

All statements, inserted material, and record questions and answers should bee
mailed. Any questions may be answered by calling the Editorial and Printing Office (224-
7265). 

It will be the responsibility of the Budget Liaison Officers to make certain that 
Committee instructions on transcripts and submitted questions are followed by offices 
contributing material to transcripts or answers submitted to questions. Material not 
submitted in proper format will be returned for correct form. 

THE TRANSCRIPT 

Transcripts can be returned from the Department either by hard copy, fax, or PDF 
file e-mailed of the corrected pages. 

Short headings should be inserted at a minimum of one heading every three pages of 
transcript copy. A new heading should be added after each insert. 

If a subcommittee member requests information to be provided for the hearing record 
during the hearing, the information should be inserted at the proper place following the 
request. One additional copy should be furnished to the subcommittee staff. 

All inserts should be original copy, whenever possible, free from punched holes, 
contain no staples, and if two sided, two copies must be furnished. 

Inserts should be inserted following the appropriate pages in the hearing record. The 
transcript page number where the material should be inserted, together with an identifying 
letter, encircled in pencil, should be arrowed in between the lines of the transcript, as 

hearing and transcript instructions rs.doc 1 



"Insert 23A follows". The insert should then be inserted behind the page referred to with the 
notation "23A'' in the top right corner. 

Be certain to spell out acronyms the first time used. 
Spell out "million" instead of using M to indicate amount. Show dollar figures as 

decimal to one place as follows: "$7.8 million"; or full numerical figure when rounding to one 
decimal is not appropriate: "$7,845,000". "Thousands" should be written in full figures (e.g. 
$25,000, not "$25 thousand''). 

Any charts used in oral testimony should be numbered (1, 2, etc.) and should be 
placed in appropriate place of the transcript. 

A Senator's remarks should be corrected only for typographical errors. If there is a 
misstatement of fact or some other reasons which you believe justifies making a change, do 
not make the change, but attach a note with the suggested change on the page where you 
believe the change should be made. 

Any photographs or graphs to be reproduced in hearing record must be clear and 
legible. If a Power Point file or other data file is available please e-mail to the Editorial and 
Printing Office. 

SUBMITTED RECORD QUESTIONS 

Submitted questions will be given to the appropriate budget officer after each 
hearing. Record questions must be returned to the Committee 3 weeks after date of receipt. 

An original and one copy of submitted questions and answers should be provided to 
the Committee. The copy is for transmittal to the Senator submitting questions. 

In order to obtain conformity in style in typing submitted questions and answers, 
please observe the following: 

Answers to written questions submitted by the presiding Senator or 
subcommittee staff shall carry the heading centered: 

"QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR __ _ 

Each question submitted should be retyped in full prior to respondent's 
answer. Questions should be prefaced by the word "Question.", and the answer 
prefaced by the word "Answer." (each followed by a period) 

Center headings should be typed in all capitals in space provided with only 
one blank line above and below heading 

Each question and answer should be typed single-spaced. You may answer 
more than one question on a page. Double space between the answer and the next 
question. Indent each paragraph five spaces. 

Do not number questions. 
Avoid personal or individual references. It is the Department or Agency responding, 

not individuals. 
In a series of submitted questions relating to the same subject matter, answer each 

question separately. In other words, do not type all the questions and then all the answers. 
There may be a few exceptions where one or two questions may best be combined in a single 
answer. Check with the Committee staff to determine whether this is appropriate. 

Any charts, tables, etc. in an answer should follow as soon thereafter as possible any 
written explanation. In other words, do not identify a table as Table A, and then insert the 
table after an entire series of questions and answers. Insert the pertinent chart or table 
following reference to it. 
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Indicate in charts and tables whether figures are in thousands, millions, etc. All 
tables should have totals. (For example, a listing and description of R&D contracts should 
include a total at the end.) 

If similar questions are submitted which require identical answers, refer the 
questions and answers to the attention of the Committee staff, so they may determine 
whether it is appropriate to modify or delete one of the questions. 

PROOFS 

Proofs must be returned to the Committee by date requested. 
Check proofs of all material submitted to see that they have been inserted in the 

appropriate places in the proofs. 
All corrections on proofs should be made with colored pen or pencil, preferably red, in 

the main. Make corrections easy to find and read. 
Make note of, and supply, any missing inserts as indicated by the printer. 
Corrected pages can be faxed or e-mail a PDF file. 

ATTACHMENT: Sample sheet for preparation of record questions 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

More than one question and answer may appear on a page. In fact, it is preferable to 
fill the page. Group questions and answers by Senator. 

Any questions, please call 224-7265, 7266, 7217, or 7267 

SAMPLE AS TYPED BY AGENCY 

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR HATFIELD 

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION 

Question. In all the Child Nutrition Programs, there is an anticipated increase in the 
number of free and reduced price meals served. To what do you attribute this increase? 

Answer. The anticipated increase in the number of free, reduced price and paid 
meals served is based on increased school enrollments and higher. 

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 

Question. Within the Child Nutrition account, there is a line item called "State 
Administrative Expenses,'' (SEA), which provides matching funds to the States for 
administering Child Nutrition Programs. 

Answer. There has been continuing concern with the fact that almost one-half the 
amount allocated for State administrative expenses remains unused. SAE funds which 
remain unobligated by a State on September 30, 1986. 

OFFICE FY 1993 FY 1994 FY 1995 

Policy & Direction $26,600 $25,500 $25,500 

Aviation Safety 11,000 11,000 11,000 

Surface Transportation 5,500 8,000 8,000 

Research & Engineering 5,500 8,000 8,000 

Administration 5,500 5,500 5,500 

TOTAL 54,100 58,000 58,000 

DO NOT TYPE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS AS FOLLOWS 

Question: In all the Child Nutrition Programs, there is an anticipated increase in the 
number of free and reduced price meals served. To what do you attribute this 
increase? 

Answer. The anticipated increase in the number of free, reduced price and paid meals 
served is based on increased school enrollments and higher. 
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April 26, 2012 
An Overview of the NASA Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate 's Budget 

for Fiscal Year 2013 

1. The NRC report, Recapturing NASA 's Aeronautics Flight Research Capabilities, states that 
NASA Aeronautics has not done a good job disseminating research results. What is your 
response to this assertion? 

In order to transition research results into use by government and private sector stakeholders, 
NASA Aeronautics does currently disseminate its research results, concepts, and design 
methods as widely as possible through a variety of mechanisms. NASA Aeronautics has 
disseminated the results of its research by publishing our results in peer-reviewed journals 
and NASA Technical Reports. Furthermore, we have established technical working groups 
within projects to engage industry and academic partners on a regular basis in order to 
facilitate knowledge transfer. Space Act Agreements are also used to establish intellectual 
partnerships with industry that enable NASA to leverage industry's unique systems-level 
expertise while enabling industry to quickly acquire research results and establish close 
working relationships with the researchers both internal and external to NASA who 
contribute to the research. One example of a successful NASA Aeronautics' mechanism is 
the DASHlink virtual laboratory the aviation safety research community uses to share results 
and collaborate on research problems in health management technologies for aeronautics 
systems. (https://c3.nasa.gov/dashlink/) Research Transition Teams (RTTs) established 
between NASA and the FAA are another key mechanism transition of our results, cited 
by GAO as a best practice for government collaboration. RTTs improve progress for 
NextGen advancements in critical areas and efficiently transition advanced capabilities to the 
FAA for certification and implementation. Under RTTs, NASA and develop joint 
research plans and fund their respective portions of the research according to the 
nature of the research and their relative capabilities. 

In addition, NASA Aeronautics disseminates information about the purposes, progress and 
ultimate benefits of its research to public audiences through Web feature stories, images and 
videos published at nasa.gov and at aeronautics.nasa.gov. NASA Aeronautics also 
introduces the public, including other researchers, students and educators, to specific areas 
research and the people conducting that research through live Web chats, educational 
materials, and hands-on activities at major outreach events. 

2. What percentage of ARMD's budget pays for personnel, for infrastructure, and overhead; 
and what portion does ARMD put out in the form of research grants? In your opinion, are 
the personnel and infrastructure expenses appropriate for the size of your program? 

Approximately 35% of the FY 2012 ARMD budget is allocated civil servant labor, and 
about 20% of the budget is for contractor labor. Costs for general center infrastructure and 



overhead are out of the Cross Agency Support appropriation and are not a part of the 
ARMD budget. 
ARMD does Aeronautics Test Program (ATP) with an annual budget of 
approximately $75M. ATP ensures the strategic availability, accessibility, and capability of 
a critical suite of aeronautics ground test facilities and flight operations assets to meet 
Agency and national aeronautics testing assets are utilized by all NASA 
Mission Directorates and external customers. 
ARMD does not award grants, but through our NASA Research Announcement (NRA) 
process we award approximately $75M a year of contracts and cooperative agreements to 
academia and industry. These agreements allow us to work collaboratively with our research 
partners to ensure the most effective technology development and transfer the aeronautics 
community. In our opinion, the personnel and infrastructure expenses are appropriate for our 
current budget level and research portfolio. 

3. What is NASA's response to the NRC's recommendation to consolidate flight research 
activities at Dryden Flight Research Center? 

NASA has a very broad range of flight research objectives and believes that flight research 
tests should be conducted using the aircraft and test locations that are best suited to meeting 
the objective of each research project. The Dryden Flight Research Center aircraft, facilities, 
and resources are particularly well-suited to some current research projects such as the 
development of low-boom supersonic commercial aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAV). Such projects rely on the restricted access of the Western Aeronautical Test Range 
that is maintained by Dryden to enable their flight tests. Other flight research needs to be 
performed in environments far from Dryden. For example, we are currently equipping a 
research aircraft to measure ice crystal properties in the vicinity of tropical convective storms 
near Darwin, Australia. Such storms occur primarily in the tropics and cause engine power 
loss events which are not well understood and which pose a hazard to trans-oceanic 
commercial aircraft operations. We are also interested in the of alternative aviation 
fuels on the formation of contrails, which require flight tests in northern latitudes that are 
conducive to contrail formation. Flight tests aimed at improving performance of air vehicles 
ranging from helicopters to hypersonic aircraft are often accomplished by leveraging the 
assets of our partners such as the Army, the Air Force, the FAA, and commercial entities 
using platforms and test which are determined by our partners. NASA will continue to 
invest in and utilize the resources of the Dryden Flight Research Center when they are the 
most appropriate to achieving our mission to enhance aircraft safety and performance across 
all speed regimes. 

Looking to the future, how will NASA and industry be able to afford building a flight 
research vehicle that would be of an appropriate scale to demonstrate and validate new 
designs and technologies, ifthe cost ranges into the hundreds of millions of dollars? Does 
NASA foresee the day that such a large flight demonstration vehicle would be necessary? 

An important aspect of bringing a new aircraft technology to maturity the safe and 
successful integration of that technology into an aircraft system. In other words, the 
performance benefits of a new concept demonstrated in a ground test facility or wind tunnel 
must be proven to be achievable in flight, to be safe, and to be certifiable by the FAA. There 
are two approaches to demonstrating such systems integration. The first approach is the 
design, construction, and flight test of a purpose-built full-scale or sub-scale flight 
demonstration vehicle that can simultaneously incorporate several new aerodynamic, 



structural, and propulsion technologies ......... , ........ ,, .. studies of such an approach for subsonic 
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a new concept by flight testing that concept using an 
aircraft. Such an approach is currently utilized by the Continuous Lower 
Emissions, and program which is maturity of new 
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April 26, 2012 Hearing on 
An Overview of the NASA Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate's 

Budget/or Fiscal Year 2013 

1. What are the key steps in how ARi.\10 selects the highest priority aeronautics research . 
initiatives? How is stakeholder input weighed and incorporated in this prioritization 
process? When did NASA start using the current prioritization scheme? Are changes 
to the prioritization scheme envisioned in the near future? 

Aeronautics uses a combination of systems analysis, inputs from research stakeholders, 
and judgment of our subject matter experts to formulate priorities for initiatives. 
First, the input of our subject matter experts is critical to projecting the timeframe and 
potential for advancement to the across the aeronautical disciplines. With 
that understanding, systems analysis can provide insight into the relative merits of those 
advancements in a total systems context. Systems analyses can also help determine top
down "goal posts" for technology advancements in order to achieve key "''"'1""'"""" rr1etI1cs 
derived from strategic assessment of aviation needs. 

While expert judgment and analysis provides key insights into our investment trade-offs, 
we also look to understand the priorities of research stakeholders, such as manufacturers 
and operators. They bring substantial real world insight into aeronautical challenges, at 
the system-of-systems, system and technology levels. Their inputs are through 
participation in our systems analyses, through dialogue at technical interchange meetings, 
at the Aeronautics Research and Technology Roundtable and other executive level 
discussions. 

Overall, this is a continual process of assessing the portfolio content and enabling 
decision-making as a part of the budget process. This current process been 
developing over the last several years and we don't envision major changes to it at this 
time. However, we will continue to improve our analysis process and dialogue with our 
stakeholders. 

2. How is NASA determining if the Aeronautics Research and Technology Roundtable is an 
effective way for stakeholders to provide input to NASA? When does NASA expect to 
provide Congress with its first report on the roundtable? 

Through two full meetings of the Aeronautics Research arid Technology Roundtable, we 
have engaged in valuable dialogue with stakeholders and believe that it is one effective 
way for NASA to garner input. We have already received a very good perspective on 
future cross-cutting needs for the aeronautics community as was discussed in the bi~ 
annual report provided to Congress on May 16, 2012. 

3. One of the goals of the Environmentally Responsible Aviation project is to enable, 
twenty years from now, a simultaneous reduction of fuel burn, noise, and emissions. 
With current technology, reducing fuel burn might increase some emissions. What 
breakthroughs in technology are needed to accomplish those simultaneous reductions? 



project is focused on technology maturation areas that 
achieving the goal and emissions. The first 
area is to fuel burn reduction. 
development includes advanced wing technologies, such as 
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is 
of this type of structure. 

What type of research could help us better understand how operating fluids and 
mechanical loads interact with composite materials over time? Is this of 
research currently being performed? If not, why not? 

NASA 

industry to develop new technology in composites. A general limitation on the 
advancement of composites technology is the inability of the aeronautics community to 
accelerate the design and certification processes for composite structures materials. 

significant to apply co1noutatm11al !:in!:il'ut!1 

techniques to structures. 
models would enable the community to eliminate a portion of the ~"'"'·JHJ<. 

required to develop composite structures, thereby greatly reducing 
the time and expense of developing these new materials and structures. 

same continuously to ma:intam 
improve by known hazardous conditions and keeping vehicles 

healthy. As a member of the community, NASA research is issues with 
new capabilities. 

ae1JeIJta. on advanced capabilities. The verification and validation 
of these complex systems is an integral part of the system safety assurance process. With 
current methods, verification and validation can cost more than all other and 
implementation costs combined, "''t't,.,.,..'tnr"" 

provide verification tools, methods, and 
technologies that are essential for FAA and industry to enable those NextGen 
innovations. 

record, 
,..,... ................ , ..... "is on to current future hazards and risks 
before they can become serious. NASA has developed data mining algorithms and 
c011ce:ots for system-wide knowledge discovery that 
and are being utilized by aviation and 

.., ........ u ........ to 



discovery of precursors to aviation safety incidents by mining massive heterogeneous 
(i.e.: discrete, numerical, and textual) data sets. 

One example of understanding a future risk is flight through high ice-water content 
clouds. Although no accidents have been caused by incidents in which turbofan 
engines' operation is interrupted due to flight through ice crystals in high ice-water 
content clouds have occurred. A proactive team, involving NASA, the FAA, other 
government agencies and manufacturers, is currently developing the knowledge base to 
cmliac;te11ze conditions of high ice-water content and understand its accretion on engines. 
This will also support NASA's development of analysis tools and ground simulation 
capabilities, which will be used by the FAA and manufacturers to support their engine 
icing certification requirements in the future. 

The transition to NextGen will also include new operational scenarios and an increased 
role for automation, and thus pilots' interaction with automated systems will change. 
NASA research into enabling pilots to better understand and respond with correct 
decisions in complex situations will provide the community with design concepts and 
guidelines for advanced cockpit systems that improve situation awareness and proper 
eni~ag,em.ent with automation. These future capabilities will be important to realizing 
NextGen. 

New or emerging hazards are not the only ones being addressed. Flight conditions 
leading to loss-of-control have been under scrutiny for some Current flight 
crew training simulators are not nor validated for out-of-envelope flight 
conditions (i.e.: upsets and fully developed aerodynamic stalls). Consequentially, current 
training only emphasizes stall recognition, rather than recovery. NASA's research in the 
state-of-the-art of aerodynamic modeling, including extensive wind tunnel testing, will 
provide an aerodynamic database and model under these conditions for application to 
flight simulators. This will enable historical changes in pilot training prevention of 
loss-of-control accidents due to inadvertent aerodynamic stall. 

While the safety record of modem aircraft systems is excellent and they are designed so 
that precursors to failure are found during periodic inspections, real-time knowledge and 
diagnosis of vehicle and system health on new and existing designs is important. NASA 
and its partners are evaluating structural and gas-path sensors, sensor management 
systems, and performance algorithms inside an engine under realistic operating 
conditions. Upon completion of a series of tests, advanced capabilities to diagnosis the 
state of engine health will be demonstrated in a relevant environment to the partners who 
are also end-u~ers of the technologies. 



Question 

are .. u<:l•uL ... sea level projections are. 
more detail the.,,. ........ ",."" """"""'u."' of the models and how best ..... ,.,,Jl.,JJIJH-

makers should use .u ...... ..., ...... L .... .,.,,,LL that is available for 

1: 

Two methods used for projecting sea The :first is through models 
that affect sea level These include 

associated with 
vainal)lllt) in stored g:rcmnlttV\rat(~r 

strength of being based, enabling a repres1ent11t101n 
underlying causes of sea They have the limitation, however, of not 
to fully capture changes in the flow sheets, 

which can substantial amounts to sea as a result, this 
grounded in physics has historically sea level not 

able to the from ice sheets. 

The second me:tncio 
the climate history. 
between the two, and by using this or correlation; one can values of 
sea level for temperatures. is a statistical, 

approach, and when applied to future warming .,.., ... ,,. ...... v.:i, 

the highest estimates the end of the century. It 
am1anltas.;~e of not requiring a understanding of the in order to 
make a prediction, and it results consistent with recent tucit·r.1·u 

u"'"''au.~>..., it directly incorporate --·----.J 
.......... u~·- LLA•~A,,.,,,u into mechanisms 

1""'"'"'1""' the limitations, all of the 
predict that will ,.,,....,, ....... 

as to the average rise, and most models have underestimated 
current rates rise. 

In addition, there is ... v,,,.",.'""" ..... uJ""' regional variability in 
.. A...,.,...,,., prediction at a particular very difficult. 

sea level rise, which 
va.LJLauJliH)' is a result of 

changes in land processes and cha1rac~ter1st11cs 
v•"l••.1.v.1.1.a1 ri-. .... !'ll,f"tP.nci1r1rC! the sources etc. 



For the purpose of supporting decision-making, the key points to keep in mind are as 
follows: 

the projections have a very wide range of uncertainty; 
they historically have underestimated rates of sea level rise, largely because there 
are some physical processes associated with rapid ice loss that the community is 
just beginning to get a handle on; 
there is considerable regional variability, such that local values may be much 
higher or lower than the global average, which is currently 3.1±0.4 mm/yr.; 
improving the projections requires continued acquisition and analysis of data on 
sea levels, ocean characteristics, ice sheets, glaciers, and groundwater storage, and 
continued improvements in models through the analysis and incorporation of 
these data. 
Besides scientific uncertainties, some of which are mentioned above, uncertainty 
in future greenhouse gas emissions also contributes to uncertainty in future sea 
level rise. 

NASA, conjunction with our partner agencies, both domestically and internationally, 
continues to invest in the observations and analysis that support current assessments and 
future predictions of sea level rise, both globally and regionally. 

Question2: 

Opponents of policies to reduce carbon emissions often cite the costs and economic 
burden such policies as a main reason for their opposition. Your testimony here today 
would indicate that the costs of inaction, and also of not planning for a certain level 
climate change that we have already committed to, are quite high. Are there studies that 
effectively quantify these costs, and if so, how do they compare to the costs of being 
proactive? 

Answer2: 

is an urgent need to better estimate the economic costs of climate change; without 
such estimates the cost-effectiveness of measures to mitigate or adapt to climate change 
cannot properly be assessed. 

Economic analysis is out of the purview of NASA's mission. This type of cost estimate 
should be performed as part of the National Climate Assessments 
(http://www.globalchange.gov/what-we-do/assessment) that have been conducted by the 
US Global Change Research Program and which can be found at 
http://library.globalchange.gov/. However, due to a lack of capacity, both past 
Assessments and the ongoing Assessment (scheduled for completion in 2013) include 
very little economic analysis. 



Question 3: 

power plants or 
cor1cem·t Is it feasible to protect 

replaced? 

ao1ne~~tlc ... n ... 1r"" infrastructure is critical to security 
is a combination of the amount 

of these components 
the surrounding landscape are situated, 

and distribution of sea 
determining the vulnerability is 

.att, .... ..t., and expertise in sea level focus on 
can risk assiesi~m1ents, m11we.vt~r 

of the agency's "'"'1"n111·.,,.., 



coil'lgn~ss. it that cap-and-trade lacks to pass, 
internationally, the U.N. has failed to are willing to 

ratify. What we are left with at moment are EPA under the Clean 
Act, to our concerns about their economic nn1oac~t. 

a. How much of a difference will 
Standards for ..... ,,.," ..... 

Source Performance 
have on projected sea level 

There is no question that international policies will 
influence state sea the relative impact on future sea 
of standards and New Source Performance Standards in u ......... ..,. .... 

scope of NASA scientific research. Qf,_,., ..... l"'"'

beneficial effects on air quality and human u"""'""'-u., 
save consumers $1 fuel costs over the life of the ..... r ....... ..,.,.... 

SETTING PRIORITIES 

2007, entitled Good vs. Do 
up a number interesting points on this subject. 

point, article states that warming that has already nl'i:'111"1"•",, 

scale as what's expected globally next " 
<:!rnt·H•n would look back at the last two centuries and 

major problems." 

" 

sea 

a. In comparison to malaria, famine, and other global problems that are .......... ., ......... "' 
people now, how much attention should paid to sea levels? 

Answer: Sea level people face right now, in 
United and has major implications and should 
be regarded as matters of great importance by the public, the "'"'L"'H'"'' ,,.,,..,... .. .,,, 

The relative urgency of one problem over another d.ei1em1s 
we on property, the degree of threat 
a nation are willing to 
affect the well-being of many and come at a great cost in terms of 
..... ,., .... ,,,..n, and infrastructure. Deferred action on the sea 
means costs will be great. how the sea level threat compares to 
the other threats on information and accurate models. At i u ·-~· 1 

we continue to use it to inform models, so that 
U.VL.LUU•~ can be appropriately assess.ea. 



3) ACCURACY TO DATE 

Scientists and researchers have been making projections about sea level rise for years - if 
not decades. Climate models are constantly being re-worked, and refined, but hearings 
like these provide an opportunity to look back as well as forward. 

a. To the extent that past projections were made for sea level rise in 2010, 2012, 
or another point around the current period, how accurate have those 
projections been? 

Answer: Past projections of sea level rise have typically underestimated the observed 
rate of rise. The figure below is taken from Church et al., Oceanography, 2011 and shows 
a comparison of projections from the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change. Sea level projections from this report were matched with 
observations in the year 1990. The range of projections is shown by the orange band and 
the beige lines. For the beige lines, an attempt was made to account for a more rapid loss 
of ice from the ice sheets in light of rapid changes in glacier flow that the climate models 
could not simulate. Nevertheless, the observations from tide gauges (black line) and 
from .satellite altimeters (red line) fall near the top of all projections. 

--- Tide Gauges.: set to O ~ 1990 

--- TOPEXIPoseldon + Jason-1 + OSTMIJason-2 

Outer r~ge of all scenarios (wf~out "rapldlce") ' 

Outer range of all sceliarios (with "rapld!ce") 

-5.__ __ _._ ____ ..._ __ __. ____ _._ ____ .......... __ _._ ____ ...._ __ _,_ ____ ..._ __ __, 
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Year 



M. Gregory, N. J. White, S. M. Platten, and J. X. Mitrovica, 
......... .....,,_,.,and Projecting Oceanography, pp. 130~143. 

On March 28th, your-... -··-J 
aoorox:1mate1v 50 ·~A.,_,._,_ 

a. it is to be and. transparent 
r ... 1'1'<>1lr>hr assoc1:ate:a with these types 

It is not merely important, but it is that scientists n'l"r>MU• 

"'"'·""""""'cteriz1attcms of uncertainty when making predictions about the 
..,...,.,., • .., .• ..., future scenarios. If are not transparent about uncertainty it diminishes 
both the credibility and utility This is why both and 
the upon which are such extensive emJrts 
include characterizations of uncertainty that are transparent, and use .................. "'. 
detme:d. terminology. 

It is to remember that we cannot precisely predict the 
can estimates based on current observations, and our 
of physical processes. path to decreasing ,,.,, • .,.,,.,.,"' 
observations, and continuously improving our understanding 
that drive It is also important to remember 

become, future climate will Hnllrna· 

human actions. 

Unfortunately, in a world where discussion seems to around ex1re1ne1s. 
uncertainty to doubt, and subsequently offer it as a reason for inaction. 
uncertainty implies the of higher risk, and can be used to the case for 
., ...... "' .... l'•'·"·• not weaker, to minimize risk. informed, 

on the topic to be must continue to as 
about what we don't know, as we are about we believe to 



FROM SENATOR CANTWELL 

Question 

the responsibilities states, and localities already have their .......... A>~'~ 
ability to raise additional it seems like we are to have to establish some 

recleriil ....... ,..., ... ,,,,,.,,.that can direct the billions of to our nation's 
..,,...,,AA .... .., change. 

b. serve to both 
,.,...,,,,,.u .. , • ..., 1rnmlcts and provide the needed funds, 

Answer la&b: 

As I the climate has always changed. It always will, for a variety of 
reasons. success of society in the face of those depends on how big 
the changes are, how rapidly our ability to anticipate and ""'"'n"''""" 
them. There is a research 
determining what future will likely bring, so that we can 

lie What is learned through this L...,.,,.,, ....... ,u 

,.., .. ,._.,.,.~.(1 at slowing and reducing to can 
The federal plays a role in developing the 
suc:cei:'lsnmv """''-''"""'''u the challenges associated. 
continue. Placing a price on carbon is one tool can used to incentivize to 
find alternative forms that have less of an impact on our and 
sea level. approach, and how it compares to others is not clear, 

is not something NASA.is involved is clear, however, is that the 
reliable evaluation of this effectiveness an of the physical 
processes at is contributions from the are 
critical. 

As we think about our and PnP1"crv 

inaction. A recent study has estimated that 
Washington 10 billion dollars per year by 2020. 

burden that will soon. 

It is for these impacts now. 
that end, we must maintain vital programs and facilities 
scientific knowledge and understanding and provide the 
innovative Unfortunately, funding carve-outs in 

Science have impacted base user .... ,~ .. ,uu.i"""' 



my home state, PNNL is working on solutions to change 
imposes, but to need our support. In fiscally austere 
it makes even less sense to be a penny wise a pound foolish. PNNL 

research, for example through Atmospheric Radiation Measurement 
(ARM) Program, to get a better sense of what are 
and - advancing our understanding of the ""A"'"'-·"' 
that such as aerosols, clouds, and the 

PNNL is also working to provide better information to plan for the coming impacts . 
...,A~'"'u''"' high·resolution models that incorporate critical infrastructure and 

each region to inform mitigation the state 
be invaluable for infrastructure planning by 

--A~·-,..,J companies, and government that ,,, ....... ,,.111thr 

face great uncertainties in their to regional 
climates. 

It seems me upfront costs ofthis research and planning 
modest relative to the costs down 

a. Do all of you that proposed cuts to research development 
our to prepare for and mitigate the worst impacts of change? 

Answer2a: 

For decades our nation's investment in research development has to 
advances in our understanding of, and ability to predict, sea level and climate change. 
Continued commitment to no doubt lead to more robust 
...,U.,,AA ... "•"' predictions and predictions of future sea level and to 
suc:ce:ssililll) deal with climate change. these ..,u ......... , .... i=;..u.1.i=:. 

task of our nation's policy to investments against 
challenges we face. We at NASA work hard to maximize the science return on that 

wi::nuu.,u., no matter its 

b. Do you hear from states 
your data to 

an• ~.,.,,,n,~ UwlVUV••"" 

organizations such as state and local an'"'"rnm, .. u,, ... 

incorporate NASA Earth observational data and science 
activities and services. have proven to be both valuable and appreciated. Some 
examples are below. 



New Mexico Department of Health Utilizes NASA Satellite Products for Dust 
Storm Forecasting 
A NASA-funded project with the New Mexico Department of Health (DoH) led to the 
production daily 48-hour dust forecasts drawing on observations from MODIS and 
CALIPSO. Dust storms are known to trigger asthmatic responses and cardiovascular 
issues in susceptible individuals. forecasts are available to the public and end
users throughout the state via the New Mexico DoH web portal 
\:!:!!:!!:l:!!!.!.!!!:;!.!!:!:.!~~!:i!.!:!!~~:!:!J and are also linked to the national CDC Environmental 
Public Health Tracking Network (EPHTN). 

NASA/ARRA Project aids California Agricultural Community 
Agricultural uses of water account for more than 80% of total water consumption in 
many Western states, and optimization of irrigation management is a key component 
sustaining agricultural water supplies. Knowing how much and when to irrigate can be a 
complicated and costly decision. Through American Reinvestment and Recovery Act 
(ARRA) funds, NASA worked with California Department of Water Resources (CDWR) 
on a project to apply NASA Earth satellite observations in the California Irrigation 
Management Information System (CIMIS). The project integrated NASA Terra, Aqua, 
and Landsat satellite measurements with agricultural weather conditions from CIMIS to 
map key indicators of crop water requirements and agricultural irrigation demand across 
the entire California Central Valley at the scale of individual fields on a daily basis. The 
project produced estimates of crop water needs for each field, providing a new source of 
information that can be used by growers to account for optimal irrigation rates when 
scheduling irrigation. NASA and CDWR worked with grower associations and 
individual growers in the project. 

NASA's GRACE Data Enhances the U.S. Drought Monitor 
The U.S. Drought Monitor provides weekly maps of national vulnerability to drought, 
supporting state and local effort to focus on preparedness and risk management to 
manage water supply and deliver drought aid where it is needed most. A project 
sponsored by NASA's Earth Science Division integrated data products from the GRACE 
(Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) satellite to enhance the U.S. Drought 
Monitor. The project combined GRACE data and other observations to improve 
information on soil moisture and groundwater records, which are used to produce weekly 
maps of wetness conditions in the soil and aquifers. Prior to the addition of the new 
GRACE-based products, the US Drought Monitor lacked information on deep soil 
moisture and groundwater storage water resources that can be used to gauge the 
impacts of long episodes of wet or dry weather. 

"These maps provide regional to national-level water resource 
information that was previously unavailable to policy and decision
makers. The novel use of satellite-based gravity data in combination with 
advanced modeling techniques has given us a unique perspective on 
groundwater that was not resolvable through just ground-based 
observations that can provide new information for hydrologic drought 
monitoring. " 
-Brian Wardlow, National Drought Mitigation Center. 



California Department of Health Using NASA Satellite Products 
the Department Health led to 

operational integration of NASA data products, such as MODIS 
the California Vector-borne ._,,..,,.,a,,.., 

..... u ............... to users throughout California for improved risk 
mosquito-borne encephalitis including the 

l!T(1dl4icts Support Mapping Carbon Flux in Oregon Forests 
play a vital role in the carbon cycle through the absorption 

release of carbon through events such as wildfires, 
harvests. that incorporate 
carbon absorption through the cycle of forest growth, death and regeneration. To 

managers understand carbon flux, a NASA-funded project 
model that uses remote sensing data to gain insight into 
forests. Created by (ODF), Oregon Roundtable on 

uses to carbon assessment to assess the 
feasibility of forest management plans. 

ocean acidification. 
over 3,200 Washingtonians and a 

$270 million annually. 

funding to acquire deploy ocean sensors near major 
:un;;uu;:ui u,,u .... u .... i.i .... ., in Washington State. Today, sensors, combined 

NOAA' s Integrated Ocean Observation System program, allow to 
monitor ocean real 
difference to a nexus between ocean acidification 
data and shellfish recruitment. Without real time monitoring, the shellfish cannot 

a. Abdalati, are we !l;""~'"u .. i; 
ocean we do 



Answer 3a: 

possible to directly measme acidity 
ocean It is some properties of the ocean related to 

ocean acidity (or pH, a measme of acidity or basicity 
the ocean) and the biological, ... u. .. , .. u .. ,.., .... , 

from what are known as "ocean color" satellites. Properties of the ocean 
the impacts of ocean acidification on ocean biology that can 

from "ocean new products such as particulate inorganic 
carbon silica, and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pC02), as 
as standard products such as phytoplankton 

What monitoring sensors 
acidification of the ocean ,_..,.,, .. v ......... 

satellite ocean sensors on 
.v1 ................ "' .... chlorophyll (proxy for ocean plants), 

__ ,,.~, ..... _,_. 111nnatcts of ocean acidification on "primary.., ........... ..,..,,. 
(bottom of the food Understanding the impacts 
primary trophic level will allow to,.,.....,.,.,..,. .. , 

...... ,,, .......... ..,Q,LJ.vu on higher trophic levels (e.g., fisheries) that on 
Satellites can provide this information from a local to a 

global scale. Continuity of ocean color sensors as 
Wide Field-of-view Sensor and sensors such as the Moderate 



resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), future data from 
NPP VIIRS Suite) are critical to a 

for detailing the response of the ocean's 



Question 

are .. u<:l•uL ... sea level projections are. 
more detail the.,,. ........ ",."" """"""'u."' of the models and how best ..... ,.,,Jl.,JJIJH-

makers should use .u ...... ..., ...... L .... .,.,,,LL that is available for 

1: 

Two methods used for projecting sea The :first is through models 
that affect sea level These include 

associated with 
vainal)lllt) in stored g:rcmnlttV\rat(~r 

strength of being based, enabling a repres1ent11t101n 
underlying causes of sea They have the limitation, however, of not 
to fully capture changes in the flow sheets, 

which can substantial amounts to sea as a result, this 
grounded in physics has historically sea level not 

able to the from ice sheets. 

The second me:tncio 
the climate history. 
between the two, and by using this or correlation; one can values of 
sea level for temperatures. is a statistical, 

approach, and when applied to future warming .,.., ... ,,. ...... v.:i, 

the highest estimates the end of the century. It 
am1anltas.;~e of not requiring a understanding of the in order to 
make a prediction, and it results consistent with recent tucit·r.1·u 

u"'"''au.~>..., it directly incorporate --·----.J 
.......... u~·- LLA•~A,,.,,,u into mechanisms 

1""'"'"'1""' the limitations, all of the 
predict that will ,.,,....,, ....... 

as to the average rise, and most models have underestimated 
current rates rise. 

In addition, there is ... v,,,.",.'""" ..... uJ""' regional variability in 
.. A...,.,...,,., prediction at a particular very difficult. 

sea level rise, which 
va.LJLauJliH)' is a result of 

changes in land processes and cha1rac~ter1st11cs 
v•"l••.1.v.1.1.a1 ri-. .... !'ll,f"tP.nci1r1rC! the sources etc. 



For the purpose of supporting decision-making, the key points to keep in mind are as 
follows: 

the projections have a very wide range of uncertainty; 
they historically have underestimated rates of sea level rise, largely because there 
are some physical processes associated with rapid ice loss that the community is 
just beginning to get a handle on; 
there is considerable regional variability, such that local values may be much 
higher or lower than the global average, which is currently 3.1±0.4 mm/yr.; 
improving the projections requires continued acquisition and analysis of data on 
sea levels, ocean characteristics, ice sheets, glaciers, and groundwater storage, and 
continued improvements in models through the analysis and incorporation of 
these data. 
Besides scientific uncertainties, some of which are mentioned above, uncertainty 
in future greenhouse gas emissions also contributes to uncertainty in future sea 
level rise. 

NASA, conjunction with our partner agencies, both domestically and internationally, 
continues to invest in the observations and analysis that support current assessments and 
future predictions of sea level rise, both globally and regionally. 

Question2: 

Opponents of policies to reduce carbon emissions often cite the costs and economic 
burden such policies as a main reason for their opposition. Your testimony here today 
would indicate that the costs of inaction, and also of not planning for a certain level 
climate change that we have already committed to, are quite high. Are there studies that 
effectively quantify these costs, and if so, how do they compare to the costs of being 
proactive? 

Answer2: 

is an urgent need to better estimate the economic costs of climate change; without 
such estimates the cost-effectiveness of measures to mitigate or adapt to climate change 
cannot properly be assessed. 

Economic analysis is out of the purview of NASA's mission. This type of cost estimate 
should be performed as part of the National Climate Assessments 
(http://www.globalchange.gov/what-we-do/assessment) that have been conducted by the 
US Global Change Research Program and which can be found at 
http://library.globalchange.gov/. However, due to a lack of capacity, both past 
Assessments and the ongoing Assessment (scheduled for completion in 2013) include 
very little economic analysis. 



Question 3: 

power plants or 
cor1cem·t Is it feasible to protect 

replaced? 

ao1ne~~tlc ... n ... 1r"" infrastructure is critical to security 
is a combination of the amount 

of these components 
the surrounding landscape are situated, 

and distribution of sea 
determining the vulnerability is 

.att, .... ..t., and expertise in sea level focus on 
can risk assiesi~m1ents, m11we.vt~r 

of the agency's "'"'1"n111·.,,.., 



coil'lgn~ss. it that cap-and-trade lacks to pass, 
internationally, the U.N. has failed to are willing to 

ratify. What we are left with at moment are EPA under the Clean 
Act, to our concerns about their economic nn1oac~t. 

a. How much of a difference will 
Standards for ..... ,,.," ..... 

Source Performance 
have on projected sea level 

There is no question that international policies will 
influence state sea the relative impact on future sea 
of standards and New Source Performance Standards in u ......... ..,. .... 

scope of NASA scientific research. Qf,_,., ..... l"'"'

beneficial effects on air quality and human u"""'""'-u., 
save consumers $1 fuel costs over the life of the ..... r ....... ..,.,.... 

SETTING PRIORITIES 

2007, entitled Good vs. Do 
up a number interesting points on this subject. 

point, article states that warming that has already nl'i:'111"1"•",, 

scale as what's expected globally next " 
<:!rnt·H•n would look back at the last two centuries and 

major problems." 

" 

sea 

a. In comparison to malaria, famine, and other global problems that are .......... ., ......... "' 
people now, how much attention should paid to sea levels? 

Answer: Sea level people face right now, in 
United and has major implications and should 
be regarded as matters of great importance by the public, the "'"'L"'H'"'' ,,.,,..,... .. .,,, 

The relative urgency of one problem over another d.ei1em1s 
we on property, the degree of threat 
a nation are willing to 
affect the well-being of many and come at a great cost in terms of 
..... ,., .... ,,,..n, and infrastructure. Deferred action on the sea 
means costs will be great. how the sea level threat compares to 
the other threats on information and accurate models. At i u ·-~· 1 

we continue to use it to inform models, so that 
U.VL.LUU•~ can be appropriately assess.ea. 



3) ACCURACY TO DATE 

Scientists and researchers have been making projections about sea level rise for years - if 
not decades. Climate models are constantly being re-worked, and refined, but hearings 
like these provide an opportunity to look back as well as forward. 

a. To the extent that past projections were made for sea level rise in 2010, 2012, 
or another point around the current period, how accurate have those 
projections been? 

Answer: Past projections of sea level rise have typically underestimated the observed 
rate of rise. The figure below is taken from Church et al., Oceanography, 2011 and shows 
a comparison of projections from the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change. Sea level projections from this report were matched with 
observations in the year 1990. The range of projections is shown by the orange band and 
the beige lines. For the beige lines, an attempt was made to account for a more rapid loss 
of ice from the ice sheets in light of rapid changes in glacier flow that the climate models 
could not simulate. Nevertheless, the observations from tide gauges (black line) and 
from .satellite altimeters (red line) fall near the top of all projections. 

--- Tide Gauges.: set to O ~ 1990 

--- TOPEXIPoseldon + Jason-1 + OSTMIJason-2 

Outer r~ge of all scenarios (wf~out "rapldlce") ' 

Outer range of all sceliarios (with "rapld!ce") 
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M. Gregory, N. J. White, S. M. Platten, and J. X. Mitrovica, 
......... .....,,_,.,and Projecting Oceanography, pp. 130~143. 

On March 28th, your-... -··-J 
aoorox:1mate1v 50 ·~A.,_,._,_ 

a. it is to be and. transparent 
r ... 1'1'<>1lr>hr assoc1:ate:a with these types 

It is not merely important, but it is that scientists n'l"r>MU• 

"'"'·""""""'cteriz1attcms of uncertainty when making predictions about the 
..,...,.,., • .., .• ..., future scenarios. If are not transparent about uncertainty it diminishes 
both the credibility and utility This is why both and 
the upon which are such extensive emJrts 
include characterizations of uncertainty that are transparent, and use .................. "'. 
detme:d. terminology. 

It is to remember that we cannot precisely predict the 
can estimates based on current observations, and our 
of physical processes. path to decreasing ,,.,, • .,.,,.,.,"' 
observations, and continuously improving our understanding 
that drive It is also important to remember 

become, future climate will Hnllrna· 

human actions. 

Unfortunately, in a world where discussion seems to around ex1re1ne1s. 
uncertainty to doubt, and subsequently offer it as a reason for inaction. 
uncertainty implies the of higher risk, and can be used to the case for 
., ...... "' .... l'•'·"·• not weaker, to minimize risk. informed, 

on the topic to be must continue to as 
about what we don't know, as we are about we believe to 



FROM SENATOR CANTWELL 

Question 

the responsibilities states, and localities already have their .......... A>~'~ 
ability to raise additional it seems like we are to have to establish some 

recleriil ....... ,..., ... ,,,,,.,,.that can direct the billions of to our nation's 
..,,...,,AA .... .., change. 

b. serve to both 
,.,...,,,,,.u .. , • ..., 1rnmlcts and provide the needed funds, 

Answer la&b: 

As I the climate has always changed. It always will, for a variety of 
reasons. success of society in the face of those depends on how big 
the changes are, how rapidly our ability to anticipate and ""'"'n"''""" 
them. There is a research 
determining what future will likely bring, so that we can 

lie What is learned through this L...,.,,.,, ....... ,u 

,.., .. ,._.,.,.~.(1 at slowing and reducing to can 
The federal plays a role in developing the 
suc:cei:'lsnmv """''-''"""'''u the challenges associated. 
continue. Placing a price on carbon is one tool can used to incentivize to 
find alternative forms that have less of an impact on our and 
sea level. approach, and how it compares to others is not clear, 

is not something NASA.is involved is clear, however, is that the 
reliable evaluation of this effectiveness an of the physical 
processes at is contributions from the are 
critical. 

As we think about our and PnP1"crv 

inaction. A recent study has estimated that 
Washington 10 billion dollars per year by 2020. 

burden that will soon. 

It is for these impacts now. 
that end, we must maintain vital programs and facilities 
scientific knowledge and understanding and provide the 
innovative Unfortunately, funding carve-outs in 

Science have impacted base user .... ,~ .. ,uu.i"""' 



my home state, PNNL is working on solutions to change 
imposes, but to need our support. In fiscally austere 
it makes even less sense to be a penny wise a pound foolish. PNNL 

research, for example through Atmospheric Radiation Measurement 
(ARM) Program, to get a better sense of what are 
and - advancing our understanding of the ""A"'"'-·"' 
that such as aerosols, clouds, and the 

PNNL is also working to provide better information to plan for the coming impacts . 
...,A~'"'u''"' high·resolution models that incorporate critical infrastructure and 

each region to inform mitigation the state 
be invaluable for infrastructure planning by 

--A~·-,..,J companies, and government that ,,, ....... ,,.111thr 

face great uncertainties in their to regional 
climates. 

It seems me upfront costs ofthis research and planning 
modest relative to the costs down 

a. Do all of you that proposed cuts to research development 
our to prepare for and mitigate the worst impacts of change? 

Answer2a: 

For decades our nation's investment in research development has to 
advances in our understanding of, and ability to predict, sea level and climate change. 
Continued commitment to no doubt lead to more robust 
...,U.,,AA ... "•"' predictions and predictions of future sea level and to 
suc:ce:ssililll) deal with climate change. these ..,u ......... , .... i=;..u.1.i=:. 

task of our nation's policy to investments against 
challenges we face. We at NASA work hard to maximize the science return on that 

wi::nuu.,u., no matter its 

b. Do you hear from states 
your data to 

an• ~.,.,,,n,~ UwlVUV••"" 

organizations such as state and local an'"'"rnm, .. u,, ... 

incorporate NASA Earth observational data and science 
activities and services. have proven to be both valuable and appreciated. Some 
examples are below. 



New Mexico Department of Health Utilizes NASA Satellite Products for Dust 
Storm Forecasting 
A NASA-funded project with the New Mexico Department of Health (DoH) led to the 
production daily 48-hour dust forecasts drawing on observations from MODIS and 
CALIPSO. Dust storms are known to trigger asthmatic responses and cardiovascular 
issues in susceptible individuals. forecasts are available to the public and end
users throughout the state via the New Mexico DoH web portal 
\:!:!!:!!:l:!!!.!.!!!:;!.!!:!:.!~~!:i!.!:!!~~:!:!J and are also linked to the national CDC Environmental 
Public Health Tracking Network (EPHTN). 

NASA/ARRA Project aids California Agricultural Community 
Agricultural uses of water account for more than 80% of total water consumption in 
many Western states, and optimization of irrigation management is a key component 
sustaining agricultural water supplies. Knowing how much and when to irrigate can be a 
complicated and costly decision. Through American Reinvestment and Recovery Act 
(ARRA) funds, NASA worked with California Department of Water Resources (CDWR) 
on a project to apply NASA Earth satellite observations in the California Irrigation 
Management Information System (CIMIS). The project integrated NASA Terra, Aqua, 
and Landsat satellite measurements with agricultural weather conditions from CIMIS to 
map key indicators of crop water requirements and agricultural irrigation demand across 
the entire California Central Valley at the scale of individual fields on a daily basis. The 
project produced estimates of crop water needs for each field, providing a new source of 
information that can be used by growers to account for optimal irrigation rates when 
scheduling irrigation. NASA and CDWR worked with grower associations and 
individual growers in the project. 

NASA's GRACE Data Enhances the U.S. Drought Monitor 
The U.S. Drought Monitor provides weekly maps of national vulnerability to drought, 
supporting state and local effort to focus on preparedness and risk management to 
manage water supply and deliver drought aid where it is needed most. A project 
sponsored by NASA's Earth Science Division integrated data products from the GRACE 
(Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) satellite to enhance the U.S. Drought 
Monitor. The project combined GRACE data and other observations to improve 
information on soil moisture and groundwater records, which are used to produce weekly 
maps of wetness conditions in the soil and aquifers. Prior to the addition of the new 
GRACE-based products, the US Drought Monitor lacked information on deep soil 
moisture and groundwater storage water resources that can be used to gauge the 
impacts of long episodes of wet or dry weather. 

"These maps provide regional to national-level water resource 
information that was previously unavailable to policy and decision
makers. The novel use of satellite-based gravity data in combination with 
advanced modeling techniques has given us a unique perspective on 
groundwater that was not resolvable through just ground-based 
observations that can provide new information for hydrologic drought 
monitoring. " 
-Brian Wardlow, National Drought Mitigation Center. 



California Department of Health Using NASA Satellite Products 
the Department Health led to 

operational integration of NASA data products, such as MODIS 
the California Vector-borne ._,,..,,.,a,,.., 

..... u ............... to users throughout California for improved risk 
mosquito-borne encephalitis including the 

l!T(1dl4icts Support Mapping Carbon Flux in Oregon Forests 
play a vital role in the carbon cycle through the absorption 

release of carbon through events such as wildfires, 
harvests. that incorporate 
carbon absorption through the cycle of forest growth, death and regeneration. To 

managers understand carbon flux, a NASA-funded project 
model that uses remote sensing data to gain insight into 
forests. Created by (ODF), Oregon Roundtable on 

uses to carbon assessment to assess the 
feasibility of forest management plans. 

ocean acidification. 
over 3,200 Washingtonians and a 

$270 million annually. 

funding to acquire deploy ocean sensors near major 
:un;;uu;:ui u,,u .... u .... i.i .... ., in Washington State. Today, sensors, combined 

NOAA' s Integrated Ocean Observation System program, allow to 
monitor ocean real 
difference to a nexus between ocean acidification 
data and shellfish recruitment. Without real time monitoring, the shellfish cannot 

a. Abdalati, are we !l;""~'"u .. i; 
ocean we do 



Answer 3a: 

possible to directly measme acidity 
ocean It is some properties of the ocean related to 

ocean acidity (or pH, a measme of acidity or basicity 
the ocean) and the biological, ... u. .. , .. u .. ,.., .... , 

from what are known as "ocean color" satellites. Properties of the ocean 
the impacts of ocean acidification on ocean biology that can 

from "ocean new products such as particulate inorganic 
carbon silica, and the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pC02), as 
as standard products such as phytoplankton 

What monitoring sensors 
acidification of the ocean ,_..,.,, .. v ......... 

satellite ocean sensors on 
.v1 ................ "' .... chlorophyll (proxy for ocean plants), 

__ ,,.~, ..... _,_. 111nnatcts of ocean acidification on "primary.., ........... ..,..,,. 
(bottom of the food Understanding the impacts 
primary trophic level will allow to,.,.....,.,.,..,. .. , 

...... ,,, .......... ..,Q,LJ.vu on higher trophic levels (e.g., fisheries) that on 
Satellites can provide this information from a local to a 

global scale. Continuity of ocean color sensors as 
Wide Field-of-view Sensor and sensors such as the Moderate 



resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), future data from 
NPP VIIRS Suite) are critical to a 

for detailing the response of the ocean's 



Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison 
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Hearing on Risks, Opportunities, Oversight of Commercial Space" 
June 20, 2012 
Questions for the Record 

Bill Gerstenmaier, NASA 

Commercial Orbital Transportation System -

1. provide details of the steps to transition ..,. .... '""""'L1 to performance 
under its Commercial Resupply Services contract. information 
regarding the review and analysis of data from what to have been a very 
successful COTS combined demonstration flight. 

It is important to note that vVJ.JilU.'-'L Orbital Transportation .....: ..... "'""'"'" 
Resupply are activities; 

transition from been working under corLtraict 
delivery SpaceX was a 

CRS during its COTS demonstration and has already .. viu1.1''"'~ ........ 
CRS contract for the currently in orcicei~s 

been in three main areas 
vehicle performance, and c) completion 
of these key areas were demonstrated during the 

on 
has returned, and 

mc:mc1eu into the standard 

With the successful completion has accomplished all 
objectives to return cargo to 
Earth. NASA is been the standard 
practice with all demonstration flights. place to 
final was held August 2012 and coincided with the transmittal of the u.u,,., .. ..,,u 

report to NASA. The next October 2012 was the first operational mission 
the CRS contract. 

Additionally the ISS technical and safety •n1"•"'0 """'""'"
1 teams been working with 

2006 when the Agreements (SAA)--,..,--. 
have been of high quality and have 



2. 

3. 

to 



260 of crew supplies, 390 pounds scientific 
of hardware and supplies. included 

materials to support 166 investigations, of which 
Returning with the Dragon capsule was pounds 
of crew supplies, 866 pounds scientific research, of hardware. 
Dragon the Pacific Ocean October 28, 2012. The splashdown 

ended the first contracted delivery flight contracted by to 
"'"'"'""'"'"'' the International Space i::lrnuoill. 

• The interstage, the 
to the Cape. The Dragon trunk are in final .... ~..,,,..,._.,,..,,. r 
shipped to the Cape in .....,..,,~..,u .. u.1vJ. 

This is the frrst CRS mission with upgraded 
schedule for the new are being 

are scheduled to 2013. The 
mated in January 'With scheduled in April 2013. 
has a planned completion date of May 
capsule and to ship to the 

The thrusters 
planned to 

,,.,.,,.,,....,......, module 

• core has been delivered to the 
(WFF). The are shipment to 

...,.., ..... .., .. (SSC) for testing and to WFF in January 
avionics cylinder is in through March 

"'-'"'""v" 30B (upper stack final assembly is complete and 
aw~utu1g- a due to WFF. 
complete with planned to WFF April. The service 
undergoing Final Integrated Test with shipment to 
2013. 

• launch vehicle is to use core 

occur 
production will ship to 
is complete and integration 

mt<:~gra,tea into the test article and 

is June 201 is undergoing SPctce1c:ratt """"'"'''.uu•:1 
Integrated System Test completed. Component underway with 
Integrated planned for completion in March 201 

5. How much cargo was transported to ISS and back to during the ......... "' .... 
demonstration flight? How does that payload capability compare payload 

requirements for the fuU-up operational Space system? What 



additional effort, NASA support, and resulting government funding is required to 
meet the payload requirements under the Space X Cargo Resupply Services 
contract? 

A: During the May demonstration mission, the 
about 525 kilograms to the ISS as upmass under the CRS contract. On the return trip, 
~ .. ~ ... ~'AA~~~&"'~ "'''"'",,, • ..,.., eXJJer1tmtmts to to Including the exi:>enme1rrts, 
Dragon returned a total of about kilograms of hardware and 
aboard the Station as downmass under the contract. 

3,200 or a the 
capacity will likely be limited by the volume available and will be about 1,600 
capsule can return approximately 1,400 of downmass, which, at 
year, should be sufficient to meet all ISS projected return requirements. 

carrying 
The 

3 flights 

terms support to under on 2008, 
Agency ordered 12 CRS flights valued at $1.6B from SpaceX. These funds are paid to 
SpaceX a structure on for 

6. Now that Space has completed their demonstration flights, can you tell us 
how much government funding, including the cost for the use of government 
facilities and NASA personnel expertise, was required to complete the Space X 
cargo vehicle development effort? 

A: Commercial Orbital Transportation is the only that 
directly funds the cargo vehicle development effort and NASA provided $396M to 
...,.., •• .,...,.,,, under Act Au:re<:~mtmt. 
approximately $40.lM through October 31, 2012, 

UL .. 'H"""''""' the cost government facilities and 
NASA personnel provided through the program office. However, the NASA does 
not track the cost to support the individual providers, and Orbital. Also, 
not track additional, support provided for the development effort 
Programs such as 

7. I understand that there were a large number ofissues to resolve prior to this last 
flight by the SpaceX How was the resolution of those 
issues, and what level of NASA resources were required to resolve those issues? 
Please include figures regarding the civil servant time applied to support 
commercial activities? 

commercial partners through an 
assessment payment for completed milestones. 

provides expert technical assistance; as requested or where "'"'"'"'"' 
the NASA Advisory (CAT) discipline experts across 

selectively support commercial partner reviews and consult on technical 
or use 

via Reimbursable Space Act .. ..,....,..,."'""'n"· Commercial Partners also ISS integration 
certification support for their has spent $40. l M of the funds 



appropriated and supporting effort of 
both commercial partners, and approximately $16.8M of that cost (through October 31, 

12) is civil servant labor. to 6 for more details. 

8. According to the schedule associated CCDev Space Act Agreeme1,1t between 
NASA and Space recent Space flight was almost 2-11.2 years late. Now that 
the demonstration phase is complete, along with government that with 
it, will hold Space X to its contractually mandated delivery schedules and 
other terms under the fixed contract they have signed? 

fl'>CKr .. .,., tons 
as as tons from the orbiting 

vviu..,,.,,,,... The contract is a Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity 
procurement with a period of performance from January 1, 2009, 30, 
and NASA SpaceX for only those that are successfully met. 

When awarding the contracts, 
contracts would be both NASA 
the difficult job of producing and cargo vehicles. NASA has the difficult job of 
orchestrating multiple missions to the ISS along with all on orbit activities. 
Under it is expected that schedules will changed and both 
CRS contractors have requested changes in the and c011s1c1ennicm 
mission moves have been negotiated. 

£HE, .. ·~ to ISS are at the Vehicle Baseline Review 
(VBR) as provided by the CRS contract. If is not able to meet 
U,4YJlLVH u'""'"'"'' NASA negotiates with SpaceX an equitable adjustment to 
contract depending on the length and nature of the 

9. price contracts for the purchase 
"'"'1"n'r•.:. ... 1u• allocate of delay to the 

contractor, so any schedule delay should result in consideration paid to NASA. Will 
this in fact be the case as NASA and the ISS service providers transition to firm 
fixed price contracts? 

see above. NASA will only 
meet Vehicle Baseline Review (VBR), 

contractor jointly reach agreement on a 90 day launch 
the contractor can request a launch delay of up to 30 days without penalty. 

or 

beyond to an usume1u change in 





to 

use 

c. 

to 



to 

A: See answer to 



to 



1. 

a. 

as to to ensure 

to non-

c. 



to verified compliance of how 
requirements. The use of to support -~···~··-··~·~· 
does not the need to fully review and certify to transport 

crew. NASA the combination of both contracts and 
throughout elements of the an '"'''"'"'"..;1..,r-,n. .... ., balance 

and insight 

d. Is NASA comfortable that the level of insight and during this 
phase of development is sufficient to provide the government 

sufficient information to eventually a and ensure obtaining the 
best price possible commercial crew 

A: see response to #le, above, 
awards to companies the 

competitive environment nTrn1111,,.., 

NASA's certification 

2. Recently, the and NASA an to coordinate standards for 
commercial space travel of government and non-government astronauts to and from 
low-Earth orbit and the ISS. Can you please describe this and 
responsibilities from the NASA point of view? Can you assure me that will 
retain the ability to ensure that commercial crew the same safety 
requirements that our other human 

nature of the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) 
commercial crew through the and operation of each 
potential flight system. will establish initial 
requirements it wishes to acquire 
its requirements by contract. NASA will partner FAA to advance both public 

protection of crews and spaceflight participants for the 
m1ss1or1s. NASA and the FAA will. duplication 
requirements and a 

will be accomplished by clearly defining of each 
jointly performing assessments to enable the commercial 

to be successful in support of NASA-sponsored missions and non-NASA 
'"''·""'"'J'"''- ... ,,. ....... human spaceflight support of this, recently 
signed a Memorandum (MOU) to to commercial 
transport of government and persons to LEO in a manner avoids 
conflicting requirements and multiple sets of standards. In ae1ve10PJlng 
the parties will knowledge and best practices in the various disciplines of 
flight, ................... !'"> 





5. 

it 





....,,,,., ........... , ......... ,.., on Commerce, Science, & Transportation 
co1tnm11tte~e Hearing 

u.u.""'-1.J•vu of the International Space Station" 
Wednesday, July 
Senator Nelson 

Maximizing ISS Utilization 

construction of the station is complete, 
of the station's re.~e.i::irc1 capacity. 

What ..... ,,..1-r,,,,. would tell us we are 
station? 

ANSWER: NASA tracks many metrics that show different of the 
International (ISS). Monthly productivity metrics 

are collected on such as numbers of investigations and investigators, science 
disciplines facility occupancy, research 

countries involved, students numbers of 
,,.,...T.,..,,,.. publications. example, the number participating in 

research has to over 400 on every and the number 
involved and education during an hx1oea1t1c1n 
over 30. The ISS is a resource for the __ ,, . ., ....... ,.., ,,,, ....... ., .... 
diverse science disciplines as biotechnology research, nt1iilQH~1::a 
science, and space science, demonstrations and education. Over 31 
million in the United participated in performed 
by crewmembers aboard ISS over its ISS is stimulating young 
people to ask questions pursue knowledge. a review and 
of crew the crew time for consistently and now 
typically exceeds the minimum 35 hours 



Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, & Transportation 
Full Committee Hearing 
"Utilization of the International Space Station" 
Wednesday, July 25, 2012 
Senator Amy Klobuchar 

1. Mr. Gerstenmaier, we were saddened to hear on Monday of the loss of the first 
American female astronaut, Sally Ride, to cancer. She will be remembered as a 
courageous pioneer who inspired girls everywhere to be excited about science. 25 years 
later in 2008, Minnesota native Dr. Karen Nyberg became the 50th woman to enter outer 
space and is scheduled to return to the ISS in May of next year. Despite such advances, 
entrance among girls and yonng women into fields such as physics and engineering 
continues to be disproportionately lower than men. 

• 29 years after Sally Ride's first trailblazing mission, what can NASA do to 
inspire more women to enter the STEM fields, which are so critical to America's 
continued prosperity? 

ANSWER: We were equally saddened by the loss of Dr. Ride. She was an 
American hero, and a role model for generations of girls. NASA has a longstanding 
education partnership with Sally Ride Science, and they manage the Earth.Kam 
activity for the Agency, which allows middle school students to study the Earth 
using a camera installed on the International Space Station. We also agree with you 
that it is important to continue working to increase the number of women entering 
the STEM fields. NASA is taking advantage of its unique resources, including 
people, assets, and facilities to further inspire women and girls. 

Recent data released this year by the Gif I Scouts Research Institute shows that girls 
are already interested in math and science. However, they are also interested in 
numerous other fields of study, which compete with STEM fields when choosing 
majors in college and careers thereafter. A major finding of the study showed that 
female mentors in STEM fields and exposure to those fields is important when girls 
choose their future paths. As such, NASA is committed to providing mentors and 
numerous outreach opportunities to yonng women and girls. The following are only 
a small representation of the varied opportunities NASA offers across the nation, in 
hopes of inspiring the next generation of yonng women and girls to enter and remain 
in science, technology, engineering, and math careers. 

The referenced Girl Scouts Research Institute Report can be found here: 

NASA facilitates volnnteer opportnnities for our STEM employees for the mentoring 
of young girls through the following programs: 

• Aspire 2 Inspire lfill~~~1!b!l~~~~ 
• NASA G.I.R.L.S. (http://women.nasa.gov/nasa-g-i-r-l-s) 
• NASA WISH (http://women.nasa.gov/wish) 
• NASA SISTER (http://women.nasa.gov/outreach-programs) 



NASA is committed to allowing our employees to perform outreach activities as 
their schedules permit. Many of these outreach activities focus on underrepresented 
groups in STEM. For example, through NASA's Teaching From Space program, the 
program targeted female middle school students with the development of a "Women 
in STEM" video. In collaboration with NASA Public Affairs Office, Teaching From 
Space used the STS-131 mission and the role of crewmember Dottie Metcalf
Lindenburger, a former classroom teacher turned astronaut, to showcase NASA 
career opportunities for females 

NASA also maintains a Speaker's Bureau to provide speakers for 
public inquiries, often responding to requests to speak. to women and girls. 

NASA is committed to communicating the message that STEM is for everyone using 
role models young women and girls have in areas outside of STEM fields. One such 
example is collaboration with award-winning recording artist Mary J Blige to 
encourage young women to pursue exciting experiences and career choices through 
studying science, technology, engineering and mathematics. A public service 
announcement featuring Associate Administrator for Education and veteran NASA 
space shuttle astronaut Leland Melvin and Blige can be viewed 
here: http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/programs/national/summer/media/blige 
melvin.html 

NASA is committed to creating opportunities for students in STEM programs at the 
nation's universities. The Motivating Undergraduates in Science and Technology 
(MUST) project awards scholarships and internships to undergraduates pursuing 
degrees in STEM fields. In FY 2010, the MUST project hosted 100 students, of 
whom 55 percent were women and 27 percent of the scholars self reported being the 
first in their family to attend college. 



Senate Committee on Science, & 
Full Committee 
"Utilization of the International Station" 

eCllles<ll:tY July 25, 2012 
Senator Mark 

1. Gersten.maier, with retirement of the 
in need of fmding a means transport cargo and exi>enme:nts 
International Space Station order to serve this 
will be looking at possible launch sites to serve ISS. It 
understanding that flight trajectory from NASA Wallops 
the some and could 
em.c1e1a.t than other located around the 

a. What do you see as the future Wallops in terms of its 
relationship with the 

NASA ,. ............ "'" has two companies under contract to provide res1upJJ1l} 
to the ;:,c1lernc:es Corporation, 

selected Wallops Facility as ten ..... u ............ ,,..., .... 

missions (two development flights and 
se11:icnon. WFF will be providing integration and testmg "'"'1""11" 1"'"' 

support launches annually for the duration of Orbital's..,,,., ... ., ...... ..,,,., 
contract, and potentially longer. 

b. What oem::nts does NASA Wallops serving the 

Due to the inclined orbit only two U.S. launch 
,...,.,y.._,..,, ... ., u..u.,;,,;,.1.vu . .,, the USAF' S Range in 

NASA's Wallops Facility (WFF) in The of the orbit 
results in a technical advantage WFF, allowing 
additional mass to be lifted to same orbit a rocket. In addition, 
as a NASA facility, the opportunity to already-funded .u .,~. & 

launch institutional capabilities, in cost savings. 
arrangement contractors operating different launch sites provides 

increased reliability, resupply 
are not interrupted due to range schedule a launch vehicle 
technical issue, or damage ,..,.., ..•. u ........ F. 

2. Gerstenmaier, as we have previously there is a lot of promise in 
pharmaceutical research in environment orbit in 
which operates. 



""'"""""'
1 
.. a status update on yom efforts for prumrtacceut1caJ. 

the vaccine 
ne1eae:a to .......... .LA ........ J 

development 

b. 

Tnu~.,.n .• o-r~n11t.;a,1u1.:>T.J.?...,.. environments? 

phannaceutical l1P,,,rPll'l•nm1P.nt 

2011 to manage 

ANSWER: CASIS, through team assembled to development of 
phannaceutical conducted smveys to corporate 

interest in new thrusts. is an recognition on 
industry value of phannaceutical micro gravitational 
environment, and the level corporate interest, and corporate to invest 
in space research, a in selecting new resc;;larc:h rn~01ects. It does take 
time, to translate that interest into 

c. What obstacles are research gets 

nn;•nJ ,,,_. new operational VH,UJ.¥.1.AJl',\"''3 

upcoming on the for eJUtmt>Ie. 
experiments on rodents, and the 
a SpaceX Dragon capsule. Another is the increasingly cautious investment 

commercial res4earc:n and development, including PhlmtJtac(mtl.caJ. 
ommr1ac~eutJlCaJ. industry is scaling back its expenditures 

research, on more mature looking for 
comprehensive evidence to investments. That is a an exploratory 
field like space biology. 



Don 
NASAJSC 
Houston, TX 

Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, & Transportation 
Full Committee Hearing 
"Utilization of the International Space Station" 
Wednesday, July 25, 2012 
Senator Bill Nelson 

station is complete, the goal has shifted to getting the most 

• What metrics would tell us we are doing a good job maximizing productivity of the 

As Mr. reports in his answer to tracks many me:tru~s 
that show different dimensions of the productivity of the Space Station Monthly 
-~ ........... ,, ... .., ... ,..,..., metrics are collected on metrics as numbers of investigations and nvc::stlJgatcJrs. 
science disciplines accommodated, facility research crew 
countries involved, numbers of students reached, and scientific publications. 

From my perspective as an 
the ISS, which could 

progress. 

I would offer 
for future improvements 

consideration on utilization 
monitoring and ct.et1mru;i; 

The International Station a diverse laboratory in a harsh frontier 
success is difficult counterproductive. 

believe are worthy of a metric to evaluate progress and should when it is "'""'' .. "'"'"""''t" 
to so. One is for a mission a particular six person crew, another is for an ........... ,, ............... "'',,.""' 
the Space Station as a and a third is for developed as ............. &<£.., 

tools to aide in the allocation of crew time and resources. 

For a particular mission a month period where 
""',..C!"'1"l crew, the metrics should be based on the following: crew u ................. 

required work. covers the safety and 
prescribed countermeasures and maintaining professional positive towards crewmates 
mission control. health is a divided responsibility between mission and crew. ... ...... ,., ......... 
and of systems and apparatus is to an operating vehicle 
harsh environment where logistic for and limited crew can complicate mane1·s. 
Vigilance both crew and control required to extend the useable life for thus 
creating an environment mission work can The crew is part of a 
large international team that includes their as as the control centers over 



Being able to together as a ess1en1naJ. to mission success. ..... ..... .LU.., ...... ...,,.u6 

required work is self-explanatory and u ....... , ........ ,.,,,. 1'1'!!i1.1"!!'11'l~n objectives defined. 

"" ... '""'"'"'and National 
on similar peer 

....... " .... "'U indexes (how 
metric. 

It is to realize that it years to bring resc;;arc:n 
laboratories, or Space Station. Patience must 
a new endeavor (Space Station was just completed 

research returns on 
OPf~ratmrnaI state last year). 

Internal metrics as administrative/operational tools are 
time and resources. Such out may seem 
never intended as a means to evaluate over all Space Station performance. For exEuntJle. 
maintenance and repair vehicle in a environment to sail boats as well as 
to Station). unchecked, and repair expand to take all 

To ensure that a fraction be for mission research, an mtc~m:ai 
to reserve about 1/3 of related crew work for rl"QE~l'lr~ 

amnm1m.ainre tool, has critical review of all mamt€mwnce prc,ceau1 
compromise where both maintenance are completed. 
metrics needs to understood and kept the metrics 

In closing, I believe there are v .................... J; Space Station: 1) for 
U,U;)i:).l\J'U rr1en1cs of a particular 6 person Station res1;;arc~h 
vehicle health, and 3) internal resources crew 

All three of these a different ""T'n'"'""' when applied to their 
particular situation. 
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From: <Ruffin>, "Andrew (Commerce)" <Andrew Ruffin@commerce.senate.gov> 

To: "Cremins, Tom (HQ-VA030)" <tom.cremins-l@nasa.gov>, "Whitson, Peggy A. (J5C-CB111)" 

<peggy.a.whjtson@nasa.gov> 

Cc: "Irving, Richard R. (HQ-VA030)" <richard.r.irving@nasa.gov>, Michelle Campbell 

<michelle.campbel l@nasa.gov>, Ann_Zulkosky <Ann Zulkosky@commerce.senate.gov> 

Subject: 7 /25 155 Hearing Corrections and QFRs 

Tom and Peggy, 

Thanks to all for your hard work preparing for and testifying at our July 25 hearing, "The 

International Space Station: A Platform for Research, Collaboration, and Discovery." 

Attached please find questions for the record from Senators Nelson, Klobuchar, and 

Warner, as well as PDF and Word copies of the unofficial hearing transcript. While I usually 

collect and send QFRs from both sides of the Committee, please expect a separate email 

from the minority side in the near future. 

Transcript Corrections: Please review the testimony and answers for accuracy, and make 

any necessary typographical or grammatical corrections, provided they do not change the 

context of your original testimony. Revisions should be made electronically (using tracked 

changes in Word) OR printed, marked by hand in contrasting color, and sent electronically 

once scanned (using the PDF copy). 

Questions for the Record: Please submit a single document containing the posed 

questions followed by your answers for insertion in the printed hearing record. I have 

included the QFRs for both Mr. Gerstenmaier and Dr. Pettit. 

Please submit only the pages with any corrections electronically and question responses to 

Andrew Ruffin@commerce.senate.gov and docs@commerce.senate.goy no later than 

Monday, August 27, 2012 . Should the Committee not receive your response within this 

time frame or if I am not notified of any delay, the Committee reserves the right to print 

the transcript as provided. If you feel you may not make the deadline or you have any 

other questions, please contact me in advance of the deadline. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Ruffin 

U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation 

Subcommittee on Science and Space 



Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, & Transportation 
Full Committee Hearing 
"Utilization of the International Space Station" 
Wednesday, July 25, 2012 
Senator Bill Nelson 

Maximizing ISS Utilization 

Now that construction of the space station is complete, the goal has shifted to getting the most 
out of the station's research capacity. 

• What metrics would tell us we are doing a good job maximizing productivity of the station? 



Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, & Transportation 
Full Committee Hearing 
"Utilization of the International Space Station" 
Wednesday, July 25, 2012 
Senator Amy Klobuchar 

Mr. Gerstenmaier, we were saddened to hear on Monday of the loss of the first American female 
astronaut, Sally Ride, to cancer. She will be remembered as a courageous pioneer who inspired 
girls everywhere to be excited about science. 25 years later in 2008, Minnesota native Dr. Karen 
Nyberg became the soth woman to enter outer space and is scheduled to return to the ISS in May of 
next year. Despite such advances, entrance among girls and young women into fields such as 
physics and engineering continues to be disproportionately lower than men. 

• 29 years after Sally Ride's first trailblazing mission, what can NASA do to inspire 
more women to enter the STEM fields which are so critical to America's continued 
prosperity? 



Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, & Transportation 
Full Committee Hearing 
"Utilization of the International Space Station" 
Wednesday, July 25, 2012 
Senator Mark Warner 

1. Mr. Gerstenmaier, with the retirement of the Space Shuttle, the United States is in need of 
finding a means to transport cargo and experiments to and from the International Space 
Station (ISS). In order to serve this need, the United States will surely be looking at 
possible launch sites to serve the ISS. It is my understanding that the flight trajectory 
from the NASA Wallops Flight Center to the ISS has some advantages, and could be 
viewed as more favorable and efficient than other sites located around the U.S. 

a. What do you see as the future of NASA Wallops in terms of its relationship with 
the ISS? 

b. What benefits does NASA Wallops have in serving the ISS? 

2. Mr. Gerstenmaier, as we have previously discussed, there is a lot of promise in 
pharmaceutical research in the microgravity environment of low-Earth orbit in which the 
International Space Station operates. 

a. Can you provide a status update on your efforts for pharmaceutical research in 
micro-gravitational environments? 

b. Are pharmaceutical companies interested in partnering on this initiative? 
c. What obstacles are you encountering in seeing that this research gets done? 



2. 

cru:nmnan "'T"'.""'" Palazzo 
~ .... ,,ui-n and Competitiveness Through 

Technologies 
Space and Aeronautics Subcommittee Hearing 

July 12, 2012 

Derived 

Your testimony states is currently reviewing technology transfer 
policies and will be revising them in 
us the details of those changes? 

When will you be able to 

best understanding 
effect in 2013, at which 

nr:r'fl!!'l~t"" ........................... and external awareness policies. 
to a presidential developed a plan 

at ncreasmg 
awareness of the"',...,,...,,..,,,,.., t(mrunol10f.ni transfer policy as a,..,,..,..,.,...,,., .. 

findings. Can you please initiatives are 
measure their ettiect1tvei1es:s·t 

I G's 

update the technology 
..... u..,u~•""'"' on those practices that to 

commercialization while multiple statutory Currently a 
industry best practices, NASA staff, and working 

1>r<J•grauns within the to a new technology policy 
aoc:urntent that will be implemented 2013. OCT will lead and implement an awareness 
campaign on new technology reporting, to include training 
module to in 

In addition, NASA has already created a publicly available tracks key 
Agency patents, Spinoffs, technologies available for licensing, 

This website, !illJ~~:IID!Q!Qgy,,ru!J~~'l, 
arumoow·a to provide public, 
NASA Administrator and for tracking the 
success of these will report them on a to senior manafl~emlent 

AR:enc:v-1eve councils. The measurements shown on the dashboard will 
et:t1ect1venei~s and awareness to the 
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Questions for the ........... v •. u 

Representative Dana Ko.nraoac:ner 
Spurring Economic 1 ...,.,,,,unrh 

Technologies 
Space and Aeronautics Subcommittee 

July 

1. Does NASA receive compensation when it resc~arc:n irLve!stment is broadly used as the 
basis of a new product owned by a company? 

NASA receives monetary of licensing 
royalties when it a company. NASA licenses tecJtmo11oJ;!~ 
when a on the technology has been and application 
names NASA as a sole or joint owner of the tecnmuoJQ;'.) 

Most is not covered by a patent or application. 
Such is available for private use without to Even when 
NASA does not receive compensation, it mission when NASA 
technology is used to and help support 

2. ,...,, .. ,,,..,,.,,,,.. or benefits for NASA if its ................ ,nvi;;,J D€=cmnes widely throughout 
world? What about licensing 

1 above. Additionally, 
owner on patent applications, NASA 

the corresponding non-U.S. country and licensing fees and 
NASA's are to the U.S. 

3. Who owns the technology, .., ..... .,u., or property rights if a company 
commercializes a NASA R&D investment? 

ANSWER: If a commercial company makes improvements to NASA technology 
commercialization, owns those improvements. NASA 

retains its (if any) arising from the original 
investment. 

4. NASA planning to pursue and demonstrating green propellant in space? If so, what 
propellants and specify 

...... n .......... a solicitation and peer-review 
Green Propellant Infusion Mission proposal a by Ball 
Technologies of Boulder, Colorado, and co-investigators from in 

.... u,uui;;~v.u., the U.S. Air Force at the Wright Patterson 
Force Base in Ohio, the Space and Missile Systems....,.., .... ~.., .. 

Kirkland Air Mexico, NASA's Glenn Research ....,..,11""1 

and Space in Florida for a ~..,.., ... u,n.v1..,,, <1em.on13tnlt101n 
performance 11green11 propellant alternative to 



This demonstration and use of 
green propellant. The team will develop a propellant 
(called AF-M315E/hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN)-based propellant), ............ v ................ u,,f; 

and characterizing functionality integrated propulsion system. Such a 
ae:rnorismancm will provide the aerospace a new system-level capability 



Questions for the Record 
Ranking Member 

Spurring hccmoitmc Growth and Competitiveness Through NASA Derived 
. Technologies 

Space Aeronautics ..., ... , ........ ,u ...... u ........ ,., tte:mrLg 
July 

To what extent can the direct and indirect economic impacts 

direct and indirect economic impacts 
have ranged widely. Although recent developments intorntJ.atJional ......... L ....... ..., ... .,"" ... '""" have 
the potential 

2. What has NASA learned over as as Federal R&D agencu~s, on 
how to transfer technologies to the commercial sector, how 

.,.,.,., .. .u,,. leamed? 

ANSWER: In a recent the IG found 
persoIJtnei lacked awareness Technology Reporting process and were not 

to identify potential technology benefits: "Specifically, ......... .,,...,., ...... 
interviewed did not realize the transfer potential of some ...,.., ... LU.,., ... v."" ... .,a.1. a...:'""""• 
managers did not develop and not 

.1.J..U.o:i'""'u ,....,.. .... ,... ..... i,1in·l1un;;;:, to transfer technologies from 
efforts and to maximize partnerships that could 
and the public have not fully NASA-developed technologies." 

Through this fmding, NASA learned the .... .., ............. and 
providing to tec.nmcru ensure awareness of the requirements and 

NASA participates in a number .............. "' ... "'" communities of practice to 
ensure the agency is approaches developed 
both,,,. .... ., ....... _ .. .] NASA Centers host community 

me:etiln.j!;s on a twice-monthly basis to discuss challenges, best 
resources; additionally, NASA is an active 

Consortium at both the national regional levels. 

3. extent is of NASA technologies enhanced by U .. Jiii,..A"""' ............ , ......... ,,., 

NASA? What priorities would you address with additional ..... .,,..,,,.,....,.,,., 

1 Department of Commerce of Growth: Manufacturing Industries in the U.S. Economy" 1995. 



ANSWER: of commercialization fluctuates to a 
including: 

• rate of investment in technology development across 
• available for support 

new initiatives to ,......,.,, ..... ,,"' 
process, the first ele1me11t 

portfolio of cutting 
development would 
commercialization. 

additional funding for technology 

factors 

functions that have due to years of ., ... ,, . .,,11.., v ...... ,~ ................ ,u ............... ., .. ..,, .... .l.LlJt;. 

increasing the core technology trainstc:r 
functions. NASA would also increase of technologies it is to assess per 

begin prototyping and bridge funding for technology development, and 
increase public outreach. 

What performance metrics 
technology transfer and cornmerc1a.t1zat1on activities 
what is those metrics? 

ANSWER: NASA not technologies. It 
technologies and processes with commercial potential 
by industry. It may create an environment that supports cornm.erc1auzat1on 
tec.hnC)lO~~es by industry partners. The process of developing a cornm1erc1 
though, is inherently NASA, therefore, 
commercialization.....,.,.,,,.,, .. , 

with industry to determine 
successfully commercialized technologies. are 

the Agency's annual Spino.ff report, available online at 

ge111erate commercial products, it does strive to foster an 
environment technologies can be industry and 
commercialized. HA~·AAU•VA and measure this environment, NASA uses standard 
governmental tec:am:110il~Y transfer metrics. 

All Federal Agencies transfer are to saime 
performance metrics for technology The currently required u ................ ., 

reported by each as at 3710 (f) are: 
(A) an of the agency's technology transfer program/or 

fiscal year and the agency's plans/or conducting technology transfer function, 
including its intellectual property in laboratory 
innovations with commercial promise and plans for intellectual 



property so as to advance the agency's mission and benefit the competitiveness of 
United States industry; and 
(B) ieformation on technology transfer activities for the preceding.fiscal year, 
including-

(i) the number of patent applications filed; 
(ii) the number of patents received; 
(iii) the number of fully-executed licenses which received royalty income in 
the preceding.fiscal year, categorized by whether they are exclusive, 
partially-exclusive, or non-exclusive, and the time elapsed from the date on 
which the license was requested by the licensee in writing to the date the 
license was executed; 
(iv) the total earned royalty income including such statistical information as 
the total earned royalty income, of the top 1 percent, 5 percent, and 20 
percent of the licenses, the range of royalty income, and the median, except 
where disclosure of such information would reveal the amount of royalty 
income associated with an individual license or licensee; 
(v) what disposition was made of the income described in clause (iv); 
(vi) the number of licenses terminated for cause; and . 
(vii) any other parameters or discussion that the agency deems relevant or 
unique to its practice of technology transfer. 

In addition, agencies currently report information regarding the number Cooperative 
Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) conducted by the agency pursuant to 
15 USC 3710a. 

Along with other agencies, NASA reports these metrics to Department of Commerce, for 
the Federal Laboratory Technology Transfer Summary Report submitted to the President 
and the Congress. In addition, the National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics 
of the National Science Foundation (NSF) uses the data to support the semiannual 
Science and Engineering Indicators (SEI) report. NASA also makes this data available to 
the public through the Agency's Technology Transfer Portal: http://technology.nasa.gov 

Additionally, NASA, in coordination with OMB, has identified technology transfer as 
one of the Agency's High Priority Goals and committed to increasing the numbers of new 
invention disclosures, software usage agreements, patents, and licenses NASA is able to 
produce per year. Additional details of this goal and NASA's progress toward meeting it 
will be available on www.performance.gov. 

5. It is not widely known that Zephyr's BioHamesses miners' wellness during the 
Chilean mine accident. Mr. Russell's prepared statement indicates that Zephyr is sharing 
the data collected during those dramatic weeks with NASA How will that data be useful 
to NASA and to human exploration specifically? 

ANSWER: The NASA and Zephyr Technology partnership under a Space Act 
Agreement was instrumental in the development of advanced physiological monitoring 
capabilities that could allow NASA to remotely monitor astronaut physiological 
responses during future deep space missions. From work under this partnership, Zephyr 



was better able to bring enhanced and reliable ~--L•U. L Bio Harness product to 
market place. In the case of the Chilean proved invaluable helping 

..., ....................... g•::>ve:rmne11t to rescue the good health. 

During the Chilean rescue effort, miners used current NASA health 
related countermeasures which are also 
including a fluid loading protocol appropriate cornnress:ton 
maintain blood Zephyr BioHarness allowed 
of the to assess their health during long ascent through 

they were under The remote monitoring 
observation preparation for treatment at 
to supporting successful rescue NASA was also •'1"11"•-"'1""11 

medical protocols applied spaceflight were .......... .., .................. ,,.""'"""J'"" 
particular medically situation, and it corroborated cmlllc1r:u 
crewmembers. 

Operations Directorate nreoar1es 
Astronauts in the of space, . ., .. ~, 1 

usmg BioHarness data from the ...,.L.l ................. 

enrtan1::e R&D related to mitigating 
environments. By wo:rku1g 

Technology, able 
from 

partnership between Zephyr Technology enhanced the development 
of medical tools can during space and significantly been 
proven to and important on 



Competitiveness Through 
Technologies 

Space and Aeronautics 

1. What is NASA 

ANSWER: In response to the Presidential process of 
developing a five-year plan to transfer program 
objectives include the following: 

• Revise Agency policies to ensure aU:gmne11t with NASA's commitment to 
technology ...................... .. 

• partnerships for technology 

• 

• 
contractors. 

• Develop and implement ''"'"'"'"'n""" mLethods technology licensing. 
,ev1e1o·pm1ent Agreement 

technologies. 
• Agency use of Cooperative .Ke:search 

(CRADA) authority2 to accelerate uv~•u.i).lJ.J.~ 

supported by a series of identified 
....,.., .. u.., .. technology transfer are working to develop an implementation 

plan to move out on these activities implementation plan 
review, and will Department of Commerce in the 

2013. 

2. stated objectives of NASA's Implementation Plan is to 
.. ui;;, .. i;;. .... the technology transfer of development and to ensure that 
technology transfer is at phases of NASA and 

NASA do, in practice, to meet this oh1ec1rn 

a. To what extent does meeting this goal a and, if so, what is 
most important thing you are doing to encourage such a shift? 

ANSWER: NASA is making a critical to address this 
The most important.., ............... ,,... ..,, ... J.J.J., ..... ..., ... v ... of the new Technology policy. 

training and awareness to 
impact the NASA culture increasing within the 

in the past, this policy will and procedures for.,...,..,,,..."""" 



and have project managers thinking about what will 
......... ,.,,-. .,...,.,, earner in the development In addition, NASA created a 
publically available will call out metrics greater 
collaboration and software ucc~nse:s. 

3. pre:orurea statement, you say that NASA is "restoring technology 
ass·essme.nis, bridge funding, analysis, and marketing of technologies. " What is 

role in market analysis the marketing of technologies? 

ANSWER: NASA's market outreach activities are raising public 
awareness of technology transfer opportunities. 

legal requirements, most the Stevenson-Wydler Technology 
Technology Transfer 1986, NASA collects 

of its new assesses then seeks intellectual ...... ,.. .............. , 
protection for the purposes transfer. 
about what to patent, as is a research-intensive 

''""'"'"''"'.,."' conducts market ass:ess:me:nts to determine which technologies 
a1l'e for patenting by which the .r-1.!;ij,..,u• .. "' 

down-selects from of new it develops each 
determines ones to market to industry. 

urcicei~s of determining which technologies have the 
greate;st potential in the marketplace. of our program ..,iu~ui'~"' 
to be aware of development trends and innovation identify marketaD.le 01~0Q11cts 
pot1enuru s<>cu~w benefits. 



Questions submitted by Dr. Paul Broun, Chairman, Subcommittee on Investigations & Oversight 
and Dr. Andy Harris, Chairman, Subcommittee on Energy and Environment 



2) 

Answer: 

cost? 



The initial power-on failed and was fomid to by corrosion on the power 
electronics board. Corrective action was implemented and new were built 
resulting in a power-on. 

image signal are the electrical crosstalk observed 
testing. This was in the flight by improving 
electrical isolation of the signal chain. A filter has been developed 
to remove the in the Scientists representing user commmiity 
determined that the of electrical crosstalk, even would not ......... ""''"1" 
GLM from its performance specification. 

• The exceeding requirements was observed .............. I". e1ectrc:>-n1agnet1c 
compatibility (EMC) testing of the a designed to ensure the electronics design 
was functionally viable to moving into the build. the 
exceedances, a team of multidisciplinary technical experts was of 
organizations both within outside of the Program. team .... ,, ... ,., ..... .AL 

electronics and made multiple design changes to EMC exceedances. 

The GLM schedule has been primarily by the EMC exc:eeclanc~es, 
necessitated a significantly greater redesign effort than had been anticipated. 
delivery schedule was impacted by approximately l 0 However, fabrication 
eie,cm>m4:::S is now underway with scheduled receipt of all boards supporting the integration and 
test of the GLM instrument and delivery according to the by which instrument needed 
(the spacecraft need date). 

The costs associated with these are now mirecoverable; however, these 
specific design are resolved, they will not cause a overrmi. sunk cost 
rer;1re~ien'ts overrmi on the GLM contract, but it does not the overall GOES-R cycle 
cost because GOES-R was able to fully cover the cost impact using the funding 
it holds for development J."'"''""""'· 

GOES R is a new instrument capability that never been flown is an 
exciting addition to GOES-R complement of instrument to monitor and provide 
early warning of dangerous weather events. As with any program, technical 
will arise the budget was structured to deal with challenges. 

The contractor and government team are taking the following actions to """'"'"""'"" schedule and 
schedule risk, which should help avoid future cost mc;reai:;es: 

The contractor has assigned a dedicated production to monitor progress on 
board fabrication. Each board is individually tracked through the manufacturing 
process actively ushered to the next to m 
manufacturing. 

Two separate vendors are fabricating the boards in parallel to ~·~5~ .. -
GLM contractor is in the of incentivizing their board suppliers 

• GLM contractor has a dry-run of all instrmiient & 
calibration on the EDU to and orocectw 

• Gromid support equipment mp!I'mren1encs 
handling times. 





's 





5. 

6. 

7. 



in discussions with European Space (ESA) of using a 
" .. n"""' ... ..., ...... j,..., design is from ESA's Automated Vehicle ... .., ... I".!. 
and the possibility ofESA SMs for EM-1 and EM-2 flights. 



's 

1. 

2. 



human expeditions beyond low-Earth orbit Finally, the 2 ve111c11e 
can be full capability """-r,,.rr.,.11 umma1te1y missions to Mars inthe 
mid-2030s. 

the decisions necessary to execute the .. ,.,,.,,...,,, ai~chite<:tw:e 
evolves. decisions will the phasing of the as 
compared to the Upper These decisions will be made to support the 

requirements, work within the recognize potential 
WCJ1rk1:orc:e skill impacts. 

The Block 2 SLS configuration will require both a new· Upper J-2X """F;"""'" 
currently development, as well as Advanced Boosters. NASA has initiated the 

for development of these advanced In July SLS completed the 
final selection for Booster Engineering Demonstration and Risk Reduction 
NASA Research Announcement to boosters' affordability, 
performance. were selected for with awards of three tasks 
announced in October fourth task required coordination with 
Force and the award is planned for first These initial nsJ.;:-n~auctu>n 
tasks will be by another full-and-open competition 
development work leading to an booster for the 

competition is planned for through a .,,,.,.,.,, .. ,..t .. 
solicitation. 

Please see response to Question # 1 regarding the development 
capability as NASA moves on Advanced 1-1.,..,,....,-r,"' .. 

initial SLS/Orion 

3. What is taking in the design of SLS and Orion to promote "' 0 "f"'"''"' What 
do you consider the most significant safety challenges? 

co11nprom1srn1g commitment to safety, and ae,re101prnlent 
of creating a .. -···-· spatceJ:IigJht 

recovery, 





Q11tes110111s for Record 
Submitted by Rep. Dana Rohrabacher 
Space and Aeronautics Subcommittee 

"Examining NASA's Development of the 
Capsule" 

2012 

1. What portion of the cost is DoD willing to pick up to launch military 
payloads aboard the Heavy-lift Launch Vehicle? 

A: NASA is on developing the Orion 
MPCV spacecraft to provide the States with a human capability to explore space 
beyond Earth orbit by . NASA capability will a national 
one that can be to the benefit With capability 
work, NASA has out to the science and military co1nrntunme:s, ~··~·,,·~· .. ·~ 
estimated lift Potential requirements from these 
communities are being discussed and will continue to be as the vehicle 
development and more detailed capability infonnation can be There 
are as yet no the of Defense (DoD) and no 
funding is requested from the DoD for development and ..,..,,,..,,,,,ulJL». 

In September 2012, selected 26 proposals from ....................... ... 
advanced development activities for the Proposals selected under 

.. ,..,,,. .. ,.." A.nn1our1ce1111e111t (NRA) innovative and affordable solutions to evolve the 
laurtch vehicle from its to full lift ""!J'""'•-" ..,, .. ..,.,,.,,,,.., 
..... , ....... , farther into space than ever before. 
areas, including concept development, and 
materials, manufacturing, avionics and NASA is pmtmmn1g 

on this research annooocement in support of common national rocket propulsion 
goals. 

proposal are the the 1\i'RA procurement process. 
step, fonnal contract awards, will follow further negotiations between 
selected organizations. All proposals will be valid for 12 months to allow for a later 
award opportunity the proposal 
prior to award. to this NRA will not be guaranteed an award for any 

advanced development 

2. Can NASA improve the SLS affordability having commonality with 
having common both NASA national security missions? 

A: NASA is actively working to 
,_,.,,,.u ....... Vehicle (EEL V) as it to more efficient and less 
costly operations. In addition, NASA is assessing the use common "''"'"T"'""' 

SLS. emphasis on SLS affordability includes loo,krntg 
the existing U.S. launch industry for cost saving opportunities. For 
looking to common manufacturing and industry and construction 

"''""!<.''" where appropriate. SLS will also use aircraft-grade 
aluminum 2219, rather than aluminum lithium 2195, for Core 
while 3,000 pounds has the potential for 
Core Stage. NASA is also exploring opportunities to 
investments in avionics, engine controllers, and other areas to 

costs. 



4. 

s. 



1. 



Questions for the Record 
Submitted by Rep. Hansen Clarke 

Space and Aeronautics Subcommittee 

"Examining NASA's Launch System and 

September 12, 2012 

1. Given the current funding situation facing the SLS and Orion what is the 
rationale for funding development of a multipurpose launch pad for the exploration 
program at this point instead of just focusing on a pad to support SLS operations? 
What vehicle, other than would use it, don't bow will you 
.................. .,, .. the pad requirements? 

has from launch pad at 
however, no firm commitments or requirements had been agreed to as of October 

NASA Ground Operations office, which manages the 
Program and initiative, continues to look for to 

operations costs with multiple customers across industry and o-r""''"'"",.,.,"""1" 
users. 

It is to note while NASA anticipates some multipurpose applications from 
the Program, the purpose of that is to EGS 
activities are by requirements of those """'+,,_ ... ,., 

l. Inspiration is an intangible but critical element momentum and 
space projects. What decisions and actions will be most effective in 

stimulating and sustaining excitement in the SLS/Orion program? 

A: NASA 

...... ., ........ NASA's innovations into,..,., ....... ,,.,,,,. 
expand to include the new .,..,, ... ,..,.,.,."""""' and 

SLS/Orion nrn,ari:im 



Questions for William Gerstenmaier 
From Chairman Ralph 

September 14, 2012 on 
Recent Developments in 's Commercial Crew 

ANSWER: 

llllder a FAR-based 

of the award instrument (funded or 
""'"'"'"""'-',., "'"'""'"'"''-'U process to ensure that 

.................... presentation to the Source ::seiecnon 
and documentation of the ..,..., ... ..,.., .. ,,..,,. 

have to consider a FAR-based 

co1nnernt1011. what needs to be considered 
.. ..,-. . ..,u. .• ..., c1trc1Jmstancc~s of the acquisition and 

se11~tilon process 
nature of the award 

proposers' technical 

.,_,,,,.,.,.., . ., were from consideration selection 
would have affected a 

In determining the ...,..._. .. ..._.,_,.., ::S.AJlt..-s€~1ec:ucm 
the approach of eliminating was not a 

NASA selection criteria by considering 
objectives and conduct a fair competition . 

..... u .. ...,,. ... ..,,.,.. for Proposals listed as a goal, 
oUj;<..UHJl..., ....... ····~~•JUJ financial investment." Specific amounts industry 

to the companies to on financial situation, 
and their 

will 

nv1~sttne1tit levels are usually provided to 
In some 

esr,om~s as part of their 



met or ..,,...,,..,..,, ...... "" 
funded Space Act 

res11mmt. the partners are 
agreed-to milestones. 

not contribute the level of private 
....... u, ........ JlF, results in 

SAA if it is determined to 
partner successfully completes milestones, then no recourse is ne.::essary 
company has met SAA, which is pertormance 

contributions are inadequate to ensure the "'"''"'"" .. """' 
needs will be at point in the process will NASA tennmcate 

answer to question #4. NASA r"''1'1"'u'"" uu"'"'"' .... milestones on a 
case basis to is the best interest of the to the 
A~~rec~m,ent as a result of the milestone. 

6. the Liberty launch NASA heritage rocket boosters, 
and the European Space 5 booster, and a crew "'"'~'"''-"l"' and abort 
system with please explain why so low on 
technical rating? 



changes to 
U. ... JU•<A•§;;" C"TCl'tAtt•c will be modified 

systems or the prc1ce!;s 
viability of the 
effort 

.,....,...,, ... ,.to use that launch 
CCiCap 

exr>ect to ~¥~"'"''~ 
the commercial crew program using same launcher that 

one piece 
spacecraft, launch 

savings are ex1:>ectea competition and a non-
strategy goi,ren:nn1ent nv~~swneIJLt, industry financial 

contributions, level rec:i1m1·en1enltS 
approach to the lean program management, and .... ..,,.., •• u 

to attract non-government customers. 

8. In your respo1tise to a question about 
commercial you said, case of cargo, I 
number we saved, but look at launch costs and the 

by using Act approach 
part 12 contract for the actual 

""'f'>·•,.·"'"'""'·u savings to us. 11 Under the Commercial ,. .... ...,,,u1.1u1 

contracts, what is NASA's negotiated composite cost of payload? 



material is considered :se11stt1ve But 
two providers and a information to 
into its can be provided to the Coimrrritt(~e 

9. cost savings that have resulted from 

10. 

"I the the case of cargo was ..,.., •• .., ........... ..., 
,, .. ,,., .... .,.,.." to us later than we would have but we were able to extend the 

an extra flight that made that delay 
acceptable to us overall.'' What was cost extra shuttle missions that were 
required as a result of the commercial program? 

was required to extend - the extension 
was not due to delays in commercial cargo post-Columbia 
opc~rat10na1 procedures, NASA retained a capability to support 

which meant there was a full set of flight a 
rocket boosters) standing by case 

STS-134 that required a rescue STS-134 
on May 30, 2011, that LON hardware to 

135. Therefore, the cost of flying the (which carried nearly 10,000 
supplies to the ISS) was only marginal cost of keeping the operational 

capability personnel two months, through the 
in July 1. two additional month of 

........ uuJllUJ states that having dissimilar crew transportation is 
ettiecttve utilization of the NASA committing to 

""'"f'1'''""t''""' with two launch or does it expect to only 
provider? 

we have one crew transportation capability, the Soyuz. 
is to ensure that the United States on foreign crew 

transportation to International Station a cost-effective 
U.S. crew transportation capability. is for maintaining a cost-
P.t1",.,.,..t1""" capability and so we are hoping to support •n~ .. .,. 1"' ... -

number of launch providers will depend on 

on NASA's CCiCap acquisition plan it aor,eairs 
a services contract the phase 2 certification contract 

explain how NASA will compliance and suitability competing proposals 
when are to one..:year shy of 2 

ANSWER: While the exact ""t ... <•"t.,...,ru 

.,,.,,,u"'u....,,u .... with requirements, processes 
.uuo;.o,HL•'"'""' the evaluation will "'VJl'-"A'"''-'A 

HU•>»«.J•H suitability 



n!<i1'1-n1"'r n·rno•rP.1:« as they mature their commercial crew 
........... ,. ......... the majority scale during the two-phased 

certification approach will to gain into 
oui partners' to develop, demonstrate transportation 

prepares for future 



L 

2. 

for William Gerstenmaier 
From Acting Ranking Member Edwards 

September 14, 2012 Hearing on 
's Commercial Crew Acquisition -.:rr,riu:•,o; 

acknowledged, risks are ... L,.,.,..,L 
authority over how companies are rnP•P.nn 

a. -~ALAAL:•_L,,L_ n<l1"'T'l"lA't'"' potentially not meetuig 

ANSWER: On December 1 oth, 
FAR-based fixed-price contracts to early certification activities. 
r.:>T•" ..... "''rl to as Contract(s) (CPCs). The 
submittal specific, early lifecycle 

........ : ............. "'. hazard analyses, a certification 
... u. ...... , .. ",...,,. plan. This will be followed by a 2 

complete activities to the crew transportation "'"'"t"'""' 
NASA personnel. 

b. .... ... ,.L...._L.., produced do not meet 
... .,.,.1",.....,m, ..... u,, .. , requirements and are ........ .u, .. ,..., unac:ceotaJJle 

NASA will not 
meet our safety reci1mrement:s. 

c. lfNASA or rework of completed "'"'"''r"''"" 
on costs and schedule? Who will pay 

CCiCap period? 

that do not 

rework in order to meet 
impacts would 

future phases. 
of the specific redesign or "'"'u"1·v 

·NASA plans to .,.,..,..,..,."" the 2 certification acquisition. 

indicated that some CCiCap 
optional milestones. 

a. Wouldn't ·-·•-&&••a optional mtlest:ornes 
purpose certification phase contracts, 

ability to ui ... ,,..., .... .., that its met 
with the documentable 

No. Funding optional HHJ .... ., •• vu.•"'"' .._..._,,,,.J..,..., would not impact 
certification contracts; rather vVJLU.Hi .. tJlUI:::. milestones 

help mature partner systems and .... , .. ,..,~,-~ impact 



planned certification efforts. 

b. Are there any conditions under which you would fund the optional milestone of a 
crewed flight to the ISS? If so, what are they? 

ANSWER: NASA is not planning to do so at this time. 

3. ASAP testified NASA's latest acquisition strategy seems like an overly complex 

a. If the rationale for switching to Space Act Agreements was funding uncertainty. 
what makes NASA believe that the FAR-based certification contracts won't be 
subject to that same funding uncertainty? 

ANSWER: NASA's decision to use Space Act Agreements for the current phase of the 
Commercial Crew Program was based on several factors, only one of which was future 
funding uncertainty. Given that funding levels have been below requested levels in the 
past and that uncertainty in out-year funding levels would still exist, there was a risk that 
NASA will not receive the funding required to supportmultiple providers under 
price contracts. Terminating or renegotiating fixed-price contracts under such 
circumstances could result in excessive costs and delays. SAAs offer much more 
flexibility as they can be terminated and/or renegotiated a much more expedited pace, 
if required. 

NASA intends to use FAR-based contracts in order to move to the next phase of 
certification activities to ensure that the Agency's CTS requirements are met. Funding 
uncertainty has the potential to cause the same type of issues under the certification 
contracts as it has posed in past phases. 

b. If NASA believes that FAR-based contracts are why not make the whole 
acquisition FAR-based instead of the current patchwork approach? 

ANSWER: The SAAJF AR approach provides the lowest cost, highest flexibility 
approach to developing U.S. crew transportation systems. NASA is confident that Space 
Act Agreements provide the most cost~effective approach by which our partners can be 
innovative, creative, and flexible in their design solutions to develop commercial crew 
transportation capabilities. Using FAR-based contracts, NASA will ensure requirements, 
standards, and processes for certification for commercial transportation systems are held 
to the same safety standards as Government human spaceflight missions. The current 
approach captures the benefits of each approach. 

4. Your Source Selection Statement identifies one of the CCiCap strategic goals as 
"Achieving significant industry financial investment". Yet, it appears that on average, the 
companies are only willing to assume little more than a 10 percent share of the cost 
developing their 'systems. 



a. Given that, did of their proposals? 

were accepted because our """"" ... ''"""' demonstrated 
technically CCiCap development while showing 
to program through 
goals specified for ,._,..._, • ...,au. 

additional costs required to accomplish 
na..-1-n<>'l"O at no to government. Importantly' cost 

we would a traditionally procured 
the Augustine I rocket 

about $24 billion 
tenth of that amount 

Why you either tell that to contribute a H-•.F,,U""'"' 

alternatively, approach and back to acquisition 
development costs? >vernrne11t is paying almost all 

P'ropm;rus were accepted because our na .. 'tfto·r<'.' demonstrated their to 
~ ....... 1u.1..1 ..... UJ.•J accomplish CCiCap 

~ ,...,.-•• through their lll'\l'es1mem1. 
specified for ,._,.._, • ..., .... 1.1. • ....... ~&> ... ~··~· 

additional costs 

amount. 

5. Your Acquisition ::Stnate!rY states that to ensure ... u,, • 

Certification will • ....,...,, ............. u and performance req1mrements, 
with at the subsystem level, level and safety IJJ."''""'"'' 

that in the appropriate environments, and residual 
on the governance n 

a. Howdoes 
"unacceptable"? 

Crew Transportation (CTS) 
.,_.._. . ..,, ... .,,..,,... process to ensure ~~ .... ., . ..., •..• _. m1ss10ns NASA crews are held 

to the same or equivalent ""l"i·"'u.'"' J .u ........ ,, .... u. 

risk identification and practices, as 
missions. This includes not only 
m1~;s1on but also on-going 
i.n"'"'L"'u throughout the 
the program 

flight safety as well as residual 
NASA human 

uii•va•.•v.u prior to the 
,.,..., .. ,,...,_,,....,., for each sutJse,ci1 

certification over 
..., ......... "''"' processes to 

evaluate, uu'"F>"·'"' disposition risks as an integral component 



the granting of NASA 

accordance with the 
resides with Commercial 

impact certification. 

management decision authority 
nu ..... ,....!"."',_ and ultimately the NASA 

the Program or Mission Directorate, to Agency 
Program Management by the NASA Associate Administrator) for a 
determination on will make CTS 
certification recomum::nctat1cms 
decisions will 

risk. 

There are always risks and uncertainties 
..,..., ...... ..,.L_,~ u .......... u space flight systems in 

~-U•E:, .. and operation of 
is committed to 



What relationship 

"T"'"T"'"' over 
..., ............. a,..., processes to 
-~··~ .... ~ .. ~-·--· of 



There are always risks and uncertainties associated 
complex human systems in harsh emrircmn1ents 

risks, ensuring 
programmatic constraints 

to stakeholders, informed ,....,..,,,,.,.,.,u., 
risk. Ultimately, NASA will decide the "'"'"'""IJ''"v.•.u 

the best available and "'"T"'"'..-

leverages our flight knowledge 

6. Almostall studies available to 
systems on a per seat cost basis include, as a cost c01np1om~nt, 

...,~...,., .......... ~ costs. This the eventual 

J..U ... •UUJ•U.VlUl:';,U•.::1 could 
transJ>ortatJ1on systems to other means 

etermme:a how costs will be compared to 
m 

During the hearing, to Soyuz, you indicated that 
way to get to ISS. You also said that 
carrier for all to and from 
longer 

commercial .... ,,.,.,.,,.,,,.,. 

same position it is 



to the 

ANSWER: would still be a way to and from was 
the tragedy. system could also back 

one of the tenets competition so NASA is 
U.S. could carry two ao11Lles11c .,,, .. ""'ri ..... .., 

NASA plans to 
systems are ready. numbers mechanisms, c0Ilt1Itgeinc11es 
inclusion of international vehicles have not been 

c. this affect what as potential INKSNA 

ANSWER: On January 14th, 2013, the Space ~"·'""""~ ......... ,u 

Sustainability 1 which included an amendment to the Iran, 
North and Non-proliferation Act. Act's to INKSNA clearly 

support for the acquisition transportation """"'",.,3
., 

that utilize Russian 



1. 

mesm:ms for William Gerstenmaier 
Congressman Randy Neugebauer 

September 14, 2012 on 
Recent Developments in 's Commercial Crew Acquisition ,,,.,,.,t1><n1 

ANSWER: NASA will assess standards to ensure 
exj~ee:a current system safety requirements as measured .. "",,.._uo• 

ass~;;:ssrnen:ts will be conducted by NASA en~~meem1g 
"'"'H" ... ""'""" Authorities (TA). will pre:se1lt T, ... ,,,, ... ,,,. 

Crew Program for final standard acceptance or 

cro:ss~unvestmtent hetwe1~n NASA's SLS and 
co1mn1er<~1ru Crew program? Why hasn't 
'""H"•"'-'U to support commercial crew "'"'"'"""'"" 

mrem.enirs u,;u .... ,..,, .... to what the commercial crew 
........ ,,..,HJlH"" how to meet 

... ., .. -t ....... ., are to Constellation ext>en.em;e 
investments to help them meet the 

For example, several crew n!=ITtnPr11 

Agreements with centers to utilize existing NASA 
.. ,.,...,,,.., ... ,.,.. access to several 

and industry 





use or release 

18. The believes that are multiple affecting 
the Addressing of these ensure that the hypoxia-like .,.., .. .,, .... t .......... 
become less likely. the that the problems and fixing the 
Upper Pressure Garment are improvements. 



is 





1. 

for the Record 
National Priorities for Solar and Space Physics Research 

Space and Subcommittee .... ...,.w..uJ•J", 

November 28, 2012 

cm1sic1er1mcm - if any - does to operational needs for 
as .... ,,,,,..,,. . ..,,.., about the next are being made? 

,. .. Q~•.::ir ..... cn·rocusc;~a organization, and as 
Heliophysics Division implements and a program to 1nr1Pr!l:ti:ni111 

pre:d1c:t10n. NASA uses the recommendations 
Academy of for guidance in planning the future of its science 

to set priorities for future of the Solar 
J..J"''"'au= Survey ........ ,. .... ,. ........ 

range of solar and 

1 ...... .::immP1'\t of Defense (DOD), and are also working on .... ....,, ................ r. 
the Deep Space Climate (DSCOVR) in 2014. 
spacecraft and instruments to and is refurbishing DSCOVR 

DSCOVR is most recent example 
provides on a basis, to develop and 

launch instruments and satellites missions of other DSCOVR 
is intended as a replacement to aging Advanced (ACE), 
......... .u..,,.,,..., ... in 1997, making solar wind at 

NASA will continue to work closely with NOAA well other 
proices~ung and modeling that 

coordination is modeled 
... ..., .. " •• ..., ... areas (e.g., hurricane and Vl''-'•"-U.J.•"'" 

interest to efficiently and meet growing need for 
weather information and ., .. r.,"·'~" 



Representative Robrabacher 

NASA Explorer spacec:ran 
,,.,,.,,..,...,,.. mvestlgations. The solar 

community has done much research with cxo10,rer mu;s1cms, 
cost schedule constraints. It's been since the last 
m1ss1on. the decadal survey recommends restoring ............................ u . .,,_ .... ""' .... "'"" 11

"'.,..,..,. 

m1:ssHms to enable advances. 

a. availability of an affordable & ... ...,,&..,LL vehicle a show stonnf~r implementing mid-
class mission? 

a concern across science 
... .,.., ....... .i.a.u_, .................... u,,., .... .., in the case of medium-class Explorer due 

the typical size Recent availability medium-cfass launch 
vehicles address this concern future. 

What scientific or ~'"'""\J•u design trade-offs would 
augmented $70 cost constraint? 

The augmentation as envisioned in 
some growth in the Heliophysics budget. "'"'"""'ri' .. '"' 
with the decadal survey's decision rule rec:omtmc::maaucms, 

anticipated, the additional Explorer Program come 
or STP programs and could in a delay of one or more future strategic (L WS 

or STP) u .. , • .,,L..., .......... 

to recommended caclen<~e 
Opportunity (AOs), ............ , ....... LL before this can 

ANSWER: 
planning new missions. 



What are the challenges for 
tools that can be accessed by users 

solar and 
applied to operations? 

One of the most is the ..,.u.• ... "'w. of data, .u.1....,,u1;1J . .:11, 

applications into operations, a long-term vv•cu.u.u.w.JL.1...,.1..•L· NASA and 
have worked for more decades to improve moa.es 

research into This is a multi-step process that requires ... 1;:.,.,u .... ·.l'-'"" 

toaeth1er to support activities from interpretation data through 
science missions to advance our understanding and spur model development of the 
dynamic space to model advancement, and verification, 
ultimately, to the effective and timely models to ooc~rations. 

In response to ..,u ........... ,AJ.1"."'• NASA leads multi-agency domestic and un • ., ........ ;!.HV'.Uut 

activities that "'"""'"n"'· and perform the development to the 
science and 

projects to provide 
we:Rthc~r rr1od<:::ling. NASA community-

models to 
forecast space weather disturbance information 

...... ,,. .... ,, ... "'TI''"'' for transition to operations. 

Similarly, NOAA a Weather Prediction (SWPT) to transition new 
resear·cn. .l.llv•u1;1.to, and products into the testbed, 

agencies and the broader community to acc:eh~ra1te 
the quantitative use research in space specification and 

prediction. NOAA the research community federal a2<mc:ies. 
including development, testing of space models. 

NASA's main vehicle to address those a"'-'""'"" 
may affect and society is through the a Star (L WS) 1..1.tv!;:.!. ..... .u.. 

""""'f">" .... "'A supports development of tools and/or methods critically neeaeo 
science advancements as as development of co1noirebens:ive models required a 
Sun to forecast capability. ess1entlal requirement program is that 

tmc~tn1oas and "Strategic models are to to broad 
community and made c:uicLuJ..., for use, analysis 

1..1.11.v .......... , • ., are delivered to an approved repository/server Community 
....,..., • .., ........ u ..... .., .... Modeling (CCMC)) for use by the community and 

................... ,u for potential to operational use. began as a multi-agency 
partnership on the creation of next weather goal of 
the to support the research developmental work to substantially 
1 nl"1'P'tll•~.,. the modeling capability for space purposes, and to ..... r"""•"' 

models for transition to NOAA. 



,,,,,.,,,,.. .. ,.of the Assessment Committee for the National 
2006) identified programs have suc:ces1sru 

linked research to specifically the ...,.,..,u,_,,., • ., .. .u,u .... ,".L 
NASA, space weather centers at NOAA and within 

modeling in the 
aJ?;enc1jes involved should continue to support basic res4ear(m 
possible, resources for modeling weather op«::rat1onal 
potential. report also recommended that new resources should 
within the National Program agencies for of research to 
an operational including validation and models. 

A significant challenge to basic solar and space research into more 
modeling capabilities is long·term data continuity and data 

continuous from 
multiple locations are reaum:~d to advance our understanding physical 
processes that will improvements in predictive .ULV• ... ..., .. ., 

Several studies have over the years that identified additional 
particular, orgallizational issued to 

transition process. an NRC report, Satellite Observations of the 
Earth's ~mnro1nmenr the Transition of Research to Operations, (2003), 
identified the following that have hindered to operations pro,cess: 

• 
.. 

• Lack of adequate financial or educated human 
• planning, and 
• scientific knowledge or capability. 

address challenges, NASA and 
coordination in transitioning 
including expediting c01nmLun1ca1r.ioris 

a. 

...,Ui..., .. .u ... u"' of significant 
infrastructure, including "'"''"'" ... '"'"'·•·"''"'""'' ... '"''"'• naVIJilaUon. 

~ ...... .., .. vuJj<,,-'""" spacecraft. 

d.ef;l:ree are current Federal agency activities ... v ... , ....... _. .............. , 

weather, and how is that "'"''"''"...._. .. ...,, •.• vu. 

ANSWER: National Space Weather Program together nine 
...... ..., .• .., ..... ""' communication agencies to ......,., ....... ,,.., weather 



between are organizations under are used to 
coordinate activities. The National Space Weather provides 

direction to the integrated process of national priorities, focusing ~:ur'"'""''1 
efforts, and leveraging resources. for Weather is under the 
l:'ro.grwm ...,.,.., ........ .., .... and facilitates working the agencies by 
helping to coordinate activities and and coordination between 
agencies. 

Under is working closely with its to 
develop a Memorandum clearly delineates the and 

agency in developing and a Unified National Space 

The Decadal for Solar and Space Physics re-1em1;:mas1Zi;!S 
""r\1"J°i•na1'·1nn of the national efforts in support of 

supportive of increasing the ettec11vc:mess 

what extent can space we;athc;:r u.1.v ....... .., ... 

sector? What are the pros and cons any, involved in traJnsterr:mg 
all of this responsibility to private sector in support of operational 

ANSWER: Operational 
NASA. 

province of DOD and not 

analogy to tropospheric weather in this case is very strong - currently only the 

lS 

government has the means to operate the wide infrastructure of satellites and 
ground-based radars, magnetometers, that 

be for operational space we:atm;:r 
tropospheric weather data, government are actively exploring .,.v,."'""'"u"' LLLL .......... .,,,_,. 

Requests Information and studies of how commercial meet space 
weather hosted payloads on commercially manifested satellite 

potential data buys. 

Some of the key private sector source weather 
observations include the: 

Ability to provide uninterrupted observations to meet operational 
requirements, 
Compliance for full and open exchange of data, 

• Demonstrated technical to acquire and deliver and 
data in a reliable and timely manner, and 

• Affordability of operations cost-effectiveness to the gmrenmumt. 

weather resources provide data and predictions to benefit socae1~ 
and NOAA provides alerts to industry and advance of possible adverse 
conditions. However, as in weather, there are areas private sector 



can respond products and 
industries that are by weather. Indeed, QP'U'P'l'Sl 

.. ,,, ... Lu ...... over the last decade to provide t., .. , ........ ~·11 products and solllltlc1ns. 
nexus between Federal "'l".''.L.L"" .• """'• commercial end-users, and 

................... i A.J..u ....... " .... ,. is explored annually Weather 1-<.n'tPTlrin•~P 
NSWP and its member aiztmc:tes. 



Representative Edwards 

mt1=:r-auze1ticv and multidisciplinary nature of research space 
can affected agencies and monitor progress on 

implementation recommendations of the Research Council's decadal 
survey on solar physics? 

NASA and undergo annual of their pertormwnce 
... v ........... review. The Heliophysics Subcommittee of the 

task for the Directorate's Heliophysics 

Also, the National Council will be tasked to a mid-term assess1me1nt 
... ~~-~·J~ implementing the from the decadal 
301(a) 2005 NASA Authoriz.ation Act. The results 
2017. Based on recent assessments decadal ""~"~'"' 
that how agency programs address the srraLreg1es. 

progress towards 
priorities, and additional actions that 

light of any changes in fiscal position or scuenumc "'"''""'" ... " 

To what extent does s data and information on tra<~10r1g 
transmitted to used by NOAA and for 

ANSWER: All NASA 

and 
geophysical 1-1 ......... ., ...... 

the Nation. Also, with NOAA, conducts 
.., ................ ,.u models to ensure reliability and accuracy. Final and 

nP1"11n'!Jm.PnT on operational are the responsibility of NOAA's Space 
Prediction Testbed. 

What are the pros and cons an expanded role for environment 
nn•< ... T\Ji::l.,,,v••·""> as proposed in the solar and space physics ....... ,,,U.U.11AJ. survey? 

space environment 
oro1aat'1' context of national 

capabilities. 
.......... u ........ J s1nnc1e1rit resources to 

A 

current budget em'rro:nm1ent, 
realize that vision . 





are 



c. 





the UAS Concept of Products ongoing to be thoroughly 
assessed to understand how current investments tr.u,rg,1'£1 UAS integration are aligned with 
~£41,. ...... ~-··· .... , • ..,u strategy for UAS integration. 



SPACE, AND 

:ooo .. ,.,tn..- Efforts to Track and Mitigate Asteroids 
Part II" 

Questions for the .......... ..,"' ...... Dr. Donald 
Propulsion Laboratory 

Do we have the tools and technology to detect Near 
Once we an object, what are our means 

1998, NASA has optical telescope 
discovering and finding 

than one kilometer discovery VVJlHV•"'WlVU 

more than 95 percent Once a NEO discovery is a combination 
amateur astronomers provide the critically important follow-up observations 
allow accurate orbits to be the NEO's motion to then be accurately 
... .,.,,,11"''1""'11 for more than one years into Planetary radar 
available, are good for orbit determining size, 
shape and rotation characteristics. In addition, amateur provide an 
observed history of the ability reflect light and objects are 

shaped, these can be used to determine the rate 
NEO. The Minor Center (MPC) is worldwide central node receipt 

and distribution of NEO observation data. MPC, which NASA 
located at the Harvard-Smithsonian Astrophysical 

observation data from a variety of sources ............... u ..... u..Luu•"''t.Ll 

astronomers for dissemination. 

categories 
cause for concern? 

do we currently track, and 

are defined as those asteroids and comets that can "'""~"'v''"'u 
to within about 30 In H\,;<ICl-._,<.U 

one hundred to one. Of particular concern are 
asteroids that can approach Earth's orbit to 5 .. u,,u~u 
asteroids that are in Earth-like orbits about sun are of most concern oec:am1e 

repeatedly Earth. Currently, all discovered subset of 
potentially asteroids are tracked with ground-based optical to 
ensure that enough to predict their orbital paths. 



3. Dr. Holdren and testified to our committee in March that we 
way to to accomplish the goals in the 

of 2005 of detecting 90 nen;ent 
meters or greater by 2020. are 
next five years to accomplish these goals? 

"'""'"""'"" .. a 
is studying instrument concepts 

are vastly more small NEOs than so the most likely uni:iact 
small end of the NEO .,..,.,...._. ... ,,,. ..... u 

diameters of20-30 meters be to cause air that could 
.,,.,.,,. .... ,,....,r., and injuries (including fatalities) if they were 

to impact over areas. 1 
was caused by a near-Earth 20 meters in more 
powerful Tunguska blast over Russian Siberia in 1908 was to an object of about 
5 0 meters in of about 140 meters diameter would cause 
regional over land and cause in the more likely event they 
impacted into the oceans. a kilometer or two be expected to 
cause catastrophic but especially in world countries that 
the resources to recover from extensive crop failures 
damage. 

5. What are the areas in which is a And 
what barriers does the sector 
and mitigate the risk ofNEO impacts? 



ANSWER: In terms of the effects caused impacts of relatively NEOs, the 
expected damage due to water impacts and the subsequent of tsunamis is an 
area uncertainty. the Earth's surface is about two thirds '"'"'"'r ... ,. 

oceans, an ocean is the most likely but efficiency with which a NEO 
impact cause a tsunami is not well understood. 

Deflection techniques are another area in further study. 
gone into a variety of approaches (including a purposeful collision by a 

spacecraft as of the NEO's path by use of thrusting), more 
extensive of them can considered well understood. 

success with which the have ....... '1,,..,.t,,. 
seal!cl1tes. as well as the success of the subsequent observations 
characterization is largely due to the cooperative efforts several 
diverse entities academic By means of"NASA's annual peer-
review proposal process, funding is to the most innovative and 
successful NEO It is difficult to think a more efficient ....... r.,.,.,,.,,," 
exploiting the widespread expertise and centers that are 
addressing the complex 

6. From where you how would you the level of coordination between 
outside What improvements to be made? 

ANSWER: the auspices of the United Committee on of 
(UN COPUOS), Scientific and Technical 

by the NEO Working Group to provide an mt<~m1!t101nal 
Tr''"""'"''mru•ir for the detection warning for represent a threat to Earth. 
An International Asteroid Network (IA WN) been to 
the institutions are already performing of the proposed of the 
Many are already successfully carried out NASA " .... ,..,,,.,,,., ...... r1 

efforts. a Space Mission Advisory Group (SMP AG) has 
prc1po:sea to facilitate the of necessary to coordinate among the 
international likely mitigation and 
activities. While improvement to efforts among partners 
... vinu''""'• there has been an excellent start to these There is reason to 

the ongoing be successful in providing international and 
protocols that guide a future response to a threatening NEO. 

What can the U.S. do to encourage 
technologies that detect and track 

=~--==NASA support and ....... ,, ....... ~,,s key to the success of the searcn 
post-discovery follow-up characterization Without this 
government support, none success would an example, 
NASA is working collaboratively with the VUJ.,lU<l,l,IVU by 
providing assistance operational support through a Agreement 



on their efforts to build a observatory to detect 
that could come near orbit. NASA will also access to our 

"'"'"""'Ir for telecommunications spacecraft for commanding 
downlink. 

nuJ'P,,~.,. the private sector also has a very important role to play. 
telescopes, sensors, and technologies used to provide and analyze the 
data taken on are largely a result of work by the private sector. By providing 

nec:essarv support to Program, the 
innovative ideas are to follow-up and 
population ofNEOs. The recipients of these proposal grants often turn to 
,...,,..."'"'''"' sector provide the technology to carry out their innovative ideas. 

a steady stream that push the sector providers to advance 
their technologies competitive. 

8. Should the cleanup of space debris a ,..,.,. .. ,,,,.,..........., 
which the private sector should be involved? What are the 

organizations that the business of space-debris removal? 

ANSWER: NASA, with the help of DoD, and academia, an 
extensive review of orbital concepts. None currently 
meet minimum requirements for technical maturity However, as 

President's National Policy (2010), NASA and are """"'h"' 
development of technologies and to mitigate and remove 

on-orbit debris, current and future 
debris 

remediation of the near-Earth space environment, if and it happens, will 
necessarily an effort. International treaties prevent a country from 

objects which do not belong to it U.S. is responsible for than 
..,auuu1:::...,u debris now fact, only 6% of all otm:::cts 

low Earth orbit with a mass one ton (these are 
potential for causing future damage) belong to the 

ne1:::essary in time for 001ten1tm1 
operations. Unlike on Earth, orbital not yet have an 
intrinsic value which would support a purely undertaking. ~~~·~L~V 

conducted by national governments, although the "'""•-'"U'J..U.•J...,., 
sector could be 

9. can U.S. government and 
combined resources? 

response to question 7, the NASA supported 
nl:\i=•nnuu\n<:! ..... r,,,....,,.,.... is already working the private sector to bring into use 



most technologies. The U.S. space program has a driving 
private sector innovation. 

What is the current for international ,.,..,.,,,.,-1.,..., 

threat? What recommendations do 

... ..,.,~~v·u. 6, there is a successful, vn~;.vu.~~ 
uu .......... J, ... uvJJ.Jcu response to a NEO threat, either an 

11. Do you know of any international private organizations that are NEO 
detection or mitigation? so, in what ways could they to the combined 
detection and of the U.S. government and private sector and 

ANSWER: are private organizations 
and mitigation in cooperation with Space Agency, and 

U.S., there are plans for Ball to build an 
rin•'""'""""""'" telescope the B612 Foundation. The 

v~,, ........... v ..... plans to philanthropically fund this effort and signed a Space Act 
Agreement with to advisory as spacecraft tracK:lng 

navigation support. Dr. Ed Lu has testified concept. In the 
....... ~A-•A< Company is working with NEOShield, currently funded by a European 
Commission grant, to for a NEO deflection demonstration mission as as 
providing support for a number deflection studies undertaken by 

r;,ui:>mem. NASA personnel are involved with NASA 
will continue to look leverage the and resources of the sector 
and foreign governments. 

l been discussions on how much involvement in the 
process foreign are willing to provide to U.S. government in 
a where is limited to U.S. aid is the 
provide in a converse situation? 

=-=-~~= Mitigation of an is an international issue and will require a co<merat1ve 
response by all While there discussions about 
the mitigation space-faring COPUOS, 

discussions are ongoing and not the level of detail to address 
issue of which nation, or nations, would be authorized to a NEO deflection 

mission. In have not yet been substantive discussions on how 
ne1.;cssarv resources would provided a NEO mitigation These issues will 

addressed in future COPUOS or among capable nations. 

13. How would you characterize the participation in as it 
A .... n •• ..,., to detection and disaster mitigation? 



respo111se to 6, government, with 
the lead, is a productive, COPUOS to 
establish an International Asteroid W aming (IA WN) a Space Mission 
·-·£~''El Advisory Group (SMPAG). While the vast majority of the NEO discoveries, 

follow-up and characterization to been carried out by the 
European Space Japan, and other nations are oec:ommg 
and these as a 
activities. 

NEO and is an international concern. are governments 
contributing to the costs of U.S. technologies, and versa? 
For exantlple, what is involvement in the 
Dynantlic to that of foreign governments, is 
distribution of cost sharing and responsibility? 

been no direct funding NASA and its 
for NEO activities, but have significant cooperative 

and information exchanges partners. NASA is currently 
the vast majority of resources discovery, follow-up and 
ofNEOs through support of projects at institutions. projects have 

.,,,.,...,.,,,..,.,,.r1 al:JPr•ox1mate1, 98% of all NEOs. However, the European Space 
Situational Awareness (SSA) l-'1'no-r!'lm 

reu~sc<Jpe in Tenerife that provides valuable 
completely funds the Object Dynantlic 
latter presents the of orbital computations impact 

calculations for all discovered NEOs and it provides a valuable cross 
on the parallel efforts being out by NASA-supported 
located at the Laboratory. The JPL 
"'"'"u ......... .,.,,, ...... .,,.,. to verify their respective probability computations. 
those rare cases when an a non-zero impact probability JPL 
and Pisa cross check one another before posting results on 

prograntl is also funding a collection activity in all 
the physical characteristics objects are archived 
to the international website. The 
European Commission and noted in the response to 11, is active in studying 

techniques could used to or disrupt a NEO on an Earth 
thr1eat€~rur1g trajectory. achieved a renc.te2:v01 
with near-Earth object Itokawa returned a small santlple from 
this object in NASA provided some spacecraft tra<;lmtg 
navigation support and several U.S. members community participated on 
the Hayabusa Science Japan is currently planning a Hayabusa 2 to anc>thc~r 
near-Earth asteroid and likely be continued with NASA 

NEO rendezvous NASA's 
renae2:v011s UJU., ..... ...,u to near-Earth asteroid 



redirect an asteroid around Moon for future astronaut rertaez:vcms 
are, will be, important sources for the .,,....,., .... n.,. .............. ..., .• .., ............... u .. F> 

object structures and compositions. is 
understand the optimal techniques for deflecting near- Earth 

15. the low probability of a 
mitigation projects worth 

~~~= An early discovery of an Earth-threatening the time to 
deflect it existing technologies. search 

and more of them are discovered 

a 
in strategies for early warning and 

16. places NASA's asteroid as a more visible component of 
the agency's mission, particularly in to spaceflight. The agency 
proposing combining agency to ultimately have a human mission .., ....... .u._,.,. 
2021. What are your thoughts about Administration's proposal? Specifically, can the 

cornpcJne:nts NASA says it needs for a human the overall goals 
we are here today? 

ANSWER: The FY 2014 President's budget contains funding to acce1e1•ate • ..,..,,_... .. .., .. ..,a. 

development in areas own ways for exploration, including advanced 
.., ..... .,. .. ..,.u. It provides funds to an Redirect 

Mission (ARM) that would utilize propulsion technologies to 
with, and redirect, a NEO 7 meters in diameter) and it a 
stable orbit in the lunar vicinity for sampling by ARM planning is 
not by science objectives, the search for a suitable asteroid 
certainly provide an the rate ofNEOs along with a concomitant 

chairacten,....,..,,,L..,u of this population. requirements for a 
body dictate that orbits, this 

population of Earth's closest 1s 
currently NEOs or most 
suitable the greatest 

"'-~,-~~·u would benefit both 



Questions from Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson to Dr. Yeomans 

1. Committee is working on reauthorizing In your 
view, what to NEOs do we need to address in legislation? 
we ensure that private-sector and international initiatives are .. n., .... t,.., .. 
integrated into a global response? 

,.. ... ,,.,.,,,, .. ,,.~ ... .,,.,. specific NEOs, early detection is 
the NEO Program in the President's budget is to 

expand the existing NEO detection and making 
available more time on ground-based observatories capable of detecting or 
characterizing or the Surveillance Telescope (SST). 

the President's budget contains funding for an 
that would utilize advanced propulsion • ..,.,,., ..... "'L"'"'"A"""' 
redirect, a small NEO (about 7 meters in diameter) bring it into a 
the lunar vicinity for possible study by astronauts. While the ARM planning is not driven 
by science a suitable would certainly 

an discovery rate ofNEOs along with a smmltane011s utcre:ase 
characterization of this population. 

ARM target body dictate that orbits, this population 
of Earth's closest celestial neighbors would be better characterized 
case. A of this population would benefit both olanetarv .,..,i,..,u .. ,.,,, 
planetary defense. 

Deflection are another area While considerable 
thinking has gone into a variety of approaches (including a purposeful collision by a 

:smrut::11.;rau as well as redirection of the NEO's path by use of thrusting), more 
will be required before any understood. 

international NEO data gathering are 
to expertise in the international ""'"~~uu ....... ,, •. ~_, 

What are the risks, if any, of relying on non-government organizations to provide 
nec:::ae:a to meet a If such non-governmental capabilities are 

or unavailable, what options would the to the 
needed data? 

Act Agreement with the on 
to provide some technical advice, spacecraft tracking and 

~,.,.,, .... ..,,u. services as well as processing the NASA-
supported Minor Planet Center 
NASA fully supports the NASA continues to monitor its nrn<>TP"<;ic 

assess its viability, and more robust alternative options are studied. In ..... ,..,,u,vu, 

,.wvu"""''"'U and Operations Mission Directorate {HEOMD) and Science 
Mission Directorate (SMD), through the Joint (JRP A) office, 



are studying for a mission of opportunity to be hosted on a US 
im'enmi1ent or commercial spacecraft orbit that will capable of 

detecting and tracking a 
Request (RFI) in August 2012 instrument concepts 
that were submitted. Another be to a space-based mn•are:a 
telescope at a location about one million miles on the sunward so
called This would allow continuous observations and image downlinks of near-

objects down to 100 NASA is committed to satisfying the 
Congressional mandate to 90% of the than 140 
meters are 

3. What are the key .., .. uun,,a-"''~"' 
and characterizing 

meetuuz Congressional direction on "'" ... "'"'" 
objects to or than 140 in diameter 

4. 

2020? 
pacing 

a technological issue or are budgetary resources the key 

While the discovery 
it will require a space-based infrared to significantly increase current 
detection rate. and technology exist to build, launch an ........ ~ ..... r1 

telescope, located a heliocentric orbit at a distance similar to that of the planet 
1oc•ate:a on the Earth-Sun line about one sunward of Earth (at the 

point, or Foundation has announced to 
philanthropically fund an to operate an infrared orbit. 
NASA has signed a Space Act Agreement with B612 to 
well as and navigation support. Dr. Ed testified concerning 

has also funded an detector development that 
could be employed on an at the Sun-Earth 
addition, is advancing on instrument concepts for a J..l.l.A''"' .. '"''J.J. 

to hosted on a Govenmient or commercial geosynchronous orbit that 
capable of detecting and tracking in orbits very similar to 
NASA is also our NEOWISE activity, a successful 

....... ._ ...... o~ .•••• 1,,, Wide-field Infrared Survey (WISE) space telescope 
was 2010-2011 to find and near-Earth 

¥u.,u.1.¥J.J.1';\~., involved in assimilating 
input u·-·~..,·- observing platforms? How could this be done? 

ANSWER: observations and physical 
out at multiple and 

coordinated within a few NASA and supported The discovery and follow-
ervaU4:ms are forwarded to the international central clearing house at the 

Center (MPC) and these observation are forwarded to 



both the computational centers at the Propulsion (JPL) 
facility in Pisa, Italy. This latter facility is supported by European Space Agency's 

turn, the MPC, JPL 
"'"""'"1 " 1"' observing predictions (ephemerides) to the observer ..,..., ....................... .... 
observing position, velocity are at the 
planetary at 70-meter antenna in southern California and to 
observers at the 305-meter located in Arecibo, 
Horizons on-line ephemeris provides more than 80,000 ephemeris products daily 
to communities. While challenges will for """'"'.u.u. ............ .,,15 

NEO detection and characterization inputs 
platforms, the sm:ce:sstilll 

5. or international facilities contribute to 
surveying, tracking, and 

crurra•ctenzmg po1ten1t1a11:y nazatrm>us near-Earth objects? How communication 
on near-Earth object tracking among nations? What 

international involvement in studying deflection options What more be 
done? 

ANSWER: The international community ofNEO researchers is 
been working cooperatively for communication and data 
"J,J.<; .. ,UJlF. CJm:UJIIlC,IS are 

While NASA has responsible for almost all of the NEO discoveries and the efforts 
to physically of these objects, has been recent 

NEO the international community as well. In are 
ongoing efforts, funded by the European to 
existing physical data on to Earth approaches in 
parallel with similar at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and to provide the critically 

.,,.,.,._,,,.. observations that allow accurate orbits to be 
recently discovered Under a grant provided 

Commission, the NEOShield program is out to ,,,,.1,,...,.,,.,.,,,,. 
techniques for deflection and as as an asteroid deflection 
demonstration mission. The Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency _A~·~~ 

the rendezvous mission to near-Earth ast1eroi1ct 
and returned a small sample to Earth 

out to composition of this NEO. 
is for a Hayabusa 2 mission to rendezvous with, and 

sample from, another near-Earth asteroid. are or oairuc:1p~ttlllt£! 
with the Commission and activities. In addition, Russian scientists 

'"""·u"'" to investigate options for deflecting 

All international discovery and follow-up orbital 
computations for NEOs are out at Minor Planet Center 
(MPC) in Cambridge Massachusetts. MPC is the recognized international 



clearinghouse is carried out under the auspices of the 
International Astronomical The MPC collects and data, notifies the 
international observing which objects is the 

agency to announce the possibility of term Earth close or impacts. 
The MPC has continuous operation 1947 and is in the effective 
and timely communication Earth approaches and 

NEO observing nn?'\r\M1"11n11T1 

to them early enough to 
on the 

Finally, under the auspices Nations on the µ,,.~'""'"1h• 

Space (UN COPUOS), Scientific and Subcommittee, 
ongoing effort by Subcommittee's Working Group to an international 
framework detection and NEOs that may represent a threat to 

Jnt1~1t101na1 Asteroid Network (IA WN) been proposed to link together 
the institutions that are performing of the of the IA WN. 
Many of these functions are already successfully NASA sp<msore:a 

addition, a Mission Planning (SMP AG) 
proposed to facilitate of necessary NEO data and to .. v,,, ..... ,._u ...... -4&~~ ..... 

international would likely involved in mitigation and civil defense 
activities. While improvement to coordination efforts international partners should 
continue, there has been an start to There is reason to believe 

the process will be successful international and 
a future international response to a umeatf~mrui: 



HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY 

"Threats Space: of Private Sector Efforts to Track and Mitigate Asteroids 
and Meteors, 

Questions for the Record, ~~·u~.~ K. Yeomans, Ne:ar-Jt:<,arrn Program Office 
Jet Propulsion 

Questions submitted by Rep. Steve Stockman 

technology demonstrations that would need to be conducted for 

ANSWER: study. 
considerable thinking has gone into a variety including a ow:uo:senl! 
... v •. u .. ,,..,u by a high speed spacecraft as well as redirection of the by use of 
thrusting. The proposed Redirect Mission, which intends to use advanced solar 
electric propulsion to rendezvous a small could also 
inform deflection the chosen method, more 

analysis will be required can be considered 

What is the state of the readiness of the technology 
asteroids? 

:..=..;i~:.=:.:. The most effective approach to potential ""'-r, .... ,., .• r1 

dependent on the scenario. Near-term impact of an .::11<:!T•~ ....... 1 

-.u""'.,,,,. .... requires a significantly approach than the 
might impact future. The orbit 1.1 .......... ., .... ..., .. ., 

also a factor in determining an mitigation 
.. toolkit" of mitigation to be developed at 
address the of potential impact threats. While thinking has 
a variety (including a purposeful collision by a high speed ii!1"'1~1 """' .... r;:itt 

as redirection of the use of thrusters), more ext:ens:1ve 
'"'"''""' ... "" any of them can be well understood. a next step, 

2014, NASA's Office plans to a roadmap of mitigation 
technologies. 

What would be the effective range (in time/distance) of applicability of each different 
method of deflection? 

ANSWER: The most effective are not carried out an imoacmna: 
object is on its fmal only a few days or even before impact, but 
rather years and many orbits of the the predicted 

most important element of any deflection method is to fmd the 
as possible. would depend upon "1.P\l'Pr~ 



as as 



SUBMITTED BY SENATOR 

MARS 

Question. Curiosity landing and 
from Mars have enormous public Mars "'vn,1nr~itt 

-~&.•&&&&-&&•, broadly supports the next Mars mission as well, as 
its top ranking National Research Decadal 

direction to this program Year 
severe cuts proposed in President's Budget. Despite 

gress11onaLI, scientific, public support, proposal for 
Science and Mars this year looks remarkably to year. 
Aanums1trat1on chosen to scale back critical funding so ..... 5 .. ,u.J'"'""·u.,_, 

Currently, a Definition working to outline science 
m€:as1ureme:nts required to meet above objectives Mars 2020, and the n'l"n·ipf'T 

is assessing the requirements defining the 
concept, including use of residual flight and ex1>eI1t1se 
............... , ..... Laboratory (MSL) mission. mission cortcei:>t 

...,.,,.,.,,,..""""' to a Mission Review in the fall which will 
by an openly payload Announcement of Opportunity. 

At the time of the budget formulation, NASA was in 
of defmingthe and significant uncertainties ............... u 

phasing of the overall the results Science Uetiniticm 
and the upcoming Mission Concept Review later The 

budget formulation will provide the nn,-.n1'1rnn1in 

the 2020 based on this better u..u. .... e:r.·st:ana11ng 
requirements. 

Question. Mars Program funding ... ~ .., ... ,u,.., 

funding increases Years 2017 and 2018. But the would only 
occur after severe years in fiscal 14, and 16. How will NASA u ... ,..,uu· ............ 

..,A~J..,.u ..... u• ... ..,u and ''".A''""'"""., .. 'LU descent and team in the vvii .... ''l". 
budget? 

progress towards 
core capabilities 

:sciem;e N.Uss1on Directorate recog111z~~s 
Mars 2020 mission launch will be critical to ret:ammg 
,-na_seo Sky-Crane descent and landing 



members 
......... J,..,""i';"""" in reconstruction analysis of data 

Curiosity's to provide critical information Mars .,....,,, ..... ., 
rovers. Some members of the team are also supporting other in the 
immediate term. ongoing concept definition for Mars 2020 will provide input to 
the budget process, the workforce requirements. 

vu'"'"u.vu. In an effort to save ..... ,.,. .... ,,." 
called a rover that has a virtually identical .... .., ..... i=:.u 

different scientific This was 
early within a budget. it is my understanding 
will allow the staff who worked on Curiosity to work on 
new vehicle Why you chosen to delay rover construction 
even though the to do work.today? 

2014 budget NASA was 
... u ....... uvu, and .,. .. i;r,, .......... J,..,...," ... runcemuntu:s 

budget pending 
upcoming Mission Concept ""'''"" .. "''U 

preparmg for acquisition long-lead FY 2015 budget 
L'VU•££-··-~~-££ process will provide the opportunity to assess the budget profile for 

2020 mission on better of mission 

COMMERCIAL CREW 

President's a s1gmr1caim mLcre:ase 
program a 36 percent increase over the level ..... ,.,,.,.,1 ,,.,., 

Can you why the budget proposal includes 
Will it allow for a competition to occur among entities see:mtg 

the space launch 

The President's FY 2014 Budget would restore 
vv:u ........ .., ... ,, ....... Crew Program funding to requested in budgets to 

an American system to as possible 
(NASA is by 2017. though companies that they could 
do it sooner). Through the Crew Integrated Capability effort, 

is funding companies in an to promote competition 
the development of their crew transportation systems, the per-

seat commercial crew and rescue services. 

Question. Both 
affordable access to 
to achieve that 



Answer. When appropriate, 
contracting to drive costs 

suc:cei;shlllv utilized competition and 
compromising mission success. 

..,..,.,,.,a.., examples include NASA Launch Service Tracking and Data 
System contracts. 

In addition to programs, believes that competition 
for the Commercial Crew program is critical to NASA and the nation 
receive for future crew transportation to Competition 

incentivizes the to invest own funds and share in the 
development costs Crew Transportation System. industry in 
the cost of development and seats to other to NASA 
will likely decrease costs for crew both the 
and long-term. 
companies to 

c01npi:uu.1es competing ~a:mst 
effective system possible for 

"'"'"'"""·vu. The budget orc>ooses a new Space Technology 
directorate, and funding it FY 2014. you explain the orcHmmi 
and new structure will our ability to protect astronlau1ts 



deep-space How will the work being done .... +'"'"'"''"+ 

within the i:Sc1.em;e mission directorate? 

Answer. Space Uu~ectorate (STMD) was formally 
February 2013 to bring innovative dramatically 

improve technological capabilities NASA and Nation. 
directorate budget authority of the 
programs, which are by all 10 NASA ....., ....... .., ... 
execution and technology infusion into the exploration and .,,.., ... ..,.u,,'"' 

a customer driven approach to capabilities needed 
future NASA missions and the national aerospace community. 

there are many technological 

produce 
v ... ,..., .. i,.,., to support long smiceiwaJlKS. 

no consumables can reuse 
raa1aulon modeling methods to improve the 

will 



and 
supersonic 

a 
presence 
conducts annual 
small spacec:ran 
systems. 

IJP1'1•-l"!li1"1'\r\n u:1ennw protection 
other planets. The STMD 

mv'estmems in and 
ge11en1tio~n astrophysics 

atmospheric content 
distant In addition, 

SPELCe1cran demonstrations tests subsystems that enable 
for an affordable test platform 



QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY 

CONTRACTS 

Question. provide a detailed list of NASA 
tgrceen1enrs for the Commercial Crew Space Act 

unilateral ~ ... O~A..,•LA.~ f mv·est1ga1re participants, their and their 
(specifically commercial crew does the agreement grant 

what must c011tr;;tctc)r to access? 

Answer. Under the CCiCap SAAs, 
data first produced by the· Partner the aw1eerrlent 

performance milestones. NASA 
records to determine if any inv'en1tio11s 

whether the complied · .requirements of the aw·ee1ne11t 
reporting of inventions. Partner is also required to report 

authority to any reports and data from 
investigation. 

Question. NASA have the authority to 
Resupply Service which to date, multiple u .... , .......... u.., on ascent 
least once at landing, and if not, is required for to gain insight 
and any future irregularities? 

Answer. Resupply 
for anomaly for phases 
responsibility (as was the case 
successfully resolved). However, 
.., ...... ,,., ........ .., are kept well apprised of the 

...., ................... personnel may participate in 
resolution of anomalies. provided all 
anomaly resolution to ....... +r. .. ,m 

........................... to the ISS. 

(CRS) contractor has 
they have 

anomaly 

... .. ,,,"'.,.1" the timing for conversion to based 

lead 

u.u""a'"Luu of commercial and procurement of crew 
., .... "'"'"""'., Does NASA sign further Space 

or modifications to current that are currently signed, for co1mr1en~1ai 
crew to implementing FAR based contracts? 

Answer. commercial crew 
1. .. u.L'""""''vu Products 

con1pru11es on 19, 2012 .. 
Under based contracts, contractors are developing products 
that will lead to the certification of their integrated c01nmLerc:1ai 

Advances these American are advancing 
oroice~;s of ensuring crew transportation systems that will meet -,.,-A~-_, 

safety requirements standards to American astronauts to the International 



Space from enamg the Agency's re11tanc:e on Russia 
transportation 

contractors are: 
• Boeing ....,.., ... A.,. ... .UJ 

• Nevada Corporation System, Louisville, Colo.; 
Space Technologies Corp., Hawthorne, 

The procurement for FAR-based 
certification known as the Conmner·cia Capability 
(CCtCap) has and will 
award( s) are v1ac1.1.1J.\;iU 

NASA does not currently to conduct additional competitions 
Agreements to support commercial cre:w mature 

their NASA will determine exercising optional milestones is the 
..... t-,,. .. .,.,~T of the Government. 

Question. During the COTS Act Ajl;Jreernen,ts 
funding milestones so nearly 90 of the funds were to 

companies a single launch occurred in order to ensure the capability was 
developed available when net~ae~J.. 

Given that significant already been made in a 
commercial capability which is a point" much 
crew capability, has considered bacldoaded payments for commercial crew in 
an to push a greater private investment in the capability and 0,..,.1~-t ... 1" 

accountability to imbedding 
meeting ci,..n,,,.r111 

Answer. NASA .... ..,. ................... ., a full and comprehensive 
milestones, and options . all prc1cuiren1en:ts 

All types of payment 
chosen to best meet objectives 

COMPETITION 

Question. The crew has as a 
competition. However, has provided $1.5 billion in incentivized grants to 
three companies for the development of crew launch does not 
like a competition multiple co1np;m11es 



sounds like a program that makes everyone a winner -- except ..,..,,,,, ....... J., the 
taxpayer is paying times same product. 

commercial crew a 
save taxpayer dollars if NASA is paying to 

Maintaining a competitive environment 
to ensuring that NASA and the nation value for 

crew transportation to In addition, continued competition ... .u ... .., ... 15 

providers incentivizes to their commercial ....... .,. •. 1r .. + 

selling services to other customers to maintain reasonable vu .•• ..,.,. cont11:me:a 
competition providers companies to 
funds and share in the development of their "'"'''""""" 
fundamental basis for fair and reasonable 

industry in the cost of development selling to other customers 
orll"ihi-tl"'•n to will likely decrease costs for crew transportation 

both the short 

1.a.1..1u..,1uu• ... ,.u of this competitive 
the companies to align with 

competitive the future certification 
cmnp~wc~s competing each will help ensure 
ett1ect1ve system possible for the Government. 

is not multiple times for the same product. commercial 
crew participant is proposing a crew transportation system (even 

using the same launch and investments are helping 
develop unique systems. The seen the 
commercial cargo which should soon have two different U.S. 

systems for logistics. NASA refers to as "dissimilar redundancy" and 
it allows to be able to a failure one without a major 
impact to operations. Additionally, the technology development that has 
been achieved by all Commercial Crew will benefit other space 
...,,.,1"·•"''"'"'""" and U.S. space industrial 

Question. Please how 
commercial crew, spreading of that investment across multiple vuiL<IJ•.W.U'•"'' 

results in efficient use of federal and ~-........... 



provide any studies either done independently or 
implementation of commercial crew. 

Answer. President's 2014 Budget 
establishment of U.S. access to by 2017. 

that support the 

Crew funding multiple industry concepts in an atu~m1r:>t 
promote meaningful competition the 
transportation systems, and the eventual price commercial crew 
transportation and rescue services. see response to Question above. 

v.1.u ... u ... JlU study supporting the of commercial 
of U.S. Human Spaceflight 

... u.,,..,,_.., online at 

vu1esn.on. If none of the current corttra1cto1rs commercial crew 
elopmlent are able to NASA's reaum~m€mts crew to the 

international space will NASA to continue the program, as they did 
with COTS, at may be? 

It is NASA's intention to use U.S. industry to provide 
crew transportation rescue services to the International (ISS). 
Agency has crew requirements and is confident that one or 
more potential vendors will able to develop crew transportation by 
2017, contingent upon availability of appropriated and technical progress. 

commercial crew """''If' ........... shown to 
ousme:ss will go regardless of receiving fWlding or 

international station? 

Answer. NASA has not .. ,.,..,,,, .. ,, ... ,,.;t 
go forward each company 

a Wlique of the market human space transtJ1ortatI<>n and Wlique ..,.....,, .... ...,,,.,, 
completing development of their """' ... TT'"' 

IJ' .. ,.. ............. Industry Touchpoint held April 
rea11est industry 

certl!lcat1on missions to the information is 
preparation Request for Proposals for Phase 2 

COMMERCIAL CREW INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS 



Question. that a vehicle will be 
ready to launch in 2017. in the cormnerc1 

... &~,...&~~&&. it is likely that crew program will P.YT,PnPn<~P delays as well. If 
I the value of moving forward with an costly 

crew program the Space Station is currently 
decommissioning in 

Has & .... ~, & done a cost-benefit comparing the cost 
commercial crew with the our international ........ .,.....,,...., 
provide there will likely a 
to the Space 

not a cost-benefit ., .... ,..,,,.,,.,, cc:>m1parm 
coIIlllJLerc:iai crew capability the cost 

c01Ill1Jtercna1 crew partners have not formally .......... ..,u ... .u ....... 

services In with the 2010 NASA Authorization 
believes U.S. human access to space is a critical capability for the ........... L...,U 

commercial crew capabilities are a key means to achieve goal. 
•• ,,, .. ~,..., ... .,_1u.u data NASA and the to indicates 

the ISS at least 2028. 

Question. the to spend scarce w:pa'ver 
when the capability already other t:IUlt:H.VUJLS to 

The does not already within United States 
and NASA is committed to launching astronauts aboard spacecraft as 
soon as possible. Like the COTS program, the crew program to 
date to a means of developing capabilities. Full &-··-~-e 
of the Administration's FY budget critical to domestic 
capabilities by 201 The commercial crew industry have indicated 
that they they be ready to that date. But, has included 
some schedule because human development efforts 
historically been NASA 2017 is a reasonable estimate 

availability of U.S. commercial crew pending and 

Question. what point the development of US crew will 
NASA stop negotiating 
overlap in case the commercial 

Answer. NASA will monitor 
closely. It is important to note that 

the and is there a planned 

development 
Russians require apI>rmnrntatel) years 



time to manufacture a new Soyuz SPEtce1cran so to enter 
neiwn1awr:ms with that timeframe in 

CO:M:MERCIAL CARGO/RESUPPLY 

What are plans 
after 2015? Will current 

NASA can to award some additional flights urtder the 
current CRS Beyond that, future for cargo will be 
awarded using competitive the answer to 

Question. the Commercial Resupply """"1'"ll1l'•F"~ ""'""""""' ...... 

providers meet obligations to supply the ISS by 
to by If not, not, and will NASA have to rene2cma1ce ..,,,....,~ ... U/;; 

contracts in purpose? 

cor1tract is a firm-fixed price, Indefinite 
Indefinite Quantity procurement with a period of performance froin January 1, 2009, 
through 30, contractors are not complete on 

original contract large part to the challenges of 
... U"".LU"" new spacecraft and vehicles operational status. NASA 

elect to modify contracts to completion It is 
important to that the Agency only the contractors milestones 
achieved. 

The asteroid 
proposes to augment 
future. the challlgc~s 
provided. 

the budget have requested for 2014 to accelerate 
• ..,..,,u.u ...... ..,.~ •• ..,., and capabilities NASA, as as the 

capabilities are imp0rtant their own 
For example, had planned to 

to support 
"''"'.l . .l.LUJ,..,u. ............ satellite sector. 



2014 budget request will allow development and 
demonstration of these and define a concept to leverage ........ ~ ..... ,,,., 
efforts. asteroid mission strategy, the crewed segment SLS and 
Orion, would provide a compelling near term mission destination exploration 
"""''''"'"" capabilities. The asteroid with the current development 
timelines SLS and it would require substantial added deep 
architecture components implying an affordable near term destination. If the 
augmentation is not provided, a significant will occur advancement and 

.,...,,.,.....,,,t.. .. ,'2.'11~..,, .... of these critical development 
compelling concept will be .......... ,,,_,,""""' 

magnitude of the cut to the request. In addition, momentum E;•&Ui,,,.. 

spa~cetllgltlt for the ..,..,.,...,...,u 
this integrated opportunity 

Question. explain the and chain of events 
planning sending astronauts to visit an to currently 

proposed of an and bringing it back for examination? 

Answer. NASA worked different sce:nru1os 
human missions of exploration beyond low orbit, found that the 

potential to capture and redirect an asteroid into a stable lunar 
situ study by astronauts had a number of advantages. it is a cor11m1rat1ve 

(NASA is flying such a mission 
which would enable the to test deep-space arc:mtiect1!ll'e 
elements - the Space Launch System (SLS) and Orion .. u ... u. ...... 

(MPCV) -without the need for the of other components 
neeaea for destinations. Second, this proposal draws on 

1nr1"'""''""'"' in the Agency, including asteroid and ......... , .......... i;, 
solar-electric propulsion development, 

the and Orion vellicjles. 



Question. What is the technology readiness of the propulsion 
capture intended to a future ""'t-'~ .. ,,.,,"' retrieval and 
does NASA anticipate some technology mission to 
reduce 

demonstration ~&&~·,~·~·&& 
propulsion robotic capture mechanisms. 
demonstration effort, goal of this u ... ,,.., .. ..,."" 

infusion into future NASA sc11enc:e 

The development to ., ... ..,..,..,,. a high-powered solar .., ... ..,., .... ,,., 
propulsion demonstration underway the last two through Space 
Technology's Game Development The technology 
components under development ....... "'"'"'"' 

• Solar Array :syisterns: 

Ill 

power for 
current 

one of the two 
demonstration . 

Space 
"'""'"'"""'" for inclusion into the 

...., ...... .., ... ,,.., Propulsion Thrusters: magnetically high 

to 

feature thrust (10 to 15 kW vs. 5 kW), higher soec~mc 
impulse (3000 sec vs. 2000 and magnetic to significantly 
increase long duration TRL 5 by mid 

2014, with potential for the procurement of engineering 
to support the asteroid redirect mission before of FY 2014. 

Alternate electric thruster solutions (besides shield 
the Asteroid Redirect Mission but will 

prove co1111petnn and ~.., ......... .., .• .., ...... 
maturity. 

• Power processing (PPUs) and management distribution 
(PMAD) Multiple options PPUs and the PMAD approach 
been under development that can support the 
These will TRL 6 by the 

Currently, with technology components complete 
development testing 2014, the Electric Propulsion (SEP) "'""'r"'"" 

will the procurement of hardware supporting the 
S TMD is whether any precursor de1tnonstrati 

is warranted to asteroid mission. 
u"'"''"' ..... a. .. Hall-thruster concept, study and ..,v ... , • ., ...... .., .. 



high-powered SEP concepts such as ,,,....,11 £1••11 

power the robotic spacecraft. 



ON 

"Threats from Space: A Review of U.S. Government Efforts to Track and Mitigate 
Asteroids and Meteors, Part 1" 

Questions for the Record, General 
,Ul.JLV.1..1.<"'1 ,n,..,U.1.UUU.U••" and 

Questions submitted by Rep. Steven Palazzo, Chairman, Subcommittee on 

1. Many extrerr1el\i vulnerable to NEOs. our reliance on 
these are m111ga:ce potential damage to our satellites and 
the International Space Station? 

a. Do our current capabilities provide adequate tracking and of potential 
u. ..... ,.,.'""" ..... impact to our 

b. What protocol has been established for giving advanced warning to 
,..,,..,,,. .. ...,.,.....,,.,..., .. assets and are also provided to the international community or 
commercial op1~raitor~rt 

c. How often do you have to alter the path of the ISS to avoid a possible debris 
strike? a lot of propellant used in doing so? 

ANSWER: It is highly unlikely (ISS) or 
assets in space would be struck by a NEO; assets are hit 
by micrometeoroids and very small space debris frequently. Joint Space 
Operations Center (JSpOC) and NASA Trajectory Operations '--"'"·u."""' 
teams continuously potential -~&LAU&·~&&U 
and provide adequate notification so 
executed. 

A total of 15 Debris Avoidance Maneuvers (DAMs) have been performed by 
the Space Shuttle from 1998 to present Of those, 11 

...... m, ....... per'!Ormea 4 while attached to ISS. A typical DAM would use about 
,,...,,. .. ,,, ....... , of propellant. 

Does NASA have the ability to objects that could potentially be harmful to 
astronauts engaged in space exploration? 

~=...:~= The risk of impact 
deep-space mission is considered u. ..... ,, ... u ......... 

sp~1ce1cran on missions would more likely encounter micrometeoroids, and 
these would not be tracked. 

1-'IP!'l~P provide details of the recently "'LI',,,£..., ... Memorandum of Agreement between Air 
Force 18, 
2013. 



recently MOA will support the NASA program's 
to share information with the scientific community about fireball and bolide 
reports. Fireballs and bolides are terms bright meteors 
that are to be seen over a very wide area. NEO nt"n.<Tl'i:i·m 

a chronological summary of the brightest fireball and 
provided by U.S. Government can be accessed 
at http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/fireballs/. 

4. ocean? 

ANSWER: Every day, a continual atmosphere. Most 
are but it has been estimated that on a typical 

particles total from 50 to 150 tons of matter. Asteroids of the order 
size the atmosphere roughly annually. About 70 percent of the Earth's surface 
covered by water and do not preferred direction the sky, 
so we majority of these annual impacts by me:rer-s1,r,ea Q .... m.,.""n111"' 

place over the oceans. Larger asteroid impacts are even 
large as 140 meters 1s ...,.,.,Llil"''"' ..... 
30,000 years. 

5. What capabilities does the U.S. government already ooi:;sei:;s 
asteroids? What is u. .................. ,..,...,.,..,.,..,,.,..,.r1 

ANSWER: NASA sponsors a number of to the search for NEOs 
under Object (NEOO) program, including: work at 
u ..... ,, ........... ~ ......... u. ..... Minor Center (MPC), located at the 
for Astrophysics, which collects and ..,.., .... u. ...... 

observatories around the world; teams operating 
ground-based optical telescopes; activities at the NASA NEO Program at 

.,..,...,."' ... "'""' (JPL ), which coordinates assessments orbits and 
computes impact probabilities; at two that 
provide precision tracking and characterization are cooperative 

.............. u. ..... u .......... u,.., Foundation (NSF), which has a 
role within United States ground-based astronomical assets, and the 
Force (USAF) Panoramic Survey and System 
(PanST ARRS) program, as well as research 

NEO detection is a major science driver for 
Survey Telescope. NASA is also working with the ...., .... , ............... u 

Agency (CSA) on processing 
Near-Earth Object Surveillance Satellite (NEOSSat). 

assets an larger 
working to improve our capabilities for the identification and ..,u ............................. v.u 

hundred meter sized NEOs. are difficult to 



i:.n.J•uu.1u.-u'"13IO;'u re1escmpc~s u•.,...,a.,u;,iv the dark reflect only a small 
amount of visible sunlight. In contrast, telescopes sensitive to infrared light detect an 
object's radiated heat, rather than reflected sunlight; even small, dark asteroids could be 
aet1ectt~a by a telescope to light, .. u .. ""'"'u'i;; 

relevant these sensors must operate outside the 
atmosphere to be effective. 

6. Please provide a status update on the activities Near. Earth Objects Office. 

~~~= The purpose of NASA's Near Earth Object Observations 
to to 

comets 
the response to Question the Program continues to support a uwwv'-'A 

activities to the search for NEOs with our partners. In particular, Minor 
Center 1 OOM observations ofNEOs in its 

database and 27,000 observations are added daily. Today, the NEOO Program has 
catalogued more than percent of all and about 
percent or been The 
current discovery rate ofNEOs is approximately 1,000 per year, up 50 percent 
2007. None of the NEOs found to date has a significant chance of hitting Earth in the 
next century. Thus near-term risk of an unwarned impact a 
hence the majority of the risk from all 
percent. 

7. 1998, NASA an .......... ""' ... !". over 90 
percent of the near-Earth objects larger than one kilometer by 
successful was that effort, what can we learn from it today? 

end of 2008. How 

=-=-:=..:..== By the end of 20 l 0, nogram had reached the goal of 
cataloguing more than 90 percent of all over at a cost 

than $50M. worked with a number of 
partners as part of our Spaceguard survey to reach that goal; and NASA has now 
.,,.,..,..,,v,"""'"' .... more 95 percent of NEOs over one-kilometer in size. 

Through this learned such as these are essential to 
meeting of detecting smaller objects. As such, NASA's NEOO 
Program has initiated development of 
detection network, the recent additional it ... ,,.,, .. ,, .. ,,,, .. ,., C!t·<>n·1n° 

Some of these involve collaboration on projects with the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) and the U.S. Air Force, such as background detection of 
aste:r01c1s by to start 

the USAF Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS) 
facility with a second aperture. The wide field of view survey capabilities of these two 
assets are to provide a significant m detection rate. 



8. When asteroid are at center 
when commercial companies are taking an interest in finding then profiting 

when our ability to avoid a cosmic catastrophe depends absolutely on the 
~Qt,.,.1"nUfC! why 

.. +l';..,..+>..,,,. space-based telescope needed for all 
missions? With Chelyabinsk, will it now receive priority? If not funded, are we to 

is not about pursuing 

leads the world in the detection and characterization of NEOs, and 
u.uu..i.u.i;:. to support are res:po1ns1101e 

for the discovery of about 98 percent of all known However, ground-based 
telescopes will always be limited to night sky and by weather. The only way to 

.uu1 .. .., ..... LLU. .. ,u ... is to use point of privately funded 
..... L, ........ _,,VU is build a 

launch in 2018 and detect 100-meter sized objects and that could come near 
orbit. Sentinel will employ an infrared telescope from a Venus-orbit that will 

look out directly opposite the Sun at space surrounding Earth's orbit in to see 
and track near NASA is 
Foundation by providing technical assistance and operational support through a Space 
Act A Consulting Team was established to support the 
B612 access to our 
Network for telecommunications with the Sentinel commanding data 
downlink. NASA is also evaluating reactivating our NEOWISE activity, a very 
suc:ces:stu use 
telescope that was 
objects. 

find the more numerous smaller asteroids near Earth, NASA's Human Exploration 
Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) and Science Mission uu:ectorate 

(SMD), through the Joint Robotic Precursor Activity (JRP A) are 
..... L ...... AU concepts a of opportunity on a U.S. or 

commercial spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit that would be of detecting and 
tracking asteroids in orbits very similar to This modest-sized, wide field 

the 1n-ti~!:l,.~•li 
asteroids are more detected against the cold background 
released a Request for Information (RFI) in August 2012 and is studying the instrument 
concepts that were submitted Work is also underway to draft an Announcement of 

(AO) to It is 
could fund up to three instrument concepts culminating 
down select to one proposal in 2014. 



vu1esuons for Record 
Ranking Member Eddie Bernice Johnson 

"Threats from ......... ,,...,.. Review Government to and Mitigate 

March 19, 2013 

1. Will sequestration cause a 
aetectmg 90 percent 

to goal of 
140 meters in diameter and larger by 2020? by 

Near Object Observations (l\i'EOO) 
to NASA-sponsored efforts to detect, track, 

potentially hazardous asteroids and comets 
uestrat1on will not an on NEOO Program funding; 

HAI .. .,..... 10nl!-u~rm sequestration (past the current fiscal year) could potentially 
impact programs and projects across the the 
............... a,.., Mission as ........ , ............. 

2. What would be required for NASA to 90 percent 
diameter and larger 2020? What approach( es) would "" .. ,....,LI,..,. 
taken to 

ANSWER: To find 90 percent of 15 meter NEOs by 2020 would a 
program of multiple space-based to it be several 
decades before again is bit by something larger than 15 meters. Such a 

cwTermv not with the existing budget profile. 
NEOO Program in the President's 2014 

the existing detection and ctuil!ac:tenlzat1on 
population at a u.u ... a..,u.1..,u 

based such as the USAF Pan-STARRS, 
Telescope Facility (IRTF), or the 
first step. 

While ground-based progress increasing the discovery 
it a infrared NEO telescope to significantly 1nr1rPA•~"' 

cunrent detection rate. Such a telescope would capture 
energy re-radiated in the infrared and do so daylight and 
weather. Not only would such a telescope efficiently discover NEOs, it could 
(unlike telescopes) also estimate their ruame1ters 

about 20 percent. The B612 Foundation 
philanthropically fund an effort to operate an mtlrarc:a te:1escoJ>e 
orbit. NASA a Space B612 to provide advisory 
information as well as spacecraft tracking and navigation support . 
......... " ..... .., .... an infrared detector development that could 
infrared telescope operating at the 



In addition, advancing work on instrument concepts for a mission of 
'"'"'"'"''"t11.., .. n:, to be on a or co1nrr1erc:aru s1u1ce1cran 
geosynchronous orbit that would be capable of detecting and tracking asteroids in 
orbits very similar Earth's. evaluating reactivating our 

a use an 
Explorer (WISE) space telescope that was used in 2010-2011 to find and physically 
characterize near-Earth objects. 



It is 
one 
harm. 

• 

Questions for the Record 
Representative~~,·~-

and Meteors. Part 
March 19, 2013 

"'"'""'"1'" 30-50 diameter or smaller, such as 
unc~xi:1ec1tedly "''"~""'"'"" the atmosphere and exploded over Russia can cause 

currentNEO 

,....., ... ,..r1•J:11nT is it to start identifying this class of small nm~ate:nmtg 
come up with an effective protection ow<•'t .. ,n,·1 

it be? 

1998, NASA has supported several ground-based optical 
telescope facilities for discovering and for 
finding NEOs than one kilometer has with a total 

95 percent. However, 
with much larger impact probabilities than large ones. 

Program is capable of identifying current discovery 
completion for 30-40 meter is now one percent. 

can cause property damage and 
on the Congressionally-mandated survey 

140 meters, which can cause more 

amr1cuut to detect in visible from our current ground-based 
small; dark objects reflect only a small amount 

te11~sc1on~~s se:ns11uve to an object's radiated 
........... u~·"'•• even could be detected by 

ceu:sc(Jpe serts111ve to infrared light, making these capabilities 
future NEO surveys. However, these sensors must outside the 

atmosphere to 

2. Task Force on Planetary Defense 
Council was set up to advise the Council Chairman, you, 
uu·ectoraLtes on future actions to Planetary Defense. Task 
made five recommendations 2010 on NASA should organize, 

t'\1'<'•1"'1!'11~"' for, and lead national and international o+'!-;.,,..,.j-.., 

uerertse. How were these recommendations by 
NASA? What has happened to 

recommendations 
on Planetary Defense; 

Warning Capabilities; mv'est1gate 
"'""'"'"''"' to .uu.iJa""t 

Impact Threat; µ,..,.,ni;ue,,. 

Planetary Defense Efforts 



NASA 

purpose of NASA's Object Observations (NEOO) Program is to 
NASA-sponsored efforts to track, and potentially 

hazardous asteroids and comets that could approach 
..... s ............ was $5.8M. The fmal report of the NASA 

on Planetary Defense was provided to the 
NASA Administrator in October 2010. the 
subsequent President's budget request an Administration request of 
$20M NEOO in 2011 and $20.4M for 
budget NASA includes $40.5M for the 
asteroid detection, follow-up 

Within the increased investment in the NEOO Program, the 
includes focused support for partnerships and leveraging, including international 
and enhanced NEOO Program are 

rec:onnn4enaiattons to Acquire Essential Search, 
Tracking, and Warning Capabilities; and Investigate 
Threat. 

.......... uuv.u, NASA specific action to strengthen the leadership of U.S. 
planetary defense efforts in national and international The NASA NEOO 
Program has provided essential leadership to 

.... ,,,.,..,H team on the NEO threat. is 
developing a plan for an enhanced international asteroid warning network, imt:mct 
disaster planning, space-mitigation mission should there a credible 
threat, and advice on planning and resp011se. 

prepared statement you noted that "NASA also is •nu .. "'"••s• ..... ,,,ji<, 

of an instrument that could be hosted on ap,,_Q,ilnl''.11rl\n11111 as 
broadcast or weatnc~r to the more numerous 

anticipate this instrument 
available? How will it cost and what is your level of confidence that 
entities will host the instrument on their platforms? 

• What are the expected outcomes from a program and what are the 
det:e111mnmg "'"'"'T"'·"' .. or not to continue this approach for 

NEO detection? 



ANSWER: find the more numerous near Earth, NASA's 
Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) 
Mlss10n 1 ,,.,..,.,,....,.., ....... ,,. {SMD), through the Joint Robotic Activity (JRP A) 
office, are studying instrument of opportunity to be hosted 

u:o1verimnent or in geosynchronous would 
and tracking asteroids in orbits to This 

modest-sized, wide field telescope would in the infrared 
bands where faint are more easily detected against the cold 

NASA released a Request for Information (RFI) in August 
studying the instrument that were Work is also 

underway to draft an Opportunity (AO) to request for 
Phase A studies. It is NASA could fund up to three 
for A studies, culminating with a down select to one orcroosal 

the goal of being ready to deploy the hosted instrument by the 
end of 2016 for a cost $SOM. 

4. object, Apophis, estimated at been the focus of 
much attention and monitoring it was It is projected to 
have a significant threat of potential impact at some point What is 
NASA's assessment of Apophis' threat and what is needed to improve our 
understanding of the threat? 

"'""""" ..... .u,., ...... u probability of Apophis 2029 
was eliminated within a few weeks of its 
allowed a significant extension of the observed orbital track. small possibility (1 
in a few thousand) 2036 until radar observations collected in 
early 2013 event as well. There remains an small 

2068, but it is now at 

5. How important is the Arecibo Observatory to NASA's NEO activities? 

Arecibo Observatory is 
sensitive single-dish radio telc::sccme. 
tracking and our are 
come into its effective range, the Arecibo follow-up radar 
observations to measure such as the sizes and spin rates of the 
objects, which improve our knowledge orbits and help calculate 
potential shape and reflectivity szatJller€~d 

u.u. ... r...,., can also give us information about 
.,....,_,,..,..,.., properties. 



QUESTIONS FOR THE 
HONORABLE RANDY 

Threats from Space: 
A Review of U.S. Government Efforts to Part I 

What does NASA consider an adequate annual funding level for manetarv ae1:em;e 
activities? 

==-~~= NASA sponsors a number of activities relating to NEOs 
and planetary defense related activities under Observation 
(NEOO) at Minor Planet ..., .. ,,_,-'•"'• 
located at Harvard-Smithsonian Center Astrophysics, which collects 

NEO orbit data; research at two radio-telescope 
precision tracking and characterization ofNEOs; 

ground-based optical the NASA NEO Program ....,.u.,. ...... 
at the Propulsion coordinates assessments 
orbits and impact probabilities. The NEOO program was $20.4M FY 
2012. The FY 2014 President's funding to $40.5M, to 

and characterize NEOs initiate development 
an hosted on geo-synchronous platforms to 

more numerous smaller asteroids near 

2. What the likelihood such a devastating impact from a near Are 
the resources necessary for a cost the low 
probability of such an occurrence in our .u .... , ............... ... 

==-~~= Although impact of a large asteroid is an ex<;ee,dln.g 
the key conclusions of the 2003 
Feasibility Objects to ...,LL, .......... .., .. 

Diameters" was that "the benefits derived from all (NEO) or 
exceed their costs within the first year of operation." Especially the larger 
NEOs, current search efforts are costs, an early 
discovery the time to safely it 
with technologies. the search for continues, 
of them are discovered and tracked one hundred or more 
risks to Earth can be evaluated. More than 95 percent of the NEOs (1 
kilometer and larger) a total cost ofless than 
$70M over 15 and it is reassuring to know that none ........ r,,..,.~.., 

the next one hundred years. of 
a NEO impact, it seems 
early warning and mitigation. 



1. 

Threats 

Question for the ... ,.....,,..,.., ....... 
Representative Ami Bera 

19, 2013 

sc11enc:es, studied and researched by .,....,.,,..,,,..,,..T 

mo1aern technologies and 
J,.1"'-''J,.1•"' kept detailed 

tens of thousands of amateur astronomers create home 
n.n•~P...,m:it.nr1•"'<:! or assemble at professional observatories and collaborate on ................. ~.!:'> 
celestial objects, ranging from stars, planets, asteroids, etc. 
are found across county ofSacranlento, 

:Sac:ran1en·to (TAC-SAC} and are making 
discoveries every day. 

'"'"'·u."' ... '"u Bolden. What can and 
create open source information sharing to nc1·P.::1~:P. 

in the sky detecting near-Earth objects? How can 
amateur astronomy and the thousands that ... ..,.,..1-.,.,,. 

knowledge and awareness of the and meteors that are located near 

~~~= Since 1998, NASA has supported"'"'"'"',.."' 
facilities and observations from numerous amateur asnronomers 

NEOs. The international community 
is well coordinated and has been working cooperatively for ..:P"\l'P:r~ 
the international communication and data sharing channels are operating successfully. 

a NEO is made, a combination of professional 
asnronomLers provide the critically important follow-up optical ........ , .. '"''"'T"r."" 

accurate orbits to be computed to accurately predicted 
for more than one hundred into the future. Radar observations, if available, are 

determining the NEO' s shape and 
..,,..., .. LU'VU• many amateur astronomers provide an nhl~P'M'7Pt1 

time history of the NEO's ability to and objects are 
irregularly shaped, types of can be to determine the rotation 

Given the success of this coordinated effort, to 
n.u111Pr'H'fP and awareness of the NEO community in its .. L ............... 



HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, 
11 An Aeronautics and 

QUESTION 

ANSWER 1 

for 
The Honorable 

vu"'"'"''·u"" activities, which 
anc:err1enrs or new capabilities for human 

a stepping-stone for missions to 
2014 budget "'"',.11'"''"'1" 

existing activities Science, and Human ~'~"'A""""'"''"LL 
~""'"'"'""'~""our near-Earth asteroid detection and accelerate 

propulsion development; and capture and maneuver of non-
cocmerat1ve tar~~etsin space. The capability 2014 are important in 

independent of the proposed 

'-'VHWd•u .... , .... progress on the mission is conditional upon 1de:ntltic:at1cm 
pro grammatically NASA 
internal r_.,,_,., 

summer an 
"'""'·""uJu.u ...... .., aspects of 

..,.,.,,., ... ..,,.,. by the National Academy of NASA's 
stated, "[t]he committee has seen that a current 

NASA's human spaceflight program-namely, to visit an asteroid by 
been widely as a by NASA's own 
.uu••vu as a whole, or by the On the international 
amJears to for a mission to the not an asteroid 

.,,,.,,,.,..., ... any different? 



ANSWER 

NASA spent significant time to a 
near-Earth asteroid (NEA). 
identified to round trip times. Such a mission 
would of additional exploration assets/capabilities such as a 
deep space habitat; space exploration including an airlock, and power and 

...... ..,u, long-duration cryogenic a 
for '-"'"'""'"'vu orcitec:non. 

an 
operational experience proximity 

with a astronaut experience in 
.,...,.,...., .• -a extra vehicular activity (EV A), and sample collection, handling and return. In 
addition, offer an ideal venue for initial ,,.r.,•uri=•n ,,. .......... ",_., ... .,..,,. 

which returns to are nu'""'"''"" ... '"' 
spaceflight capabilities a safer 
year. This allows NASA to 
procedures needed for ,, ... ,,, ... .,h 

... +,, ... ,,..,,,,,,. and 

These activities will keep the United States in 
complement scientific investigations and"'"""''"'""' 

International Station and 
.... ,,.,, ..... ,. •. .,. and 

a 

opportunity for the international community to -~··•u.~ 
and one that builds upon our long ..,,..~,..,u,..,,i, .... 

and contingency 
well, and handling 

in the Program or missions such as the Curiosity Rover on Mars. 

QUESTION3: 

NASA's Small Bodies Advisory 
stating, " [ w ]hile the participants found it to be very and entertaining, it was 
not to obvious challenges, including the 
practical a an orbit with the 111;;1.;1;;~.~ru 

within the required lead time using existing or near- to nrU'l"-T~•r't'M 

""~'"'"""'' ..... -u • .,,., .. ,,,,,or space-based survey assets. 11 Why NASA find 
compelling when its advisory body did not? Does NASA value 
there another reason were 



3: 

...,..,.,, .... u,.,....," to Group 
only provides science input 

···~·u .... human and robotic for the 
System. With to the Asteroid Redirect Mission (ARM), NASA finds 
compelling from numerous perspectives including human 

While the ARJvI planning is not by science search for a 
suitable target asteroid would provide an increase in rate ofNEOs 
with a the characterization population. 

a suitable ARM body that 
closest celestial ne1lgntJ01rs 

Those NEOs that are 

can 
hydrogen 

.uw•uuu exploration of 
the inner solar "''"'t"'~n NEOs could provide raw materials habitats as 
well as provide the watentng and fueling stations interplanetary 
NASA's of near-Earth is well placed. 

been many in 
as Members of Congress, that 
mission, including Small H01mt;:s A,ss1.:~ss1ne111t 
technical and management advice 
explain why NASA did not request 

ANSWER4: 

"'"""-"'i .... F,l•A• cc)mmu1mties, as well 
asteroid retrieval 

NASA set up to 
of missions. Can 

formulating 

NASA an to Technology, .,;,"'l'"u"''"'· 
and Human Exploration and Operations activities to meet President's ...,u .... u ... i~"' 

v.,.,,.._ • .., to an asteroid by 2025, goal of international ""'rtn,,..,.., 
to a collaborative path to Small .uvuu;;;;:; 

Assessment Group 
robotic ~,~,Jiv• ...... ,..,u 

"''"'"'"'t""u a mission concept to implement to 
spaceflight communities 



held a meeting 
including the 
been defined as a the committee value in ~~•,n-n• 

capabilities in small body discovery and characterization" and 
eru1an,ce1ne1!lt to NEO discovery and efforts as 
Asteroid Initiative if it were to more than one 
year." The found that the "formation an independent Mission 
Definition Team (MDT) prior to resources and ml!>s1cm 

allow for community participation in the relevant 
P"'"''"'u°"''F. small provide a U.VJL._- .... , .... 

uu,»;U>.>U success are met. II As we pro1cec:d 
SBAG will continue to a 

full list of the 
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/sbag/. 

QUESTION 5: 

5: 

science, .""~L~L'VL.., ... 
technological feat. 

occur in the lunar 

a non-cooperative astronaut experience in .., ..... u..., .• ..,,.,. 
(EV A), and sample "'v"'"''"'''vu, and return. 

NASA valuable "'"'~'"',.,·"'u~ .. .., ........ ..., •• .,u. .... aborts and .., ........ .,,r...,"u"_, oro1cec1urc;:s 
operations outside the well, and handling "H"'"'"u ... u. • ..,,,, .. ,.., 

including with This mission is a step in a 
publicly notable human 

at 



orbit that would build our capability to ..,,,..~,,v~ ... , ..... u .. .., .• ..., 
and the public 1. NASA will take toward Mars, IeairnuLJJ; 

:rree-soa<~e and near conditions humans will meet on the way i-'"'""'"·r1 
et al in a strategy summary, " ... Before we "'"'"''""'""" 

do some of both and lunar exploration 
oec1s1cm is one of sequence. will be largely guided by vu"'l"."''""-

'""-'"'''""'"''·~u ... u•"' and program sustainability considerations 1." 

1 Austine et Worthy of a Great Nation," 
March2010. 

6: 

The likelihood of fmding a "T""~'"''" of the size, orbit, 
a mission is NASA seems quite Pru"1u1·n.f'l'•rl 

for one of the missions. What the basis for this confidence? 
How many candidate !'1Qti•rr11 have you identified out far? How many 
candidate left to be rate are you 10emu.tv1 
candidate "'"i-, ... ,..., 



~~-~A•A~H. NASA is studying an 
more boulders a 
vicinity of the Moon 

an approximately 100+ meter ""'"''"""'''l'i 
small capture one or more..,..,,.,,, .. ,.,..,~ 

.,1",.,..,,...,l'i could allow to ae1no11su 
trajectory. The study team is assessmg 

delivery of other payloads 

budget request this i,u.., .......... ..,., an additional $20M for the 
Object Observations 
telescope time for aetectton 

a. What are metrics 
additional funding? 

b. How often do 
new funding? 

you will use to 

to the ongoing results 

c. 7~10 meter asteroids 
of that 

ANSWER 7: 

additional 

"'"'"",..""'""'" (NEOO) program established metrics and an 
automatic will continue to ...... J,u .... ,..., to publish ongoing 
results. collected include data shape, mass, 
composition and structure of these objects as """'''"'" .... "' ........ ""'"' ..... percentage and 

""'"''"',."'11 NEOs. As new data ..,,,,..,vu .• .., available for a 
a.u.~·vu.1.1a.u...,a.uy updated and ----.-----

program website \,!:!;!:!:,l:'..!2:..c==~===-''...l communication across 
community and public. 

respoinse to Question the nec:!essruv "'~'"' .. "'"' 
a significant increase in the 

a in the characterization 
emerging capabilities to help - medium to asteroids 

as well as small asteroids could be candidates for 
population would benefit both 

QUESTION 8: 

Crew 



the for crewed flights would 
2017 as planned. How many are 

we 20 I 7 milestone within that $500M ~...,,,,.u,.. 
fewer partners or an development Cti-~1tPf1f'U 

mu,estione could 
any With $821M in 2014, the~~··~· .. ··-·-· 

on track and meet the program objectives. 
development of more than one can be ac<~ornpJl1srtea 
assumptions (i.e., cost-share, design etc.), 
competition means of keeping costs down. Having 
companies will help ensure the safest and most cost 
effective systems possible for the Government. 2 

QUESTION 

ANSWER 

to the most informed decision 

investing in a single commercial crew .............. ,, 
and able to the station as soon as 

.... ''""""m is critical to ensuring that 
future U.S.-based crew transportation to 

'"'"'''""'"".'"'"' c1)m1oetmon incentivizes companies to expand 
customer bases by selling services to others or to take act1vartta~~e 

err1cH::mc:1es to support reasonable prices. Continued competition 
incentivizes the companies to their own development costs 
of their crew system. 

cost of development and ""'"""Jo'. 
NASA's costs 

Agency also believes the -~·,··~- for the 
companies to make the nv<:~stn1ents u'·"""''" with 
NASA's to remain competitive in future 

multiple companies competing against each 
and most cost effective systems 1.1v.:•.:>n;i.., 



10: 

Once the commercial crew ended and NASA is ready to 
request formal bids crew happen in the event that the 

_ ...... -, ... underbids American companies? Would 
'""""'"';u'"' in this scenario? 

ANSWER 

NASA is to crew transportation and rescue"'"'""'""'"'"' one or 
more domestic, commercial providers. 

11: 

see as the future of the commercial crew sp~1cem~mt ..... ,.,.-.. .,.m de-
International Space Station? 

11: 

is working to a low orbit (LEO) space ..,,., ... ,.., ... LUJ 

that will to the end of International 
.... ~·~·~~-·-commercial operations in 

,,. .. .,,.=•=u•..., step in our expansion into a 
many providers and a wide 

U.S. industry to support and 
reliably, and at a lower cost. 

12: 

recently "'1".'"""" Space Act 
study the potential for ex1paIJ1s1cm of commercial uses 

low Earth orbit. 

a. is a beyond low Earth orbit? 
Why would NASA encourage commercial entities to ..,,,,.., ... v,,.., 

sees no value a base for the U.S. 
c. Would NASA plan to a commercial outpost or 

was available? 

commercial use of space." In March a Act Agreement 
with to study possible commercial applications for beyond-low-
Earth-orbit future, may 



opportunities for joint activities beyond the study, 
is being done in two parts, is intended to survey current beyond low Earth orbit 

....... ,.,,.11"" sector and outline specific oo1ten1tm1 
in private sector. focused on, or 

limited to, a lunar facility. 

Specifically the two deliverables/gates are ae11m::u as: 

1: Conduct a joint formulation the commercial and government 
contributions and tov.meirit and exploration beyond low 
Earth orbit. 

Gate 2: the intersection of the .,uz.;·uu• 

other commercial interests in low 
work in low Earth 

,.,_,.,u,,,,,. space, including 
commercial proposals and 

QUESTION 13: 

st Century Launch ....., .... .., ... ,/LU•J '-''"'£>·'''""""'"",.~ ........ .,.,.,.,is for unique 
Commercial Provider requirements How much 
to much is 

ANSWER13: 

appropriations conference report ,,.,. • ., .... ,. ...... ..,, ... Century Launch 
Complex (21 are to be available for !lrcmDLd. ,.., ... ,,. .. ,,1", infrastructure 

for Exploration 

14: 

a row, NASA submitted a 
.., .... ..,,., ...... ..,. The Administration's budget request for 

contgress1cmru1y required by $200M. 

a. 
funds? 



ANSWER 

tsua!Zc~t request, balancing 
exploration with current climate, 
required to SLS, Orion, and EM-1 
in 2017, EM-2 in 2021. 

14b: 

NASA J.Ha.l.l.U~"' 
~·-·~·~u be applied to suc:ce:ssnmv lower costs 

ANSWER 14b: 

Budget reaillest 
was essentially flat Request. 

funding above the request in 
the current fiscal ... u .. uu""'' 

ANSWER 

14d: 

costs for this capability by FY 2021 are about $1 above 
a single mission to The estimate includes shifting of the 

......... ,.xr,,.,, flight test forward, Mission-2 to 201 the development of a 
uu·,~·~u kit that provides docking event other vehicles 
are unable to perform the mission. 



15: 

2014. How can you ensure test 
reductions funding for program? 

1 

QUESTION 16: 

Under current ·~~ n£.•~ A~ ... ~u ..... levels, what is the cm:t-siche:d.ule 'IAJU • ..L.l\J. .... Jl.I.'-''-' 

Orion being 2017? How much additional mo1nev 
level to and 70%? 

16: 

and schedule commitments (which 
with different confidence levels) will be provided as part 

is scheduled for the first 20 l 

QUESTION 

'"""'"'"'""" associated 
uec1s:1on Point 

Orion Abort test has slipped from 2015 to 2018. Is this a 
planned cuts in this 

ANSWER 1 

2014 request for Orion was essentially with the 2013 Request. Any ~n1r\~f',F'nt 
request in 2013. 

now 2018, to fit the 
,, .. ..,,, ... .,,.,. .. ..,,.,,..,,... systems, but that will not established 

18: 

Orion dependent on a module? 
a. If so, are we .., ....... ,.u.i"" partner on the critical an -.-,-~~-J priority just 

as we did and Russian participation? 



ANSWER 18a: 

NASA is 

QUESTION 18b: 

If they cannot meet 
shortfall? 

1 

Service Module (SM) 
which NASA is providing some 

to 

obligations, as Russia failed to do, NASA pay for this 

meeting their and to support EM-1 . 
...,...,uunu builds on NASA's cooperative rel:atHmsrup 

on the International Station (ISS) and other activities and ext>am1s 
partnership to orbit. NASA and ESA are 

closely collaborating on design and schedule for SM, believe 
that an the ESA SM has u.1.wuu.6 . ...,u.u·•"' 

QUESTION 19: 

seems to be some confusion ..., ............ .., are for which changes 
at the Kennedy SLS and possible commercial users. 

you explain the distinction nPI .... ,. ..... n being done for Exploration 
Systems and done the 21st Century Launch Complex? 

19: 

see response to Question 3, guiding principle for 
(EGS) development to support the Launch 

Orion is not to possible, but 
support of NASA's 21st 
infrastructure that supports multiple users (commercial, '-"'-'L'-'J.!.:i,...,, 

""''"""'1"' .... ,,.,,..,,.T,TC' can be to SLS and Orion as a user 
atKSC. 

QUESTION 20: 

will only be able to 
orbit. In order to accomplish 

to be increased by as advanced ooc•sters 
additional capability orbit. 

a. development of the SLS stage? 



ANSWER20a: 

in place a 
capability to the 130 ... ...., ... n, 

Mars. Along 

performing risk 
to achieve 130 HJ. ...... ,., 

20b: 

an upper 

ANSWER20b: 

is not required for 
70 

QUESTION 20c: 

How much "'""~" is NASA investing in the 
Propulsive 

NASA is the process of "'"'"'"u ............ ~ 
modification and of two 
value of that contract once it is definitized (which 
quarter 

QUESTION 

mission? 

the 
Congress 

p1anm::a to happen in the fourth 

NASA Authorization 
specifications including an 
how would develop 

of 2010 required to SLS to a set of 

ANSWER 

has not studied 
2010 Authorization 

QUESTION 22: 

it 

capability of 130 tons. Without this requirement, 

an SLS if it have requirements 



operational ISS? 



ANSWER22: 

goals that 
being conducted onboard 

to ~ .. ·w0 &-•-

"'"'"'"'U'"'"""L countermeasures and • ..,...,Lll .. ,.,...,"', ... '» 

exploration. physiological effects from ., ... J•'-'•=L 

as unique challenges medical treatment, human -r"'"1'",.." 

is assessing the of our ··~···~· 

development 
utilized to 

inform 

QUESTION 23: 

'""'"''u ...... ., ... .,u..,. Resupply Contract 0.1.1'.'""'u i:')CJ1ern;.::es Corporation and 
Exploration Technologies 
station after the end of those 

ANSWER23: 

24: 

What is NASA's plan 

the existing contract to 

is climate sensors from System Program 
(JPSS) in order to focus the on its NASA's budget rec111est 

to have NASA now development of these sensors. 

a. Why is 
decided were not a 



ANSWER24a: 

dynamics in forecasting, '"""'''""'' ... "-''CC>. 

-····-·J by NOAA and DoD to of weather 
the Joint Polar Satellite is now being focused on 

.1.v'"""'""'.''"l'> objectives, the overall importance solar irradiance, ozone 
and Earth radiation high for NASA's ic:s1;;1.1.n;11 

indeed, if these measurements are 
not continued in a investigations 
temperature trend irradiance information 

information from that is used routinely in 
all global ...,iI ... Uf'->V r .. ..,!P'>lrl"n be negatively 

Therefore, will ap1pro1ac1ties to efficiently acquire 
measurements, which it will U.S. agencies as well as to 

user communities. 

24b: 

new requirements? 

ANSWER24b: 

No other or have been cut spe:crntcaJJ) 
continues to maintain a balanced portfolio 

uu.1 ..... ..,..,..,.,, risk, introduces "''•d•v.., .. , .... ····~··-u·-···~ 
""H'""'·uL•v"' on efficiencies in the 

not conducting this work on a fully through 

24c: 

.,.,.,.,.,,..,,.. appropriately provides 
.......... u""''uu.p, and imp1c:m1:mulilg 



activities, which are 1m101emenre~a 
Science Division 

1m1p1e.mentaltlon, and exploitation 
the architecture "'"'"-'EU and implementation of these measurements 

the Nation will largest potential solution set these 
measurements, synergy by making use portfolio 

techniques. made 
through ESD. 

QUESTION 

aPJ>ears as NASA is now responsible 
.,.,J.,,., .. ,,5 capabilities- a responsibility 

a. Why is agency's 

ANSWER 

commissioning 
reached orbit. "'-'""· ..... " .... "''"!J""uui 

knowledge 

QUESTION 25b: 

Why is NASA not conducting work on a fully 
Agency ._. ..... .,ui•"' 

ANSWER25b: 

appropriately provides 
._...,,n5 ,,il,.,il;; and implementing an 

land imaging measurements ..,..,, ... .,._, ............ 
products. These m1::as1uremcmts 

a range ofNASA Earth u"'J."'u"'" 
to USGS and many other 
Within the 

s m-ae1:lm 
Administration's plan 
U.S. 

1mp1lernlentc~d by NASA 
responsibility for 

HU,.:>,H\JUi:> that are funded 
NASA. 
land measurements in 



set for the ........... r..u the maximum ""',.,'"' .. o''' 
other related measurements, a ... ~~ .. -·,.., ESD portfolio 
teclmiques. the decision to 

(DSCOVR) mission was A.., ... ., .... '""'~ 

HU,i)i)1'1Ju, not a climate however NOAA to 
NISTAR back on the satellite last The Appropriators denied 

NOAA to add the sensors, but allowed to come from NASA. 

a. Why is requirements? 

ANSWER 

DSCOVR spacecraft was .,.f">,,H, .... VL''"'L""'"J' to Observation 
instruments. In the 2009 Congress appropriated 

to refurbish and recalibrate NIST AR Earth 
which NASA 

QUESTION 26b: 

purpose of the 

""""''u .. u ... i information from the NASA ACE mission at 
the earliest warning 

was designed to "'"''""""' 
weather measurements to continue 

v"'"''l"."''-"'• '"""'u'""""''"'' appropriated funds for 
Observation instruments, which 

of the Earth Observation 
way to provide Earth nh•~f't"U'lOlf'IOn "'"1-'""'-'''.u.•_Y 

refurbished 



QUESTION 

ANSWER26c: 

NASA ,.,.,...,,.,"T1 

NASA 
NASAun•.•'-""'"' 

operational needs. 

26d: 

data if so, who 

applications 
;:sc1em;e satellite data publically 

local governments and .. ,..,,."' .. " 

to 

Why is NASA not conducting this work on a fully basis through Joint 

Agency "'"''"'U"''"' 

26d: 

the reasons previously ui<:>..., .... ,,i:),,. .. , NASA requested funding 
Earth and NISTAR. 
the is primarily a space UTl'>•O>Tn•"1" "''L~W,~AA• 

QUESTION 

opened solar Few 
nstnran01m1, or scientifically important as planetary 

.., .... ..,,i::. ... A cor1tmues the disproportionate cuts m 
alone a 20% cut ($300M) to 

2014 fundamentally continues that path, Congress' current 
to this path in the 2013 bill. NASA's behavior seems to 

i ...... ,..., ... ,,..., a "going out of business" new missions 
development, and eventual 

a. program been singled out 

b. Do you believe that 
If not, what are to ensure that 

nrou:raim consistent with the priorities in the decadal 

c. will 



ANSWER27: 

is about a 5 "'""'""''"'" ..,.,..,..,,. ..... ,., 
of a broader approach to ...,..,, ..... t ....... ~ ... ·~u'"' 
environment, and to ensure that the request is consistent 
still priority across the portfolio of 

maintains a balanced New Frontiers, and stri:1.te:g1c 
most recent decadal survey . 

.., ................ .,,..,..,. surveys of near-Earth commences of 
u ..... ,~·~·u based on Curiosity architecture, provides instrument 

"''-' .......... ..., ....... ,.,. •• ., to ExoMars rover mission, and ,,.,. ....... ,. ..... " 

ANSWER 

planetary exploration in partnership 

28: 

.... ,,,. ... u ........ ., to support planetary 
research awards. 

development those currently operating, though with reauci;:a 
extemiect operations, as by Senior Review. 

Appropriations bill to 
........ ~~-·~ - one of the most mt1ere:stlrLg 

oceans that could potentially some of life. 
2013 for such a What are NASA's plans to 

When might a be launched? 

Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations (P .L. 1 
$75,000,000 shall be for and/or formulation 

the science Jupiter 
recent planetary " Given the harsh la.\.1•1a.~,lvu 

v•~ ... - •• u around Europa, and our current of the lec:nnorn;gu~s neectea 
out this type of mission, plans to use these 2013 
activities related to a to including: 

• an instrument technology to one 
1aemt1l!le:a risks for a 

• to spacecraft and cortce1D1 oue:rations (launch 
multiple flyby HU•>>:>H.J•H ..,A..,,.., •. u~• ... ..,umodule) and 

'-""'"'"""' .... vehicle trade space; 
• Studying and testing IJ•'-"•~ ...... ;u 

associated impacts to instruments and spalce<~raltt; 
• preliminary design on 

instrument( s ). 



performed over 
•u'"'"·"'"'H (called the Europa ....., ... ~,..,,..,,. 

Planetary Decadal 
"' ............. ,." are complete and a profile 
launch can be 

QUESTION 29: 

choosing to move forward with an Asteroid 
at a cost billion dollars, while 1 .... n.rrc;,t<,J ... '"' ....... ,.r. 

undeniable scientific comparable cost, such as a 
a mission to Europa, are oassea 

or 

....... 1" .... ,,,u..,:•n the bi-partisan str::ttef.l~Y 

The overall mission is composed of three sev1arate 
elements: the aetect10n 

renlde:!:Vous. capture, and red1re1::t101n 
the crewed mission to 

,,_,.,, ..... u...,,. System (SLS) and 
un1orececterrcea technological challenge -- .. .,,..,,,...,.,.. 
discovery, while our home planet and 
...... , .. ,..,.,u to Mars in the 
activities Technology, :sc1enc:e, 

QUESTION 30: 

ANSWER30: 

science theme 
astrobiologically relevant ancient,,...,,,,, .. , ......... ..,,,. • .,. 

within that geological '""H" .... ,...· ... "" 
progress toward return to 

advances 
and ...... ,.,,.,.,,.,.. . .,.,, 

satisfying NRC Decadal ,..n,.""'" sc1e:nce recomtmt:ma.am>ns, 

the 



,..,. .. ,,.."~tt .............. , for accommodation of contributed 
payload element(s), technology infusion, and ... .-,,. ...... ,,,."''"' 

Most recently, a (SDT) completed work to outline the science 
ren1ents to meet the above objectives for Mars 

can 
project team is ... ., .. ,, ... ,.,,.,.,,i-. 

mission concept, including the use of 
expertise from the Mars (MSL) mission. 

31: 

is a $17. 7M reduction for Exploration in the vu"'I"."'• 
...... .1. ........ J,vu is "decrease due to revised requirements to support the program 

and completion of the test to the testing 
requirements much with those changes. 

ANSWER31: 

Exploration is intended to ............ ... 
mission requirements within a sustainable budlget 

l capability first flight in 2017 not 
The SLS program Block 

nre:memts at Stennis 
Space A-3 test and checkout testing is approaching 
completion. Further""",,"""' tes:tmg 
planned at this 

We understand that NASA last 
with Johnson Space Center to 
exploration suit 
ren1urrms:mg of 

32: 

surmort of Exploration on test stand is not 

ag1:ee1rne:nt with industry to fund work 
suit. This proposed 

this a 
r1''"'""',..,'" the next 

space 

next generation exploration <>vr .. ,,._,Jp 
in-house risk reduction 

(AES) Division in the Human 
1.,.,,.,,.,.,.,.. •• ,,..,.,. (HEOMD), NASA civil servants at 

...,.., .... ...,. (JSC) are developing an in-house prototype 
This in-house development activity is 



along with contractor providers. 
objective of the ,,.n,.,..,,,., ... t activity is to operational and performance 

new ground simulation and • ..,.,,,,u,,., "'"'''L. .. C..',tLcu'-'J' ... "· 

to test 
that the new exploration 

the resources and operational margins are available 
uv•u•"•d"" beyond low Earth orbit (LEO) 

could be very limited in the event 
This new exploration suit will not replace the cw:re11t 
Unit (EMU). IfNASA decides to replace the current 
a full and open competition. 

timeframe for reformulation of future 
you have in reformulating 

formally coordinated with 

What 
How will this research be 

... v ............. .,. rotorcraft research? 

L-L'VLUUAWW.U,,U of rotary wing research will worked throughout 
2014. The of this reformulation AU"'A""'""' 

following: 

focus the NASA-funded resc~arc:n ,..,,..,. ... ,, .. 
to the rotary-wing segment 

the most significance 
an emphasis on civil 

aviation µu.•v.1.u ... ..,., "''·"'""'"vu. system reliability, and costs 
(fuel "'LLL,.,AVUV.1 

Provide for long-term innovative possibilities can as more 
autonomous capabilities. 

rotary with the 
IS service for rotorcraft. coordination 

occur through regular meetings and OSD leadership. 

QUESTION 34: 

NASA terminated any Under what 
was this process implemented? 



ANSWER34: 

a 



Foot Wind 
Tunnel at 

Research 
Center. 

"'"'"Ll"'u·•"' available to the public? NASA maintain a 
Agreements? Is the public provided advance 

Agreements? 

While Act (SAAs) are a .. .,,,,.,.," 

occasionally, be proprietary UUVUJ, ..... ~ .... u. cor1uu1tiea 
would not be available publicly. tests 
proprietary information should be withheld 
with 51 § 20131 "Public to Information" and the of Information 

5 U.S.C. § 552. Both statutes protect trade secrets or confidential 
...... ,,~:.-.. ,, ... ,av.l.l as defined in statutes. To the extent contained in a 

u. ......... ..,u to should be .. ,.. ... ,......, .. ,...,. 

NASA U~UJ'"'"'"' 
for international ~, ., •. , . 
.. ,. ... ,,..1"1"., can be generated by 

partnerships 
mtc~re~n:. NASA often 

QUESTION 36: 

How NASA ensure that 
competitive process? 

36: 

activities that are 
release coincident 

are generally executed on a basis 
should have access to NASA resources. 

amm~~en1en.ts are contemplated, 
NAU 1050.l, Guide" 

to the maximum extent practicable to 

Is there a 



1-'<>1"1"1"1,,.,.., to perform work on 
activity must 

any use of its facilities can be 
...,..,.,. • ..,u,,,,," and 9080.1, 

User Charges." NPR 9090.1, Section 1.2 
uin~m<:mt~;i" !Olr1 r1r•''"'"'"'<:! limits on competition with 

c011su1erawlms can affect the ~·~~'"""'"T"'"'~""' 

compete 

.., .... , ......... commercial providers 

What is of Administration's reorganization 

a. What was your role organization orc>cess·r 
b. Which ..... ,.,,.....,..,,.,,....., be responsible for uu;,•.u<.<r:;,U;Lr:;, 

full cost be lower. 
"It is 

or goods, 
legal and policy 

the private 



ANSWER38: 

in ... ,..,.. .. :..,~.a.,u~~·I"> 
priorities, with accountable 

• Enable 

• 

NASA has a 

NASA will maintain four projects in its e011calnon 
and NASA will 

undergraduate 

with on 

nrr•nn<:!Pn reorganization 
p~gr~"'ofthereorgan1z;&icm 

proposal? 

for supporting 
undlergractuat1~s with 

by 



40: 

What offices and 1.1 ... ..., ......... education and 
public outreach activities under 

space-related "''·""'"''-'CU.VU ,-.,,,.nt·<>n1r'/ 

they have 
NASA employees 

the past? 

40: 

Additionally, many 
2:ranre1es or cooperative 

.LH.<.VJ.J.AJ.<.U vUl.U•Q'UVU institutions across 

Content and efforts that are no longer funded by 

QUESTION 41: 

What teatur~~s 
approach taken by 

""""·"'"'i- of Education and 
consolidation 

._,,_._,, .. ._..,,,_ STEM '-''-'-<JLC>VA•,.,.,..,,,_vu <>.++r,....,.,., 

STEM education programs 
there concerns that 

result to consolidate 

41: 

NASA Education's high quality 

to the 
lost as a 

unique capabilities. education professionals to 
ensure and advances in engineering and 
technology are incorporated into education resources to the Nation's 

directly Directorate content with ..................... v·u 

activities, the Agency can make available STEM experiences such as 
developing payloads to on NASA hardware on the ..... .,.,u ..... .,.., ... u ... 

Station, and internships NASA scientists possible. These 
cormecmlns serve as a way to inspire, and enthusiastic 

aeriosoace field. part of the NASA will work 
closely with the Department of .............. ..,.., .. ,,_vu, Science Foundation, 

other CoSTEM to ensure that the ..,.~, ... .u•~J 
resources and ....... u'""""' to help inspire students and support educators. 



QUESTION 

ANSWER 

not 

QUESTION 43: 

a. Was this change requested by NASA or 
b. Will any other use so, will they contribute funding? 
c. Will all funding decreases in reflected as funding for 

NASA's budget? 
d. Will now 

operations? 
e. 

(priorities, and leaving 

Department of (DOE) is responsible for maintaining national capability 
to support the development, production and of radioisotope power systems 

and the dwindling 
supply decisions in the use of 

for science missions. NASA's planetary program depends on capability 
the future; therefore, the urgency to restart domestic production remains 

In 2014, DOE is transitioning to a full cost recovery strategy for NASA is the 
primary user of the relevant facilities, so the Administration's approach is for 
provide so that program and are uui;:;,u"'"' 



one agency. ,,.,.."'""'"""r1 FY 2014 funding and justification 
1nnn..-1-·tttfi LA~&~~"'.t"&"""'h11M• and "'"''"1<>.VJ.H 

users. will work "'-'"'""'w. 

maintained infrastructure that should 

Although funding for 
capabilities 
responsibility 
and and manaJ2:em.em 

QUESTION 44: 

In February, NASA 
Directorate. is NASA's justification for ""L"'•uui.•;.:. 

explicit Congress? 

'"'"''"'"V&LC1HU.Lr, the 
NASA has followed 

the sustainment all 
the NASA budget 



~u ...... .,,..,~. Furthermore, NASA appropriations '"'F.,'"'"'n"'''U 

included a separate appropriation for 

QUESTION 45: 

to a Space Mission 

QUESTION 46: 

• L~·~,_J.u .. , ..... ,.,,H Bill did not include authorization a Space 
this structure in 

46: 

.1.•u·"" ... '"'a Directorate is an 
to to implement 

and appropriated 
Directorate. 

47: 

What is NASA's plan a new directorate simply become a 
dumping ground tec:nno1c1gu~s that other mission directorates need, but are not .... ,u ... ~ 
to funding 

47: 

.. ..,,,u,.,.•icv~;.1 Mission Directorate 
Technology Roadmaps as 

technology 
NASA with inputs 

enterprise. The Space Technology ,,, .. ,,"'"''"'" 
UV(~stJ:ne11t topics with the Space Technology 

rec:orrum:naatH>ns through technology efforts 
""""'

1
'"'""' with industry, 

.... "'I.'\."" it that new Mission Directorate 
investJ:nent portfolio to include early 

entirely new technologies; mid development 
prototype validation; environment flight ae1no11s-ittr•+ ......... 



L ....... ..,,,..,u readiness. Such a portfolio-based am>roi1cn ensures that most 
,,~,·~~ ... ., needed near term technologies are !nfused into future 
missions quickly, a 1 . .n1.1..,•ui .... 

the future. 

Conversely, what checks are not 
does not have a practical use 

As technologies conceptual and ""'"'""1
"''

1
""'""''" 

Technology strengthens the emphasis on technologies that have 
en1cu~nc1es above currently available or capabilities. For 

a or system is accepted a demonstration 
.,,..,,,,,,,_,"H• Space Technology works Directorates to determine 

within the • & .. ,-AA,,,, 

market. If a clear 
rrrt=•QP1"1t STMD does not embark on ........ ,..n..., .... 

n1'''1"''"'T .............. u ..... u. a technology is reviewed at 
to determine if the plan technology is and 

........ .u.u.vu.• objectives are still on track. Additionally, all technology demonstration 
are evaluated in terms applicability to ensure 

the investment. customers the more likely a 
technology would 

47b: 

Space Technology"""."""'"'"'' 
optimized for both Human l-lv•nlr.r<>T•nn 

ANSWER47b: 

is ..... .., .... u,,.,, te:chI10lc)gH~s directly applicable to 
science missions. 

technologies 

nv~~sunems will demonstrate 
communications to bandwidth of NASA's 
... vi:uun.uu ... c;i.u,;u;:, assets 

our system. We are also developing 
tecnn•DIOg1€::s to improve accuracy of navigation "'""'T"' ... "' 

a Solar sail seven times than any tested in 
technology with heliophysics ...... ,~"u"""'"'· 
these demonstration science missions not ...,..,.,,"•v ....... 

are 

a 



providing a backbone for are significant 
exploration missions. communications and atomic \,;lV'\.;fi." 

demonstration involve cost sharing by the 
Mission Directorate (HEOMD), indicating 

To our human spaceflight 
travel further 
Technology is specifically at human ..,A1u1uuuJLuu .,,,.., .... u • .., .. ..,."'" 

currently includes investments in: propulsion, u.., .......... ,.. .. 

resources to distant exploration; in-space 
cryogenic propellant to reduce propellant boil meet 
propulsion stage human exploration missions; 
support resource utilization to 
transporting consumables; advanced batteries and fuel spacewalks 

more sustainable spacecraft and habitats. ETD investments always occur in 
"'"'"' ..... "'?'<>1"1ru• HEOMD and partnership with 

All of the technologies Space Technology is funding intend to 
ae1~os1oac;e ..,. •. .....-..~,u.v ...... ..,.l., VlrorJKmg on NASA missions as well as 

QUESTION 47c: 

If the is not Vl .. llCUU . .lL."'-U to address specific requirements, 
ensuring that it is resources efficiently? 

ANSWER47c: 

above, 
report an..1u~·"'""'"' s1Jeci!1c recmuren1ents 

directorates. 
human 

matured. 

is NASA 

u..,,., ....... , ..... in these areas for human ..,,..,., ..... ,_,.;,<Ji"·•.nn 

''"'"''""' ....... u .... ..,.,, ... we do understand that breakthrough capability 
these areas, which to 

.,H, ...... U'..,, scale prototypes 



solutions and new ..,...,..,, ... ..,,.u m1ss1on buying down 
technology risk to future missions. 

QUESTION 48: 

ANSWER48: 

""ii'Y'H"''"'<Ll'n "''"""'"·'"'Hll<.""• and comes with 

QUESTION 

be responsible 
...... ,.u.1-1''"""'0 the development 

ANSWER 

Propulsion 
for a spacecraft over 

continuous thrust for 
this included 

Ceres asteroid in 
mission will 

technology 



its exploration missions involves a 
development of a 300 system, many technology 

advanced high nrnu .... 

component • ..,..,,.uuv•v1v""" 

systems validated. 
that can be directly applied to sc1e:nce 
DoD missions not feasible Furthermore the component te:cn1 r.1r..,.._..,,.., .... ..,, 
the will have direct commercial .. ..,., .. ,,, ... ,,._ .. u, 
communications """'" ... ''"'"'· 

of the technology cornpcments, 
e1.ern011stratHm of a 30 

development and ....... .., .. I">', done 
by the and 
conjunction 

bilateral '"'"".'"''u"''" 
192 Chinese nationals 
NASA employs 118 Chinese "remotely-based" 
that may to penetrate the space ''""'."""'' 

servers. That is over 300 working for or with an_,_,_ .. __ , 
explicitly with Chinese While simply 
NASA facility not bilateral relations, it that 
-··--,Jil.ni.ren.tmig, if not the letter of the law, at the spirit of the 

ANSWER50: 

NASA is to with restrictions 
and Further Continuing Appropriations Act, which prohibit 
NASA participating, collaborating, or coordinating bilaterally 

Chme:se-1)WJ1ed company. declined all 



NASA has agreements with ,.... .. , .. i_, 
Information Circular (PIC) (PIC 12-0lA) a 
12-01) to all of its contractors 

otherwise NASA sponsorship 
.. ,..,,,,.,"'.,.. .... _of the restrictions on use ofNASA 

a request for physical or remote access to a by a Chinese 
to ensure compliance 1 in 

"'"""''"'""" control foreign national access. 
reviews are access is to programmatically 

beneficial to access is granted to those are lawfully-admitted 
res1ae111ce in United (LPRs or holders") or those that 

as an F-1 student visa. In instance, NASA ensures Chinese 
not have an affiliation cnmf:se·-ovvnc:a company. Most 

the national is a student or no:s1-c10c university that is a 
NASA project grant rec1oumt. 

With regard to visitors, in consultation counsel, 
that it is not inconsistent with 11 subsection to host meetings of a 

of multilateral institutkms include official cnme~:;e at 
facilities. As such, in two 

"'"'"''"1'" (ISU) at .l"-'-'·'u._ .. ,..., 

1-1•·"''"' .. , instances, the case 
Center (KSC), June 
(CCSDS) and for 

Group (IOAG) at 
participating 
organizations. 

.._,....,.,..,,., ....... 10-13, 2012, NASA u...,., ......... 0Jtic1al ..._,,,..,H...,.,.., 

multilateral under 

51: 

Congress that is no 
with national security or "'"'""'"'n-1 1 

company? Does NASA's review 
co1mect11)ns to governments? 

and 



»u.1.u1v1.1vut to protect national mu~res:ts·r 
e1a:t1m1sn1p with state entities? 

additional.,,.....,.,..,,,,,,. ... ., foreign nationals such as required by the National 
Industrial Security operating manual? 

51: 

or remote access request for a ,_,.L, ... ..,,,"' "'"""'J""'"' 
.._,ii, .... ..,,,..., national does not have a current ............... uu•u 

company. 

NASA 

.,,_.,.,,..,..,,,"are also made to the '-"U ... ...,.., 

foreign nationals from ,_,,..,.,.1.~·"""'""" ..... 
nationals for all measures 

~ .... A-U operating manual. 

eCustoms Visual Compliance Database Checks: 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Department 
Kingpins 

Lo1mn1er,~e Denied Per·sor1s 
Lorrum~rce Entity List [BIS] 

Specially Designated 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

..,.A...,AJ",H Persons Designated Under the 
....,..,., .... ,,,.Regulations 

Administration 

• Secret Service 
• World 

Mass Destruction 

Excluded from 

of Parties Excluded 

Excluded from 

by information security firm Mandiant 
connection between China's People's 
a."'o"'.1.""i1u"' institutions. What to review any possible connection ...... t,,u .. ~·n 

at Chinese "'"'"''" • ...,..,..,,.,...r, 



ANSWER 

eCustoms Visual vVlUIJ'l.1.(.1.JLI.\;\; 

Government and a special 
counterintelligence/counterterrorism 

QUESTION 

vl1Jl.Uv''"' lllU.LH.,HU.•>:> with physical access, not to mention 
access, are significantly more number ....... ., . ..., .. v.,, ....... 

,,..., ... ,.,., ... , ...... General's office in 2012. How do you ... ,.., ..... ...,,.u 

53: 

is not aware of any report by 
from June 2012 that included numbers nationals. 
OIG confirmed that they did not prepare any such 
.. ,,,,,., ..... rf of having provided as part of a inquiry. 
Therefore, we be referring to that sent to 

gressn1an KoJl:lralbacner dated June 20, 2012, to his questions 
Chinese foreign nationals that allows to have access to 

was referenced by Chairman Wolf at a March 20, 
Appropriations on Commerce, 

\.ge:nciles, at which Bolden testified. 

aforementioned June 20, 2012, letter to congr·ess:mam 
as of March 2012, had u .......... H .. ,.,, .... 

China (PRC) were approved for either 
293 total cited in 
............... i.., of PRC and 

On March 20, 20 I NASA provided "'""'~ ....... 
on March 2013, to the 

""'"''''"'· ............ .,,per his (Note, the information was provided with a Sensitive but 
.u ........ .,., ...... ,, ..... coversheet to both Wolf and to House 

Space Subcommittee, 
however, for this 2013 
the 2012 

sensitive 
compilation, NASA 
Therefore, as 13, 2013, 

PRC (192 for physical access and 118 for remote access, as cited 
........ v ... u ...... question) who were access to NASA 

..... .,,,...,.,.,..," or remote resources. 



When comparing the two at:c1re1nent11orn~a compilations, there is an ... ..., .• ..,...,,,..., 
PRC citizens between the two We therefore that 

"significantly Chinese foreign nationals who had access to 
remote IT resources as of March 201 as compared to those who 

2012. 

QUESTION 

.,.,,....,, ..... ,.tt .. ,,. on Appropriations that NASA has 281 ·~·~n,., •• 
access to NASA facilities . 

...,,.,,"''IJ',U"'"'"'" countries are terrodsm, are under san1cwons 
and countries of "Missile such as China, Iran, 
Burma, Sudan, Uzbekistan, and Arabia. It seem to me that is 
inviting 281 foreign nationals thoroughly vetted? Please describe 

ANSWER 

After a civil servant has confirmed that the ·~·-····· national user has a valid need to 
""""'"''"'·the International (IVC) 

to execute a foreign 
....,n ........ , .... by eCustoms, Visual 

..,.., ... ., •. ~~~ a Restricted 

• 
• Department of Control (OFAC) 
• of Commerce Bureau of Industry and (BIS) Denied Persons 

• and Unverified List Department of 

• 

the Foreign National 
review and documentation 

(provisos/conditions). Once,._,,.,,, ..... , HV1'•n1"'1' ....,v.u"'"' 

.....,,,,, ........ IVC reviews the reqiue:st 
request/identity is approved. 
logical assets. 

""""'""''"T is sponsored for verification of need. 
... , ........ ,~.u .• ,., export control data, then 

::scr·een "'l'>'""u''" a 
banking, and 

Concern, the United 
and Interpol. 

u.u•.<u ... , .... as 
.-..,u, ..... ,,.., the request prior to 



the application approves access. The application approvers review the ~"*·~- control 
provisos/conditions for the foreign national user before granting access. 

For access requests for foreign nationals from Designated Countries, all of the above 
procedures apply, plus, at the direction of the Assistant Administrator for Protective 
Services, beginning in 2012, Counterintelligence Officers are notified of access 
from all foreign nationals from Designated Countries, including lawful permanent 
residents from those countries, and may make additional inquiries. Once the Center 
Export Control official has completed his review, the request is forwarded to the Agency 
Desk Officer assigned to that country and associated mission The 
Agency Desk Officer reviews the document, after which it is additionally reviewed by the 
Agency Export Control office. Finally, the Agency IVC reviews and either approves or 
disapproves the requested access. 

QUESTfON 55: 

NASA have enough security and counterintelligence personnel to protect against 
................... u intelligence threats? How many individuals are responsible for this effort? 

ANSWER55: 

Like all Federal agencies, NASA's personnel, property and information resources are 
under constant attack from adversaries both at home and abroad. The very nature of 
NASA's mission, and the extremely important technical and intellectual capital produced 
therein, makes all resources a valuable target for hackers, criminals, and foreign 
enterprises. Many threats are well resourced, highly motivated, and exhibit 
varying levels of sophistication. Therefore, security is and will remain a top 
priority for NASA. 

Although these are challenging budgetary times for the Nation and subsequently for 
NASA, the Agency is proud of the work our security personnel do on a daily basis 
with available resources in order to respond to and thwart an ever-growing number of and 
type of malicious threats against Agency resources. On a daily basis, security personnel 
from across the Agency are successfully working together to ensure that Agency 
resources are safeguarded from attack, assessed against Federal and Agency 
security requirements, and continuously monitored for compromise and for the 
effectiveness of protective measures. However, NASA recognizes that vigilance at all 
levels is essential to thwarting such attacks. Therefore, NASA senior leaders continue to 
prioritize a culture of security awareness across the Agency, to include new and expanded 
security training for all NASA employees, and contractors not just those in formal 
security roles. NASA takes any allegation of a security violation very seriously, and we 
follow long-established procedures to investigate these allegations quickly and 
thoroughly and to prosecute all security violations, whether foreign or domestic. 

Within NASA, multiple offices are tasked with the responsibilities of securing NASA's 
resources. They are: (1) the Office of the Chieflnformation Officer (OCIO), with 



statutory responsibility for all unclassified information technology and unclassified 
information; (2) the Office oflntemational and Interagency Relations (OIIR), with 
designated responsibility for Export Control; and, (3) the Office of Protective Services 
(OPS) which is responsible for all of NASA's physical, personnel and information 
security policies for classified systems and headquarters administration activities, 
protection program management and emergency management, intelligence reporting and 
analysis, special access programs, communications security (COMSEC), operation of all 
NASA's classified national security systems, and counterintelligence and 
counterterrorism activities agency-wide. 

The mission of the Counterintelligence (CI)/Counterterrorism (CT) Division provides 
specialized CI/CT services to NASA personnel and resources to detect, deter, and 
neutralize threats posed by foreign intelligence and terrorist activities. The NASA CI/CT 
program works concert with the United States counterintelligence community to 
increase CI/CT threat awareness and education among NASA personnel, and to 
and disrupt the effectiveness of foreign intelligence officers, assets, and 
terrorist elements targeting NASA. OPS Counterintelligence is also actively engaged 
with NASA programs and projects as part of an education and awareness program as well 
as looking for any indicators that may be of concern. In addition, the CI/CT Division has 
20 Special Agents located at the NASA Centers who report directly to the Headquarters 
CI/CT Division Director. Because NASA faces a growing need for more 
counterintelligence personnel to protect against foreign-intelligence threats, the OPS 
Assistant Administrator increased personnel numbers for the counterintelligence program 
by percent over the last 12 months by evaluating requirements and re-purposing 
existing 0 PS personnel. 

Center Protective Services activities are under the control of the Center Director. Center 
Protective Services are staffed '"1ith personnel that perform security related duties 
such as; information security, personnel security, emergency management, international 
visitor control, export control, industrial security, physical security, and armed uniformed 
security officers. The Centers also has layers of security (perimeter fences, CCTC, 
foot/mobile patrols, electronic readers, etc ... ) in place that prevents a foreign national 
from entering an area outside the scope of their visit. Functional responsibilities include 
leadership, management and direction for all protective services disciplines as they apply 
to the protection of people, information, and property. 

QUESTION 56: 

What is the timeframe for across the board application of the Personal Identification 
Verification cards? 

ANSWER56: 

NASA met the Personal Identification Verification (PIV) requirement 
October 2008. PIV enabled physical access has been in place since 2008. PIV enabled 
network access has been in place since 2010. PIV enabled application access is in 



mandatory pilot began 
a production roll out before the end 2013. """TPTT1..: are 

expected to complete by Q4 2014. PIV 
systems will 

log of non-windows 
party products, funding for 

Science or CASIS a 
now and what is NASA doing to ensure that the 

of the station is utilized to full metrics does NASA 
use to evaluate the effectiveness of 

...... .,u,,,,..,..,. a new Board of Directors comprised of national '"'"'"'"'"" 
research and technology development in to ,....,,.,,..., 

management of the 

Physical Applications (SLPSRA) 
u-,U~AA between the Agency and the Center for 

does not or determine 

for the 
organization. status 
reports, which provide updates of work done vs. the APP. 

QUESTION 58: 

What is your confidence be to meet 
forward? 

NASA is not aware any management issues or funding cor1stram.ts or 
restrict the ability to fully utilize National Lab. 

59: 

This budget request asks to pay for many 
pay NOAA's climate sensors, 
radioisotope infrastructure-
$178M cut from 2013 ..,.,.,,,.,u .... ..., .. 



a. 
own responsibilities? 

ANSWER 

.. u. ... ,.,_n, ......... a As the Nation's civil 
is brought to bear effectively in the ... .,.,J,i:;u, 

implementation, and in some cases continuity 
measurements are useful both to NASA res:erurcn 
further the 
system, sustained an mt1egratea 
an~•1"n'"""' across all ag1:mc:1es in order to minimize and fully 

radioisotope power systems, 
for the infrastructure, so having for this 
the reconciliation of capability with demand. 

QUESTION 60: 

a roadmap for the future of human exploration which 
.... ..,,, .... u,_, key milestones 
system? 

ANSWER60: 

decision points for an ex1oru1ae:a humtan tm~se11ce 

strategy for 
of crewed surface missions to 

is a previous major programs and will 
ensure that the United fosters a safe, robust, affordable, 
space program by developing a set of core evolving capabilities instead 
destination-specific hardware, to an across the solar 
system. capabilities include human-robotic mission operations; 

energy storage; advanced propulsion; ground 
...... , ....... ..,., u ...... """"""""LL• crew health and protection; entry, 

ae:sce:nt, and landing; environmental control and life support systems; resource 
utilization. 

In 
""'"t"'""'" .. ,, ... ..,~ • ..,,,_,_.,,,,., will be developed, prioritized, and matured to 

hilllnan exploration beyond with 



testing on the International 
tests and along with 



RANKING MEMBER DONNA 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
APRIL HEARING ON 

'"'"'1"'11"'""1 of the National and Space ..-..u ... u.1..•.1..1..,. ..... , .... .1.vu Budget for 
Fiscal Year 2014" 

1: 

GAO's latest 

program? 

NASA's main priorities include the utilization of the International Space Station 
(ISS) and the servicing by commercial cargo crew vehicles; the 

beyond-low-Earth-orbit (beyond exploration the 
Orion spacecraft the Space Launch (SLS); the development 
Webb Space (JWST); and advancing space efforts. 

retrieval mission 

ANSWER 

Redirect Mission is connposea 
compelling elements 
development: and characterization the 
robotic capture, and redirection target asteroid to 
'"''~'T"'Tln· and the crewed sample captured asteroid using 
Space Launch (SLS) the Orion crew capsule. elements employ the 
priorities SLS and space particularly in the area solar-electric 
propulsion (SEP). 

lb: 

Why does asteroid initiative is use 



ANSWER 

............... v,u to redirect, and sample a would mark an 
unprecedented teclmological feat that will bar of what humans can do in space. 
And it would provide invaluable new data on threats asteroids to our 
planet and could be mitigated. an asteroid integrates the 

of our technology and human and draws on the 
innovation of America's and engineers. It takes our 
work on the Space and Orion crew capsule and helps keep us on target to 

goal of sending to the 2030s. 

development, 
new capabilities, and an overall 

management that draws deeply from the Agency's skilled wo1rk.t:orc:e 
varied acquisition and processes from around 
robotic rendezvous, capture, and target asteroid to 

would also demonstrate new solar electric propulsion 
crpr1P'l"l~tn11cr the of thrust power nec:ess:arv 

NASA refine and adopt 
a variety of areas, including materials, 

storage and transfer, and The crewed mission 
will travel deeper into space than ever nPT,nT'P 

research with the target 

maintains the life cost Asteroid Redirect 
Mission (excluding SLS than $2B. There are no altc:~mattiv1es 
early SLS and Orion can be accomplished .. 4~·~ 
estimate. 

Is the Administration going to to NASA the additional resources to 
carry out an or is it to to other 
important activities? 

ANSWERlc: 

an asteroid redirect mission is to on-going activities, 
act,ranicentJ.en.ts or new capabilities for exploration, 

science and commercial provided within the FY 2014 
augment our existing activities in Teclmology, Science, 

................... hxploratton and Operations to: enhance our asteroid detection and 
electric propulsion and, 

no11-c1001:>er:atnre 1-,,, ............ ., in space. capability developments 
their own right independent proposed asteroid 

begin planning for a robotic mission which ev€~raiizes 



technology and flight c1.en1on:strmtlon for advanced power solar 
..,n .. .., ..... ,,..,, propulsion technology . 

........... u ..... , ...... ,., ... progress on the is conditional upon identification of a technically 
concept. completing this summer an 

internal redirection to assess technical and programmatic aspects 
the mission. Budgetary review will be into budget for 
FY 2015 with other priorities. We will keep the apprised 

Your references going to 
exploration plan and roadmap to If 

... .,.,,,Luu.uu~-"' and describe how the proposed asteroid mu>s1oin 
will nation get out of the proposed asteroid .. .u .. ,,.., ...... .u 

ANSWER2: 

begins with 
followed by the initial Orion/SLS flight 

operational technology demonstrations, 
crewed to obtained on the will be complemented early operations 
with Orion and Space Launch advancements of emerging technologies 
exploration systems. critical capability achievable on other 
existing platform, such as long duration human performance, life 
support systems, including maintenance repair, and new and capability 
use. 

beyond-Earth-orbit utilize human spaceflight ....... ., .... .., .......... ,., 
development ways in the 
the lunar locales for 

.................. spaceflight 
The round-trip 

resources and no 
OD(rrat1on of the Orion crew vehicle 

The complex in the 



to the asteroid in a distant retrograde the Moon; rendezvous and 
proximity operations deep-space environments; aee~n-s:nac~e 
operations as guidance, navigation and control Earth; EV As in 
this deep-space environment to explore the management; and 
return of samples in the Orion will all be challenging and inspirational 
translwiar space that in preparation for future Mars missions. 

In addition, the radiation environment outside the Earth's Van 
Allen radiation is than that encowitered by astronauts on 
Thus, we will gain invaluable experience with radiation as as 
character/composition of the radiation the Orion vehicle, but without 
the dangerous levels of exposure projected duration 6 months) trips. 
radiation is to that expected for astronauts 

as one to Mars. 

The combination of long duration human spaceflight on the ISS and initial t>e~toIJLtt-Jt:'..ar 
m1s:s1011s to a distant retrograde orbit will stretch our human spaceflight 

a approach than very long journeys to a year. 

The ARM and the CDF strategy, ievc~rajl~mg 
capabilities across the Agency, to test and evolve techniques, and 

the near-term that are required for future exploration systems. 

QUESTION3: 

What criteria will NASA use to determine whether or not op1:mtt1011s should be 
extended past 2020 and when will NASA carry out this assessment? 

3: 

NASA is currently in formulation to operations 
beyond the current budget Research onboard the ISS is advancing our 
understanding health and biology that may enable development of 
u.•"'•un .• u. ... ,.,. or procedures that will benefit people on science 
research onboard the of the atmosphere, oceans, and 
land use here on as as our of astrophysics. 
program, NASA is also partnering with American industry 

market in LEO beyond gov'ernmeint 
cargo transportation as well as commercial ...,.."''""" .. + 
technology demonstrations onboard the are 
capabilities to beyond LEO and onto 
Partnership provides the basis for enabling future exploration with 
the most advanced space fairing nations. Any decision extend the ISS will weigh 
value of continuing the continued operations. 



QUESTION 3a: 

The lifetime extension data that NASA and the date 
indicates that extension to is ..................... GJ.J.:J ........... ,.., ..... . 

QUESTION 

What specifically is the 

ANSWER 

The objectives of the are multifold: through research; 
c01nmten:aal demand driven market in LEO for transportation 

conduct research needed to advance ........................... "'V"'l""'"' .......... ,,,,,n 
and onto Mars; technologies for exploration 
and cooperation for international ............. u ........ 

spaceflight exploration. 

summer of 2010, NASA is in the 
Ke:searcn being conducted onboard the in the 

fields health and performance, biology, and medical are to 
be applied here on Earth. There are still many fields of discovery as research into 
cancer, the nervous to be fully onboard 
the 

NASA expects to be able to purchase commercial crew the 
private sector in timeftame. One of NASA's commercial providers has 

supplying to demonstrate cargo supply 
August/September timeftame. NASA, in coo1oer·aticm 

fostering the expanded use of the ISS for commercial resc~arc:n 
areas of pharmaceuticals, medical procedures. 

NASA is conducting research into human health and pertormaince 
spaceflight beyond low earth orbit. NASA's 
ISS to and u ........ ~.,. • ., 

.... ..., ............. ,,,...,J .. , a~em1ons:trau011s onboard the 
,,.VT ...... ,., human spaceflight beyond 

The ISS, as an orbiting, biomedical space laboratory. provides an 



secure knowledge, test cmmu:rmeasw 
development of health risk mitigation "'"''-'AllllY 

The human research plan for laid out as a orc>a:riession 
designed to address critical questions that must be answered to 1..1u.c:uu1.u 

develop for the risk. ISS is necessary to uu1..ti.:.aL"" 

human areas anticipated on '-'A1.1Av~a.1.nJu rrnss10n.s. 
performance risk areas to through rP~iF'i:irt•h 
limited to, human behavior capability Hmdta1:iOnlS, 
radiation exposure, osteoporosis, to gravity, reduced uiu;:s...,u;; 

caJJ1ac1ty cardiac rhythm issues, to intervertebral 
response, sen.sorrmc>tm alterations, fatigue, bone ftac:!tm·e. 
formation, intra.cranial host-microorganism intierwcticms. 
s1c.1:mc,ss. NASA is currently of our human res~ear<~h ..,, . ...,jl<,J ..... u. 

towards 

As a technology and demonstration platform for exploration, ISS 
cwrerttlv being utilized to demonstrate in life support robotics for 
crew support and spacecraft space-durable NASA is also 
funding technology development activities that will eventually be de111101nstirau:d oinDc1ara 
the ISS such as EV A radiation docking systems, 
uu•••u ......... operations. and other technology development 
by s overall exploration to extend human nrc:~se11ce 
Earth objects eventually to Mars. 
elements and can 

the ISS program, is leading a consortium of 
agencies world in the pursuit of space-based research, 
exploration spaceflight. The Partnership has proven to be 

accomplishing and nation's goals will continue for 
m1s.s1011s beyond LEO and onto 

a is made to extend a in mind as to 
how long it would 

3c: 

NASA has not come to a recommendation on the ''"'"·+•-·- NASA, with ISS 
International is a review res1earc'h and technology goals 
would inform the required operational ofISS. 

QUESTION 



the engineering management NASA and its 
potential lifetime ofISS and determined it can be 

rec:om11mma.aucm on 
formally discussed 
management level. 

3e: 

NASA 

an beyond is ""'1'1r~1n does pursuing the crew 
transportation system program, particularly if it is not FY 2014 
Commerce, Justice, and Science Appropriations bill, 

NASA is committed to procuring crew transportation rescue 
commercial providers, and the Agency supports 

of2010 (P.L. 111-267) that, " ... NASA shall 
United States commercially provided ISS crew and crew rescue to the 
maximum extent practicable." Commercial (CCP) aims to facilitate 

cornmtercaal crew space transportation capability 
:full funding 2014 request is essential to restore a human spaLCet112.11t ....... .., ................ ~, 
to the United States in this timeframe. Reduced will 
availability of domestic commercial 
will on ...... ,.,. ...... .,,..,,...,,, 

QUESTION 4: 

vw••vn to Global 
..,.., .... uA,.,. ....... ..,u important to the 

Why is it to be a leader in Earth sciences as 
overall global change and climate science "'*'"''*'''' 

ANSWER4: 

Earth system - from our planet's mumc>r 
a1'nn<'""'""'·"'"'"" and oceans - affect all aspects of life. are to 

understand and respond to those changes, we of observations collected 
from the land, air and tools to develop 

aecasums. The Nation has invested s1ginm.carmy 
caJ:>aDJllltv to conduct Earth science research within 

Agency's Earth Science program a to the 
and offers a view from space and the long-term data record necessary to support 



leadership to 
systems, including 

systems 
Science program continues to 

....... , ......... JTnn our home planet 

QUESTIONS: 

What is the reason that only 1 percent (about $30M) requested for the 
International be devoted to supporting 
and physical a main use of the ISS? 

'ICUJLV.UA:U n .... a.\.& .... U.Ll"'" .IJ"''"''""<M Survey provided over 60 "highest 
priority" research recommendations, and prioritization criteria. 
NASA's current ISS portfolio highest priority recomme1ridat10IlS 
the Decadal of NASA's budget the Agency will closely 

rec:on:mumaatu)ns of the Decadal Survey in on in new 
"'"""'""'"'''"' ..... ,., • .u~ .. ..,., and capabilities for ISS, program that balances 
pursuit of significant new scientific construction of a foundation 
knowledge that supports 

,.....,.,,".ff"' being an llllparalleled asset for ISS is a technology 
e10pment and demonstration platform. to question 

ISS is currently being advances in life support robotics 
for crew support and servicing, and space-durable NASA also 
.......... ,, ...... ~,e technology development activities that will eventually be demonstrated ont>owra 

such as EV A systems, radiation systems, and autonomous 
mission operations. technology development driven 
in part by exploration goals to extend human LEO to 

objects (NEOs ), and eventually to is exploring how 
program infrastructure can utilized to enable or enhance ext>101:at11on. 

What is the reason for having the support operations 
tactical and operational support all NASA payloads including international 
partners' as well as maintenance, integration) when 

maintenance for the are in a separate budget line? 



ANSWER Sa: 

The integration and opc~ra11or1s unique cru:1.11eng~~s 
to the that are better by uu.1.• ...... ES,.U.l!'; to a budget line. 
specific budget line stability in resources expectations 
integration and activities. This provides for l'V"1''St11, .. r .. •.~ ... ,_u ....... u ..... .,. test 
equipment, communication support, payload is unique to res~earc:n 

QUESTION6: 

How likely is it that will commercial crew 
transportation to the ISS still hasn't had an independent cost 
and schedule carried out for the commercial crew program. 
addition, NASA's recently Independent 
approach and methodology for developing 

to the credibility 

ANSWER6: 

co1nmllttt::a to procuring crew 
aornesuc, commercial providers, and the 

,,., • ., .... ,, •. '""'""'"'vu Act of 2010 (P.L. 11 
United States commercially provided crew trru11src;:r 

practicable." Commercial (CCP) aims to ........ ,, ..... .., .... 
11"''''"''•1'n1'nP11t of a U.S. crew space transportation capability 
funding of the 2014 to a human sow:::en:tgnt 

to the United timeframe. will delay the op~~rat1onat 
availability of domestic commercial extending the .......... ,..,.. ,," .. '"""' 
will reliant on international to provide crew transportation 

to the ISS. 

1m 1.,,n1"1t!!:llnt'P of receiving for Program to 
enable the Agency to remain on track a 2017 operational availability date, 
cora.tulent that, if the program to requested in 
budget, commercial crew will be available in calendar 

participants have stated could make available 7. 

QUESTION?: 

Advisory 
.. v .. ,,.,_ ... ,......., .... retention of the [Space Act Ag;ree:me~ntl 

the government's 
such an option would move any closer to a 

sni:1pe1:y slope of being curtail 
crewn1en1be.rs merely because of a small number 



We do not understand the full 1m1p11catl<m of the optional ant:>roacn 
concerned that it increases risk. " 

are 

a. all commercial crew program activities the Commercial 
Integrated Capability baseline program under FAR 
based contracts? 

b. specific activities would other 

ANSWER7: 

NASA plans to use FAR-based contracts 
commercial crew!:!"''""'"'~!:! 

QUESTION 

~~ ·---·- for the 
and isolating an not only fulfills our c01umess1onalh u1auuCA•i.vu 

catalogue and chEirru~terize 
aefm-smac~e technologies, move us 
enhance our ability to protect our 

a recent Committee staff were told the additional NEO 
detection and characterization would to select an appropriate asteroid to capture 
not to enhance the congressionally-mandated and near 
Earth objects 140 diameter or 

NEO detection. 
With of the new asteroid it the 
nation's asteroid mitigation as investments 
directly on deflection of potentially hazardous near-Earth objects? 

ANSWERS: 

be \.IU.J.lQ.lJ,,.,1.,A.1., 

2014 budget .... ,.,,,.,,, .. ,.1" 

activities. 



sciences is being increased relative to that spent 
rationale for the proposed increase and what activities would it 

the request for Earth sciences "'"'"'""""' 
proposed for the program in 2014, .... .,. • ...,.,. 1.., 

concepts for sm1uunmtg 

ANSWER9: 

Science will enable working on 
uu'""""'""""' to observe natural and,,,,,,...,, ........ -... ,.., ..... 

facilitate our understanding of long-term .., .............. i::;,w" 

accurate forecasting weather systems. Continued 
...,,..i ...... "'w p1rogi~am .. ~ ...... ~W'•"' an understanding and appreciation the. broader value of 
Earth observations for our Nation and our The requested funding will 
enable continued development which combine the 
measurements understanding into targeted products that 
provide direct to other mission agencies, private to all of 

Specifically, 
would help: 

$ l .846B level 

• Ensure the launch the end of calendar year 2014, the 
first 1 decadal mission, Soil Moisture (SMAP). 
n ... ,, ..... , ..... u,,~ soil moisture and freeze-thaw over the globe, SMAP will enable 
new advances in water cycle and as well as short-term 
SMAP will lead to flood and drought rorc:,casts. 
predictions of and climate change, as 
ma.erstan.ctmtg of the sources and sinks of carbon. in 2014, 

.. "' .... ' .. ""u the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission, and the Orbiting 
Carbon Observatory a refurbished Stratospheric and Gas 
Experiment International Space Station. 

• Expand the successful flight program, """""UIJ'·"""" 
of two Earth Deep Space Climate 
(DSCOVR), and provide $1 OM to fund focused on providing the 

a useful and efficient Carbon Monitoring System. 

• Funds U.S. Geological Survey, for a new land imaging project 
development of a national sustained Satellite System, to build on 
success of the 41-year long data set through the LandSat 

missions and of the NASAIUSGS Data Continuity 
Mission. 



Continue the operation of the world's most and information 
proicessm:g, .,. •. ,.h,1' 11 .,,, 0 and distributing Earth system data to ensure 

widest possible use of the data. 

QUESTION 9a: 

........... u,,..,, .. ,, ..... _,.u. informed you it will submit a budget request to 
support these new responsibilities? be cut to accommodate 
additional responsibilities? 

ANSWER9a: 

these priorities and .... .u ... ,, ........ ,,,,,, ..,, ........ A . ...,A..,,,n 

funding to continue current responsibilities as well as new responsibilities 
including: 
• Initiate development of a climate sensor program for of solar 

radiation, ozone profiles, and radiation balance, starting in the 2022 
time frame . 
.....,...,.u•••.u.•"" support for NASA's 7 missions that are in formulation and development for 
launch between 2016 and 2021, including and Climate 
Experiment (GRACE) Follow-On contributes to drought 

the Water Ocean 
mission to provide wide-swath mapping of ocean ................ . 
Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS) mission to measure the extreme wind 
speeds in the eyewalls of developing leading to improved 
hurricane Carbon Observatory-3 on the 

Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring 
(Tempo) instrwnent to measure air quality and pollution over North America 
and which will fly as an instrwnent on a commercial geostationary communications 
satellite; and Cloud, Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2) ice 
topography UU<>..,.LVU. 

• Continue pre-formulation .. ~ ......... ..,., Pre-Aerosols, Carbon and 1-1t"'1'\<:!'\J'QT"''""'Q 

uu''"""''Al to measure ocean color and productivity, 
other Decadal Survey-recommended and "'H'"'-'•"' a 

QUESTION 10: 

How or contractors will affected as a 
proposed consolidation? How have they been mr1orn1ea proposed changes? 

ANSWER 

.a..:Aiuvc:uu .. •u remains responsible for coordinating NASA's education 
Administration's proposal. at Headquarters 

and the Centers is made up of history 



space-related content. It in academic teaching, 
informal education, instruction and supervision, grant management, 
program/project management, and STEM Additionally, 
education activities are implemented by or ""'"""'"'''f'!li'th7"" ag1·ee1nelnt n•:>1"M'i•"'""" 

education institutions across the Nation . 
.., ....... ,,, .... ,,. ...... grantejes or contractors affected as a result of the prc,po:;ea 
still to be determined. has held a of briefings and 

wo1rldc1rce and on proposed FY 2014 str~Lte~y 
Content and are no longer funded by NASA will by the National 
.., .. ,.,,,.u. .. ,.., Foundation, Department of Education and Elements 
or activities that .,,, .. .,..,.,.. .... 
incorporation 



HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY 

Overview of the National Aeronautics and 
Budget 

Questions the Record, The Honorable Charles F. Bolden, Jr., Administrator, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

1: 

As a NASA chosen to spend significant funds toward the development of 
technologies in pursuit of competing Commercial to meet 
transportation requirements to Low Earth Orbit. How much 

cornpc~tllltg C<)mJ:>an1es. and how companies spent themselves toward 
these technology development and demonstration efforts? 

ANSWER · 

Through the of April 2013, had paid $838.9M to 
milestones completed under the CCDev2, CCiCap 
as detailed the table below. Information on the total spent by the c01np1mi1~s 
toward technology development and demonstration activities is proprietary and 
would to obtained directly those cornpiilllle:s. 

Total Payments 
to Providers for 

Commercial 

CCDEVl (Space 
Act Agreements 
onl 
CCDEV2 (Space 
Act Ag1reernenltS 
onl 

Sierra 
Nevada 
Co . 

20.0 

97.6 

Blue 

352.5 25.7 1.4 

18.0 1 

1 22.0 

221.6 

United 
Launch 

6.7 

6.7 

240.0 

75.0 



QUESTION2: 

What is 
technologies in-house at 

,,..,.,..., .... , • .-1 to develop and demonstrate 
swl<lru~a procmement processes? 

ANSWER2: 

1, an costs for several potential a crew 
transportation system was developed by NASA/Air Force Cost Model 
(NAFCOM), reflecting a traditional approach. The estimates for 
option assumed a Demonstration Phase over 2011-2015 three 

The system with the highest development cost was 
approximately $10.8B (70 level). The system with lowest 
estimated development cost was $7.7B (70 percent level). 

QUESTION 

nm:~crutres and different technologies expected to be 
ultimate Commercial Crew will these differences 

NASA's selection process as we move certification? What 
criteria will use process? 

ANSWER 

for the next phase of the Lomn1en~1ru 
Proposals, which can be acc;esi~ea ~~,~A-· 

.., ... ,.,....,,_,"""evaluation criteria is planned to 

QUESTION4: 

It is understanding that the Commercial co1nt)eutors are working closely 
NASA teams, both to exchange expertise to ........ ,.u"'""'"' certification oro,ces:s. 
this close working relationship extend to the expertise 

you give some examples? 

ANSWER 

expertise, resomces, and infrastructure from almost every 
'"'"•1"·"a'"""" to commercial crew in their 

exc:na:irige is through the use of Reimbursable 
specific NASA for and/or infrastructure support for 
tunnel testing, operations utilization. As the 
there were RSAAs with NASA's crew n!'IT'ITIP1"C! 

below. 

.....,..,, ........... are being 
One avenue 

with 
as wind 

2012, 
See graphic 



Ames 
Sferra Nevada (2) 
Boalng(1) 
spscex(2J 
Blus Offgln (1) 

Nole: The dllta on this chart 
shllWll current RSAAI for tha 
four CCP partners, ao of 
Novombar 2012. 
2B RSAAs tot•I. 

QUESTION 5: 

JPL 

Dryden 
Sierra Nevada (2) 

JSC 
Boeing (4) 
Boeing (1 WSTF) 
Sierra Nevada (1) 
Spscex (2 WSTF) 

CiRC 
Sferra Nevada (1) 

SSC MSFC 
Blue SpsceX !fJ 

QSFC 

HQ 

LaRC 
Boefng (1) 
Starrs Nevada (4) 
Spacex(2) 

KSC 
Origin (1) spacex (f) 

Sierra Nevada (1) 

Some of the Commercial Crew vehicles are capsules designed to land in the ocean. Does 
this design increase the cost of the system due to the difficult and potentially dangerous 
recovery? Does this impact the reusability of the systems, and how does that impact 
cost? 

ANSWERS: 

Specific landing architectures are unique to each crew transportation system. Landing on 
land versus in the ocean can be either beneficial to the overall cost and complexity or not, 
depending on the system design. Land landing is not superior or inferior than water 
landing in all circumstances. Regarding reusability, in general, reusable systems are 
more expensive to develop but can be less expensive to operate than expendable systems. 
But, again, it depends on the specific system design and architecture. 

QUESTION6: 

The proposed new asteroid capture, relocation, and rendezvous mission includes a $20M 
addition for asteroid search. This would double the asteroid search budget, but this new 
money would only be used to locate asteroids less than 10 meters - which pose no threat 
to life or property on Earth. This means that by doubling the budget, we would not get 
one step closer to accomplishing the requirement currently in law to identify dangerous 
asteroids - a mission that you have said cannot be accomplished on time with the 
expected funding level. With resources so thin, wouldn't this funding be better used to 
accomplish your current mission instead of creating a new mission to find, capture, and 
tow a small asteroid to the Moon - an asteroid that, according to NASA, is too small to be 
a threat to Earth, is not scientifically interesting, and does not have useful resources? 



ANSWER6: 

to our """'"'"llJlu 
ast~:ro1tas. both hazardous to the Earth and suitable 

Asteroid Redirect Mission targets. The asteroid initiative will benefit both our planetary 
exploration planetary defense goals. 

QUESTION?: 

FOLLOW-UP: light that; to a aen10n:stra1tion 
Exploration technologies capabilities needed for future missions to 
destination of Mars does not require an asteroid at the Moon, what can you add or 
that would to approve a potential to cap1ture 

an 

ANSWER 7: 

U.U.'>"'UJ'.1..1. is compelling 
elements: the detection and characterization of candidate near-Earth astc~rollO.s: 
robotic rendezvous, capture, and redirection of a target to 
system; the crewed mission to explore and sample the captured asteroid using the 
Space Launch System (SLS) the Orion crew capsule. The mission integrates a 
variety of technologies and capabilities important to future to 
other include the acc~ele:ratlon 

sc1e:nce rm~1s1on, commercial, and human 
exploration applications; and rendezvous with and maneuver of a non-cooperative target 
in space, which is enabling for missions to other 
mission to Phobos. In addition, this mission ret~res;errts 

our planet and bringing us 
mission element will heavily on-going activities in 
and Human Exploration and Operations . 

•.• .ui..,..,,,..,,......, on approach and the asteroid capture process drove cost 
estimates for the Keck study concept a set 1 

um,mt~ms for the current study to 
includes technical and a cost cap 

,,.,. .. ~"'"'""'"" AL"''"'"'""'.UJ to manage cost and risk as of the 
is to develop and implement the robotic asteroid reaire1:t u.u..,, .... ..,u 



looking at other including a planned for 
ideas and discussions with U.S. and international NASA is committed 
to finding a concept that is both technically and feasible. 
cost be reflected in future submits. 

crewed to an the lunar vicinity cmnpJlen:Lenits 
to provide capabilities and risk missions to 

Human Research Program uses the ISS to investigate and highest 
risks to human health and perfonnance, providing countenneasures and 

a ..... ,"" ...... space exploration. As a technology development and 
demonstration platform the is currently utilized to demonstrate 
advances in life support robotics for crew support servicing, and 

NASA is also funding development """""''"''"' 
will eventually be demonstrated the as EV A svs1tems ...................... .... 
monitoring, docking systems, and autonomous mission OP€~rat1on.s. 
Redirect Mission, NASA gain operational experience in deep space radiation 

character/composition inside the Orion 
dangerous levels of exposure long duration 6 ~A~££-A~, 

The crewed mission to would enhance current test 
of SLS and Orion to provide important additional spaceflight 
applicable Earth orbit toward ultimate goal of a crewed mission to The 

...,..,., .. r.,. ... than 20 to the asteroid will include highly limited 
resources return/abort to Earth operation of the 
Orion crew asteroid. The .... ..., ...... .., .• ..., ... 
trajectories in the trip to the asteroid a orbit around 

and proximity operations using the Orion spacecraft in aee:n-s.nac:e 
environments; such as guidance, navigation and control nine 
away from the asteroid, and and return 

........................... j:;,,.l.Aj:; and inspirational early beyond 
Earth orbit that retire significant preparation for future Mars This 
learning will help us design the additional habitat and needed for future 

space .. u ..... ., ... ..,,u .... 



HOUSE CO:M1\.1ITTEE ON SCIENCE, 
Overview of the National 

Bolden, Administrator, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

Questions submitted 

QUESTION 1: 

CFO, Andrew Hunter, he 
told Congress that, though the Agency does not have a cost A.,..,_.,, 

on how much Administration's asteroid lasso mission will us it 
will be by California Institute of Technology's Keck 

Associate Administrat.or for Human Exploration, 
Gerstenmaier informed an audience the same thing a ......... f-1..,, ..... 
mission a few weeks So admits they don't know how 
... u._.,., ............. is to it be as much as the Keck Institute 

it would be. If you don't a total cost figure, or even a general "guestimate", 
how do you know it will be lower than Keck Institute's How much 

ANSWERl: 

Keck Institute for Space Studies concept cost an 
development under very implementation assumptions. This 

assumptions. NASA's for an "".,,., .... ,..,,rt 
realrre4::t ··~---~~· is to leverage ongoing activities, which individually provide technology 
advancements or new capabilities for human ..,,..1,.Av''"'""vu, sc11enc:e 
applications. plan to 
plans for high power solar electric propulsion technology. 
capture mechanism. 

study "'v"·"'"'"" .. u"'''""""'"" ccJns1erv:at1'\i'e u\n-1"""""1 .... ., ..... f'i,U 

SPlltce1::ra:n capture concept, loads during and mtierti:i.ces. 
current concept results from more detailed mission and systems analysis. 
studies included physics-based simulations, the accnrnn'f-i,-.n., 

Keck study to conservative. 

mission element and related mission operations, and neither included the crew 
exploration and sampling segment of the mission. study included cost 



of the robotic redirect mission ..,u,,,,u....,,,u, 
mission definition. In to 

also looking at other mecnallllsrns 
for and \,U>:)l ... U>:)>:)AVJlAi:ll 

to 1"1nr11nrr 

2: 

I am with Bigelow 
Aerospace. one as one of Bigelow's 
place a lunar base on the surface of the Moon". That objective is 

legislation, the REAL Space Act which I introduced a weeks ago along, 
with 8 cosponsors and directs NASA to return to the 2022. I'm ,,,..,,,,. .... .,."' 
NASA a and investigating private sector op1porturut1<~s 

NASA is doing to support this aw-eernerirr 

ANSWER2: 

NASA signed a Space Act Agreement HIJ:?;el4:>W Aerospace to 
possible commercial (beyond-LEO) 

human spaceflight activities. be opportunities for joint 
"'"'n"n"~" beyond LEO, and the study, is done 

two is to current beyond low earth orbit private sector spaceflight-
related goals and objectives and then assets/capabilities in 
private sector. The study is not to, a lunar facility. 

two deliverables/gates are defmed as: 

Gate 1: Conduct a joint formulation the commercial and 
unlJP.r111m;r?nr rn1'1rr1·nuiruu1.f: and utilization for the development exploration of 

beyond low Earth orbit. 

Gate 2: Assess the intersection of the capability to live and work in 
with interests in low earth orbit and all of cislunar space, 
1nr.111n:1nn !:':no•1""1T;1,-. commercial proposals and interests towards ends. 

QUESTION3: 

not a Orion mission until 2021. 
test flights in 2014 and in 2017. What can do to 

acc~e1e1rate that first manned Orion mission? 



ANSWER 

., ... ,. ... .,.,.11"'11 Exploration Flight Test-1 2014) and Exploration 
(slated for 2017) are constrained by manufacturing capacity; additional 

funding would not planned milestones. NASA will continually re-
evaluate launch date of the crewed ~xmorat:ton n,, ... ,,.., .. ...,,u-.w 

next years to assess the integrated Orion, and 
Ground Systems capabilities to support an launch opportunity. 

We understand that some problems with '"'1111" 01_,,.,.,, 

Outreach as a result of the sequester, but 
NASA is cutting back on that outreach. 

For example, NASA an of Communications, so why the Human 
:Spftcei:11gJtl.t "'·""'"""''''"'A.A Directorate also have own budget? Why the new 

,.,..., ........... ..,l',J Mission Directorate have own Outreach activities? It seems that 
are duplicate ... v.ililJL ................... v •.• ., 

Besides being less effective, duplication is more costly too. We would to 
NASA might consolidate functions, similar to how 

has NASA STEM education order to more 
effectively NASA's benefits to the American and in a way that 
more transparent and accountable to 

ANSWER 

am>roiacn NASA communications more strategically, the ""'"' ............... " ....... , ... ..,,.,,., 
Coordinating Council (CCC) includes representatives 
communications outreach organizations from the projects and 

...,.., .............. .u, ............. ".,'"' This council has authority and accountability for 
public communications implementation, and serves as the 

Agency's senior decision-making body direction, planning 
implementation all programs, events 

the CCC ensures a coordinated and sustainable process to "'"'"" .... 
.......... ,.., .... ,"""'.''"'u to NASA's employees, other stakeholders, and ... a\J.u.nci""., 

coordination, fosters and ensures effective use in order to 
eliminate communications activities, and execute NASA's outreach 
activities more strategically, responsibly 

NASA supports a ..,.,..,.~ ....... ,.,,..,,.,the importance of 
disseminating educating a audiences, and 
mspmtnJ:t new generations of explorers. Sequestration and a .... ~ ............ ,, ....... ,U .. J 

reduced funding level for 2013, the. Ae.-~·~J .. ,, .. 1.1 .. ,..,.1..U,., .......... a review of all 



outreach efforts whose goal is to out to and the 
public concerning programs, and activities. Given the significant financial 
rnrie!f1''<1111•t1;1 it was prudent for the Agency to review expenditures that were not rh .. •::>l"'l"ll'lT 

related to mission safety, operations, and development. 

To in coordination with the • ~ ..... ..,u.~, 
Communications Coordinating Council 
and external outreach that date 
year. 

<11'\1'\1'1'\U•"'rl 650 internal 
end of the fiscal 



"Securing Our Nation's Transportation System: 
Oversight of the Transportation Security Administration's Current Efforts" 

Senator Klobuchar 

Questions for Mr. William H. Gerstenmaier, Associate Administrator, 
Human Exploration and Operations (NASA) 

vu.estton 1 : a across America to provide 
hardware necessary for manned space flight. Those firms need long term certainty 

to be able to maintain a skilled workforce. 

potential cuts to the Orion could e01:1ardllze 
manned spaceflight? 

Answer 1: development of the Orion crew ver11c11e, 
(SLS), and enabling Exploration Ground (EGS), as well as the commercial crew 

•••-.a••~uu••a the SLS, 

maintain 
bXJDIOt'.atuln Mission- I (EM-1 ), and Exploration J.V ...... "'u., ... 

(EM-2) launch dates of 2014, 2017, and 2021, respectively. The Orion Program, .1.uv.1uu1.u~ 
1 flight test preparation, provides experience and benefits to industrial base and 

-··-.. ·~· The contractors and involved with EFT- I 
are gaining important experience, ensuring that the industrial 

accomplishing a spaceflight mission ahead of the 2017 
Orion on the 

Question as you may know, Minnesota is a 
device industry. A surprising number of the technologies used in the ,..,.. .... ,,-t .... ,.1·1"" 

devices were developed by in pursuit of manned 

Could you talk about the spillover effect see across America that continued 
NASA will yield? 

resi~ar<~h are all us: provided by 
L ...... ,uvu ...... spaLCe(~rrutt~ millions of passengers and pac~Ka:ges traveling safely 

every day; efficiency in ground and air transportation; 
the cameras in many phones; biomedical technologies such as advanced 

protective that keeps our military, firefighters, and 
have all benefitted from the Nation's investments in aerospace iecJllllc11oi;l;v 



pe1·ce1n of the infant formula sold the world contains a specific " 111,..'"''"1-
NASA during plant "'""'urrn exp1erune11tts for long duration flight 

cell phone cameras 
camera-on-a-chip that was ... ..,,,.a .... ..,... a engineer Eric 
deep imaging. 

';;JA1fJ•v.tatJtvu that was unimaginable 
..., .. ..,.., .... ,,.., propulsion for robotic missions, 
satellites, and the James 

investment in space technology 

,,,,a,,,_,M~.·- technologies come to life, 
contractors alongside our many .......... +""""" 
partnerships don't just further our create a 
technologies with tangible benefits that are making an impact on our 

From life-saving to inn""'"';n',.'" protect the environment to components that 
are making ..,.., .• ....., .. ,,"" .... ,........... transport possible, • .., .... .u ..... ..,.v·11<. a core part of 

identity. It ensures that what we every day for space and 
aerospace delivers the greatest benefit to 

You can learn more 





on new 
legislative authority. 





they serve? Can you please provide me with an estimate of how many people might be affected? 
Have you determined the number of job reductions that will take place as a of the proposal? 

knowledge transfer. 
monitoring, and '"''" .. """"'" 

The core goal of the proposed reorganization is to reach more more 

all 

proposal to '""'r"'"'''"' 
education investments by 6 percent compared to the 2012 funding to $3. lB, is 

intended to reach more students, teachers, researchers, schools, post-secondary institutions, and others 
than current The has not the net employment impacts 
the STEM education reorganization proposal as a whole nor the combined reach of the proposed 
education portfolio compared to the current one. The current fragmented approach to investing in STEM 
education has made it to ensure Federal are and 1Pv•"1"!'1<:J'Pt"I 

greatest impact. By reorganizing and realigning resources, the proposal facilitates ,..., ... 1"••r 

evaluation and so that government will 
document how many people are affected by Federal STEM education and 



Space 



• Summer opportunities for secondary students on college campuses with the objective to 
increase enrollment in STEM disciplines and STEM careers. 

• Community Colleges- developing new relationships as well as sustaining and 
strengthening existing institutional relationships. 

• Aeronautics research- research in traditional disciplines; research in areas that are 
appropriate to NASA's unique capabilities; research that directly addresses the Next 
Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen). 

• Environmental Science and Global Climate Change- research and activities to better 
understand Earth's environments. 

• Diversity of institutions, faculty and students. 
• Enhancing the capacity of institutions to support innovative research infrastructure 

activities to enable early career faculty to focus their research toward NASA priorities. 

Current Grant Cycle 

NASA Space Grant Timeline Summary 

1ru11 :w11 . .Wll 1riO· 11J14 ldlJ 
- -- -

Current 
Cycle Year 1 of Base Year3 of 

Year 4 of Base Year 5 of Base 
Year 2 of Base Base 

Augmentations Targeted (end of current 
Augmentations Forward 

Competitions grant cycle) CDC Competition Funding 
·----~---- ·--·- .. ·---- ,..... 

Future Qtr / · 

Plan So/iclfation Qtr l : Stat I 

prepuratwn of new 

awards 

Qtr2 (pending 
Solic1Jat1on fund 
Re/ea\e availahilil)) 

Qt1 3 

Selection,\ 

In FY 2010, NASA established new awards for the 52 Space Grant consortia based upon the President's 
Budget Request and the projected outyear requests. The awards support multi-year grants to be funded 
over a five year period (FY 2010-FY 2014). Funded at two levels, there are 35 "designated" awards at 
$575,000 annually and 17 "non-designated" awards at $430,000 annually. These are referred to as "Base 
Awards." Over a 5-year period, the higher funded consortia would receive $2.875M in total base awards 
($575K X 5 years) and the lower funded consortia would receive $2.150M in total ($430K X 5 years) 
base awards. The anticipated total grant awards for the 5-year period would be $137.l 75M. 

Fiscal Year 2010 
• President's Budget Request: $28.4M 
• Appropriated Funds for Space Grant: $45.6M 

o Congressional language - House Conference Report 111-3 66, National Space Grant 
College and Fellowship program.-For this program, the Committee recommends 

-



$45, 600, 000 to fund 42 states or jurisdictions at $900,000 10 states 
at $700,000 each 

• Funding '""""'Jv11c;:i. 

o obligated $27.563M toward base awards. 
released $13.949M in funding ai-0 .. •rr<>h•li 

11e,reJC11nm1ent opportunity. 
11 Augmentation award totals: $230,000 

o Remaining Accountability ($1.791M), 
"'""'"''" ... contracts ($2.28M), and travel ($.017M). 

Fiscal 2011 

• 
• 

o Congressional language Full-Year Continuing .... ..,,,.., ... .,..,,,, language 
o Amount subsequently $1. l 6M 

• Funding Actions: 
o toward 
released $10.31 SM in funding for one-year aui;ummt11t101n 

11 Augmentation 
$185,000 

o Remaining funds mandatory rescts!n01u included travel ($.003), and support ....... ,. ... .,. 
contracts ($1.00SM). 

Fiscal Year 2012 
........... !".,,• Request 

Appropriated Funds for Space Grant: $40.0M 
o House 1 Education For necessary 
expenses, not otherwise provided for, in carrying out aerospace and nt:1r•n:n1'111t1"·n1 eai.rcazion 

and development activities .... $138,400,000, to remain 30, 
of which $18,400,000 shall Program to Stimulate Competitive 

Research and $40,000,000 the National Space Grant College program . 

• 

diversity measures. 
supported administrative costs ($.288M), ($.016M), 

($2.300M), ($.003M), and support service 
remaining balance was used to support a portion 4 

Fiscal Year 2013 



0 

and Development (ARCD).--$40,000,000 is for the National Space Grant College 
program, and $18,000,000 is for the Experimental Program to Stimulate comD,elllzve 
Research (EPSCoR). the 
Grant funding to states is not adopted. 

• Funding actions: NASA intends to obligate $12.495M toward base awards. NASA issued 
so1J1c1tat1cm and intends to $5.0M toward a to 

""' ................. STEM K-12 STEM uuti..,<UVl fl;lCTIJUtm1ent 

NASA anticipates additional above base awards and current tan~etc:~d s<mcmumn 
l appro:K:1m:ate11y $9. 7M) to opportunity that focus on the 

priorities: Educator Professional Development, Institutional Engagement, 
and NASA Internships, Scholarships. 

of the administrative decisions made in the implementation of Space Grant funds have been 
contradictory to Congressional guidelines; and the Administrator Education 

tel~ico1nterences and the annual 
regarding the decisions described above. 

2014 
• President's Budget Request: 

• 
o to obligate $16.56M Tnu'"""n 

o are to be used 
consolidation, evaluation and program accountability, 
contracts ($7.44M) 
o Determination additional 
with Aam11rns1:ratmn 

Fiscal Year 2015 
• President's Budget 
continuing actions from nr"''""" 

• Future ..... ,.,,...,.,.,11·1 

for start in FY 15, which 

in alignment 







the Agency's unique resources (workforce, innovative 
to and .,.,,,.,,..,,,rt e~lucators 

on the reorganization guidance we received, proposed FY 2014 
Programmatic and Budget structure of two programs 
Development and Education and Accountability 1-1 .. r"""'"""' 

projects (Space Grant College and Fellowship Project (Space Grant), Experimental Prowairn 
Stumulate Comoetit:ive Research (EPSCoR), Minority Research & hd11ca1:1on !Jf"n, ...... ,. 

Education and Accountability Projects). Additionally, three activities (Global 
Leaming and Observations to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE), Interagency Coordination, and 
STEM Facilitation) are proposed. below is an 
structure: 

GLOBE 
STEM 
STEM Interagency Coordination 

NASA's ECC made decisions during FY 2012 that were implemented FY 2013, with 
...... ~ .. r."'"""''"' as a a more education portfolio positioned to 
more effectively address the Administration's priorities and the anticipated direction framed in the 

CoSTEM strategic plan. We decided that the best to focus more resources on 
priority ...... t;...,;1., .. ., within a highly budget was to or consolidate lower priority 

activities. Twenty-seven activities were initially identified within 
activities was proposed as a natural element of a project's life cycle (e.g., end of performance period). 

What steps can be taken now to begin plan that do not involve 
moving money or redirecting programs between/among agencies? That what new mt1era2e11cy 
collaborations can be established and new capacity built at the currently designated lead agencies 
that to reduce their own portfolio of STEM 
education programs, at least not yet? 

• What specific steps can NASA take to increase collaboration in the short term? 

5-year Plan prepared by the coimrrnm~e on STEM Education 
National Science and Technology with 



out a to assets and expertise to 
make progress on the national priority areas of STEM education: and 
sustain youth and public engagement in enhance the of undergraduate students; 

serve groups historically in STEM fields; and design graduate education 
tomorrow• s The Plan 
2014 Budget proposal, but the by agency represc~numves 

therefore implementation can proceed 

Plan outlines an updated ~1v1-e<mc.ancm C<}Or111mfitm1n approach 
a.:iz.••"'"""" tO IP'U'Pll"~IO-P ._uisauuu•'"'" to maximize the 

1mp1e:m<:~numcm roadmaps describing objectives and strategies to achieve 
""""''"""'""" have already started ............. p;, 

ci,.,.,,,,..T1 .... ,,. as described in the implementation 
ntJ;;:e:s:::i.m:y to reach the described each 

Building new capacity to enable NSF, ED, and SI to fulfill their responsibilities as lead agencu~s 
to will some new resources, as proposed in the 2014 Budget. 

Additionally, through 
identified opportunities 

most .,.tt,.,..1'"'"' 

NASA actively engaged with and other the '""'"''"'u' 
T'"'~-"'"'"''" straltegic plan. NASA continues to regularly participate in 

meetings and to help facilitate implementation of the T1v1P.-vP.m" straiteg1c 
NASA offered an initial assessment of the types of assets that .,.., .... ,. ...... 
lead agency proposed under the STEM reo1rga;m:z:amln triroillgn 

has offered to host an interagency ... .., . ., .. ,,,a 

NASA has suggested new collaboration and workforce to 
in advance of the development of implementation subcommittees during summer 
CoSTEM priority areas. new collaboration "'"'""""·"' 
agreements with reimbursable (Reimbursable Work 
31U.S.C.§1535, Economy the Economy Act provides 

u"''"'"'J'"' '\:\IOfl{torce ... ,,, .. .., •• whereby the skill 
available 

.............. ,..., IPAs (e.g., one-year assignments personnel to lead 
........ .., .. performing targeted work 

priorities with occasional travel to DC 
to rotating professionals. 



3. One of my concerns with the reorganization proposal in the FY 2014 budget is that it isn't 
vetted at all with that 
successful. It is equally troubling that the five-year strategic plan doesn't say much about 
engaging the stakeholder community, in the broadening participation priority. 

Does NASA to seek as you as 
necessary, revise 
NASA seek such input? 

part in implementing the CoSTEM strategic plan? If so, how will 

Answer: Although CoSTEM as an entity will not be formal public inputftom non-Federal 
stakeholders as the implementation of the Plan moves will 
continue to with stakeholders in ongoing ......... ..,,.,, .... ...,. 
advancing the goals of the Strategic Plan and in the operations 

5-Year Strategic Plan is not intended to be a static preliminary 1mp1ememumc1n 
road.maps for priority areas are presented with the full expectation that they will be revised 
over the next five years and supplemented by more detailed roadmaps designed by the Administration and 
the CoSTEM over on communication and outreach stakeholder 

Strategic commits to this process. I anticipate that there 
will be a variety of approaches among the 14 CoSTEM agencies for engaging stakeholders, as is the case 

how work with current 

Additionally, the following stakeholder communities have been directly """J"•""F.~""' by the Associate 
part plan: 

• Aerospace Industries Association 
• American Institute for Aeronautics and Astronautics 

• 
• National Space Grant Alliance 
• National Science Foundation's National Science Board 
• American Astronautical sn.~1 .. 1rv 

• National Science Teachers Association 
• Space Telescope (Johns tto1p1m1s 

More focused and targeted engagement with non-federal stakeholders is considered as the 
implementation phase CoSTEM plan begins. A near term methods include: 

A~U··~·E> virtual Webinars, NASA 
grantees and cooperative agreement recipients 
Independent third (e.g., Board of Science Education/National Academies/ American 
Association for the of or 
to provide a neural ground for stakeholder input. 



It is anticipated that there will be a variety of approaches among 
stakeholders, as is the case now the ag1~nc:1es 
STEM-education portfolios. 



AND TECHNOLOGY 
ON OVERSIGHT AND 

"Green Buildings 

THE RECORD 

Asi~oc:tate Administrator 
Administration 

eso,onse: NASA has utilized often Field following .._. ... A_. ...... 

usedESPCs: 
• Dryden Research Center, an ESPC project a 

(DOE) ESPC master contract but cancelled the to 
task order due to limited resources to develop, and maintain the 
over the full contract term . 
........... ~u.,;y I<.esc;~arc:n Center, VA, and Center, MS Obtain benefits 
"'uucu ........ to ESPCs by -A ... A..,_, Services (UESCs ). 

• Marshall Center, AL implements conservation 
measures ...... "' .... "'H conventional contracts. 

2. Does NASA have staff trained in or does the on FEMP 
primarily to NASA employees through ESPC process? 

Response: Both. procurement and ........ ,L.................. "'i:11 n.,.,, in ESPCs, 
utilizes assistance Financing '-'!J"""'u ........ .,... Facilitators co11tri:tctt:~a 
to DOE Federal Energy Management (FEMP) to develop 

a. Overall, has FEMP 
If not, how could 

Response: Yes, FEMP has helpfully supported NASA ESPC efforts providing 
master contracts, task order and monitoring 

project performance during post-installation performance period. 

a contract ends early, do 
provide maintenance 

uncommon cases NASA completed an 
to the full contract our facilities operations 

.;;o......._ .. ,_..,,,...,U.L·J..Y trfilll('Q to maintain that ree<~1Vt~(1 



3. How often does NASA engage in contracts 
improvements that are not included on the DOE's pre-approved Can you 

NASA would to work with an outside firm, and 
so, 

Response: a Qualified List awards ESPC 
master contracts to a subset of the companies on this list. ofDOE's ESPC 
ma:ster """'ti-"'"1'" Agencies can also directly contract for ESPCs with on 
DOE Qualified List ofESCOs. only engaged through contracts 
with on Qualified List of ESCOs. 

Since NASA began using 1999, Agency has engaged through 
four contracts outside DOE's ESPC master contracts: established 
in 1999 last utilized 2003, one United States Air Force contract including co-
located NASA facilities established in 2000 loan repayment in 2012, and 

Research and Development ......... u...,J. 

suo1corLtra1ct established in 2007 and still 1.nu.•.u..• ... . 

were under development while original master corLtraicts. 
the FFRDC example, NASA's contract with the prime contractor ..... A ................... ,~ ........ , 

the prime contractor utilizes an ESPC subcontract as one 
energy management 

4. What are the key advantages and lm:tltatlotis you 
have to improve the process - either through "'""'"", .............. .., . .u or administrative 

Response: ESPCs enable to implement energy and water upgrades in 
funding where it could not A potential area 
for continually improving includes transparency of all 
revenue streams in ESCO proposals. This improvement would ben.ent 
non-DOE ESPCs. 



NASA experienced or noted any disadvantages when "" ........... ..,.,, ... Fi> in the ESPC 
program? 

Developing, administering, and maintaining more ..,.,..u""'."'""" 
implementing conventional government contracts. This 

complexity from for a from savings 
throughout a contract term of up to and verification of 
guaranteed cost savings throughout 

a. If so, what been and how have they occurred? 

very constrained resources find it ... u,, • .., .... u 

to implement an project-even under The Agency 
has experienced a site that pursued a contract but 
cancelled the effort prior to awarding a task order due to resources to 

and maintain over the full contract term. NASA has 
successfully an ESPC project under a DOE contract, 

imi:1acI of ESPC coordination nearly all 
management personnel resource capacity. 

disadvantages dissipated over the years as the evolved? 

Response: No, it •. nu ........... ., challenging for persoIJne1to ...,.., ... , ...... ,.,.full-scale ESPC at smaller 
sites. 

c. can program be improved to eliminate such 

Response: a streamlined mechanism for 
cor1sexvat1on measures. 
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